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. Memorandum 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pate: 7/5/68 

/ SAC, NEW YORK (100-124637) (Sub C) K YPacn, 

: sono 

(REPLACEMENT AND NEUTROLIZATION PROGRAM) 

Re NY letters to Bureau, %/23/68 and 5/24/68. 

ttempted to contact ___Ivnite in 
e last week end in May, 1966. Unfor- Chicago, 

tunately 6 Teft word 
With their that he 
sought contact. 

After réturning to New York City, the source received ep 
tour information, brochures and offers to do business from 
Afton Tours - a tour agency which handles Soviet personnel, 
American Communists and other left-oriented individuals and 
groups. The source had never done business with or communi- 
cated with that agency before and f in the name of 
his f} mended to Afton b who had boast- 
ed tol ὁ his access to firms like Afton. 

[bes taken the preliminary steps necessary 
to organizing a Middle East -- Soviet joshi ch—woul.d—pe— 
handles by his firm, doing business a .«Ἐ- 
through Afton as their Soviet representative. As is usual in 
such tour arrangement the agency is permitted one free guide 
fo ravelers. The source plans to offer such a spot 
to as a means of furthering their business friend- 

further suggested that as a preliminary to offering 
the trip he would, find something "wrong" 

planning which would cause him to logically call ὁ 
for helpful intervention with Afton. 
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The Bureau will. be kept advised of progress in this 

4h the SOLO Prograni. The requisite ré-investigation. has been 
conclided and ‘the results have been submitted to the Bureau 
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NTERNAL SECURITY - C 

On 7/8/68, transmissions were heard by the. Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies 
but no messages were transmitted, 

ACTION: 

For information, 

ΚΝ 
1... Mr, Conrad ; 
2~ Mr, Sullivan (Attention: Mr, Ji Al, Sizoo, Mr, Ri Ci, Putnam) 
1. - Mr, Downing . . 

. i - Mr, Newpher 
1 - Mr, Paddock 
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UNITED STATES covEP Ament | O a 
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ΡΊΠΒΟΤΟΝ, FBI (100-4.28092) DATE: 7 /1,/68 ves 

‘sac, NEW YORK (100-13}.637) “te Kk 

ReNYlet, 6/25/68 0 

On 7/1/68, NY 69]:-- 8. furnished the {dllowing 
informati on? 66%, 7 ̓ 

ἽΝ" 

τ 6/29/68, pursuant to previously made arrangemen: 5 
with the Soviets, NY 694-S went to a Westchester rendezvous 
where he met NIKOLAL TALANOV, his current Soviet contact, who 
Was accompanied by a former contact of the informant's, 
VLADIMIR A, CHUCHUKIN, who, as the Bureau is aware, recently 
recurned to the US, CHUCHUKIN was the Soviet contact of the 
informant during 1964. and during the early part of 1965, 
Upon arrival at the rendezvous, CHUCHUKIN leaped from the 
Soviet automobile, embraced NY 69:.-S%, and pinched the 
latter's cheeks. He stated that he was most happy to see 
the informant again and said, "From now on - it's you and 
me . He handed the informant two shopping bags containing 
$530, 000.00 in 100, 50, 20 and 10 dollar bills. 

ΡΞ 

oS Bonen cory MED i AIDS me FEL OE 

TALANOY, who was driving the Soviet automobile, 7” 
extended his hand to NY 694-S, and said, "Tais is good-bye", 
He handed the informant a small, piece of paper containing 
a coded Me SSAGE , the plain text of which ‘Was as follows: 

(1-105-4.0818) (TALANOV) 

(1-105~-9106) (CHUCHUKIN) 
1- ee 38° wie rote (Ri) | acc. 3 
L-ANY 2130-91 (INY ΟἹ —_ — 
1-NY 105- “1h931-Sub ¢ (TALANOV) (3h) MOE, (= 2F AGL: 704) 
L-HY 105- "δ 7ιὸ ( CHUCHUKIN ) 

L-NY 100-234537 (bb) - FY 15 JUL 11 ee 
: 105 | 

ACBieac , eee — 
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1 

be 1000-13637 

"Money acknowledgement tonight at 11:15 pem - 
355-9521 or 355-8557. If unavailable, then tomorrow at 
10: aem, - 2li-9999 or 695-9123. 
\ 

"Drops Tara, Vanie, Willa, Zenia, Zoola - 0.K. 
Please, don't use drops Sandy, Urza, Yama. _ 

"Next personal rendezvous Armstrong. Drop Nicky 
next, 

"July - August: 73- 8751 on 473-8707. 
"September » October: 563-9523. or 563~-9u19. 
"November ~ December: 563-8183 or 563-8931. 

"$530,000.00, $30,000.00 for Jessica Smith," 

NY 69h4.-S# stated that, although TALANOV bid 
him good-bye, his words would not necessarily mean that 
he was leaving the country. The informant, however, in 
view of past experience with the Soviets, is of the opinion 
that TALANOV did intend to convey the impression that he was | 
leaving the USA to return to the Soviet Union. 
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Lm Meh C.D: Brennan 
lL- Mr. R. Ὁ, Putnam 

“Ree 18. Vy oa — P09 Le 7 0! ἐφ Jély 9, 1968: 

BY. ‘LIAISON 

τ 5110. 

- 

τ yo. “ΝΕ νειν 
SOVIET REPORT ON VIETNAH 

oa mma Mite inal thaediieeediiaaiiainahlints meerees cimiremiainad 

The. leaders ΘῈ the Communist party, USA, have 
received a report on Soviet efforts to influence North Vietnam 
and the. situation in Vietnam. In.essencé, this yeport: reads 
as follows: - 

- The, Soviet Union -has advised North Vietnam to stop 
their purposeless rocket, attacks -on. Saigon. and. expects: these 
attacks. to céase, During a secret trip. to the: Soviet Union 
‘in April, 1968, North ‘Vietnamese Prine. Hinister Phan. Yan Dong 
was reported to have been convinced that a-military victory. 
in Vistnan was impossible. for ‘either side,. The Soviets were. 
reported. to have convinced North Vietnam to pull back from, 
‘Khesanh in order to permit the United States: to withdraw with. 
out, Loss of face. 

‘The Soviets bolidve they ‘have ‘convinced the North 
Vietnanesé: to: ‘begin to negotiate. seriously in their peace 
talks with the United States in Paris, France. The Soviets 
state that North Vietnam will..seek, but. will. not: insist 
upon, the role of the National Liberation. Front. of South 
Vietnam as part. of the. price for a peace settlement. It was 
xéported that North Vietnaw- is ‘willing to cooperate. in ἃ 
coalition: government including sone individuals participating 
An. the ‘current Governnhent of South Vietnan. 

_ North Vietnarziose officials naye dearned that 
Colimunist China is. not really helpiié? them but that the, 

. re Chinese ‘communists. are "roady- to fight to the last Vietnamese, " 
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nO, ‘PORBIGN DISSENINATIC Ὃ 

SOVIET REPORT ON. VIETNAM. 

ἵ . αὶ 

ΜῈΝ president. Charles De Gaulle of France has ‘promised 
North, Vietnam an immediate loan of $20,000, 000, after the. 
peace settiemant. 16 concluded with the United States provided 
Visti North, Vietnan does not jeopardize . French intérasts in 

ethan... ἊΝ 

Yt should ‘be ‘noted that. the Anformation réported: 
above wad furnished the Communist Party,'USA, as thé line: 

᾿ it 4s to follow. dnd projéct in this country as part of 
colminist efforts to influence United. States ‘policies in 
line ‘with Soviet ‘Objectives, Therefore, , it may’ .or may hot 
represent ‘actual Soviet ‘policy. 

σε 

“ ΜΟΤΕ:. " ; 

Classified “2 7No ‘Foreign Dissemination!" since. 
unauthorized disclosire of ° his: information couid reveal the: 
identity of the: source (cg 5824=S*) Who is of continuing value 
and such revelation: could result in grave damage to the Nation,. 

Data extracted from New York letter dated ‘7/3/68; 
captionéd "Solo, Is-c." - 

See: memorandun - Cc. Ὁ. Brennan to W. C. Sullivan, 
dated 7/8/68; captioned "Solo,. Internat ‘Security-Communist," 
prepared by RCP: pab. 

XEROX .COPIES: BEING FURNISHED ΤΟ ΜΕΒΞ, MILDRED STEGALL. AT THE 
WHITE HOUSE, ‘THE SECRETARY OF STATE, THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, 
DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY, THE ATTORNEY: GENERAL 
AND. THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL.. ὁ 

Ἔα ῖλο FOREIGN DISSEHINATION 
a Qos 
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ROUTE IN ἢ ENVELO Di ‘UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT. 

: Mr. W. ο. Sullivan pare: duly 8, 1968 

ΟΜ emorandum-: 

- - 

“INTERNAL, SECURITY, - COMMUNIST / 

; » + . re 4 - 

᾿ . Solo is the code’ word used to refer to the liaison 
- Spération performed by our informants between the Communist  __ . 
Party, USA, and other communist parties of ‘the world.,. ne 

_ PURPOSE: 

This memorandum. advises of a Soviet report on 
Vietnam furnished ‘the ‘Communist Party, USA, and recommends 
dissemination to the White House, Secretary of State, 
Secretary of Defense, Director of Central Intelligence Agency 
and the Attorney General. 

BACKGROUND : 

While abroad on Solo Mission 27; CG 5824-S* 
received a report on Vietnam from A. 8. Belyakov, Chief ? 
Deputy to the Head of. the International Department, Central 
Committee, Communist Party. of the Soviet Union, and a member 
of the Foreign Affairs Commission -of the. Government: of the 
Soviet Union. This’ report; in essence, was as follows: 

The Soviets have told the North Vietnamese to stop 
| their purposeless rocket attacks. on Saigon. During a secret. 
trip to the Soviet Union in April, 1968, the Prime Minister 
of North Vietnam was reported to have been convinced that 8 
military victory in Vietnam was impossible for either side. 
The Soviets also claim to have convinced the North Vietnamese 
to pull back from Khesanh to permit the United. States to with- 
draw without loss of face, 

Enc losure ee eg— ah REL ΠΣ Jeo aes EOP, = ΕΣ 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
Re: Solo 
100—428091 

The Soviets believe they have convinced the 
North Vietnamese to negotiate seriously in their peace talks 
with the United States in Paris, France. While North Vietnam 
will seek, it will not insist upon, the rolé of the National 
Liberation Front of South Vietnam as ‘part of the price for a 
peace settlement. North Vietnam is willing to cooperate in 
a coalition government including some individuals participating 
in the current Government of South Vietnam, 

North Vietnamese officials have learned that 
Communist China is not really helping them but that the 
Chinese communists are “ready to fight to the last Vietnamese," 
and, therefore, Soviet influence is increasing in North Vietnam. 

It was also stated that President Charles De Gaulle 
of France has: promised North Vietnamese an immediate loan of 
$20,000,000 after the peace settlement is concluded if 
North Vietnam: does not jeopardize French interests in Vietnam. 

Attached is a summary of this information for 
Mrs, Mildred Stegall at the White House, the Secretary of 
State, the Secretary of Defense, the Director of Central 
Intelligence Agency, the Attorney General and the Deputy 
Attorney General. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

it is recommended that attached summary be approved 

ΠΩΣ 
and sent. 
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July 9, 1968 

COMMUNIST PARTY;. USA : 
. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS. 

In the latter part of June, 1968, the ieadership 
of the Communist Party, USA, received. an; inquiry from the 
‘Communist Party of the Soviet Union which was as follows: 

The Soviets have noted that. Senator Eugene licCarthy. 
had indicated in press rel¢ases that ‘he is interested in 
visiting the Soviet Union. The Soviets expressed the opinion — 
that while Senator McCarthy cantiot. be elected President of 
the United ‘States he may become an important man in the 
political arena in. the United States because of the role 
he has played in the 1968 election - campaign. The, Soviets 
fear that if they issue an invitation to Senator McCarthy 
to visit the Soviet Union; it tay antagonize the individual 
who is elected President, of the United States in 1968, 
regardless of his political affiliation. 

The Soviets. indicated that they cannot. predict 
ow former Vice President Richard NM. Nixon will react if 
he wins. the election, but the Communist Party. of the 
Soviet Union has taken the position that it “has not given 
up yet" on Nixon... 

_ Leaders of the soviet Union do not agree with, the 
theory that President Lyndon B. Johnson removed himself from 
the 1968 political campaign as8.a maneuver so that he: could 
be drafted. The official Soviet view, at this time, is that 
President Johnson is "not such a. bad ἢ ξὺν after ail." 
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COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

The Soviets requested the Communist Party, USA, to 
“furnish ah opiiion as to the advisability of the Soviet 

Government issuing Sénator McCarthy an Anvitation to. visit - 
the Soviét Union. Gus. Hall, General Secrétary’,. Conitunist 
Party, USA, has replied to the Soviet inquiry by stating 
“that it would be "stupid" for Senator HcCarthy to visit 
the Soviet Union. However; Hall added that if Senator McCarthy 
should request such.-an invitation from the Soviets, it should 
be given him, 

ft shold ba noted that the ingovination reported 
‘above was furnished the Commtinist Party, USA, ‘as the line it 
is to follow and project in this country as part of communist 
efforts to infiuence United States policies in line with Soviet 
objectives ., Therefore, it may or may. not represont actual 
Soviet policy.. 

NOTE: 
See memorandum Cc. Ὁ, Brennan to W. 6, Sullivan, 

dated 7/8/68, captioned "Solo, Internal Security~Communist," 
prepared by RCP:pab. 

Classified υβδοςσέλιο Foreign Dissemination" since 
unauthorized disclosure: of this: information could ‘reveal the 
identity of the source. (CG 5824-S*) ‘who is of continuing valué 

_ and such revelation, could result in. graye damage: to the Nation.. 

Data extracted from New York letter dated 7/8/68, 
captioned "Solo, Is~C." 

' XEROX COPIES BEING FURNISHED MRS, MILDRED STEGALL AT THE 
WHITE HOUSE, THE, SECRETARY OF STATE, DIRECTOR OF CENTRAL 
INTELLIGENCE AGENCY, THE ATTORNEY. GENERAL, AND 3 THE ‘DEPUTY 
ATTORNEY. GENERAL. 

sRpkno FOREIGN DISSEMINATION 
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SOLO 7 koko | 
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Solo is the code word used to refer to the liaison 
operation performed by our informants between the Communist 
Party, USA, and other communist parties of the world. 

PURPOSE: 

This memorandum recommends dissemination of infor- 
mation regarding Soviet concern oyrisstiing an invitation to 
Senator Eugene McCarthy (D-Minn) to visit the Soviet Union 
to the White House, Secretary of State, Director of Central 
Intelligence Agency and the Attorney General; —.' 

BACKGROUND : 

While on Solo Mission 27, CG 5824-S* conferred 
with A. &. Belyakov, Chief Deputy to the Head.of the: Inter~ Qe 
national Department of the Central Committee of the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union and a member of the Foreign Affairs 
Commission of the Government of the Soviet Union. The informant 
learned the following: 

The Soviets have noticed that in press releases 
Senator McCarthy has expressed ah interest to visit the 

-Soviet Union. Up to this time McCarthy has not ‘made a 
specific request for an invitation. While believing McCarthy 
will not be elected President of the United States in 1968, 
the Soviets believe he may “become. an important. political 
figure. However, “they feel’ ‘that if they issue McCarthy an 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
Re: Solo 
100~428091 

invitation to visit the Soviet Union, it May antagonize whow- 
ever is elected, The Soviets cannot predict what former 
Vice President Richard M. Nixon Will do if elected ‘President 
of the United States, ‘but: the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union “has not given up yet" on Nixon. 

Leaders of the Soviet Union do not subscribe to 
the theory that President Lyndon ‘B. JohnSon. withdrew from 
the campaign in order that-he could be. drafted. The official 
view, at this time, is that President Johnson is "not such a 
bad guy after all." . 

The Comriunist Party, USA, was requested to furnish 
the Soviets with an opinion | as to the advisability of the 
Soviets issuing an invitation to McCarthy to visit the 
Soviet Union. Gus Hall, leader of the Party, answéréd the 
inguiry by stating that it would be "stupid" for McCarthy to. 
visit the Soviet Union, but if he asked for. an invitation, 
the Soviets. should -give. him -one.. . 

. Attachéd is a summary of this information for 
Mrs. Mildred Stegall at the White House, the Secretary of 
State, the: Diréctor of Central Intelligence Agéncy, the 
Attorney General and the Deputy Attorney General, 

RECOMMENDATION: = ὁ “1. . 

It is recommended that attached summary be approved 

pv καὶ 
and sent. 
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. Memorandum 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 7/5/68 

SOUTE IN ENVELopp 

Re Chicago letter dated 6/5/68. 

Set forth below is an accounting of Solo and. 
réserve funds transactions during June, 1968: 

Balance on nd June 3, 1968 

Βοῖο. απ ΟΠ 5115,258.97 

. Reserve Funds _1 845,21 

| Total $123,104.18 

Additions 

None 

Disbursements 

| Solo Funds. 

On, 6/2/68, for expenses 
of GUS HALL while in . 
Chicago 6/1-2/68 ἃ 64.78 

On 6/4/68, for partial 
expenses of Solo ες 
Mission 27 800.00 . 

4 Total $564.41 
{—- -- " bole te 
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CG 134-46 Sub # . 

Reserve Funds “ s 

On, 6/4/68, purchase of air 
transportation, for GUS HALL 
from Chicago, TLlinois to 
New York City 

On: 6/6/68.,. purchase of gifts 
to. present. to Communist Party. ᾿ 
leaders on 27th. Solo Mission 

On 6/7/68, purchase of books 
to present to-Communist Party 
leaders: on, 27th Solo Mission 

τς ! “Total. - 

Balance on ‘Hand July 1,. 1968 

Solo Funds 

Reserve. Funds © - 

- : CS ΞΕΣ Lota 

Location of Funds - Chicago Oftice - 
Jerr ivory. 

Solo Funds 

Maintained by Chicago: Office 
in Saféty Deposit Box 

. Numbey¥ :C1362;, ha Salle 
National Ba nk, Chicago, 
Illinois, with access 
Limited to, SAC and ASAC. 

Maintained ‘by σὰ 5824-S* 
in: gate in ‘his. office at 
Ariséo Associates, . .- 
‘Incorporated, 25 East. 

’ Washington Street; Chiéago, 
ΕΣ Illinois. - 

Sm Bow 

27.00 

60's 00. 

4145. 60 .᾽ 

$114,694.19 

$122,896.80 

Ν 

᾽ 

Ὁ $ 856,166.55᾽ 

19,527.64 - 



CG 134-46 Sub F 

‘Maintained in Arisco. 
Associates, Incorporated. 
checking. account. at Michigan 
Aye hue National ‘Bank, 

_ Che iS , with access ; 
by nd CG. 5824..S* 8 5,000.00 

Maintained in Arisco - 2 
Associates, Incorporated ΝΞ : 
‘checking ‘account at First - 
National Bank of Lincolnwood, 

τ δον ον Lineolnwo i with, ae ΝΣ 
ΝΕ ἊΣ access by nd . 

τς “CG 5824-5 . 5,000.00 

Total $114,694.19 

_ Reserve Funds, 

- Maintained by Chicago Office, 
in Safety Deposit Box 
Number C1362, La 58.116 4 

- National Bank, ‘Chicago, Ν a ΕΣ τος τ 
Illinois, with access by” ΝΞ Ξ - ᾿ 
‘SAC and ASAC - ον $6,150.00 

Maintained by. CG 5824-S* in 
pafé in his office at Arisco 
Associates, Incotporated, 

5 : 25 East Washington Street, - 
τς Chicago, Tllinois - 1,502.61 . 

ΕΝ εὐ το 47,102. 61 

Total Funds on Hand $122,396.80 
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L SPOR πὶ ΤΟΙ HO, 10 . so1e“106 ROUTE IN (oo) 
4 MAY. 1982 EOIN CO * GSA GEN, REG, NO. 27 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

‘Memorandum 1 ~ Mr. C. Ὁ. DeLoachk 
1 Mr. W.°Cs. Sullivan 
3. ~- Mr. Ὁ, D. Brennan 

TO τ Mr, W. C. Sullivan DATE: July 10, 1968 
1 - Mr. R. Cc. Putnam 

Wes 

FROM : C, D, Brenn 

vr" .- 

NTERNAL SECURITY -- COMMUNIST 

My3 memorandum of 6/10/68 set forth, in detail, 
accounting of funds received by the ‘Communist Party ;. Usk 
| corsa) £20m the-Soviet Union and Red China for May, 1968. 
The following is” an accounting of these funds’ for June, 1968. 

TOTAL FUNDS | RECEIVED AND. DISBURSED 9/58 to 5/31/68: 

Total receivéd from the Soviet Union. oss.eeeee + $5, 736, 538, 09 
Total received from Red China (all on 2/10/60)...- 50 "000. 00 
Total received 9/58.to 5/3 a ee i 
£0781 AtSbuI / Ἷ [BUSBB ice cercesessaente se “4.,430 334, “30 

‘Total as of 3/31/68. seceevccesoeioeeoedL : ' 

Received from Soviets 6729,68.. οἷς δεῖνος "530,000.00 
‘(Second half of 1968 subsidy Dong 
plus $30,000 for "New World: em 
Review! a pro-Soviet magazine _ 
published in New York City me 
and not affiliated with the " 

" Party.) 

‘Total ΝΣ ΤΟΣ ἐμ SBB BOO aS ᾿ . 

oO DISBURSEMENTS DURING. JUNE, 1968 = ηἢ 72 τ -- f 2 FoF /- 7051. 

τ All disbursements made on specific 
as instructions of Gus Hall, General —ncss nese sien” 

Secretary, CPUSA. 
-- 16 UL 15 1968, 

6/2 /68 ~ For personal expenses of Hall while οἷ 
visiting Chicago, ΤΆ ποΙΘ. οὐ λλνος cre — BETS. 

τ ret α τ 

“6/4/68 - For partial expenses of Sols - fission Weve 
“᾿ . COMETH OHHH HEREC HEED ESET OEE RE HRD δ ES ἐ 580.00 

= aT a . Total disbursed June, 1968... Pevesenodas : ΜΝ vu 

> 1002428002  ᾿ | ας τ ae 

RCP: bb sO VY oe 
CONTINUED - OVER ᾿ -χᾳ 525 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100-~428091 

i 

Balance of Fund G/30/68.eseceeseseee+$l, 885,638.51 

In Chicago. ccesccecccccsccrcccessnceed 114,694.19 

In New YOrK ecco ccreecnvccsravevneence 1,770 944,32 

$1,885,638. 51 

ACTION: 

None. This memorandum is submitted for your 
information. An up-to-date accounting of Party funds received 
from the Soviets will be brought to your attention each month. 
Details of the accounting of these funds are not to be 
disseminated. 

a yy Ζ " 

ν΄ 

ἫΝ 
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LQ : ΟΣ το ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
SAC, Chicago (134-46) 7 ας 7/13/68 

νι , “ 1 ~ Mr .. R. Cc. Putnam 
᾿ 

soto | 
ee NTERNAL SECURITY: = C 

ReNYlet ‘4/3/68 which set out highlights. of an ‘inter~ 
view botween CG 5824-S* and Mikhail Polonik, the Soviet who 
handled the. Solo apparatus in Moscow. Polonik is expected in . 
‘Washington, D. C., in ‘the immediate future to. assume. the - 
position of Counselor in the Soviet Embassy’. This would 
explain. the antorest he expressed in various individuals in 
the United States... 

| Theré aro.a number of items in relet which must be 
further. explored with CG 5824-s*, They are: . 

3 olonik's expressed dnterest a 
Llegedly. working for the. ΝΙΝ tment Ὁ ate, 

“ΒΞ should ba immediately. interviewed in depth. concerning 
this matter. Pertitiont. ‘furnished the 

re Bureau under :the - ‘Captior ‘S-R" pronptiy. 
᾿ Two copies should be furn shed“ 86 information showld be 
β phrased in a form ‘which ἀνθ8. not, indicate thé source obtained ΝΗ ' it while. ὅπ Moscow in direct conversation with Polonik. WFO a 
ΝΕ should be. instructed to hold an Anvestigation im this in 

aboyance. ‘ponding further instructions from the Bureau because 
of the sensitive nature of the source. 

— (2) CG 584-84 should. ip ed in depth 
regarding the ‘comments, made about Data we 

ave10 e Bureau an under the 
in the sane anner 85 the data 

res) 
= 

MAILED 7 

. JUL 29 1288 

a 
“ 
= 
= 
ῷ 
9 

(3} Additaonet information must ‘bo obtained regarding 
ἡ the. alleged legislative lobby the Communist Party, USA, is. supposed 

~~ to have: set up in Washington, D.C. To date, no positive ‘anfor~ 
$a mation: has beok developed regarding such activity. by the Party. 
ὁ dele Determine whether CG §824-S* learned anything -additional concerning 
Bint this. lobby from conversations with Gus Hall. ἡ oa she ica 7 δ 52) 
᾿ Cosper—__-___ 
coat - few Yor Ἢ (106~134637) tk 110 REC πῇ 

16 JUL 15 1968 
SEE NOTE PAGE TWO 

Felt! ΜΝ 

oe Wont 

ἴω ΟΝ 

cf «τοτταττνννκιτανν 
Rosen . 

© Sullivan Ξ ΤῊΝ “ 
Tavel x πω 

ἱ Tele, Room — 
Holmes κῶς. ας 

ΜΑΙ, ROOM 

oe: 231968 : 
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‘ Letter to. SAC, Chicago. 
Res Solo- 
100428091: 

(4) Both New York and Chicago must, through their 
solixcés keep on top. of the Party's plans for a ΔΌΣ or. 
sinilay estabiishment to sérve ss a drop for Soviet funds 
and instructions, Every effort must. be expended to, insure. 
we. Gan control such an operation.. 

(5) New York must. insure that. any olectronia 
equipment ΩΝ by NY 694«S%, pursuant to Soviet instructions, 
ig Tully Seseribed Yor the Bureau yrior to the shipment of such bE 

Since. CG 5824-8% indicated he would consuit TC 
of Chicago concerning this matter, Chicago mist, 
these instructions. 

This matter has been coordinated withthe Soviet Section. 
Items mentioned above were included in a séven-page ‘etter a 
giving highlights of a two-day conference with Polonik by ὮΝ 
CG 5824-S*, Past experience has shown that when given time to 
KeFlect and recover from.a Mission, the source can usually 
recall additional details which may be pertinent to, investigations 
méntioned above. 



. Tolson... 
Mr, DeLoach_.~ 
Mr. Mohr 
Mr. Bishop 
Mr. Casper___ 
Mr. Callahan.__- 

Mr. Trotter. 

Tele. Room 
Miss. Holmes. 
Miss Gandy. 

entered 

B) (Ε998) ΜΠ, μι. 
᾿ὼ 
AY 

_ *, NO (ge) EX CHICAGO VIA WASHINGTON Q. ΡΣ; ww \ 
sxf FROM NEW YORK (199-134637) 7P 

iO 
ἘΝ SOLO,/ INTERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST. 

| ON JULY TWELVE; ONE NINE SIX EIGHT., PURSUANT 

Xr PREVIOUSLY MADE ARRANGEMENT, NEW YORK SIX NINE 2. 

SN Four - S ASTERICK MET HIS SOVIET CONTACT VLADIMIR A. 

> , CHUCHUKIN, IN THE AREA OF THE TOWNHOUSE RESTAURANT, 
; bo 8 

as ONE THREE EIGHT - THREE NINE, QUEEN BOULEVARD, 

| i QUEENS, NEW YORK, CHUCHUKIN ADVISED THE INFORMANT Ν᾿ 429-72 ὅϑ 7/- 7/- 1053 
THAT IN ACCORDANCE WITH yusrruct 16s! Rong COCPSU mens 

By ‘HE WAS FURNISHING THE LATTER WITH INFORMATION TO BE 

Sy TRANSMITTED TO GUS HALL (CPUSA GENERAL SECRETARY) 

ων IMMEDIATELY AND SAID INFORMATION is ING TRANSMITTED 

TO OTHER HEADS OF COMMUNIST PARTIES THROUGHOUT THE 
—— . 

END PAGE ONE wo? a 
wit ἃ 

“ἢ , 

. TELETVPED 10: C2 
| 9 SIU Se wee 

16 JUL 1'7 1868 

Ueno perianend” 

(FTE 
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PAGE TWO 

WORLD. THIS INFORMATION CONCERNS THE SERIOUS 

SITUATION IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA TODAY. CHUCHUKIN'S 
et a ΒΒΙΒΝΌΝΟΨΟΝ ΟΝ 

INSTRUCTIONS WERE TO. FURNISH THIS INFORMATION TO 

GUS HALL ON JULY THIRTEEN, ONE NINE SIX EIGHT, 

ON JULY THIRTEEN, ONE NINE SIX EIGHT, NEW YORK 

SIX NINE FOR “5 ASTERICK FURNISHED THE FOLLOWING 

INFORMATION TO THE NYO. 

THE CCCPSU SENDS TO GUS HALL AND OTHER LEADERS 

OF VARIOUS COMMUNIST PARTIES THROUGHOUT: THE WORLD 

A CONFIDENTIAL MESSAGE CONCERNING THE PRESENT SERIOUS 

SITUATION IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA TODAY. THE CCCPSU CONSIDERS | 

IT URGENT AND TAKES INTO CONSIDERATION THE REQUEST | 

OF OTHER COMMUNIST PARTIES THAT THE CCCPSU’S EVALUATION 

OF THE SITUATION IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA BE BROUGHT UP 

TO DATE. THIS CAN BE DONE BY POINTING OUT THE DANGERS 
OF THE COUNTER REVOLUTIONARY FORCES WHICH ARE TRYING 

C. 
TO DEFEAT AND ELIMINATE THE LEADERSHIP OF THE ocCr ee 

END PAGE TWO 
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PAGE THREE 

COUNTER REVOLUTIONARY AND REACTIONARY FORCES 

REPRESENTED BY FORMER MEMBERS OF THE SOCIAL DEMOCRATS, 

CATHOLIC PARTY AND FORMER PROPERTY OWNERS HAVE 

‘ SUCCEEDED IN PENETRATING AND INFLUENCING ORGANIZATIONS, 

TRADE UNIONS AND THE NEWS MEDIA UNDER THE GUISE 

OF FALSE SLOGANS OF "LIBERATION". THEY HAVE. EVEN 

PENETRATED INTO PROVINCIAL AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS 

AS WELL ‘AS PROVINCIAL COMMUNIST, PARTY BODIES. 

THERE IS TODAY AN ACTIVE “CENTER” IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

FROM WHICH THESE COUNTER REVOLUTIONARIES AND —< 

REACTIONARIES FUNCTION AND ARE GUIDED. 

REASON TO BELIEVE THERE IS A “CENTER” OUTSIDE OF | 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA WHICH GUIDE THESE COUNTER 
REVOLUTIONARIES AND REACTIONARY FORCES UNDER THEER 

FALSE SLOGAN OF “LIBERATION™.. 
THEIR AIM IS TO TAKE OVER THE CZECHOSLOVAKIAN 

GOVERNMENT AND ELIMINATE THE PRESENT CENTRAL 

COMMITTEE AND ITS LOYAL LEADERSHIP BY PEACEFUL 

MEANS, AND IF NOT SUCCESSFUL TRY BY OTHER MEANS, 

ARMS IF NECESSARY. 

END PAGE THREE 
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PAGE FOUR . 

THE CCCPSU CALLS. THIS TO THE ATTENTION OF THE 

OTHER COMMUNIST PARTIES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD IN 

THAT YOU TAKE THIS ‘EVALUATION VERY SERIOUSLY AND 

TOGETHER WITH OTHER LEADERS OF THE INTERNATIONAL 

WORKING CLASS MOVEMENT HELP SOLVE THIS PROBLEM 

BY A MARXIST + LENINIST SOLUTION, THE CCCPSU: WILL 

WATCH THIS SITUATION VERY. CLOSELY. AND WILL TAKE 

ALL POSSIBLE MEANS TO HELP THE. COMMUNIST PARTY OF 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA, THE WORKING PEOPLE OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

AND TO DEFEND THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF SOCIALISM IN 

THIS COUNTRY. THE CCCPSU HAS TAKEN INTO CONSIDERATION 

THAT THE SITUATION IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA TODAY IS IN 

MANY WAYS SIMILAR TO THE SITUATION IN HUNGARY IN 

ONE NINE FIVE SIX. THE COUNTER REVOLUTIONARIES 

AND REACTIONARY FORCES ARE GETTING STRONGER AND THEY 
ARE TRYING TO UNDERMINE. THE WARSAW PACT AND THE 

ECONOMIC. COOPERATIVE OF WHICH CZECHOSLOVAKIA IS A 

MEMBER, THEY ARE TRYING TO CHANGE THE FOREIGN 

POLICY OF THE COUNTRY BE SAYING OVER AND: OVER 

THAT THE FOREIGN POLICY OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA MUST NOT 

FOLLOW THE FOREIGN POLICY OF THE USSR AND OTHER 

SOCIALIST COUNTRIES. THEY SAY THAT THE. COUNTRY 

SHOULD FORM ἃ STRONG BOND AND RELATIONSHIP WITH 

END PAGE FOUR 
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PAGE: FIVE 

WEST GERMANY, TAKING INTO CONSIDERATION ITS 

GEOGRAPHIC POSITION, THEY STRESS THAT THE FASCIST 

ROLE OF GERMANY DURING WORLD WAR TWO AND ITS 

OCCUPATION OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA SHOULD BE FORGOTTEN. 

THESE COUNTER REVOLUTIONARY FORCES ARE TRYING 

TO DESTROY THE ORGANS AND ORGANIZATIONS OF THE 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA. THE DOCUMENT 

WHICH THEY SUBMITTED, “TWO THOUSAND WORDS,” IS A 

DOCUMENT AGAINST THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA. 
THE AUTHORS APPEAL TO THE PEOPLE OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

TO COMMIT SUBVERSIVE ACTS IN EACH FACTORY, TOWN AND 

PROVINCE. THEY HAVE SUCCEEDED IN PENETRATING THE 

PRESS AND THE SECURITY FORCES. THESE COUNTER 

REVOLUTIONARY FORCES HAVE PUT PRESSURE ON THE 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA BY DEMANDING 

THE WORKING’ CLASS TO DEMONSTRATE AND STRIKE IF 

NECESSARY TO GAIN FORCE, THEY WILL DO ANYTHING TO 

GAIN POWER AND WEAPONS. 

THEIR AIM 1S TO PREPARE THE PEACEFUL 

LIQUIDATION OF THE STATE. THEY ARE ATTEMPTING TO 

SEPARATE THE TRADE UNIONS FROM THE PARTY USING THE 

SLOGAN “TRADE UNIONS WITHOUT COMMUNIST PARTY 

MEMBERS.” THE CATHOLIC CHURCH HAS ALSO BECOME 

VERY ACTIVE IN THE SUPPORT OF THESE REACTIONARIES. 

END PAGE FIVE 
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PAGE SIX 

THE QUESTION THAT ARISES IS “WILL CZECHOSEOVAKIA 

CONTINUE TO BE A SOCIALIST COUNTRY?" TO DEFEAT THE. 
‘COUNTER REVOLUTIONARIES WOULD BE A MOST IMPORTANT 
VICTORY FOR THE COMMUNIST PARTY ‘OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA. 

IT ‘WOULD, BE A VICTORY FOR MARXISM. AND. LENINISM,. OUR 

AIM' IS TO HELP MAINTAIN THE. ACHIEVEMENTS OF 

SOCIALISM IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA, . 

TODAY THE CCCPSU BELIEVES THAT THE FORCES OF 

SOCTALISM. IN. CZECHOSLOVAKIA. ARE STRONGER THAN THE 

RIGHT WING FORCES, HOWEVER, IT ‘MUST BE POINTED OUT 

THAT AT THE PLENUM OF THE CCCCCZ HELD IN MAY. IT WAS. 

STRESSED THAT THE RIGHT’ WING DANGER WAS THE MAIN 

DANGER TO. THE. COUNTRY AND SOCIALISM. THE PLENUM 

TRIED TO ATTACK ‘THE “RIGHT WING" BUT SUPPORT 

WAS: POLITICALLY AND IDEOLOGICALLY WEAK. 

END ‘PAGE SIX 



PAGE SEVEN 

! THE ISSUE NOW IS WHETHER SOCIALISM WILL SURVIVE. 

IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA. 

OTHER INFORMATION FURNISHED BY CHUCHUKIN 
TO NEW YORK SIX NINE FOUR τ S ASTERICK WAS. OF A 

TECHNICAL NATURE CONCERNING THE OPERATION OF THE 

APPARATUS AND WILL BE ‘FURNISHED THE BUREAU BY 

SEPARATE COMMUNICATIONS, 

CORR PAGE 2 LAST LINE LAST WORD SHD BE CCCPCA RPT cccPcz | 

CCCPCz- 

END . , - 

Whe. ERC R RELAY 

FBI WASH ‘DC 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 16 Ο O 
MAY 1962 EOITION “ a4 
GSA FPMR Ral CFR) 161-11 8 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMEN 

* Memorandum ®0UTE IN ENVELOPE 

DIRECTOR, FBI (2100-42609) DATE: 7/15/68 o-} 
WWE, (Att: FBI LABORATORY 

SAC, NEW YORK (100-13637) 
ag. 

SUBJECT: © χ7}] iS Q ro Gora ae 
On 7/12/68, pursuant to previously made "ya ’ 

. NY 694.-S* met his Soviet contact, VLADIMIR A. CHUCHUKIN, in the 
area of the Townhouse Restaurant, 138-39 Queens Boulevard 
Queens, NY. 

CHUCHUKIN, at this time, advised NY 69)-S% ἀῶ ref 
that in accordance with instructions from the COCPSU, he 4 
was furnishing the latter with an oral report on the of! 
serious situation in Czechoslovakia today. NY 69~S# ¢ 
was to transmit this information immediately. to GUS HALL, 
(NY 69.8% furnished the oral report to GUS HALL on 7/13/68). 

This evaluation of the Czechoslovakian situetion by 
the CCCPSU was to be furnished to HALL and other heads of 
Communist Parties throughout the, “world. 

(See NY teletype dated 7/13/68). 

CHUCHUKIN and NY 69)-S% also discussed the following 
apparatus problems: Q 

1. GHUCHUKIN admitted the télevision signal 
had not been entirely successful and therefore they would... 
have another series of tests in mid September, Only this 
time it would be on Channel 5, from 9:11 peme = 9:2}. Pete 
The code word for this operation is "Wax", 

ΩΝ NY caer Gated 3/29/68 and 1/5/68, page 2). 

(Briconn cl. Sp 
(Derren FBI LABORATORY) . 

1-Chi (134-6 Sub B) (Eng Le 1) (RM) 
CNY 13-92 ae hG (cz) ἢ “ ὅσ-- Y2GOR/- 705¢. 

Le LOSES Ne αν ᾿ ᾿ αν REC-35 16 JUL 17 1968 ᾿ 
JFL:eac . 

(8) — 
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NY 100-134.637 ~ εὖ ~ a a r 

“ 2. , CHUCHUKIN adnitted that ‘the new microtranscoiver 
had ‘developed sorie technical difficulties, He stated that 
he believed they would be corrected and thé component would 
be delivered to NY 691.-8: in the fall, Gode word "Rye", 

{Seo N¥ airtel 4/26/67; page 20) 

3. NY 69h ~-S# is to. furni‘sh the Soviets a ‘new 
code word: for. the: money transfor. ς | (The o14- word was 

. colour prints). ΝΕ 

li, It was agreed that if the Soviets failed to 
adlnowledge NY “eo S! walky talky signal aclmowledging the 
receipt of a radio massage, he is to ‘deposit at the Beck 
Shoe Store (47th St. and Sth Ave.) a Piels pothleanp the ."’ 
Sang 9 evening prior to 9:00 pom. 

5, CHUCHUKIN advised NY 694-S% the Soviets will 
give, him, inothe near future, a new device to be used to pass. 
on the microfilm to them. this davice appears. to be. a screw 
type device. 7 . 

6. Tt was agreed by CHUCHUKIN and NY 65h~ $# thet. the 
“Latter shold spend $11(00.0n bugging and anti~bugging devices. 

-. (See NY letter dated: 7/ 3/68, aes 35 

Ἧς, ‘It was decided. that the next, “pérsonal meeting ᾿ 
place would be.’ “ELLiot. . (Avenue "yt Subway Station of the’ 

ΝΞ CHUCHUKIN informed NY - Eg) Be that the Soviets; 
‘through someone from "ths press" (Tass), had requested three 
weeks ago ‘that GUS HALD: give ther an evaluation of what the 
American people think of the Vidtnan situation, including” 

. the current peace talks, . He stated HALL has not replied” 
and he requested NY 69)-S% to ask him to do s6. 

NY 694-5 gave. to CHUCHUKIN a cigarette box. = 
chemically. treated - which contained a number of méssages on 
microfilm and in plain. code. The messages: were as follows: 

ἃ, “cocPsu 
a 

"Regret have. to use the: closed ΜΈΝΗ for the. 
following delegation since no other way available at this time, 

- 2B 

" 

τ 



“NY 100-134637 . 

iPlease havé these visas in Washington, D.C. as soon ag 
possible since time is limited, 

"GUS HALL 
General Secretary 
CPUSA N.C." 

| ‘(Gus HALL. is. requesting. visas for a delegation 
going to. the USSR, He apologized for uging the apparatus. 
for. this message..) 

Ν 
2, σσσρϑῦ ἮΝ | οὖς 

ΝΣ 7 me following comrades ΝΑῚ make up the = 
-ς aélegation to visit the USSR and would you please have visas 

waiting for them in Washington as soon as possible: ΝΣ 

13.  PRANCES: BORDOFSKY ~ mneinber ‘state Coiimittee and 
‘State Executive Board, of New York: Brorix County Organizer. 

_ - “ "ly, ‘DANIEL -RUBEL’~ member State Gomnittes of 
ἱ New York; Kings (Brooklyn) chairman, — 



111. be the leader of this 

delégation assisted ὋΣ There is a possibility 

-_ that three comrades will co m Sofia, direct from the 11 me rro 

outh Festival to Moscow arriving 8/3.or 4. Since this 
is not yet definite; we would Suggest that the visas be © ες 

‘left for them. both in Washington and in Sofia. τ ρος 

_ ‘these: comrades deisgnated below. may travel to - | 

Moscow from Sofia: : a | . 

ἷ ᾿ it 
and 

nity 
organization activity with you 

Cc ]Southern California and members’ of District leadership, - 

_ "The above delegation will leave on Aéroflot from 

- NYC on July 30. ‘This delegation was approved by the leadership 

of the GPUSA, including GUS HALL, HENRY WINSTON, JAMES JACKSON, 

HELEN. WINTER, etc. If there aré any.questions. or problems ἡ 
regarding anyone of the delegations, comrade WINSTON will be 

in: Moscow 8/1 so he would be able to supply you with: whatever | . 

poferences, or otherquestigns you may raises 

᾿ ᾿ "The Leadership suggests that, the excursion of this 

, dolegation should include ἃ visit in one of the Asian Republics. 

We believe that. the composition ΟΣ this delegation, made up of 

a number of very active Negro comrades, merits a visit to one 

of the Asieri republics -so they :can seefor themselves ‘the, - 

: solution of the.nationality and racial ‘probiem in the USSR, 

| They will benefit from a study in one. of these republics 
made up of people formerly oppressed. by old. Czarist imperialisn. 

As you mow in. the past, we rarely made suggestions about 

the route of our delegations. We do, at this~time, because 

we believe it is very important. We arp sure that you will 
understand our reasons for this comradely suggestion. 

mo _ _ | “With Warm Fraternal .Gréetings 

“QUS. HAL 
General Secretary. 

NC CPUSA" , 

_ 7 Σ = ᾿ ψι: ιν 
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HY 100. 13,637 | a . 
(Chicago. Will, disseminate. by. separate nendrehdum 

the lames of the delegates going to USSR). | 

3. πρδόρδῦ | 
: "Πρ. follswing is the information which you 

requested concerning these publications’ ᾿ ν 

. "1, Ramparts. ΝΕ 

Ξ #2, The Progressive: - Co 

"3, The New Republic . | : 

"he The Nation 

‘fants information has been turdiished by ‘compades 
who have beén. in. close: contact: with ‘personnel of ‘thee 
magazines. . ᾿ . 

ΝΠ ΕΣ ἦρα ἐθρι "δὴ" 

(Soviets had previously "paquested. from ‘GUS HALL 
the above information and this was Furnished to NE 69 -S# 
by ARNOLD JOHNSON) . 

i 

ες ἢ * 

, t 
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Ramparts 

Remparts'-is the newest’ of the political magazines with mass 

circulation. ,Some ten years ago,’ this publication was started by 

Ea Keating, a Catholic layman of some wealth and usually called a 

millionaire. Ramparts was to be essentially a voics of the Catholic 

layman. It started also in the tradition of "muckraking" and 
exposvre of sociel ills and hypocrisy in soctety. Keating also 
utilized extensive advertising in promoting the magazine after it has 
become somewheht established, He also traveled the country in an 
effort to get additional support. He was likewise bold in getting Σ 

writers and administrative people. Wille Keating was in his late 
hOts and.sarly 50's, he made a point of getting young peopio to run 
the magazine - editorially, promotionally and administratively. 
Essentially the staff, with one or two exceptions, were under 30 yoars 
of .age, Dupirg this time, he changed the character. of the magazine 

from a "Catholic" character to an all-inclusive, non-sectarian 

charaster in personnel. and in content. Keating also bevame active 

in the peace movemsnt and in politics. | ' 

Ramparts reached a circulation of over 200,000 in a short time 

by dramatically:and effectively “exposing the CIA in the colleges, 
and in particular in Michigan State” and the tie-up with, Diem and 
Madame Nu in Saigon. On another occasion, it made a major expose 
of the criminal brutalities inflicted by. U.S. armed forces on the .- 

children of Vietnam, with a whole series 6f photographs to prove the 

case. That was one of the major events which influenced Dr. Benjamin 

Spock. . ; ΝΕ 

The emphasis of the magazine was in the style - and they would 
‘take full-page ads in the N.Y. Times and other newspapers across the 
country so that mijlions of people were discussing the ‘material which 
was being exposed by Ramparts. During this time they also did special 
features on Che Guevera and on.Regis Debray, and were likewise inflvenced ° 
accordingly. ore ; | : 

Dux ing this time the staff on Ramparts and some financial 
supporters became involved in a major internal struggis for control 
of the magazine and its promotion methods, The total staff now. 
included a number of independent radicals - some are anarchists’, some 
are nihilists, some «x-Communists und associated with. Trotskyists 
and possibly Progressive Labor. A quick meeting of the Board of 
Directors was called. Keating was ousted from his post .as president’ 
and editorial directcr, and the rest of the staff, ineluding those 
sympathetic to the Communist Party in the Administrative department: 
were ousted. ΕΣ ᾿ ει - 

“i . 
- - 
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For a period of time, Keating threatened law suits to regain | 
some of his hcavy investment. Warren Hinkle. III, a young man of 
wealth who is possibly closer to the auarchism and nihilism of the 
Hippie movement, became the main benefactor. Other adiustments 
were madé and the magazine continued even though it was also announced 
that it had en ingebtedness of a million dollars, 

Robert Scheer continued as the editor. ‘His policy has gone fron 
one point of view 6® another. He entered politics in a Democratic . 
Primary and almost mace it, Communists helped and possibly carried “ἢ 
the main burden. After the election, Scheer expounded on a few 
eccasions some of ‘the worst slander and vilificction, against the Soviet 
union. And next he became. involved inthe Vietuam Summer ‘Project, Tae 
end other things. The other editors follow a sinilar unpredictable 
course. Some regular contact is had with David Kolodney, who is 
regarded as a more serious editor, And sone comparable comment could 
be. made about othars, ‘The list of clitérs insludes ἃ number of those 
who are now graduates of tne Students for a Democratic Society (8.D.S) 
and persons of every area of the left political spectrum among the ᾿ 
younger people, as well as among the Senior and‘ Consulting: and 
contributing editors., Of course, the CPUSA hes contact with some of 
them, Ramparts has carried articles by Carl Bioice, who is a known 
Communist. This is the one major publication which opens its pages 
to Communists - although this has oceurred only rarely. | 

‘Ramparts has had on its desks for more than 13 months its 
own articles about the vommunist Party, USA Keating's interview 
wibh a party official in December of 1966 was te be the start of such 
an article, although the said official was not told of that-at the 

‘time. At a later date Ramparts sent Sol. Stern: - who nad been in the 
Labor Youth League and in the rarty - to New York, where a number of 
comrades gave. him long interviews and much material. Ye also interviewed 
Cornmunists in cther’ cities; But. that. has rémained on the Ramparts τ τ 
desk, And now, David Kolodney wanted to attend the recent CPUSA special 
eviivention. He was given the same attenbica as other members of the 
press; - . . 

' There was a report that a recent issue of Ramparts was delayed ~ 
in distribution because the magazine didn't have the money to mail it. 
Two financial supporters - one from Boston and” another from Connecticut~ 
canceded their contribution because they didn't approve of some  - 
statements presumably in reference. to the Middie- East and Israel., Thus, 
there now is a story to the effect that Ramparts can't pay its debts. 
This may also be the cover for another internal struggle. . 

See list of editors and editorial ‘staff. 
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The Progressive , , " 

᾿ The Progressive was founded in 1909 by Robert LaFollette, 2r., 
whose record as a U,~, Senator in oppocition to World War I an3 as 
the "Progressive" presidential candidate is well known. The monthly 
magazine is published in Madison, Wisconsin and has ἃ circulation of 
35,000 copies, Morris ἢ, Rubin, the editor, is a liberal, and that 
kas been the character of previous editors. is anti-Communist 
tendency of the past hae changed somewhat in'recent years, While 
Commnists in Wiaeo:sin know the editor @.d others, there is no 
meaningful discussion relatienship with them, 2xcept on occasional 
conversation. The editors and otner writers have at times declared 
en interest in discussing things with leading Communists, and this 
has been done. 

The Progressive covers a wide field of subjects, and generally 
has been able to get able and authoritative writers. It does not - 
publish the writings of Commmists. It represents on a monthly 
basis the professional liberal in somewhat the same way as the New 
Republic and the Nation, It. also reaches somewhat the same student 
and academic audience as the Nation and New Republic, but also a wider 
area of those in politics jin Labor, the Black Liberation struggle, 
and among mid-west political workers. These three publications are 
also generally read by liberais in public office, and such liberals 
are olten writing in their publications. τς 

It is generally in a difficult financiai situation - and makes 
several publie appeals through the mails for funds each year.’ 

it is pro-psace and has conducted its own campaign against the 
war. It is good in campaigns for civil’rights and libesties, ine luding 
these te support victims of the Smith Act and NeCarran Act, and against 
such laws and for civil rights. It has been for, improved relations 
with the Soviet Union and So¢ialist countries, _ ες 

‘ This magazine as well as the Nation and New Republic are noi 
directly influenced by the New Lert. They report such developmerts, 
but take a more scholarly approach to ‘sueh developments. . . 

The Progressive’ hes been active in the McCarthy campaign and 
in the campaigns of liberal Congressman and Serators within the two-party 
system. Although it has its origin in. the Progressive Party mcvement 
in Wisconsin and for a period of time on a national scale, during 
necent years it has expressed its-independence within the two-party 
system. ' ; ; 



+ 
The New Republic 

. Zhe New Reputlic was founded in 191 as a weekly "journal of 
opinion” and is one of the, major "liberal" publications in the USA, 
It is generally considered’ags somewhat to tha right of The Nahion, 
ius erticles are more informative and its authors represent a wider 
area of scholars in numbers, but also more identified with the 
reformists of capitalism. There is no seriovs conflict beureen 
fhe Nation and the New Republic. and most readers of the Nation. 8150 
read the New Republic. Botr publications are widely used in the 
schools and colleges, and in thé public libraries of the country. 

in the earlier years, Mrs, Willard Straight, a liberal with 
some weaith, was a major financial supporter and her: son was the | 
editor for ἃ time. Mrs, Straight was very pro-Soviot in the early 
years of the Revolution and the magazine was among those advocating 
recognition of, and diplomatic relations with, the Soviet Union, 
Mrs, Cbraight also contribute? to‘ other progressive causes. 

At the same time, it has always folicwed an anti-Communist 
policy in rélation to its writers, und while it advocates freedom 
of speech and press for Communists, it does not open its pages to 
Communist writers, It will publish articles by.-ex+Comiunists, and° 
by certain Trotskyists, Such persons: have not gained any control of 
the editorial policy which hes been of a constant liberal course. 
This “150 means that Communists do not have any serious influence 
or relation with the editors, ' ᾿ 

For many years, the nublication was in a critical financial | 
position, and made public appeals for financial aid, It was generally 

, reported that id did receive a substantial contribution a few years - 
ago.. At about the same time, it was also réported thet President _ 
John F, Kennedy made a public statement to the efféct that he always - 
read the New Republic. At that time the circulation idacreased rapidly - 
and it now has a circulation of 120,290 ‘copies weekly. 

ον During the recent. period, it has been said that the New Republic 
was a major influence in urging Senator Eugene McCarthy to enter the 
Presidential race, It has also. urged the formation of a new party, - 
a fourth party, in the present struggle, so as to. provide.c meaningful 
alternative to Humphrey and Nixon after the Republic and Democratic 
conventions, The publication has had:many good articles against 
the. war in Vietnam, and is a constant supporter of McCarthy for 

. President. At the same time, one of its feature writers is. a rather 
steaay supporter of Pres, Johnson. That represents their liberalism. 

4 

a 
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the Nation : 

The Yation is one of the oldsst weekly publicationsin the 
country. It was rounded in 186/ and arose trom the abolition and 
anti-slavery movements, Jt*hags continued a "liheral" policy since 
that time. It was a strong campaigner for recognition of the USSR 
and has been anqponent of the ουϊὰ war-policy of the U.S. ‘The 
special editions, such as "The Warfare State" and "On the FBI" and 
in defense of Jin: Hoffa of the teamsters, and earlier in defense of 
Sacco and Vanzetti, indicate that.the Nation is to the left of ‘the 
New Republic over the years and yet is to be characterized as a . 
Liberal magazine. ΤῺ some areas, aveh as in the struggle against 
the war in Vietnam, the Nation. has implemented its- writings with 
rorums ond public meetings, ; 

This publication together with the New Republic is: geared to 
tne students in the schools and colleges, and to. the professionals. 
It has a good circulation te the public Libraries, and thus its) 
readers -are many more than its circulation, which is 29,70, 

εὐ It. is financed mainly by contributions in response to public 
appeals, and from its subscribers, Within recent years it has had 
financial difficulties, and it works on a limited budget. The 
ownership has Leen changed several. times - although its editors and 
editorial policy continue in the. liberal tradition. While editors 
such as Freda Kirchway, of a few years back, and Carey McWilliams of 
recent years, have good conversational and personal relations with 
individual Communists, yet they do not. open the pages of the publication 
to Commnist writers. ΠΟΥ vigorously support the rights. of Communists τ΄ 
except in their own paper. Thus there are no organizational ties 
with Communists. Miss Freda Kirchway has retired and is not in good 
‘health, Yet she responds to many progressive causes, and does not’ 
nide from long-time associates who are Comaunist., The same can be 
said about Carey McWilliams, and the lack of regular relationships. 
is more cften due to failure to develop such a relationship. Ona 
recent occasion he expressed a willingness and a desire to visit: the: 
Soviet Union, Undoubtedly, a number cf cditors and writers from 
publications such as the New Republic and the’ Nation would welcome _ 
such an opportunity in spite of their tendency repeatedly ‘to. differ 
with Communists, and to join in critical or protest declarations. - 

These publications ~ Nation and New Republic ~ aiso constantly 
advocate the admittance of Peoples Republic of Chind to the U.N. and’ 
for recognition by the USA, This is not the result of ‘any pro-Marxist | 
influence. It is part of the liberalisn. so : 

The' Nation wants liberalism within thé capitalist system, 
although an oecasional article does challenge the system. The financial 
and political forces behind these publications are essentially the 
middle class professional and other liberals, Their relationships et 
are to the Americans for Democratic-Action or similar liberals. They - 
are non-partisan independents, who do influence politics. 

a 11 
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NY 100~134.637 ἘΞ 

ἢ. "COCPSU. 

ἮΝ " JOSEPH BRANDT and his wife will pass through © 

‘Moscow-on their way to Ulan Bator on the invitation of the _ 

Morigolian Peoples Revélutionary Party. They expect to be 
in Mongoyia .on 8/3 or le - ' ' | 

"Ryatermal Greetings 
"GUS BALD 
"General Secretary 
"NG CPUSA" 

8, "coors | 

7 ‘HGomrade MICKEY LIMA was ‘recently treated in 
Moscow at the Main Polyclinic, and. at Pushkina Sanitarium. 

“When he Left. Μοβδον, he was given a formula for medication 
and treatment. He gave this to his doctor in the US, who 

eithed misplaced or will not. réturn it. In the meantime, 

> Gonvade LIMA is in danger of becoming totally deaf. Comrdde 

ον .. BALL considers this an emergéney situation and’ makes a a 

! ες gomradeély request ‘that ‘someone from the CPSU: σοὺ. in touch’ 

with the Clinic or Pushkina and send the formula to us for 

the medicine or treatment as soon as possible. , : 

“NYWith Warm Fraternal Greetings. . 

“ ᾿ NgUS HALL αι = 
Co | "General Secretary. _ 
* 7 mg . . πα CPUSA™ ἮΝ . 

. | 96/29/68 

"RECEIVED: 

ΝΕ "500 COLOUR, PRINTS 
| - o.. * tt. 

_ "TOTAL 530 COLOUR PRINTS 

| NY 694.<5#" 
ivising the Soviets of the receipt | 

CARP 
7 

(IY 694-3" is δὰ 
of $530,000: received on 6/29/65.) 

- 

τ 1 oe 1.2 ἐν. 
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NY 109-234637 

"Te "Your: radio. néssage of July 3 received, 
stating acknowledgment. of recept. of money not. received, 
Signal given. June: > 305 10: 4S Au “sharp! on alt=9999, 

“NY 69-59" 

(Wee NY Letter 7/3/68). - 

¥ 

¥ 69.8% also ‘furnished δησοησκτε with an * 
article want. appeared ih the: 7/1/68 issue of the “Daily 
News!', page. 36, entitled, “The Naked Society" by. JOSEPH © 
MARTIN . This article contained information about BERNARD 
Ὥς SPINDEL, TAs. article. is éncleseds | 
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The. Conmunist Party, USA, has received a report 
, on thé situation in: Czechoslovakia. from the. Central Committee 

: of the Cormunist. Party of the Soviet Union; This report was 
sent to the heads of communist parties throughout the vorld. 
ἴῃ essence, this report. was as follows: 

: ; ἢ The report was prepared in response to requests 
fon the leaders of various communist parties that: an 

_ -evaliation of the situation in Czechoslovakia bo! brought 
΄ up-to-date. There aré counterreyolutionary foreés in 

Caechoslovakia which. are trying to eliminate the leadership 
of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of 
Czechoslovakia. These. reactionary forces have succeeded 
in penetrating the trade. unions. and. ‘news media under the. 

- false slogan of “Liberation.” ‘There is an action "eenter” 
in Czechoslovakia fron which these reactionaries are guided, 

. and there is reason to believe there. is a "center" outside. © 
i λόνεδα furnishing guidance to these reactionaries. 

PG The reactionaries aim. to take over the Governndnt 
- δ ‘Czechoslovakia. and eliminate the. present toyal leadership 

of the Central Committee of the Communist. Party of 
. Czechoslovakia.-by peaceful means, If peaceful means do. not 
Pp succeed, the reactionaries are prepared. to try other ways to 

gain control. . 
a 

᾿Ξ oy | . / 

" ‘RCP :pab. in ᾿ , 
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SOVIET VIEW.OF THE 
SITUATION IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

᾿ Pym FOREIGN DISSEMINATION afk ἃ 

The Central. Committees of the Conttinist Party of 
the Soviet Union called upon other communist parties to 
take this evaluation very soriously,; and it is desired that 
Aeaders of the international working Glass movement tielp 
solve the problem with a. Marxist-Leninist solution. The — 
Soviets will take 412 possible means to holp the Contiunist | 
Party of Czechoslovakia, did: working class of Czechoslovakia, 
and to defend tho achievements of sociaiism in Czechoslovakia. 
The situation in Czachoslovakia is siviiar te. the situation 
in Hungary in 1956, ‘The vedctionaries are gaining strength 
and contend that the foreign policy of Czechoslovakia must 
not foliow the foreign policy of the Soviet Union and other 
socialist countries. Tha reactionaries seek to fort ἃ 
strong relationship with West Germany. 

ΝΕ in a document entitled "Two Thousand Words" the 
reactionaries appealed to the people of Czechoslovakia to 
commit subversive acts in each factory, town and province 
to destroy the. Communist Party of Czechdslovakia. These 
reactionaries will do anything to gain power and weapons. 

_ The reactionaries are attempting to separate the 
trade unions from the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia by 
using the slogan "Trad@ Unions Without Communist Party ᾿ 
HMenbers." The Catholic Church in Czechoslovakia is very 
active in supporting the. reactionaries. Tho defeat of the 
reactionaries would be a most important victory for the 
Communist Party of Czechoslovakia and Marxisn-Loninisni.. 
At the Plenum of the Central Committee of the Communist 
Party of Czechoslovakia held in May, 1968, it was stressed 
that the danger fron the right was the main danger to 
Czechoslovakia and socialism, and an attempt was made to 
attack the "right wing" but the attempt was politically 
and ideologically weak. ‘The issie now is whether socialisn 
Wild survive in Czechoslovakia, | 

It- should be noted that thé information reported 
above was furnished the Communist Party, USA, as thé line ὁ 
it is to follow and. project in this country as part of 
communist efforts to influence United States policies in 
line with Soviet objectives. Therefore, it may or may not 
represent actual Soviet policy. 

"ρα ὔλο FOREIGN DISSEMINATION 
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_SERIEE/NO FOREIGN DISSEMINATION 

SOVIET VIEW OF THE 
SITUATION IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

NOTE: 
Seo memorandum C. Ὁ. Brennan to Mr. W. C. Suilivan, 

dated 7/15/68, captioned "Solo, Internal Security-—Communist ,' 
prepared by RCP:pab. 

Classified "ssaret/No Foreign Dissemination" since 
unatithorized disclosure of this information could reveal the 
identity of the source (N¥ 694-S*) who is of continuing yalué ἡ 
and such revelation could resuit in grave danage to the Nation. 

Data extracted from New York teletype 7/13/68 
captioned "Solo, Internal Security~Communist! 

XEROX COPIES BEING FURNISHED TO MRS,' MILDRED STEGALL AT THE 
WHITE HOUSE, THE SECRETARY OF STATE, THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, 
DIRECTOR OF ’ CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY , THE ATTORNEY GENERAL 
AND. THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL, 

Skee FOREIGN DISSEMINATION 
-3- 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT, Deloach me 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENV ZLOPES= 
/ το ἃ Mi We. 6. sontivan )θ yey pATE: July 15, 1968 rey = | 
i Trotter 
Ὁ Tele, Rodin mee ; 

ἢ BROM s: Cc. D. Brennan. (Bhs Holmes 
i . ‘ ᾿ Gandy TT 

| Cao ) a , | 

SUBJECT: SOLO | | μ' Pes: 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST ma , p 

* 

4 

, Solo is the code word used to refer to thé liaison 
operation performed by our. informants between -the Communist 
Party, USA, and other communist parties of the world: 

PURPOSE: 

This memorandum advises of a report on the situation 
in Czechoslovakia furnished the Communist Party’; USA, by the 

| Soviets and recommends dissemination to. the Whité House, the 
| Secretary of State, the Secretary of Defense, Director of 

Central Intelligence Agency and the Attorney. General. 

| BACKGROUND = 

Pursuant to a previous agreement, NY 694~S* met his, 
Soviet contact, Vladimir Chuchiukin, a known Soviet espionage 

. agent, employed. at the Soviet- Mission to the United Nations, 
on 7/12/68, Chuchukin cave informant a confidential report 7 
prepared. by: the Soviets regarding ‘the current Situation in «Ὁ. 
Czechoslovakia’ which informant was to immediately furnish ΟΝ 
Gus. Hall, General Secretary, Communist Party, ‘USA. Chuchukin  . 

. _-, stated this report was being furnished the heads of other ΕΣ 

. * communist parties throughout the world. “ ! 
% 

ον In, essence, this report states that reactionaries _ 
᾿ Nin, Czechoslovakia are trying ‘to eliminate the loyal leadership | 
. of the~Centra'l Committee. of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia 
ΤῈΣ peaceful means. If they do not succeed by peaceful means’, - 
‘they are prepared to. try other ways to gain control. The . 

ν Soviets’ Will take all possible steps to help the Communist Party 
: . fot Czechoslovakia iand defend the achievements of socialism in ες ὅν 
" ᾿Οσθομοβλονακῖδ. ‘The situation. in. Reeves is similar to Aa5 

+. ἀποΙσξαξ 2-6 -28R “ἃ SREC-39 = f2509l— ἢ LEE, 
100-42809i ny 4G ΓΤ 

an RCP :pab- ph? ™ Ft ad ΗΝ ; 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
Re: Solo 
100-428091 

the situation in Hungary in 1956. The defeat of the 
reactionaries wuld be a most important victory for the 
Communist Party of ‘Czechoslovakia and Marxism-Leninism, 
As the Soviets see it the issue how is whether socialism 
will survive in Czechoslovakia, 

Attached is a summary of this information for 
Mrs, Mildred Stegall at the White House, the secretary of 
State, the Secretary of Defense, the Director of Central 
Intelligence Agency, the Attorney General and ‘the Deputy 
Attorney General, ς 

RECOMMENDATION : " 

"It is recommended that the attached. summary be 
approved and sent. 
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ΤΟ ' Mr, conraa A DATE: July 15, 1968 Roses ae 
Sullivan 

" - ἀχονεὶ — - 
Trotter ὡς 

FROM oe Tele. Root am 

ἘΝ Downing Holes τωι 
ἂν Gondy = 

SUBJ re . §O ‘ 

NTERNAL SECURITY ~ C ; . 

On 7/15/68, transmissions were heard by the Bureau‘s 
radio station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies 
but no messages were transmitted, 

ACTION: 

For information, 

1 ~ Mr, Conrad 
2- Hr, Sullivan (Attention: Mr, Ji, A Sizoo, Mr. Ἐΐ Ci Putnam) 
1 - Mr. Downing ᾿ 
1 = Mr, Newpher 
1. Mr, Paddock 

FX108 prose = 42 929/~ Ἴ 50 

16 JUL 18 1968 3 | 
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 antervieyed (concerning roactiration) cn 3/08/65, the searac 

| He upresared to be in ood health. He trorks avery cay. - 

- Sburcin {16037653 

nai faa 
(5s) | 

DINICTOR, ΤΌΣ (106-376537) τ 5,553 

. ᾿ ᾿ : ἑ Ἂ- ᾿ 

renclulet to WY 7/10/63, and ποῦ to In 4/23/64, - 
ear tioned 00n0,) (Replacenont ond Neutralization. Trovrax) rfc ° 

The last mentioned reference scts forth thet when: π᾿ ΙΝ 

adyised that his heart ecndition no Ler r causes him any. a 
eenzern so dong ag he follows his doctor's advice (moderately). ey. 
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the FBI share your grief will-be of some. comfort in: ‘your 2 
= =: 

beredivement: 7 

“MALE ID ὁ Ὁ Sincerely yours, 
οὐ 17 08. ᾿ 

J, Hagar ‘Poovet 

_¢ 1-~ New York ° Tt Oo 
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. DeLoach....u., 
Mr. Mohr.....___ 
Mr. Bishop... 
Mr. Casper... 
Mr. Callahan... 
Mr. Conrad. 
Mr. Felt... 
Mr, Gale Alten 

Mr. Rosen, 
. Sut van. 

JUL 15 1968 
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FBI NEWYORK 
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τὸ pingétor (PLAIN) 

FROM. NEW YORK So le 

.Miss Holmes. 

Miss Gandy..—W 

ΟῚ 

CORRESPONDENCE MATTERS. 

‘A TRUE AND TRUSTED FRIEND OF ‘THE, FBI 

WHO. PROVIDED VALUABEE“SERVICES ‘IN THE. ‘SOLO OPERATION. (BUFILE 

ONE ZERO ZERO FOUR" TWO ‘EIGHT ‘ZERO NINE ONE) DIED ON 

a ὦᾧὁοὔᾳ}οὦὦ-. 1. 
ND’ A BROTHER OF SA 

NO’ DEROGATORY’ INFORMATION 

NYO“ TNDICEST 13 , ΕΞ ΤΩ ne Wee τ 
¢t 

“IT 8 REQUESTED: A ‘PERSONAL LETTER OF SYMPATHY FROM 

(Ze 
HE IS SURVIVED BY “THREE CHILDREN“AND: THREE -GRAND IS SURVIVED BY-THREE CHI A aN oy BD 4/— 057 

CHILDREN. FUNERAL “IS-WEDNESDAY;: SEVEN: ναίων 

‘END : Reo 5 oo JuL 18 Be 
ΠΡ ΕΣ a\\¥ Σ ~ VN 
FBI: WASH ‘DC Woh ἴω tds a 7 we 
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MIR, DELOACH FOR THE DIRECTOR 
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OPTIONAL FORM ΝΟ. 16 } , 
MAY 1852 EDITION 
GSA FPMR GL CFR) 101-118 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELO ἘΝ 
mee, me 

TO DATE: 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-)28091) ὍΝ 7/16/68 

FRO 
Meas, naw YORK (100-134637 Sub 6) 

sURjECT σε 1 _ | 

χ᾽ ( EPLACEMENT AND NEUTRALIZATION PROGRAM) 
4 Ί 18.0 

Renylet, 4/24/68, . ΝΣ 

n 7/9/68, on 
by SA JDHN A,. HAAG, 

observed near his place of employment 
at and was 3 onversation as 
SA ppened by, SA observed nearby. 

greeted the agent pleasantly and social nic 
amenities were exchanged. When SA_HAAG asked if anything ID 
had happened since they last mat, stated that no 
one (Soviets) had been to see him an t he did not 
think they would, He continued that a few years ago he 
had gone to Europe with a group of psychiatrists and had 
visited relatives in the USSR and Poland. He felt that 
if the Soviets wanted to talk to him, they had ample time = 
to do so an this trip. ‘ 

SA HAAG stated that while he was inclined to 
did not rule out contacts entirely and reiterated. 

long: and loyal Communist Party service. 

τᾶ nodded and the conversation shifted 
to everyday ngs until he reached the door of the laundry, 
at which he is employed, At this point the interview was 
es with the understanding that SA HAAG would contact 

again, = 

| as pleasant and. affable throughout the 
' interview more so than on first contact, 

ἮΝ of He “ee contacted iagaine, oe hpfe Gln 7 δ 58 

i ( 2-Bureau (RM) A . —new Memwamemet κασι 
~New York (41) eNO kee 54 swe pe 

22 1968 [ 
JAH? eac | 5 Oo 
(3) See coy eo y' 
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OPTIONAL FORM NO. 10 “ 
MAY $982 EDITICNH 

CSA PPMR (41 CFR) το 

Memorandur} KOUTE IN EN VELOPE 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: br 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) i oft 

| / sexy: _ SOLO | A 
— 

) (REPLACEMENT AND NEUTRALIZATION PROGRAM ) 

Re New York letter to the Bureau, 5/22/68 Rah 
ing the results of an interview with 

act and locate| ὁ Ἐᾧὁἑρ2υἔΕοόοςὄἔονἔἂ8.νἝΘ. 
under conditions sufficiently discreet 

or re-interview nave been unsuccessful since re letter. 

2/68, a pretext telephone contac 
disclosed that 

uently efforts to re-interview 
and 111 be suspended until after Labor Day (Sept- 
ember 2, 19 

TO 

a 
ail 

Grose (RM) ΝΗ —_ ee 
~New York To JL fo sae ΣΧ 
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ὦ RES. NO. 27’ 
© \% UNITED STATES Ὁ κίων ROUTE 24 EN VELOP E 

ει Memorandum 
: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) ; DATE: = 7/18/68 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46. Sub B) 
a 

ς 5010 τ΄ 
15-Ὁ 

ReBuilet dated july 15; 1968, #eferving to. “high- 
Lights’ of an interview betwéeén CG 5824-S* and MIKHAIL ΝΣ 
ῬΟΙΟΝΊΚ, the Soviet who handles the Solo apparatus in Moscow. 
Bulet instructed that ¢G 5824~S* be immediately interviewed. 
in depth concerning a number of items in relet. 

| Information set forth in NYlet dated July 3, 1968, 
concerning discussions with POLONIK represent the entire ° 
recollection of CG 5824-S* of these discussions which took 
place on June 24 and 25, 1968, and concerning which CG 5824+5* 
was exhaustively interviewed on June 30 and July 1, 1968. 

In accordance with Bureau instructions, the infor- ne 
mation sét forth in Nylet dated July 3, 1968, concerning εν 

has been furnished ΝΞ ΙΝ 
separately to WFO. 

Relative to the talteged | Yégislative lobby" the 
Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) is supposéd to ‘have set up 
in Washington, D.C,; CG δ824..8: has learned nothing additional 
concerning this. lobby from conversations with GUS HALL, 
General Secretary, CP, USA: CG 5824-S* voiced the opinion 
that this is another ‘pipe dream" of GUS HALL which he 
-dreamed up for the purpose of impressing the Communist Party 
of thé Soviet Union (CPSU) with the nature ahd breadth of 
his contacts. . | 

In regard to the establishment of a laundry or ᾿ 
Similar establishment to serve as ἃ drop for Soviet funds, 
CG 5824-S* will, at the eg rtunity,; pursue the 
possibilities of injectin into this. opération, 
concerning which the Bureat. as. een previously informed. 

ΠΕ ae ton, an ΑΨ ; 

_@-Bureau (RM »» ΡΥ «- WE POG f= “0 bo: 
ἘΜ} 

1-New vork (100-134687 WU InFanceny 7 ὃ a — Snes νῶτον 
1-Chi 
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Concerning the. Soviet request for electronic 
equipment to: be purchased by NY 694-S* =S* has 

not yet had the opportunity to consult of 

Chicago concerning this matter... At ime 2s 
the Bureau’ - 

will be informed and Chicago wilt ἘΣ 
tions in reBulet. 

jureau instruc- 
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OPTIONAL FOaM-NO, 10 
MAY 1962: EOTTION 
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UNITED STATES GOWERNMENT 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

To : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 7/17/68 

“,ι ΝΣ 
mone SAC, CHICAGO. (134-46 Sub B) 

Yong Mg 6) ; a 
ἡ SUBJECT? peed Ἵ ἢ 

ἧς ᾿ NS ἊΝ 
ἿΝ 

ἢ . A 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original ἃ it 
τς and three copies and for New. York one copy of a letterhead }) wv 

memorandum entitled, "Soviet Views on Disarmament." VW i 

᾿ The information appearing in the enclosed letter~ 
. head memorandum was orally furnished during the period June > 4 80 to July 2, 1968, by CG 5824-S* to SA WALTER A, BOYLE, 

pS The enclosed Ietterhead memorandum has-been classi-~ 
oo Tied “Seon Since unauthorized disclosure of the information 
"> | get forth therein could reasonably result in the identification 

“>. of this source who is furnishing information oh the highest 
τ levels concerning the international communist movement, thus 

adversely affecting the national security. 
ΠῚ 

In order to further protect the identity of this ᾿ 
source, the encloséd letterhead memorandum has, been shown 
as being prepared at Washington, D.C. 

" ᾿ ᾿ς CG 5824-S* advised that he had obtained the 
ΕΝ ᾿ enclosed information duting discussions on June 24, 1968, 
= in Moscow; USSR, with A. S, BELYAKOV, Chief Deputy to the 

Head of the International Department, Central Committee ἢ 
Communist Party οὐ ser Soviet Union, 

- ἔ το γῇ [ ΩΝ . we afm . : Lut 
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O το ὦ : 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C. 
File No. 

July 17, 1968 

Der 

SOVIET VIEWS ON DISARMAMENT 

During July, 1968, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

During late June, 1968, a highly placed official 
of the International Department, Central Committee, Com- 
munist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), made the following 
comments concerning the Soviet attitude on disarmament. 
He stated that the USSR is convinced that something has to 
he done about reaching some agreement with the United States 
on the matter of disarmament, If it were not for the con- 
stant drain on the Soviet economy to keep up in the arms 
race, the USSR could accomplish wonders with the additional 
money freed for other uses. He emphasized that the reason 
the USSR is ποῦ. making the progress it should in more | 
capital investment, greater productivity, and more consumer 
goods for the Soviet people, is because of the constant 
drain for arms, 

According to this Soviet official, the economic 
Situation in the USSR is not as bad as it once was, but 
it has not improved too radically. One of the problems is 
that the USSR is still exporting some items needed for the 
home market, Therefore, there is much talk within economic 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it and 
its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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SOVIET VIEWS ON DISARMAMENT D& 

circles in the USSR that they would like to divert their 
money and resources to other areas than arms, but they 
cannot, Of course, such changes would not affect Soviet 
aid to groups fighting wars of national Liberation, such 
as the war in Vietnam, to whom arms and aid will continue 
to be sent. 

- BR seat 
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M emorandum 
TO. : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 7/17/68 | 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 3 | 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are two βέν ΑΝ 
and for the. New York Office ohe copy of an informant's. ze 
Statement entitled, “Commerits Regarding Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union - Communist Party, USA Relations." 

The itiformation set forth in the enclosed informant's 
statement was orally furnished on June 29 to July 1, 1968., by 
CG 5824—S*, who has furnished reliable information in the past, 
to SA WALTER A, BOYLE, 

ΝΣ Ὁ, oy eee cept 2 
16 JUL 28 i968 
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_ Chief Deputy to the Head of the International Department, 
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COMMENTS REGARD ING COMMUNIST PARTY OF 
THE SOVIET UNION ~ COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 
“RELATIONS . “ΕΝ 

‘On June 24, 1968, a representative of the Communist 
Party, USA (CP, USA) held a discussion with A. 5. Belyakov, 

Central Comnittée, Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU). 
During the course of this discussion, Belyakov commented as 
follows concerning relations between the CPSU and the ΟΡ, USA: 

Belyakov remarked upon the actions of the cb, USA 
delegation at the recent meetings in Budapest, Hungary, from 
June 12-21, 1968, in preparation for the International Con= 
ference of Communist and Workers' Parties scheduled to be 
held November 25, 1968, in Moscow, USSR, He noted that the 
CP, USA ‘had’ consistent ly supported the position of the CPSU 
during the debates" ih those nieetings, especially on the 
question of the dictatorship of the proletariat which was 
a major point, of differénce at the meetings. Belyakov stated 
that the CPSU thanks the ΟΡ, USA for its. loyalty, but at the 
same. time thinks that the ΟΡ, USA should act. more independently, 

_ because it does not 100k right. for both Parties to always 
present such.a united front. According to. Belyakov, the reason, 
thesd two Parties are so close is because their thoughts seem 
to coincide; nevertheless, if the CP, USA-has some dtfZexént 
opinion, it should be said so. In this regard, Belyakov continued, 
Leonid I, Brezhnev, General Secretary of the CPSU, has’ requested 
that Gus Hall, General Secretary of the CP, USA, be informed 
that Brezhnev would like to hear from Hail’ from time to time, . 
He asked that Halli write frank letters to him about such problems 
as come to Hall's mind. Brezhnev. said that he ‘has, the impression 
that ordinarily Hall can be a very 'srnery guy" and: speaks his 
mind. - Brezhnev got the: feeling that the last time. he and. Hall 
had met in the Fall of 1967, Halli had been holding back somewhat. 
Brezhnev had remarked specifically that when Hail had last been 
in the USSR, Hail had gone out and talked to some of the workers 
in their factories and had compared their efforts unfavorably 
with factories in the United States.’ Brezhnev stated that he 
had liked this honest criticisri from Hall but felt that Hall 
could have said more ‘to. him but did not. Therefore, Brezhnev 
asked that Hall write such frank letters directly to hin, 

~ 
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> UNITED STATES ‘ERNMENT 

‘ Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

TO : DIRECTOR; FBI (100~428091) DATE: 7/17/68 
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SUBJECT: { @s0L0 . γῆι, 

= τ πὸ Fell C 
Ἃ Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the “ΩΝ 
fi . and three copies and for the New York, Office one copy of a 

; ᾿ letterhead memorandum entitled, "Soviet Reaction to 'Pueblo 
Incident, "" 

The information set forth in the enclosed letter. 
head meriorandun was orally furnished by CG 5824-S* during 
the period June 30 to July 1, 1968, to SA WALTER A, BOYLE, 

: The, ‘enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
us npn" Since unauthorized disclosure of the information 
set forth therein could. reasonably result in the idéntifica- 
tion of this Source who is furnishing information on the 
highest levels regarding the international communist movement 
thus adversely affecting thé hational security. 

In order to further protect the identity of this 
sourcé, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has heén ‘Shown. 2 
as being prepared at Washington, D.C, = 

CG 5824-5S* advised that he had obtained, the 
enclosed information during discuSsions on June 24, 1968, 
in Moscow, USSR, with A, S. BELYAKOV, Chief Deputy to 
the Head of the International Departhent, Central Committee, 
Communist Party of the, Soviet Union. 
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In Reply, Please Refer to 
File No. 

LASS TE TCAD EO ἈΥΓΕΗΠ ΤῊ DERIVED PRON: --- — 

PLLASSTEICATION GOIDE 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Washington, D. C. 

July 17, 1968 

r 

SOVIET REACTION TO "PUEBLO INCIDENT” 

During July, 1968, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

During late June, 1968, a leading official of 
the International Department of the Central Committee, 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), made the 
following remarks concerning the reaction.of the Govern-~ 
ment of the USSR during the incident precipitated by the 
seizure of the United States Naval vessel "Pueblo" by 
North Korea. He stated that at that time tremendous pres- 
sure was exerted on the USSR by the North Koreans who 
insisted that the USSR do something, They asked "Why 
don't you start bombing?” The USSR finally succeeded in 
calming down the Koreans. However, it was no accident 
that Soviet planes and submarines were used to keep very 
close watch on the USS Enterprise when that ship began to 
move closer. Furthermore, the North Koreans were assured 
by the USSR that it would act if North Korea was subjected 
to attack but until that should happen the USSR did not 
want to aggravate the situation. 

On that same occasion, as well as during the 
Middle East crisis in June, 1967, the Cubans also tried 
to bring pressure to bear on the USSR. On both occasions, 
Fidel Castro personally went to the Soviet Embassy in 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; if and 
its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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SOVIET REACTION TO "PUEBLO INCIDENT”  . ΕἸ νὰ 

Havana in ἃ very argumentative way and personally delivered 
a message to be sent to Moscow stating that Cuba was ready 
to go to war and demanding that the USSR give notice that 
there would be a nuclear war if the United States made a 
false move. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are two copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant’ 5 ; 
statement entitléd, "Discussions with Boris N. Ponomarev, 
‘Secretary of the Central Committee , Communist. Party of the 
Soviet Union, June, 1968," 

The information set forth in the enclosed infor- 
mant’s statement was orally furnished. by CG 5824.S*, who - 
has furnished reliable information in the past, dur ing the 
period June 29 through July 1, 1968, to SA WALTER A, BOYLE. 

Information concerning subjects discussed herein 
was previously furnished to the Bureau by CGlet :dated June 
13, 1968, captioned, “CP, USA -- YOUTH MATTERS" and’ CGlet 
dated June 17, 1968, captioned, “SOLO. ἢ" 
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DISCUSSIONS: WITH BORIS N. PONOMAREV,. 
. SECRETARY OF THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE, 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION, 
JUNE, 1968 

During late June, 1968, a meeting Was held in _ 
Budapest, Hungary , with Boris N. Ponomarev,;.a Secretary of 
the Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
(CPSU), who is in charge of the. Interndtional Department; 
Central Committee, CPSU, and a member of the Foreign Affairs _ 
Commission of the Government of. the USSR. Since Pohomdrev ᾿ 
was Chairman of tho. meeting of the Working Group making 
preparations for the world’ communist conference in Moscow; 
his time was limited. and this discussion was held during a 
break in the deliberations. of the Working ‘Group.. 

At the outset, Ponoriarev “inquired concerning the 
political Situation in the United States, especially as a 
result of the assassination of: Senator Robert F. Kennedy. 

᾿ ες He was told that the Communist Party,, USA (CP, USA) Was still 
J discussing this situation but thd political picture had 
εν definitely changed. As of that. time, Senator Eugene McCarthy 
; appeared to have no chance at all to win the Democratic 

Party's nomination for the Presidency, Up to that time 
there. Was no third &ltérnative between the Democratic and * 

- Republican Parties, but there was some hope for the peace 
and. freedom party if that party could: convince Dr. Beéitjamin 
Spock and Mrs. Corretta King ‘to accept ‘the nomination: Zor 
President, and Vice President. 

Ponomarev was asked whether he had received the 
taessage from the CP, USA concerning the need for immediate 
delivery of the remaining funds. promised to the CP, USA by ; 
the CPSU, Ponomarev reacted by asking, "What, are you ‘asking 
for money egain?! He was told that the. emphasis was being 
placed on quick delivery of the money alréady promised to - 
the. CP, USA, However; as. to ‘his question, the answer was, 
"Yes, but not at, this time." The time would come. when the 
CP, USA must ask for more money. All the reasohs for stich 
ξι. request. were outlined to Ponomarey: This is. an’ election 

." year in the United ‘States, and CP, USA participation in the 
εκ electoral struggle has required a ‘great deal of money; the 
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CP, USA is, coming out with its new daily paper which has 
been a serious financial drain; there may be a third. 

ticket in the electoral struggle which will require éxten= 

sive funding from the CP, USA; the ΟΡ, USA itself may run 

candidates: in: the élection which, will require more funds; 

and, the CP, USA has had to call a Special National -Conven~ 

tion which is expensive. So, the foundation. for a jater 

request was Jaid with Ponomarev and Jater with his Chief 

Deputy, A. S. Belyakov, as’ well as. with Nikolai V. Mostovets, 

Head of the North and South American Section, International | 

Department, Central Committee, CPSY, although no concrete 
request was made at that time. | " 

During a discussion σ5:: 89 progress thus far of, 
the meeting of the Working Group, Ponomarev's attention — 

a meeting further. 

was enlled to the fact that there was'a lot. of discussion ἡ 

concerning the problems of youth, and to the fact that a 

special section of the draft document heing prepared by 

this meéting was devoted to the subject of youth. Ponomarey = 

was told thdt Gus Hall, General Secretary, CP, USA, believes, 
that such problems of youth are not confined to capitalist 

countries arid that, the socialist countries have the. same 

problems, ‘Therefore, Hall has suggested that there be 

organized some kind of international conference on the. 

ideological problems of youth and the influence of. petty 

bourgeois. ideology on youth,. Hall thought this conference 
. eo : Η 

might even be made a special part of the International 

Conference of Commtinist .and Workers’ Parties in Moscow, USSR, 

during November, 1968, Ponomarev replied that he thought 

this Was not a bad idéa at 8511, However; Ponomarev was of | 

the opinion that such @ youth conference should follow the 

Hodecow meeting and should not be part of thé main conference. 

He indicated that hé will look into the prospects for such 

-- 

Ponomarev was then asked if any progress had been 

wide on Hall's ‘proposal for an international communist press — 

bureau. Ponolmarev stated that the CPSU had made a number of 

inquiries on this subject but it was found that very few 

Parties are in favor of this idea. Although the CPSU supports 

this. proposal, none of the other big ῸΡ5 do so. The CPSU 

had also investigated the costs of such a project and had 
τ 

found that it would cost a minimum of two to three million 
ddllars to. establish such a press, bureau and run it for one 

year. The CP, USA and the ‘other Parties which support the 

idea don't have the money to do the job. Ponomarev said he 

- 2 = 
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was not rejecting the idea but. ‘he did want Hall to know that. 
it is a big probiem.. Furthermore, there is another’ problem 
connected with this project which may be a bigger problem 
than the money. This problem is where should the. press 
bureak be. located. It seems to be. agreed by all, ine luding 
Hall, that it. should not be located in a socialist country. 
Neither the French for the British would accept it, and ᾿ 
Pohomarev Was of the opinion that it could not, even be located 
in Vienna, Aust?ia. Although cooperative to some extent in 
thé: past, the Austrian Government hag lately been pressiring 
for thé reméval from Vienna of the International Institute. 
‘for Peace. ‘Therefore, the two major problems cénnected. with 
this. project are funds ard Jocation. 
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- Enclosed heréwith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for the Ney York Office one copy of a 
letterhead memorandum éntitled,. "Youth in USSR," - 

The information set forth in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was orally furnished on June 29 and 30, 
1968, by CG 5824-5 to SA WALTER A, BOYLE. 

The enclosed: letterhead memorandum has been 
elassitiea ω-- ὦ since unauthorized disclosuyve of the 
information set forth therein couid reasonably result in 
the identification of this source who is. furnishing infor 
fation on the highest levels concerning the international 
communist movement thus advefsely affecting the national 
security. 

In order to further protect the identity of this 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as being prepared at WaShington, D.C. 

CG 5824-S* advised that he had obtained the 
information in the encldsed letterhead memorandum ‘during 
discussions on June 24, 1968, in Moscow, USSR, with A. S&S. 
BELYAKOV, Chief Deputy to the Head of the International 
Department, Central Garnet tee, Comimunist Patty of the 
Soviet Unio 
{ὦ ον δ ΝΣ 
Bureau (Enc. 4) (RM). 
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YOUTH IN USSR 

During June, 1968, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

During jate June, 1968, a leading official of the 
International Department, Central Committee, Communist Party 
of the. Soviet Union (CPSU) , made the following remarks con- 
cerning the youth in. the USSR: 

At the outset, a question had been raised concerning 
the reasons for the demotion of Sergei Paviovich Pavlov who 
had until recently been First Secretary of the Leninist Young 
Communist League, After first dismissing Pavlov's demotion 
as merely a change of jobs, this official then turned to a 
discussion of the youth in the USSR, 

He stated that the Soviet youth had some sérious 
grievances, and the CPSU fully intends to satisfy them. He 
emphasized that the changes which would be made were being 

a undertaken upon the initiative of the Political Buréau of ἐν 
the Central Committee, CPSU, and of Leonid I, Brezhnev, General — 
Secretary of the CPSU, himself. First of all, the USSR is 
going to establish "participatory democracy’ in the universities 
and schools, as.a result of which the students will ‘have a. large 
measure of responsibility and participation in the administra~- 
tion of the schools, Then, the USSR will increase _ the pay of 

ws This. document contains neither recomméndations nor 
conclusions of the FBI, It is the™ property of the 
FBI and is loaned to your agency; it .and its con= * 
tents are not to be distributed outside. your agency. 
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the students dnd will improve their living quarters, build 
new dormitories, etc. No indication was given by this 
official as to when these changes will be put into effect. 
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FROM_- SAC, CHICAGO (100-33729) 
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TRI 
‘SUBJECT: CP, USA - INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

Is —~c¢ 

(OO:NY) 

THIS INFORMATION IS BEING FURNISHED UPON THE BUREAU FOR LEAD PURPOSES ONLY AND YOU 
EXTREME CARE 

AND NY 694-S*, IT SHOULD NOT BE INCLUDED, EVEN IN PARAPHRASED 

, BY ITs, <8” ἐξ VERY NATURE, TENDS ΤῸ IDENTIFY THE INFORMANT, UNLESS THIS ea fe, INFORMATION IS RECEIVED FROM SOURCES OTHER THAN CG 5824-S* 

FORM, IN ANY COMMUNICATION PREPARED FOR DISSEMINATION OUTSIDE ἢ ᾿ THE BUREAU, 

On July 12, 1968, CG 5824-S*, who has furnished reliable information in the past, advised that the Communist 

The group expects to leave New York City, July 30, 1968, via Aeroflot direct* flight to Moscow, USSR, The members of this group are identified as follows: ΕΝ ᾿ 

BF 2- pol 
Bureau (RM) Cc” | 

Oru - 100-4280 Em > 
3-Cleveland (RM) —= 

(1 - 100- (CP, USA -- International Relations) “ (1΄- 100-1207 (PHIL BART) 7 
(1 - 100- (CONNIE BART) 

S-Los Angeles (RM) . (1 ~ 100- al Relations) (1 - 100- 
(1 = 100- 
(1 = 100- ᾿ 
(1 - 100- 

2-Minneapolis (RM i 84 ae, deg (1 - 100- ional ‘Re lations)* - 
(2 ~ 100- 

Po - 
* ee Ὁ ς ay WAB: MDW 4 ORAL (aan (see page 2 for additional copies) NOT RECORDED 
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CG 100-33729 

Copies: (Con't,) 

2-Newark (RM) 
(1 - 100- = lonal Relations) 
(1 - 100- 

12—-New York (RM) 

(1 - 100~ (CP, USA - International Relations) 
(1 ~ 100- (FRANCES EORDOFSKY) 
(1 ~ 100- 
(1 - 100- 
(1 - 100- : UBEL 
(1 - 100-269 (HENRY WINSTON) 
(1 «- 100-53332 (FERN WINSTON) 
(1 ~ 100-9595 (WILLIAM ΨΕΙΝΒΊΟΝΕ) . 
(1 - 100-15828 "(JOSEPH BRANDT). bé 
(1 - 100- (SYLVIA BRANDT) bic 

' (1 - 100-134637 (SOLO) 
(1 - 134-91) 

2~Philadelphia (RM) 
(1 ~ 100- " (CP, USA - tional Relations) 
(1 = 100- 

3-Pittsburgh (RM) 
(1 - 100- = ational Relations) 
(1 - 100. 
(1 - 100- 

2-San Francisco ( 
(1 - 100. - i 1 Relations) 

. (1 - 100- 
2-Chicago Te ; 

(1 - A)134-46 Sub B-165) 

WAB ; MDW 
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FRANCES BORDOFSKY member, State Committee and bb 
State Executive Board, New Ὅτο 
York District, CP, USA; Bronx 
County Organizer 

DANIEL RUBEL member, State Committee, New 
York District, CP, USA; Chairman, 
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Additionally, three CP, USA members who have been eG designated as CP, USA delegates to the Ninth World Youth Festivab’¢ in Sofia, Bulgaria, may join this group in Moscow on August 3 
or 4, 1968. These individuals are identified as follows: 

There is some possibility that th may not attend the Youth Festival but will, instead, proceed directly from the United States to Moscow, 

, as been designated as ader of this 
delegati n er assistant is to bef 

Since this group is predominantly Negro, the cP, USA 
desires that the delegation be given a tour to-one of the Asian 
Republics of the USSR which-is nominally self-governing, in order 
to demonstrate the Soviet solution of the nationality minority 
and racial problems in the USSR, 

CG 5824-S* further reported on July 12, 1968, that 
ἃ small delegation from the CP, USA will visit the Gorman 
Democratic Republic (GDR) during July and August, 1968. This 
delegation is to be composed of HENRY and FERN WINSTON, PHIL 
and CONNIE BART, and will be joined subsequently by WILLIAM 
WEINSTONE from Budapest, Hungary, where he will be the CP, USA 
delegate to a meeting beginning July 17, 1968, of Communist 
and Workers' Parties preparing documents for the International 

a -4- 
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‘Conference of Communist and Workers' Parties scheduled to be 
held in Moscow, USSR, beginning November 25, 1968. WEINSTONE 
was scheduled to depart from New York via Air France flight 
010, 10:00 a.m., July 11, 1968, arriving Paris, France, 10:06 
p.m. He> was scheduled to depart Paris, July 12, 1968, via 
Hungarian Air Transport flight 354, arriving Budapest, 5:30 
p.m. The WINSTONs and the BARTs expect to depart for Berlin, 
GDR, about July 21 or 22, 1968. While the remainder of the 
delegation expects to remain in the GDR for approximately 
one month, HENRY and FERN WINSTON will depart for Moscow, USSR, 

' about August 1, 1968. _Thi rou iny the GDR will 
also be accompanied ὑγΓ fre who will remain 
in the GDR for approximately ten which they 
will travel to Hungary and Czechoslovakia, 

CG 5824-S* also reported on July 12, 1968, that 
ΕΓ JOSEPH and SYLVIA BRANDT will pass through Moscow, en route 

to Ulan Bator, Mongolian People's Republic, where they are 
expected to arrive about August 3 or 4, 1968, for a month's 
stay as an official delegation from the CP, USA, 
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DIRECTOR, FBI (100-429 : DATE: 7/19/68: 

ReCGlet and enclosed letterhead memorandum dated 
July 17, 1968, entitled, COMMUNIST PARTY, USA = INTERNATIONAL 
RELATIONS’, A . 

On July 15, 1968, the Chicago Office received through 
a mail drop box wna intained in the name of N. Hansel, Box 7363, 
Chicago, Illinois 60680, USA; for CG 5824-S*, a coiimunication 
from the Socialist unity Party of Germany (SUPG) which boré the 
return address. Abs. P. M, Schulz, Berlin C 2, Werderscher Mark, 
postmarked Juné il, 1968. . 

The eontents of this communication consisted of two 
booklets of informative material from, the SUPG entitled, “The 
Concept of Franz Josef Strauss = Basis of the Expansionist 

"The Tendencies of Deyelopment in West Germany in the Light of 
the Elections in Baden-Wurttemberg, " both dated June, 1968. 

Δ 
᾿ It is to be noted that copies of relet with enclosed 

letterhead memovdandum and booklet entitled, "The Tendencies of 
. Development in West Germany in the Light of the Elections in 
Baden-Wurttemberg" were furnished to the Bureau for submission 
to the Government of Bonn at the réquést of Legat, Bonn, 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are two Xerox. copies - | 
each aiid for the New York Office one Xérox copy each of the above 
pooklets. These booklets will be turned over to. CG 5824-S* for 
μα νεσΝν to GUS HALL, General Secretary, CB, USA, 
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On 28 April 1968, elections took place in the West German 
province of Baden-Wirttemberg which revealed the tendencies 
of development in the whole of the West Germon Federal 
Republic. Their importance reaches for bayond the provincial 
elections because they were a test for the elections to the 
Federal government to take place in 1969. All West Germon 
parties had geared their election campaigns to this and had 
instructed their leading politicians accordingly. The Bonn 
government parties, the Christion Democratic Union/Christian 
Social Union (CDU/CSU) and the Social Democratic Party of 
Germany (SPD), which had so far governed together also in 
the province of Baden-Warttemberg wanted, according to their 
own decleration, to undertake a test as to how the population 
of the Federal Republic would judge the formation of the 
“Grand Coalition”, their domestic and foreign policy and the 
positions of the individual government parties. Also after the 
elections, all serious commentaries and evaluations were 
based on the test character of this election for the whole of 
the Federal Republic, 

"What development tendencies in the West German 
Federal Republic were revealed by the results of ° 
this election? 

1. The main party cf West German big capital and of the 
militaristic forces — the CDU/CSU — was able to relatively 
stabilize its influence with the voters after it had over- 
come its political crisis through the ccalition with the 
Secial Democratic ministers. Thereby, it had created new 
vantage points for its goal of solitary rule in Bonn. 

2,Renazification of the Federal Republic wes greatly 
speeded up during the government tenure of the “Grand 

Coalitian”, neo-nazism reveals itself more and more openly 
and the neo-nazj National Democratic Party: of Germeny 
(NPD) is gaining votes and mondates in rapidly growing 
numbers. 

3. The entrance of Social Democratic leaders into a govern- 
ment coalition with the CDU/CSU is in a growing measure 
rejected by the West Gemman voters which is leading to a 
loss of votes for the Social Democratic Party to an extent 
not hitherto experienced. 

A. In view of the sharpened course to the right in the Federal 
Republic and of the growing ideological, political and 
State terror against all democratic and anti-fascist forces, 
it was not possible in Baden-Wirttemberg for “the demo- 
cratic left” to overcome the anti-democratic “5 per cent” 

clause and to elect representatives to parliament. The 
“5 per cent” handicap was only overcome in such, cities 
os Stuttgart and Mannheim. 

Altogether, the elections in Baden-Wirttemberg have con- 
firmed the evaluation that the forming of the “Grand Coali- 
tion", the entrance of the Social Demacratic ministers into an 
imperialist government under Kiesinger and Strauss as well as 
their reactionary domestic and expansive foreign policy, is 
resulting in a sharpened development to the right, thet it 
speeds up renazification and thereby considerably heightens 
the dangers which emanate from West Germany for all the 
European peoples. 

Of what help is the government coalition with the 
Social Democratic ministers to the CDU/CSU? 

The West German COU-as was clearly shown by the elections 
in Baden-Wérttemberg—could thanks to the “Grand Coalition” 
overcome to a great‘extent the difficult political crisis in which 
it had found itself under Adenauer and Erherd since the 
middle of the fifties in view of the growing stability of the 

GDR and the ‘increasing inner contradictions in West Ger- 
many. The “blood-donor” role of the Social Democratic 
ministers not only helped the COU to retain the leadership of 
the Bonn government. With the help of the Secial Democratic 
ministers and with the consent of the SPD parliamentary frac- 
tion they could embark on the program of “inner formation" 
and more sharply pursue the expansive foreign policy in-ac- 
cordance with the strategic conception of West German im- 
perialism formulated by Strauss. 

In the spirit of this conception, West Germon imperialism 
intends te enlarge its position as European moin partner of 
USA imperialism. The strategic goal consists in extending its 
power over: the GDR, in being the pace-setter of counter- 
revolution in other European socialist countries and to estab- 
lish itself as the leading imperialist power in Europe. In this 
connection the whole significance has to be stressed which is 
due to the program “Entwurf fiir Europa” (Design for Europe) 
formulated by Strauss. [t is much more than a statement of 
opinion by a single.politician because 
Strauss has written down what the decisive groups of 
- armament capital standing behind him wanted him to. 

Published in the post-war period, this concept shifts the 
points for the beginning period of West Germany's forced 
expansion policy. 

~ This “Design for Europe” is not confined to the formula- 
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tion of gouls-for a few years ahead but contains an all- 
inclusive strategic conception of West German imperialism 
for the correction of the results of the Second World 

‘ar. 
— Strauss had formulated how, in spite of-the changed rela- 

tion of forces in favour of socialism, an attempt is to be 
made to change the status quo in favour of the West 
through a long-range policy of economic, ideological and 
cultural penetration into the socialist countries. 

“- Unmistakably and in every. detail, Strauss has worked out 
which domestic conditions would have to be creoted and 
what kind of government coalitions are necessary in oder 
to be able to pursue the policy of revanchism and of the 
extension of the power of West German imperialism in 
coordination with the USA global strategy. 

The elections in Baden-Wirttemberg provide the proof: the 
Bonn presumption to sole representation, the revanchist for- 
eign policy which for the purpose of deception is termed.as 
“new Eastern policy” and “policy: of relaxation of ‘tension”” 
by the Social Democratic ministers,. is grist for the mills of 
the CDU/CSU in the Federal Republic as well as for the neo- 
nazi NPD. The West German voters see in the government. 
policy pursued by Bonn-including the Social Democratic 
ministers—the continuation of the policy of the CDU/CSU, As 
shown by the elections in Baden-Wirttemberg, the bene- 
ficiaries of the foreign-political «demagoguery perpetrated by 

Brandt, ore Kiesinger and Stiauss.. The same applies to the 
economic policy pursued on ἃ. government level by Schiller 
which he carties out in the interest of. monopoly capital against 
the interest of the trade unions and whidn therefore, in spite: 
of all blandishments, does not benefit jn the last resort the 
Social Democratic Party but the party of monopoly capital. 
‘(the CDU received 44.2 %y of the votes in. Baden-Wirttemberg 
which was 46,493 more votes than. in 1964, while the SPD 
received 29%, which amounts to 227,736 less votes.) 

The West German CDU draws the conclusion from the elec- 
tion results in Baden-Wirttemberg to continue the “Grand 
Coalition” in Bonn with the Social Democrats until the goals. 

* @re reached for whose purpose Social Democratic ministers 
were included into the cabinet. This applies to the Emergency 
Laws-as well as to the antire package of reactionary domestic 
state .reforms. The CDU wants to continue to use the Social 
Democratic ministers and their demageguery to camouflage 
the imperialist ravanchist policy and to facilitate the political 
and ‘economic penetration of the socialist countries.’ 

The .retention or termination of the “Grand Coalition’ is 
. for the CDU/CSU mainly ἃ question of the moment at which 
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the prerequistes for their solitary rule or for another form of 
coalition will have arisen. The leadership of the CDU/CSU 
views the present cobinet as o transition government’ and 
Kiesinger as a transitional chancellor who is supposed to ex- 
ploit Social Democracy during the “Grand Coalition” in order 
to prepare the solitary rule of ‘the CDU/CSU ‘with the. simul- 
taneous weakening of the Social Democratic Party. 

Why is renazification on the increase under the 
“Grand Coalition”? 

The election results in Baden-Wirttemberg unequivocally con- 
tradict all claims that the “Grand Coalition” in Bonn would 
form a brake against the davelopment of the openly 'neo-nazi 
NPD. The- opposite is the case, Neo-nazism finds its fertile sojl 
in the official Bonn government policy, domestic as well as 
foreign. The NPD and the Bonn government stand essentially 
on the same ideological and politicol-programmatic platform. 
Thereby, the role of the NPD as a storm trocp of the most reac- 

tionary section of West German monopoly- capital is con- 
firmed, it has in common with the government of the “Grand 
Coalition” the .pursuit of the interests of monopoly capital, 
anti-communism, the revanchist program for the changing of 
the status quo in.Europe, the pretension to sole ‘representa- 
tion, enmity toward the GDR, hatred and hostility towards all 
domestic democratic and anti-fascist forces. 
The only, difference. consists in the fact that the NPD spells 

out and formulates its political slogans still more openly and’ 
unrestrainedly, sets its revanchists goals even further and its 
domestic policy goals still more sharply, It combines this with 
social demagoguery, attacks the economic policy of the 
government.and makes social and economic promises of all 
kinds for the most diverse strata of the population as was 
formerly done by the Hitler party. As o neo-nazi party, it combines 
this with anti-American accents, with extreme, chauvinist 
slogans, with an open glorification of militaristic traditions. 

_ ln this way, the NPD. creates the impression of being an 
opposition party to channal dissatisfied popular forces to the 

right and to make appear as though the official Bonn policy 
is a “policy of the center”, It is in reality the propagandist of. 
fascism. Since in this situation the Social Democratic leader- 
ship is making common’ cause with the CDU/CSU thereby 
supporting the Bonn policy with its negative results for the 
population, they enable the: neo-nazis to offer themselves as 
an opposition before the broad, dissatisfied strata of the West 
German population and thereby gain territory. This was sim- 
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ilarly the case also during the last years of the Weimar Re- 
public when Hitler fascism was striving for power. 
Although the neo-nazi NPD party made its first political 

appearance only in February 1965, today it cammends through 
(provincial elections in 7-out of 10 Federal provinces alone, 
more than 1,800,000 votes and accordingly 61 seats in pro- 
vincial legislatures, The NPD was able to gain ‘the -highest 
percentage of votes (9.8%) in Baden-Wirttemberg, which 
significantly is well over a year after the formation of the 
“Grand Coalition”. ‘During this period alone the NPD gained 
38 seats in provincial legislatures while the SPD lost 28 man* 
dates in the same period. 

The West German Chancellor Kiesinger declared that .this 
development is damaging to the foreign policy of the Bonn 
government but that he sees no danger to domestic policy 
‘arising from it. How is this statement of the chief of the West 
German government to be evaluated? 

Bonn is afraid that in foreign countries the growth of neo- 
nazism .will reveal the actual state of the West Germon 
Federal Republic and that especially the picture: of the West 
German reality as drawn by the Social Democratic ministers 
is.becoming discredited. Therefore, Bonn is doing everything 
to. make’ appear harmless and play déwn the dangers of neo- 
nazism and most of all the role of the NPD. At the same. time, 
however, not only is nothing being - eundertaken against the 
NPD but its activities are being supported. 

Why does the Bonn government not propose the 
prohibition, why does.it not act against the NPD? 

‘1. The Kiesinger government does not act against the NPD 
because if it wanted to fight the neo-nazi party politically 
it would have to declore war against its own program. 

2. The Kiesinger. government does not propose the prohibi- 
tion of the NPD because at an official legal procedure 
ogainst the NPD the whole extent of the renazification of. 
the Federal Republic would have to come to light.. It 
would become a legally established"fact thet the decisive 
Bonn ministries and offices are permeated with old nazis. 
This applies mainly to those ministries which are present- 
ly headed by Social Democratic ministers such as the 
Foreign Office, the All German Ministry, the Ministry of 
Economics. 

3. Kiesinger does not apply for prohibition against the NPD 
because he himself functioned as an active nazi, as a go- 
between between Ribbentrop and. Goebbels and because 
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around today’s Bonn chancellor, more old nazis. occupy 
functions than in the leadership of the neo-nazi NPD. 

These facts prove that the growth of neo-nazism in West 
,Germany is directly supported by the occupation of Bonn 
offices by neo-nazis, The struggle against the renazification 
of West Germany can therefore not be waged -successfully if 
it.is not mainly directed towards cleaning out active nazis 
"from Bonn's offices and functions, 

Why the SPD suffered its heaviest electoral defeat 

The provincial elections in Boden-Wirttemberg brought the 
biggest electoral defeat to West German Social Democracy 
since the existence of the West German Federal Republic. 
(The percentage of votes for the SPD sank from 37.3% in the 
year 1964 to 29%, which constitutes a loss of 227,756 voters.) 
The policy of Brandt and Wehner, the policy of unity with the 
CDU/CSU and enmity against the GDR, leads as could be 
expected to a fiasco for the Social Democratic - “Party. 

What situation faced the voters of 
Baden-Wirttemberg? 

~ Those voters-who see through the character of the “Grand 
Coalition” behave according to the motto, “If the SPD 
mokes CDU policy anyway, why not vote directly CDU." 

~Those Social Democrats tied to their tradition who are 
dissatisfied with the “Grand Coalition” and the role of 
their leaders in the Bonn government but have not yet 
found the way-to a genuine protest in “the democratic. 
left”, stayed away from the polls. 

~ Voters who hitherto voted for the SPD assuming they were 
giving their vote to an opposition party turned their backs 
on the SPD, Under the impression of the predominant 
anti-communism which was-actively pursued by the Social, 
Democratic leadership also, only a few turned.to the left. 
At the occassion of these elections in Baden-Wirttemberg, 
it became obvious that the SPD had even lost a con- 
“siderable part of voters to the NPD, 

With the electién. results of Baden-Wirttemberg, the es- 
sential thesis of the Social Democratic leadership were dis- 
proven by which Brandt and Wehner had justified their en- 
trance into the “Grand Coalition”. 

Most of αἱ! the thesis has been disproven that the participa- 
tion in α government under the leadership of the CDU/CSU 
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constitutes the “lesser evil”. In reality, the government par- 
ticipation of the Social Democratic ministers enables the great 
evil-the imperialist Bonn policy-to become realizable. Instead 
of an independent Social Demeacratic policy in the interest of 
the West German population, the Social Democratic ministers 
have delivered the SPD into the hands of the CDU/CSU, They 
provide in the Bonn parliament of the CDU/CSU the necessary 
majority for reactionary laws and strive alsa to put the West - 
Germon trade unions on Bonn's leash. 

The thesis is disproven that with the government participa- 
tion in Bonn, the Social Democratic Jeadership has gained 
“half the power" and is on the best road to gaining com- 
plete power. The facts show that the CDU/CSU has ail the 
power because its policies are being consistently realized. It 
is neo-nazism which has gained power and influence while the 
Social Democratic Party in the Bonn coalition is being tat- 
tered and weakened. The SPD is today further removed from 
power than ever in Bonn. ‘ 

The. thesis is disproven that through the common policy with 
the CDU/CSU the Social Democratic Party would break away 
from the “ghetto” into which it wos confined by its voters, 
would establish itself as “people's party” and one day be- 
come the leading government party. The elections in Baden- 
Wiirtemberg prove that the Social Democratic Party not only 
does not win more votes in this way, but has to suffer serious 
losses. It has already slipped under the 30 per cent border- 
line, ie. back to the state of over 10 years ago. On the disas- 

trous path towards a bourgeois people’s party, the SPD loses, 
as seen in Baden-Wirttemberg, aven a considerable part of 
their traditional social-democratic support from the working 
class centers. 

Prospects for 1969 . 

Observers of the official West Germon public organs come to 
the conclusion that the Social Democratic Party if it persists 
in the road taken will at least experience no less a fiasco in 
the Federal elections in 1969. It was stated in this connection 
that the SPD faces the following dilemma after the next 
federal elections. Either to accommodate itself as a weakened 
partner to a further strenthened COU/CSU, or to sit as a 
weakened opposition in the Federal parliament next to a 
ultra-right, ruthlessly eperating NPD fraction which then would 
be clready on the way to becoming c coalition partner of the 
CDU/CSV. The chance which was missed in 1966 to form 
together with the Free Democratic Party (FDP) a Social 
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Democratically led Federal government, has ceased to exist for 
the SPD after the self-ruination of.its own influence. The warm- 
ing issued before the formation of the “Grand Coalition” has 
come true=that the SPD with its entry into the “Grand Coali- 
tion” was able to rescue the CDU/CSU from its crisis but has 
thereby loaded this crisis onto its own party. 

. 

What sort of lessons did the Social Democratic 
leaders draw from their electoral defeat? 

From the official declarations of the party chairman Brandt 
ond the chairman of the SPD parliamentary fraction Schmidt 
which was issued alter a session of the leading body of the 
party, it can be seen that the leadership of the SPD wants to 
persist in the course of togetherness and in the government 
participation in the framework of the “Grand Coalition”. Only 

strong pressure on the part of the SPD membership and func- 
tionaries can sway them from their dogmatic course to be 
blood donor for the CDU. 
In contrast to the many critical voices among circles of social 
democratic members and functionaries who demand a turn- 
ing away from the CDU ‘policy and which go as far as de- 
mands to quit the "Grand Coalition”, the Social Democratic 
ministers restrict-themselves to the declaration that it is only 
necessary to represent the Social Democratic part of the Bonn 
government policy to the population in a popular way. Even 
bourgeois commentatars state concerning this development 
that this position of the Social Oemocratic leadership can 
only be understood as an attempt to check once more the 
disquiet in the ranks of their own party originating from the 
elections in Baden-Wiirttemberg and to avoid essential con- 
clusions, As far as serious measures have been announced, 
these ore directed solely against the left, against party mem- 

* bers who demand a basie change of direction and against the 
trade unions and their struggle against the Emergency Laws. 
With the resolution to continue the course of the “Grand 
Coalition” with the CDU/CSU and the course towards a 
bourgeois people's party, the Social Democratic ministers 
exactly comply with the wish of West German big capital. 
which needs Social Democracy far the time being in the 
government coalition in order to realize its goals. For all these 
reasons the crisis in which German Social Democracy finds 
itself must become sharper. 

As for os the West German FDP is concerned, it has in view 
of the changeover of the Social Democratic leaders to the 
government camp succeeded to a certain extent in gaining 
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the appearance of an opposition party. By having constantly 
posed as “opposition to the black-red coalition” in the elec- 
tion campaign, the FDP was able to hitherto retain: voting 
stock and to’ gain additional votes-from some bourgesais libera! 
quarters as well as some former SPD voters (it reached 14.4 %, 
of the votes.) However, this party does not constitute a, 
genuine alternative to the Bonn policy. its policy is directed 
towards offering itself again as a coalition partner under the 
Jeadership of the CDU/CSU. ‘ 

' About the results of the “democratic left" 

epg 

At the elections in Baden-Wirttemberg there appeared for the 
first time an organization of voters of different progressive. 
‘groupings in West Germany under the name of the “demo- 
cratic left”. Although it was founded only five months before 
the election day, it succeeded in gaining nearly 90,000 votes 
(2.3%). In several important working class centers as e.g. in 

Stuttgart ond Mannheim, it was able to reach nearly 6 Yo of the 
total vote which was not possible in the rural districts, least 
of all in purely agricultural districts. 

Concerning this election cesult it should be noted that the 
proportion of the vote of the “democratic left” was twice as 
high as that of other progressive groupings at previous elec- 
tions. Nevertheless, this election result does not comply with 

the prodigious growth of the extra- parliamentary opposition 
during the last months. 
“The reason for this lies in the fact that the "democratic 

--Jeft”' was opposed by the united -front of reaction, which 
reached from the CDU/CSU over the Social Democratic Party 
leadership to the NPD and ‘to the news media of the Springer 
monopoly as well as other mass media. The alternative re- 
presented by the “democratic left” to the policy, of the “Grand 
Coalition” has been defamed as a source of “revolt and 
insecurity", te isolate it as:far as possible from the public. 
Under the influence of this campaign of defamation many 
-pratest voters who are dissatisfied with Bonn's policy from the 
most varied motives were frightened off from a commitment to 
the “democratic left” and moved over to the right. The biggest 
factor in this were the electaral attacks which were® system- 
atically directed mainly against the “democratic left". 

Instead of uniting with the forces of the extra-parliamentary 
opposition and fighting in a common front against the COU 
and the neo-nazis, the Social Democratic leaders accused 
the “democratic left” of splitting tactics, it fought against it. 
and thereby contributed itself to the splitting of oppositional. 
forces and initated many well-meaning voters. 
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The development of the extra- parliamentary 
opposition 

After the elections in Baden-Wiirttemberg the forces of the 
extra-parliamentary Opposition in West Germany hove greatly 
strengthened their struggle against the immediately threaten- 
ing parliamentary legislation of the Emergency Laws by the 
CDU/CSU-SPD majority in the Bonn parliament. An expression 
of this was the hitherto greatest democratic manifestation of 
the popular resistance against the policy of the “Grand Coali- 
tion”, the “Ster March” on Bann ond the demonstration οὗ 
80,000 representatives of all. strata of the population against 
the Emergency Laws and their proponents as well as- short if 
only scattered’ warming strikes. 

The real-unity of action of all democrats, anti-fascists and 
socialists of West Germany against the policy perpetrated by 
Bonn is developing in such movements. In this connection the 
slogan was advanced which is particularly meaningful in view 
of the parliamentary elections of 1969—not to vote for any 
member of parliament who voted fer the Emergency Laws in 
the Federal parliament no matter to which party he belongs. 
‘At the moment in West Germany a movement hos been 

created’ for the first time through the development of the 
extra-parliamentary opposition, which expresses the interests 

ofthe people and organizes its struggle independent from the 
Social Democratic minnisters. This is the beginning of a 
genuine, independent people's movement. Whoever wants to 

support it, whoever really: wants a change in the relation of 
"power in West Germany in- favour of democratic progress, 
must pitch in in order to push back the adversaries of this 
democratic movement outside as well as inside of posliament. 

Some conclusions for the policy of unity of action 

The development i in West Germany as reflected by the elections. 
in Baden-Wiittemberg,-as well as experiences of the working 
class movement lead to some important conclusions for the- 
policy of unity of action: 
~The ‘neo-nazi movement in West Germany is just as little 

an ‘outcome τοῦ, the radicalized petty-bourgecisie as the 
Hitler movement during the thirties in Germany, but it is 
the: product of-the might of finance capital, of its most 
reactionary, most aggressive ‘representatives. The main 

figure representing this extreme wing of West German 
monopoly bourgecisie is Franz Josef Strauss, the leader 
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of the West German CSU, who extends the decisive ἴῃ. 
fluence to the government policy of the “Grand Coalition” 
and who has formulated in his book “Design for Europe” 
the strategic conception of West German impericlism: 
which determines Bonn’s policy of the day. The neo-nazi 
NPD constitutes a second iron in the fire for the Wast 
German big bourgeoisie which it keeps heated -up to 
retain its power and to be able to extend it. If this disas- 
trous development is to be checked, the struggle has to 
be mainly directed against the policy of Strauss and 
Kiesinger and against those whe make common cause 
with them. 

—-In West German Social Democracy, and this is borne out 
by the development after the elections in Baden-Wirttem- 
berg, there are two lines: the line of the working class— 
represented by the masses of the Social Democratic 
workers, employees and the Social Democratic trade 

unionists and the line of the monopoly bourgecisie~re- 
presented by the Social Democratic ministers who want 
over to the camp of imperialism. Whoever wants to give 
help and support to the working class forces, the anti- 
fascist and socialist forces within West German Social 
Democracy, must reject the policies of the Social Demo- 
cratic ministers and must fight against them. The renun- 
clation of the principal struggle against the positions 
subservient to imperialism of the Social Democratic 
ministers leads to a weakening of democracy and the 
abandonment of the class interests of the Social Demo- 
cratic workers and trade unionists and hinders the devel- 
opment of a broad movement against neo-nozism and 
far progressive democracy in West Germany. 

— What is needed more than ever by the real oppositional 
forces in West Germany, is the ability to recognize behind 
the political actions of the day and slogans of the 
adversary, the strategic goals of West German impe- 
fialism. Only in this way will they understand its whole 
danger. It is necessary to help the oppositional forces in 
West Germany to counterpose this strategy of imperialism 
with a strategy of peace, democracy and social" progress 
in West Germany from which can be developed the single 
actions of the day ond which can be directed towards a 
great goal. For this they need the support of the socialist 
camp. It will be all the more powerful, the more unitedly 
and cohesively the socialist community of states frustrates 
the actions of West German impericlism ond thereby 
gives direct aid to the oppositional forces, From this point 
of view, the GDR makes very effort to develop its socialist 

order all-sidedly to provide proof of the superiority of 
socialism and socialist state power. 

In firm solidarity with all socialist countries and all progres- 
sive forces in West Germany, the GDR will undertoke every- 
thing to reveal the secret of the imperialist war preparations 
in West Germany and not yield the fraction of an inch to any 
attempts of imperialist penetration. This in accordance with 
ται ἡ experiences and with the declarations of the repre- 
sentatives of the democratic opposition in West Germany, is 
the best support which can be given them in their anti-impe- 
rialist struggle in West Germany. 
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Introduction 
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Large-scale police attacks with rubber truncheons, water guns 
and firearms against young West German workers, students 
ond pupils demonstrating for peace, democratic tights and 
social Progress; summary proceedings in court; demands for 
Preventive” detention in concentration camps: feverish haste 

in whipping through the emergency laws; threats against the 
trade unions which demand co-determination; terror against the ~ 
free expression of opinion: preparation of lows imposing. fi- 
nancial dictatorship; the dangerous growth of open neo-nazism; 
political, moral and financial assistance to the USA in its 
murderous war against the people of Vietnam: obstruction of a 

_ treaty on the non-prolifération of nuclear weapons; support of 
racist and military dictatorships such as in South Africa ond 
Greece; non-recognition of the status quo and of the frontiers 
in Europe; revanchist sole representati i i the GDR Pp fation pretension against 

that is the picture of the West German Federal Republic, 
clearly indicating the dangerous nature of the rightwing course 
followed by the ruling circles in West Germany. All these things 
are no less coincidental thon the megalomaniacal “claims 
en the world” raised by Rainer Barzel, leader of the COU/CSU 
parliamentary group in the West German Bundestag on 14 March 
1968. They sre rather an expression of the expansionist and 
reactionary course taken by the West German government in the 
new stage of’development of West German imperialism. That 
course is based on a systematic political strategy. 

The basic strategic conception of the policy of this new 
phase of development, marked by intensified expansion extern- 
ally"and further reactionary clignment internally, was develo- 
ped by the chairman of the COU and present West German 
Minister of Finance Franz Josef Strauss. In his book Entwucf fiir 
Eurapa (Concept for Europe), first published in London in 1965, 
Strauss defined the policy of West German imperialism over 
an extended period. Strauss developed a phased program for 
the alteration of the status quo in Europe in favour of West 

* German imperialism, in direct connection with Hitler's pro- 
gram for the “New Order in Europe” and in line with the global 
strategy of US imperialism for the struggle against socialism, 
Progress and national independence in the world. The phases 
of this program include winning hegemony in Western Europe, 

_ the acquisition of contro! over nuclear weapons, invasion of the 
GDR and its liquidation, the establishment of a so-called 
intermediate Europe dominated by imperialism, and finally the 
imperialist new order of Europe “up to the Bug and the Black 

. Sea” (Franz Josef Strauss, Entwurf fiir Europa, Stuttgart, 1966, 
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p. 83 — all quotations without other references being given are 
taken from this book}. This program also includes the reaction- 
ary alignment of all interior forces in conformity with the 
imperialist great power aspirations. 

Ι.. 

Franz Josef Strauss—the “Strong Man” of West 
German Monopoly Capital 

It is not by chance thot the new phase of development of West 
German imperialism should be closely associated with the name 
of Strauss. Franz Josef Strauss is the most outstanding represen- 
tative of those forces of the West German monopoly copitalist 
bourgeoisie which are conducting a particularly sharp struggle 
for hegemony in Europe, for the revision of the results of the Se- 
cond World. War, for the expansion of their sphere of power 
and the safeguarding of monopoly profits. The West German 
journal of big industry, the Industriekurier, commented on 10 
November 1966: 

“It is a foct that the still young economic politician, Strouss, 
is regarded as the-strong man, from Abs to Beitz, in banking 
end heovy industry, capable of solving our economic pro- 
blems.” 
Strauss was systematically made into the key political 

figure of the most reactionary group of West German monopoly 
capitalism in various stages. In the spring of 1945 the Americans 
appointed Strauss, at the time the barely 30-year-old first 
lieutenant and nozi officer in the Wehrmacht, as deputy district, 
president at Schongau. Strauss won the favour of those in power 
by his notoriously reactionary attitude. As early as 1953 he was 
a member of the Bonn government. 

τ, Strauss Promoted the Construction of the West German 
Atomic Industry 

As minister of atomic affairs in the Adencuer government, 
Strauss created important prerequisites for nuclear research 
and the production of fissionable material for the West German 
monopolies. He provided the relevant legal regulations and 
from the start oriented the development of that branch of 
industry on military purposes. Strauss was an eager supporter 
of the big trusts which made superprofits out of the ctomic 
‘business and which used the nuclear industry as an instrument 
of power. At the same time Strauss forged the nuclear plots 
with the racist clique in South Africa, with Franco in Spain 
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attend to the business of West German imperialism during. 

a 

and with the-rulers of Israel, so as to evade the limitations 
imposed on West German imperialism by international agree- 
ments. . . , 

2. Strauss Built up the New Wehrmacht of West German 
{mperialism 

In 1956 he was appointed Adenauer’s war. minister, so as 
to be able to forge ahead with large-scale military armament, 
in collaboration with the armament monopolies. During that 
period he strengthened the basis of his cooperation with the 
aggressive forces of West German armament capital by provid- 
ing them with extensive and lucrative orders financed by the 
armament funds fed by West German texpayers,* 

Strauss opened the way to commanding posts in the Bundes- 
wehr.to Hitler generals and officers. _ 

He ruthlessly ignored the resistance. of - the West German 
population to militarization and contributed to ἃ decisive extent 
to the creation of an aggressive armed -force in the form of 
the Bundeswehr commanded by fascist officers and similar in. 
structure to that of the fascist- Wehrmacht. The revanchist West 
German army was and still is being raised in the spirit pro- 
claimed by Strauss on 20 March 1958 in the Bundestag: 

“The only purpose of military preparation, today could onty 
be the eventuality of a Red War.and nothiag else.” 
That spirit is also characterized by the utterances in the au- 

tumn of 1966 by a captain in the Bundeswehr ond influential 
leader of the open neo-nazi NPD: 

“Five years of civic training in the Bundeswehr qualified me: 
tobe a member of the NPD, That training inscribed the pro- 
gram of the NPD into my heart and soul.” 

3. Strauss Becomes the Key Figure of West German 
‘High Finance - 

13 August 1961 marked the day when the openly: aggressive _ 
and reactionary political conception of Bonn failed. The: im- 
perialists began to shift to more flexible tactics.. Strauss, who 
had shown an overdose of enthustasm in fulfilling his orders, 
was temporarily removed fram the limelight. He with-drew from 
the government. But behind the scenes he was being prepared 

“with the utmost intensity for his part as the “strong man” .of 
West German monopoly capital. Just as Adenauer had. been the 
politica! representative of the German hig bourgeoisie during 
the period of restoration, so Strauss was and is called upon to 

ss 

# 

the next phase of its-expansionist policy. And Strauss eagerly 
prepared himself. He developed the basic strategic conception 

which wos to lead West German imperialism out of the crisis 
and make possible its hegemony in the whole of Europe under 
the new conditions and within the scope of the global. strategy 
of US imperialism. That conception, expounded in Entwurf ftir 

Europa, corresponds to the class interests of West. German 
monopoly capitalism. This book by F. J. Strauss is not un; 
justly described as the successor of Hitler's Mein- Kampf in 

our time. ν 

Strauss became minister of finance in the Kiesinger transition 
government. In 1966, when the political and ecanomic difficulties 
of West German imperialism had led‘ to an open crisis, Mon 
opoly capitalism was calling for a “strong man”. The Springer 
press urgently demanded the return of Strauss to the govern- 
ment. Strauss for his part threw oif onto the flames of political 
crisis, called for a sharpened authoritarian course of α new West 
.German government and used every meons to make his reen- _ 

try in the West.German cabinet possible, with the declared aim 
of “establishing order”. Strauss became Kiesinger’s minister 
of finance in the new cobinet. Not unintentionally, The time had 
not yet arrived for him to become federal: chancellor. The further 
way towards that end is to be paved “by the compromise and — 
transition Chancellor Kiesinger together with social’ democratic 
ministers, Strauss, however, was placed in a decisive key position 
in that: government. As minister of finance he is to provide the 
economic and financial foundations for the new phase in home 
and-foreign policy, and at the same time ensure the implemen- 
tation of his‘conception asa 1 whole. The Government Declaration 
of Kiesinger of December 1966 and the 16 months of governmen- 
tal practice of the Grand. Coalition. in Bonn prove that the 
political strategy devised, by Strauss constitutes the foundation 
of present-day West German home and foreign policy. 

‘Strauss is regarded as the coming federal chancellor. 
‘Leading circles of West German monopoly capital would like to 
see Strauss in office as head ofthe government evén today. 
They would like to accustom the public to the idea that Kiesinger 
is a man ef: transition. and would: ‘one day have to make way 
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for Strauss. On 14 March 1968 the organ of West German big- 
industry, -the Handelsblatt, ‘commented under the heading: 
“Strauss is: coming to the fore”: 

“Kiesinger’s - moderator-rote ‘has in effect become far more 
difficult, not least because of 'the circumstance that now, in 

ἡ contrast to previous times, he must very definitely take Franz 
Josef Strauss into account.” 
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The big bourgesis weekly Christ und Welt surrounds Strauss 
with the myth of “divine gifts” which: belong to the image of a 
leader: ᾿ ᾿ 

“Strauss is one of the very few politicians in whom intellec- 
tual qualities are coupled with rustic features; who think in 
the lofty spheres of the intellect and who are capable of for- 
mutating those thoughts in conformity with the acquired self- 
articulation of the man-in-the-street. In Franz Josef Strauss 
that gift is coupled with a secularized understood charisma.” 
That is how Strauss is being praised os the prototype of the 

new German leader. In a macabre way this continues the im- 

perialist propaganda of past days about a “kaiser by the grace 
of God", and of the “predestined” leader, 

it. | 
“Concept for Europe—the Strategic Concept of West 

German [Imperialism 

At the CSU Provincial Assembly on 1 July 1967 in Munich Strauss 
openly declared: 

“It is our task... to solve the problems which have arisen with 
imperative and inevitable urgency in the course of the tran- 
sition from the first to the the second phase of German post- 
war policy.” 
In those words Strauss paraphrased the fact that the period 

of the restoration of the political and economic power of West 
German imperialism had come to an end ond that West German 
imperialism hos introduced a period of forced expansion. This 
transition took place at a time when the ruling cireles in Bonn 
were confronted with an intensification of contradictions ia 
home and foreign policy. West German monopoly capitalism is 
seeking a way out according to the old imperialist recipe: over- 
coming the difficulties at the expense of the German and other 
European peoples, ie, by way of intensified reaction inside 
the country ond expansion externally. The Strauss concept gave 
the basic directives. In his book Entwurf fiir Europa he wrote 
down the long-term strategy of West German imperialism to 
correct the results of the Second World War. Basically this 
revanchist concept is derived from the Hitlerite program of con- 
quest, That is presumably why Strauss wrote in his book: 

“German current policy could not exclusively rely an pro- 
grams that ore only intended to represent a contrast to all 

the things which Hitler did.” (p. 151) Ε 

“κα de 

1. Strauss Wants to Change the Status Quo in Europa... 

The basie idea. of Strauss is the alteration of the relation of 
forces in the world in favour of imperialism. He proclaimed: 

| “Only a resolute initiative could help us to cast off the fetters 
of the status quo” (p. 7) 

I "We must acknowledge a ‘European forward policy’ (p. 135) 
Ἷ “European forward policy means taking up the race against 
i time by adapting our living conditions to the laws and stand- 

ards of modern technology and on that basis striving for 
| the reestablishment of the historic unity of Germany.” (p. 135) 
\ 1 ἢ 

... by the Liquidation of Socialism 
Strauss wrote in his book: 

“Each move towards the unity of Europe and thus in the direc- 
tion of the strengthening and autonomy of Europe will result 
in a change in the status quo—of course in favour of the West.” 

(ρ. 102) ᾿ 
“Only a West European community of action will provide the 

_ starting point for a policy by means of which the demarcation 
line of the Yalta war conference can be eliminated.” (p. 12) 

“A united Western Europe should be the preliminary phase 
of the establishment of the United States of Europe, in 
which | should also like to include all peoples of Central and 
Eastern Europe.” {p, 26) 
Strauss therefore wants to hold up the transition from ca- 

pitalism to socialism and restore the old capitalist system 
throughout the whole of Europe. This clearly shows that: 

2. Strauss Acts within the Framework of the Aggressive US Glo- 
bal Strategy... “ 

lt is cimed at holding up the triumphal march of socialism in 
the world, brutally beating down all aspirations to freedom 
and once again extending imperialist rule to the whole world, 
In this spirit Strauss wrote in his Entwurf fiir Europa: 

“United Europe should take up the position of an indepen: 
dent power between the United Stotes and the’ Soviet Union, 
thereby assuring the greater weight of free society in the play 
of world political forces.” (p. 26=27) 

Ι What Strauss here describes as “free. society” is in fact the 
᾿ imperialist rule of force. 

Strauss demanded that oll European peoples should sub- 
ordinate themselves to US global strategy, by, stating at the CSU 
Provincial Assembly on 1 July 1967, that 

“the burden which the American leading power has to carry 
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in the worldwide controversy with communism has,in no way 
been relieved by the nations of Europe”. 
He categorically demanded: 
“Europeans...are obligated to strengthen their own conti- 
nent, in order to relieve America of its multiple tasks. In this 
way both continents will continue to be linked with each 
other... 
“Europe should be given a due share in leadership of the At- 
fantic alliance and in the immediate realization of its essen- 
tial strategic concerns.” 

++ein order to Implement the Revanchist Plans of West German 
{mperialism in Europe 
The support of the global gangster policy of US imperialism is 
to help West German monopolists to hegemony in Europe. 

In Entwurf fiir Europa Strauss demands: 
“The problem is not how to keep Germany economically strang 
but politically weak-this weuld be a false premise. The pro- 
blem in fact is how to obtain a political influence by means 
of its economic strength...In the long run there could not 
be a Germany which is a giant economically and a dwarf polit- 
ically. That is why German politics needs a European frame- 
work, (pp. 149=50—emphasis added) 
That is the blunt proclamation of an imperiolist Europe under 

the leadership of West German imperialism. These claims to 
hegemony are similar to the chauvinist behaviour of the Hitler 
fascists. Hitler demanded in Mein Kampf: 

"The ‘German Reich’ should once again be endowed with the 
characteristic features of a state that participates in the all- 
European game of chess,” (A. Hitler, Mein Kampf, Munich, 
1937, p. 716—emphasis added} 
Strauss is obviously inspired by a similar sense of a “mission” 

as was Hitler, Once again the world is to “recover” thanks to the 
“beneficial” effect of Germany. Strauss wrote: 
"lam certainly not a Utopian. It is, on the contrary, a very 
realistic demand that we must change the face of the world.” 

{p. 20} 
On the basis of Strouss’s concept the old nazi slogans ore 

once agdin being worn out in West Germany. An associate of 
Strauss, Stiicklen, stated at the CSU provincial assembly in 

Munich on 1 July 1967: 
"True self-determination for cur people and the European na- 
tions is only conceivable through joint co-determination in a 
new European system.” 
There is little difference between this and the demand voiced 

by nozi- propaganda chief Josef Goebbels, who said on 9 No- 
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vember 1941 that “the Reich (is offered) the unique opportunity 
of taking a Iéading part in introducing the new order in Europe.” 
Today the West German monopoly capitalists are once more 

seeing a chance “to make the voice of Germany the leading 
voiceof the West...to prove to be the leading power of a 
true Europe.” (Die Welt, Hamburg, 12 February 1967) 

3. Strauss Wants a Neo-nazi Internal Policy 

A reactionary internal program forms part of the basic concept 
of Strauss—similor to that of the nazis—in the interest of imple- 
menting the ambitious expansionist program of foreign policy 
of West German monopoly capitalism. In Entwurf fiir Europa 

Strauss wrote: 
“We need o government in Germany capable of action, a 
government capable of starting the great concert of Europe.” 

(p. 162)- . 
He wants to avoid 
"that the state's ability to act os a whole in its foreign policy 
should be weakened by harmful developments in the interior”. 
(Bulletin des Presse- und Informationsamtes der Bundesregie- 
rung, Bonn, 14 March 1968) 
On 1 July 1967 Strauss wrote in the Bayern-Kurier that-there 

‘could be “no systematic foreign policy without internal stability”. 
In this Strauss is following in Hitler's footsteps. In a speech 

at the Industrial Club in’Disseldorf on 27 January 1932 Hitler 
explained the establishment of the nazi dictatorship as a result 
of the plans for the expansion of the sphere of influence and 
power of German monopoly capitalism, explaining that: 

“Our action in home policy is decisive for our successes in 
foreign policy and in the achievement of our aims in general.” 
(M. Domarus, Hitler, Reden und Preklamationen 1932-1945 

(Hitler, Speeches and Proclamations, 1932 to 1945), Munich, 

1965, Vol. 1, half volume, p. 84) 
Hitler tried to justify the establishment of a system of brutal 

‘terror inside the country by alleging that hie was striving to “reg- 
ulate chaotic internal conditions”. Strauss. makes use of similar 

arguments. 
At the CSU Provincial Assembly in 1967 Kiesinger expressly 

referred to the arguments of Strauss, stating that: 
“not group interests but the vital interests of the entire nation, 
the question of the existence or non-existence of the nation 
is ot stake... Franz Josef Strauss said...if we do not succeed 
in regulating these things, internal chaos is the inevitable 
cansequence for our people.” 
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4, Strauss Planned the “Grand Coalition” 

«+ with a view to imposing the reactionary program’ of West 
German monopoly capital with the aid of social democratic 
ministers. In his book Strauss already outlined the reasons why 
social democratic ministers were needed in a government led 
by the CDU/CSU, 

The social democratic ministers were to make the reyan- 
chist program of West German imperialism “more practicable” 
by garnishing it with peace slogans and by preparing the 
ground for its implementation with the aid of flexible methods. 

This is the meaning of the thesis of Strauss: 
"A Grand Coalition would certainly make an initiative for 
the great concept for a European policy more practicable— 
and would be desirable already on this ground.” (p. 160) 
The social democratic ministers were at the same time to 

give assistanée in the further reactionary alignment internally, 
suppressing the resistance’ of the democratic forces, in partic- 
ular of the working class and the trade unions against the 
intensified rightwing course. That is the significance of Strauss’s 
thesis: 

“A Grand Coalition could enact a few necessary reforms which 
would not be possible under a different constellation.” (p. 158) 
The Government Declaration of Kiesinger and the policy 

conducted by the present cabinet prove that the entire political 

Strategy which Strauss had elaborated and announced as 
representative of the monopolies even prior to the formation οἵ 
the Grand Coalition is the basis of official West German govern- 
ment policy. 

The Concept of Strauss—the Basis of the Expansionist 
West German Foreign Policy 

The phased program far changing. the status quo and for. the 
imperiolist new order in Europe under the hegemony of West 

German imperialism is revanchist and, aggressive, despite all 
peace assertions by the Bonn government. 

Strauss proclaimed this quite openly: 

“We shall have to acknawledge a ‘European forward policy” 
{p. 135) 

. The Bayemm-Kurier published by Strouss at the party publi- 
cation of the CSU-in future to be distributed, throughout the 
whole of West Germany as Deutscher Kurier-admitted that 
the so-called “European forward policy” included the alteration 
of the status quo by force. In connection with the Israeli aggres- 
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sion in the Middle East that paper demanded on 17 June-1947: 
“an energetic forward defence which will also ensure territorial 

τ pledges in Central Europe, far into the areas covered by the- 
Worsaw Treaty”. 
cou Bundestag Deputy Majonica, a close associate of 

Strauss, was even’ more plain: 
“*We have very ambitious foreign policy aims. Reunification 
means ὦ radial change in the balance of, power as esta-, 
‘blished. since the Second World War...” 

ath 

“The results of a war have only i in extremely rare cases been 
subsequently corrected by peaceful means.” (Politisch-Soziale 
Korraspondenz, Bonn, 1 January 1966~emphasis added) 

This is the direct propagation of imperialist war of conquest 

according to the exemple of Hitler. He was the author of the 
aggressive. principle: 
“Oppressed countries are not returned to a common Reich 

by flaming protests, but by a sharp sword.” (Mein Kampf, 

p. 689) 

1. Strauss Wonts Hegemony in Western Europe, in Particuler 
the Subordination of France 

The next acim pursued by Strauss within >~> framework of his 
reactionary phased program is the format -. of an imperialist 
bloc .under West German, hegemony in W- . “ἢ. Europe, which 

is to be the basis for changing the balances «ower in Eastern 
| 1967 in Munich 

he mode this quite clear: 

“Only a West European community of cc*:. 
‘starting point for a policy by means of wh -' 
line of Yalta can be eliminated.” 
‘Strauss demanded an that occasion that 
“a new attempt should be undertakes 2 accomplish the 
step-by-step political ‘unification of Eur:3e" and “an end 
should finally be put to the system of smaw ztates In Europe.” 
According to his plans the predominant pasition of West Ger- 

man monopoly capital in Western Europe is to be won under the 
banner of the struggle for “equal rights”, In this respéct, too, 
there are striking similarities. 

Hitler: . ᾿ , 
“The world is-persecuting us, it is turning against ὡς, it is. 
unwilling to recognize our right to tive or our right to 
protect our country.” (M. Domarus, op. cit,, p. 263) 

Strovss: 
“The German people must not become subject to falsifications 

«ll provide the 
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of history and one-sided evaluations, degrading it to a nation 

with criminal instincts and potentially dangerous for its neigh- 
bours and for world peace.” (p. 154} 
Strauss applied the same arguments as Hitler had tised, with 

a view to fostering nationalism and big Power : chauvinism, The 
identity of arguments is alarming: 

Hitler: 
“It is impossible to keep or to lead a nation with acsense of 
honour and bravery as Helots in the world for ever’. (Um 

den Frieden der Welt—For the Peace of the World, Zentialver 
lag der NSDAP, Munich, p. 8) 
Strauss: 
“Are we Helots having to choose between two slave drivers?” 
(Miinchner Merkur, 22 November 1966) 
Strauss openly demonstrates that these nationalist tirades ore 

dictated by the hegemony aspirations of West German imperial- 
ism, He ploinly degrades the states of Western Europe to “fede- 
tal provinces” ruled by Bonn: 

“The further aim is a European federation. Sovereign national 
tights will gradually be conferred to it. The present nation 
estates would after a time receive the status approximately 
equal to that of the individual federal provinces of the German 

federal state.” (p. 19) 
Thus Strauss is following up the idea of “European federal 

provinces” already advanced by Hitler's Foreign Minister Rib- 
bentrop in his “Plan for the New Order of Europe” under German 
imperialist domination. “Hs 

+ 
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. Strauss wants to subordinate the political, economic and 

military potential of France to his adventurist plans. He bluntly 
stated that he wished to utilize the “better relations of France 
with the communist countries” with a view to "drawing these 
countries closer to the West". {p. 124) 

Strauss emphasized that ‘the “foundation of all: European 
cooperation ... was unity between Germany and France” (p. 117) 
and at the same time voiced claims to hegemony: 

“A. prerequisite for good relations between France ond Ger- 

-many: is.the equality of the two partners... The Germans, 
- too, must obtain an adequate room for ‘their own intecasts.” 

(p. 122) 
In his book he gave an example of how,he intended to deal 

with France: 
: “We shall further have to convince President de Gauile that 
«we shall not be able to give him a free hand in regard to the 
problem of German sovereignty in connection with our-poli-. 

tical attitude towards the East.” (p. 121) 
Strauss eagerly propagates the economic and, military pene- 

tration of France under cover of keeping pace with modern de- 
velopments in science and technology. He writes: 

“Our two countries should pool their resources in every sphere 
of modern high frequency technology for economic and mili- 
tary purposes.: ‘They should found joint trusts in the key indus- 
tries, in which the Americans as well ave striving to seek a 
monopoly position in the western hemisphere. This of course 
requires the pooling by both countries of their investment 
funds for military purposes, which constitute the fion’s share 
of state expenditure for technical and scientific development.” 

(p. 134) 
Strauss wants in this way to utilize the French potential and. 

the “foree de frappe” (striking force) for West German armament 
and for the policy of economic expansion of the federal German 
monopolies. 

Time ond again the rulers in Bonn try to entice the French with 
pleasant sounding speeches similar to those delivered by the 
nozis ofter their seizure of power. On 7, March 1936 Hitler said 
in the Reichstag: 
“In these three years... | have repeatedly tried to casta bridge 
of understanding to the French’ people... Why should it... 
not be possible.to break off the senseless age-old strife which 

‘has brought no fina) decision to either of the two peoples 
and will not lead to one, and to replace it by consideration 
and greater reason?” {Um den Frieden der Welt, op. cit., p. 19} 
These fine words did not prevent Hitler from later overrunning 

‘France and devastating the country in ἃ war. 
Kiesinger stated on 18 January 1967 in the Bundestag that 

the West German government was convinced that 
“certain differences in interests and conceptions weigh less 
than the imperative need, for the destiny of our two peoples,: 
of Europe, of an economic, technological, cultural, military 
and political co-operation extending over increasingly broad 

spheres, It is beyond doubt one of. the most fortunate events 
of post-war times that the German’ and the French people 
have overcome the feelings of alfenation, aversion, hostility, 
the worst result of a long development.” 
These siren sounds’ cannot delude one about the fact-that 

Bonn ist trying to advance to the subjection of the whole of 
Western Europe via the domination of France. 

2. ‘Strauss Advocates the Expansion of Monopoly Rule to the 
GDR 

As regards the GDR, Strauss continues to represent the aggres- 
sive: plans envisaging the liquidation of the socialist achieve: 
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“ments of the GDR and the expansion of the rule of West German 
imperialism to the territory of the GDR. In Entwurf fir Europa 
Strauss defined the basic principles of the so-called German 
policy of Bonn, tedoy being practised by the West German 
government. Strauss wrote that the task of the federal govern- 
ment consisted in 

“acting as trustee of the entire German people and aban- 
daning none of the German rights. 
"This includes: 
—the sole representation right of the federal government for 
the whole of Germany; 
—the maintenance of firm links between (West) Berlin and 
the Federal Republic of Germany; 
—the protection of German legal claims to its territory beyond 
the Oder and Neisse”. (pp. 81-82) 
Strauss would like to tie down all West European governments 

to this position of a potential declaration of war on the GDR and 
other sociclist countries. He therefore established the principle 
for the “unification of Western Europe” envisaged by him: 

“.»e every future union of Europe must insist on the sole 
representation sight of the German Federal Republic and 
must actively defend that right”. (p. 44) 

The so-catled Germany policy of Bonn is based on the concept 
of Strauss, ‘In view of a lack of success and increased difficulties 
in foreign policy, it has become clear both to the CDU/CSU and 
among the leading rightwing SPD circles that the tactics of fron- 
tal attacks against the GDR applied up to the present have: 
foiled. A “tlexible” tactical policy is now being practised, but the 
aims have remained the same. Strauss feft no doubt about this: 
“We have no reason to change the principles and aims of 
our policy, but we do have reason to keep a constant control 
over the correctness of the methods of our policy and to adopt 
them to the tendencies of fast changes in our time. Not the 
principles and not the aims, but the methods.” (RIAS Il, 24 
‘May 1967) 

This wos also underlined by Freiherr von und zu Guttenberg, 
parliamentary state secretary in the Federal Chancellor's Office: 

“There is no other eastem policy of the Federal Republic than 
that conducted hitherto. The world has changed. The West 
replied to this with the policy of reloxation-! say the so-called 
policy of relaxation. This includes the adaptation of (West) 
German policy to the changed landscape. Methods must be 
adapted to the given conditions. This does not mean, however, 
that unrencunceable positians con be even nibbled at.” 
(Adress to the revanchist Sudeten German Ackermann- Com- 
munity in Konigstein, 25 July 1967} 
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Both the statements of the coalition parties in Bonn and offi- 
cial government policy confirm this. 

The “Draft Program of Action of the CDU” stated that: 
"No other German state can be recognized.” (thesis 9) 

The main resolution of the Social Democratic Party Congress 
in Nuremberg in 1968, the so-called Platform of Social Democ- 
racy, contains the following statement: 

*... recognition of the GDR in international law is out of the 
question.” 
In its draft program the CDU unequivocally proclaims the 

intention of restoring the system of imperialist rule in the GDR: 
“The state and social system of the Federal Republic should. 
be conceived as an all-German task.” {thesis 12) 
According to the will of politicians in Bonn who adhere to 

the conception of Strauss, there is to be no normalization "οἱ 
relations with, the GDR, because recognition of the GDR in 
international law would be contrary to the plans of West Ger- 
man monopoly capital to intervene in the internal affairs of the 
GDR and expand its sphere of influence to the GDR. 

Leading politicians of the government parties in Bonn have 
made this point quite clear. Kiesinger said on 18 November 
1967, at the so-called German Rally of the “Young Union": 
“We must encircle and finally eliminate the hearth of disease” 
(meaning the GDR—«ditor) 
Brandt stated on 13 November 1967 at Bad Godesberg: “ 

must start with the facts if we want to clter facts.” The facte 
‘ which are to be changed, according to Brandt, include the cir- 
cumstance that “there is a government in East Berlin with a 
Council of Ministers, a chairman and a Council of State with 
its chairman”. 

Since the aim is the liquidation of the GDR, Brandt, speaking 
at the SPD Party Congress in Nuremberg in March 1968 spoke 
of the renunciation of violence against the GDR, but at the 
same time emphasized that a statement by Bonn to that effect 
“was not binding in International law". The tolk about the re- 
nunciation of violence against the GDR merely serves those in 
power in Bonn as a cover to conceal the expansionist ond 
aggressive nature of their so-called Germany policy. 

3. The Ligitdation of Socialism in Europe-the Core of the "New" 
Easter Policy Conceived by Strauss and Practised by Bonn 

In an interview with the journal profil (No. 10/1967) Strauss 
said: ς 

“loom by all means in favour of the line of the eastern policy 
followed by the Kiesinger government and by Foreign Minister 
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- Brandt, even though in some details | take a different view.” 
Anyone wishing to know what aims Kiesinger and Brandt are 

pursuing in regard to the socialist stotes of Europe is best in- 
formed by visualizing the ambitions of Strauss. : 

Strauss not only wants to conquer the GDR. That militant aiiti- 
communist writes: , 

“Either Europe will become a federation in which the prin- 
ciples of a free society and of the partnership with America 
will be vatid-or it will become a collectivized society depen- 
dent on the Soviet Union.” (pp. 78-79) 
Naturally he would like to see a Europe based on the prin- 

ciples of a “free society"=i.e., an imperialist society. 

Strauss therefore openly plans the liquidation of soctalism in 
Europe: ᾿ ᾿ 
“We should bear in mind thot Poland, Czéchoslovakia, Hun- 
gary, Bulgaria, Rumania, etc., are just as much a part of 
Europe as Switzerlond, Holland, or Belgium. The aim is to 
work, both by exerting an influence on those countries and 
by means of hard negotiations with Moscow ia a long-term 
process, to make those countries again become α port of 
Europe, at least to begin with, according to the siqnificance 
of the term intermediate Europa.” (p. 46) 

la these words Strauss formulated with unmistakable clarity 
the ottempt which is to be undertaken, in viéw of the changed 
relation of forces in fovour of socialism, to alter the status quo 
in the spirit of imperialism, by means of a long-term program 
of counter-revalutionary policy of penetrating the socialist coun- 
tries. 

This structure called “intermediate Europe” is intended as an 
intermediaté stege on the way to implementing his aggressive 
aims. Strauss wrote: ° 

“Our task today must consist in establishing a belt between 
Russia ond Western: Eurape, an ‘intermediate Europe’...” 

_ tp. 55) 
Strauss calls the interference in the internal affairs of “the 

socialist countries and the attempts of the rulers in Bonn to 

liquidate socialism in Europe, a “loosening-up policy”. This 
softening up and undermining policy is te be conducted by 
various woys and means. Its arsenal includes, according to 
Strauss, economic, political and ideological means and methods, 
In view of the economic relations between the West and the 
socialist states of Europe, Strauss declares that the West, 

“should seek means and ways to contribute to-the transfor- 
mation of the situation to our political advantage, ie, it 

should support only such projects as will serve the Icosening 
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ow κι ται. ρ΄ οἵ Europe rother than the economic strengthening of the 
East European regimes.” (p. 42) : 
Strauss further explained his “loosening-up policy” by stating 

that 
“a policy of a general loosening-up of Europe could lead to 
‘success only in ἃ step-by-step process. One could hardly 
,expect a rapid solution and this should rather be conceived 
in the dimensions of a historic process. During that, period 
we shall have to tie the peoples of Eastern and South-eastern 
Europe more closely ‘to Western Europe by means of cultural 
and economic bonds, by meons of youth and student ex- 
changes, tourism, sport events and mony other suitable 
means.” (p.44) 
Strauss impudently asserts: 
“The only hope for the East Europeans to regain their’ free- 
dom consists in the construction of α powerful and united 
Europe...” (p. 84) 
This impudent demand that. the peoples of the socialist states 

of Eastern Europe should first separate from the socialist com- 
munity within an “intermediate Europe” and then subordinate 
themselves to imperialism in Western Europe under the domi- 
natian of West Germany, culminates in the statement that: 

“Each European should have the right freely tho choose his 
homeland within ἃ free and constitutional Eurcpe extending 
from the Atlantic to the Bug and up to the Black Sea.” (p. 83) 

The policy of the Bonn government, garnished with social 
democratic ministers is clearly following this course conceived 
by Strauss. On 23 May 1967 Kiesinger stated at the CDU Party 
Congress in Brunswick: 

“We are asked to accept the legal confirmation af the status 
quo, or im other words unconditional capitulation. No one 
will force us to do this, either all ot once or bit by bit." 
Brandt (SPD) agreed with the CDU politician: . 

*“The present situation as it exists in Europe will not continue 
for ever... A European peace system should not be conceived 
es a mere confirmation of the things left behind by the Second 
World War.” (Bulletin des Prasse- und Informationsamtes der 
Bundesregierung, Bonn, 4 July 1967) 
Entirely in the spirit of Strauss, every possible opportinity is 

to be used to infiltrate into the socialist countries with a view 
to implementing the dangerous revanchist. designs of Bann. At 

the CSU Provincial Assembly in 1967 the demand:was raised 
for “the evaluation of all conceivable opportunities available 
to us in the Eastern counties”. ἡ “ : 
-Sticklen, closest associate of Strauss and chairman of the 

CSU provincial group in Bonn, spoke even more plainly, when 
a 
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a. ἢ trating their economic forces, consolideting into even larger ; 
he said in Munich on 1 July 1967: } monopoly associations; to.the socialist countries, however, they 

“...we must get out of the ghetto forced upon us and we . " recommend “decentralization” and “liberalization”, so that the 
must utilize every opportunity for an offensive Eastern policy centralized and concentrated power of West German ond | 
wherever it may present itself. Ν ; western monopoly capital would have it easier in penetrating | This unequivocally revanchist position is the basis of the West into the socialist countries. 

German government's approach to relations with the socialist In their so-called new eastern policy the West German go- 

states of Europe. . vernment, in particular the sociat.democratic ministers, are try- 
Barze! left no doubt about this fact in his speech delivered ing to appear in the eyes of the citizens of the GDR and other on the occasion of the opening of diplomatic relations between socialist countries, among other things, also as authorities on 

the West German Federal Republic and Rumania: : matters of freedom.and democracy. In West Germany, however, “The opening of diplomatic relations with Rumania is not a { they. are conducting a neo-nazi home policy, suppressing all 
tuming point in German policy, but a milestone on the way signs of democratic opposition among their own population, In 
of German policy to our long proclaimed aim... Our legal, reality the “liberalization policy", as a method of softening the 
moral and historical positions remain unchanged. Our meth- foundations of the socialist countries, and the anti-democratic 
ods can and must change.” . emergency policy in West Germany are but two aspects of one 
In this spirit Brandt stated at the most recent SPD Party Con- expansionist policy followed by Bonn. 

gress that in the opening of diplomatic relations with the so- [ The notorious anti-communist and “eastern expert” in Bonn, 
cialist states of Eastern and South-eastern Europe the aim was Professor Mehnert, let the cat out of the bag about these im- 
to "guard German interests” and “keep markets open". -perialist tactics in a television commentary on 30 March 1968, 

The men in Bonn making “eastern policy” seem to consider | He said-that the aim was the “social-democratization” of the 
the spheres of economic and cultural policy as particularly socialist countries in Eastern Europe. By that Mehnert above all 
suitable, and to be spaculating on the support of other states in means 
Western Europe. Strauss once again indicated the direction at i =the separation of the socialist states from their alliance with 
the CSU Provincial Assembly on 1,‘July 1967 in Munich: t the Soviet Union, 

“It is therefore essential thet the West should urge a multi- ' ~the replacement of the socialist system ‘by a so-called li- 
lateral interlacement of eastern countries with the forming beralization, 
European community. It would” be an important task for the —the elimination of‘ sociclist relations of production and of 
EEC cauntties...to give preference to the development of a socialist planned economy. 
joint policy in trade with the East.” At that same assembly = | : 
the following statement was made: : " 
“The foreign cultural policy assumes an increased significance - ἢ, Strauss Presses for Nuclear Weapons - Opposition to the 
in view of the efforts concerning the East of Europe... . Non-preliferation Treaty Ν 
"The CSU provincial group knows,thot Bavaria, as the German - _ ᾿ ; " 

gateway to the south-east, is ef particular significance... In‘the expansionist plans of West German imperialism nuclear 
Apart from Munich, the new university town-of Regensburg weapons have been assigned a central role. Ruling circles in 
will become a futur centre of scientific and cultural exchanges Bonn regard ‘control over nuclear weapons as the basis 

with Egstern Europe.” (Report of the CSU provincial group ~for enforcing their sole representetion pretension, 

of the CDU/CSU group in the Bundestag) _ _onfor hegemony in Europe, " " 
The latest trick of the “eastern politicians” in Bonn consists in => j- ' for changing the stotus quo in Europe and revising the existing 

recommending to the socialist states an imaginary “liberaliza- frontiers. wo 
tion” and the acceptance of the principles of “free market ει | 

economy”. That “free market economy", which has long since | Strauss regarded contro! over nuclear weapons as one of the 

gone bankrupt in West Germany under the concitions οἵ state conditions Stouts, ot that time minster of wen hod) conceal ᾿ ᾿ Π it j ΠΠ , ’ , ot St poly rule ἰδ now eing praised as an export hitin the sp the establishment of the West Germon Bundeswehr‘at the be- 
° The monopoly valores Ὑ' the imperialist stotes are. concen- ginning of the'1950s. This was confirmed by his personal secre- 
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tary, Marcel Hepp, in June 1967, during a lecture in Bochum: 
“Strauss bought the Sterfighter because it was the only cir- 
craft which could be used for dropping atamic bombs.” 
Hepp thereby clearly interpreted the brutal formula of Strauss: 

"The age of power politics has by no means come to an end.” 

(p. 28) 
The West German government hes madé a special effart to 

obtain control over nuclear weopons directly or indirectly since 
the decision of the West German Bundestag of 25 March 1958 
on the atomic armament of the Bundeswehr. That is. why during 
the. past years the federal government submitted its own plans, 
or supported all proposals advanced in NATO, which might 

bring control over nuclear weapons within closer reach. = * 
* Apart from the arms monopolies, which would gain the highest 
profits from cooperation in the production of nuclear weopons 

or from the production ‘of their own nuclear weapons, the Hitler 
generals whom Strauss helped to obtain key positions in the 
Bundeswehr are above all coming to the fore in this respect. In 
August 1950 the Bundeswehr high command demanded: 

"The Bundeswehr should have the same effective armament 
as the allied shield forces. The shield forces of NATO must 

" form on entily.” {Bulletin des Presse- und Informationsamtes 
der Bundesregierung, Bonn, 20 August 1960) . 

In a secret memorandum of December 1961 the generals in 
Bonn stated: . 

“Without the possession of nuclear weapons it is inconceivable 
that Germany could be restored within its historic and national 
frontiers.” {Deutsche Woche, Munich, 1 January 1962) 

In all their attempts to obtain control over nuclear weapons 
the ruling circles in Bonn strove to utilize the NATO alliance for 
the implementation of their revanchist aims. At the CSU Provin- 
cial Assembly in 1967 Strauss expressly stated that “purely de- 
fensive aims of the alliance” would not lead to an alteration of 
the status quo. He emphatically demanded “the ability and 
resolution” to be able to deal “an atomic blow to the vital 
centres of the enemy”. (p. 94) Now os before Strauss demanded 
that the states of Westarn Europe should assist Bonn in obtain- 
ing control or participation in control over nuclear weapons. His 
strategic aim in this respect is ᾿ 
“_..a European atomic arms potential under. the control and 
authority of a European government”. (p. 106) 
“Even though | believe that the Federal Republic should par- 
ticipate in all solutions that allow it a wider scope for con- 
sultation in the planning and organization of atemic defence, 
we still need at all times to be clear that this is no real alter- 

_ «native te real nuclear protection, such as could only be guar- 
anteed by a European atomic striking force.” {p. 105) 
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Strauss has lately been trying to conceal his aggressive mili- 
tary aims behind the pretext of the “technological co-opera- 
tion” of Western Europe: 
“The criterion for the success or failure of the technological 
community in Europe is and remains the decision on a joint 
security policy... An attempt should therefore be made to 
lay the foundations for an effective Eéropean system of arms 
production..." (Speech delivered at the CSU Provincial 
Assembly, 1 July 1967 in Munich) 
The COU politician Hallstein, whose name is closely asso- 

ciated with the West German policy of revanchism and coercion, 
went into further detail about this concept of Strauss in his 
“Twelve Year Plan for the Foundation of o European Political 
Community”. , 

Like Strauss, Hallstein, too, wants to see action within the 
framework of the US global strategy. He proposes a “bipolar 
NATO", the poles of which should be the military power of the 
USA and a “European Defence Community". ᾿ 

Hailstein's plan envisages the acquisition of control by West 
German monopoly capital over nuclear weapons, via the for- 
mation of a “European Federation” and a “European Defence 
Community". A "European General Staff", mainly manned by 
West German officers, is to decide the use of conventional ond 
atomic weapons “in each geographical sphere”. The plan 
furthermore envisages the formation of a “European Armament 
Community”, with a view to placing the economic and scientific 
potentials of the states of Western Europe in the service of the 
aggressive. aims of Bonn, 

Opposition to the Non-proliferation Treaty 

Because Strauss-as the West German trade union journal Metall 
wrote on 16 April 1968-represents the “driving force” in the 
West German striving for nuclear arms, and since nuclear. arms 
are "his favourite toy", Strauss is one of the most fervent oppo- 
nents of the non-proliferction treaty. 

For ὦ long time he has been organizing a propagandist 
, counterattack against the conclusion of a treaty on the non- 
Proliferation of nuclear weapons. The strategic planning of this 
attack will be found in his book. He mentioned the main atgu- 
ments against the signing of such an agreement: 

1. A non-proliferation treaty should be sabotaged and an- 
atomic striking force with West German participation shotld 
be set up, “te spare the European peoples a relapse into the 
status of technical underdevelopment”. (p. 101) 
2. “... all agreements of that kind have still another aspect — 
apart from their strategic effects, with an important rola being 
Played by the division of the world inte nucleer and non- 
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nuclear powers, This other aspect must be exactly examined 

by us, namely, the fact that these agreements—like the test- iV. , 
stop treaty-—are to be signed by the ‘GDR’.” (p. 105) 
3. “Moreover, we must do nothing which might bor the woy 
to a subsequent atomic control by Europe os @ political unit.” 
{p. 106) 

When Prime Minister Wilson visited West Germany at -the 
beginning of 1967, Strauss hurled these words into the face of 
the British visitor: 
“fam an enemy of this agreement. And 1 can tell you that ! 
shall fight against it.” (Der Spiegel, Hamburg, 20 February 
1967) 
Strauss stated quite frankly that the opposition of Bonn hed 

political motives. In an interview with the journal profil (10/1967) 
he said: 

“The efforts undertaken by the Federal Republic, when, in 
1955, it had to start from scratch with me os atomic minister, 
up to this day, when the country is ane of the leading indus- 
trial nations in civil, peaceful nuclear technology, are consid- 
erable... 

ΜῈ have rather more political than scientific and technical 
reservations against the non-proliferation treaty.” 
(emphasis added} 
West German NATO Ambossedor Professor Wilhelm Grewe 

explained clearly what Bonn was aiming at, speaking to the 
Foreign Policy Society in Godesberg an 24 January 1967: 

“Nations without their own nuclear weapons will in future 

hardly be in a position to play the role of a ‘Great Power’.” 
{Die Zeit, Homburg, 10 February 1967) 
Strauss has been conducting campaigns against the non- 

proliferation treaty for months. He was responsible for making 
the CSU party poper, Bayern Kurier, the main press organ in 
that campaign. the editorial board and staff of thot paper are 
honeycombed with fascist elements. The Yugoslav paper Ve- 
cornje Novosti recently produced evidence to show that Alex 
Peter, a staff member of the Bayern Kurier and professional anti- 
communist, was in fect named Slobodan Stankovie and was a 
wear criminal escaped from Yugoslavia. 

Strauss's associate Hepp stated on 27 March 1968 in ‘thet 
paper published by Strauss that the CSU would make every 
effort to prevent the conclusion of the non-proliferation treaty. 
The CSU “had at last found its great theme”. He described the 
disruptive manoeuvres of the CSU as a “central problem of Ger- 
man politics’. 

“- 

The Concept of Strauss—the Basis of a Reactionary, 
Anti-democratic Home Policy 

For the implementation of his far-reaching, expansionist foreign 
policy program, Strauss has developed a comprehensive home 

policy progrom for the “concentration of all national forces”, 
for the suppression of all demecratic opposition and for the 
establishment of the unrestricted dictatorship of the most reac- 

tionary sections of monepoly capital—similar to that of the 
nazis. This program is directed towards increasing the effec- 
tiveness and capacity of the state monopoly system for an 
intensified competition with the other capitalist states and for 

the big power aims of West German imperialism, with the aid 
of a bundle of economic, political and ideological measures, 
At the same time all prerequisites of power politics are to be 

provided for holding down the populstion inside the country 
and harnessing it to the expansionist foreign policy course. 

The Strauss concept of home policy may be summed up as 
follows: 

—further reactionary formation of the state monopoly power 
mochinery by way of manipulating the Basic Law (constitution), 

ot the same time providing all the legal authorizations for the 
introduction of an open neo-nazi dictatorship, accelerated 
adoption of the emergency legislation os the core of the reac- 
tionary “internal state reform"; 

~stabilization of state finances at the expense of the working. 
class and all other sections of the working population, and 
budget structures and practices ensuring the required margin 
for an expansionist foreign policy; 

~development of an economic policy and of instruments of 
economic policy for the further improvement of the growth and 
competitive efficiency of the most powerful monopoly graups on 

the capitalist market and for increasing profit prospects: 

application of a long-term imperialist scientific ond struc-- 
tural policy at the expense of the working people with the aim 
of mobilizing all internal resources for the controversy with 
socialism: 

-increased intellectual manipulation of people with the aid 
of an unrestrained nationalism, chauvinism and onti- -communism, 
intended to make the West German population ripe for the 
imperialist policy af expansion, 
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1. Strauss-the Main Whip of the Emergency Laws 

Strauss has for years been one of the main whips of the emer 
gency dictatorship laws, Already in 1958 he proclaimed bluntly 
that the emergency fows were necessary, in order to 

“place the whole nation with man and horse and cart, power 
stations and roads, radar equipment and radio stations, in 
the service of defence” (Le. the atomic revanchist policy— 

editor) (Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 12 September 1958) 
In his book Entwurf fiir Europa the categorical demand for 

the accelerated adaption of the emergency tows takes a contrat 
position. Strauss left no doubt about the function of the socia 

democratic ministers in the government. He writes: 
“We need better provisions for an emergency legislation, a 
question the balanced solution of which the social democrats 
are to help to obtain by participating in the responsibility o 

vernment.” (p. 160) _ 

What Bats gerstonds by a “balanced solution was 
elucidated in greater detail ot the CSU Provincial Assembly 
in June 1967 under his direction. The emphatic demand was 
raised there, that the emergency constitution should do justice 

to the effectiveness and practicability” as given by the far- 
reaching emergency powers of the allies and the system.of more 

than 60 secret emergency regulations linked with them. In par- 

ticular all citizens should be expected to make great sacrilce 

in rights to freedom” under the “section limiting basic ae 
(From the report of the CSU provincial group in the CD jf 

he Bundestag) 

one Stress iadicated the direction of advance in the oc 

celerated completion of the dictatorship drafts, to be fina ¥ 

passed before the end of 1968. The emergency legislation is te 

supply the Bonn government with, pseudo-legal quihorizations 

for taking the following measures in the service of the agg 

sive, revanchist concept of Strauss envisaging the hegemony ὁ 

West German imperialism in Europe: " 

-militarize working life and chain the trade unions; at 

—greatly confine or obolish altogether essential basi rights 

s of the West German population; 7 

oe ech the use of open military force in addition to the 

ice organs to subdue all opposition; 

Poe θα deprivation of rights of the Bundestag and the 

bodies of parliamentary representation in the provinces o 

icipalities; " 

ϑνδων centralization of the West German administrative 

machinery and of the entire financial administration and 1 

‘exclusion of all effective parliamentary control. 
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What Strauss conceived is being put into effect by CDU 
Minister of the Interior Benda with the aid of social democratic 
ministers. The police massacres staged by the ruling circles in 
Bonn against the democratic extra-parliamentary opposition in 
April 1968, which gave a sample of the planned emetgency 
dictatorship, are being taken as a pretext by the politicians in 
Sonn for justifying the reactionary emergency legislation and 
calling for further emergency authorizations. 
Minister of the Interior Benda stated on 17 April 1968 in an 

interview with the American news agency UPI that “the intro- 
duction of preventive custody for demonstrators is being con- 
sidered in Bonn". This.is contained in the “Emergency Regu- 
lation on Security Measures”, which is to empower the Bonn 
government to set up preventive detention camps according to 
the model of the notorious Hitler concentration camps. 
—Government spokesman Ahlers called for the mobilization of 

Federal Frontier Guards “as the only centrally commanded 
police troop” for the brutal beating down of peaceful demon- 
strations, expressly underlining “that the present fows are in- 
adequate for this purpose”. These measures demonded by 
Ahlers ore envisaged in Article 91 of the planned emergency+ 
constitution and in the “Emergency Regulation on Federal Fron- 
tier Protection”. . 

~The choirmen of the CBU/CSU parligmentary groups in the 
West German provincial diets raised a whole series of demands 
for the extension of the reactionary machinery of power at a consultation in Bonn presided over by Barzel. They categorically 
supported, among other things, the “strengthening of the oper- ational efficiency of the police”, its further centralization ond 
coordinated action by police and judicial organs, and the “accelerated conviction” of democratic opponents by “summary , proceedings” in court. This system of police and judicial terror, " courts martial and the rigorous strangulation of ail opposition 
is already outlined in the planned emergency legislation, 

The entire bundle of emergency laws of the Strauss brand 
already practised in Bonn today correspond in spirit and aims to the notorious Hitler enabling: laws and shows dlarmingly 
similar formulations with those contained in the nazi war 
decrees, 

2. The Strauss Concept of the “Internal State Reform” 

The forced emergency legislation forms part of the comprehen. sive program for the adaptation of the entire state monopoly 
system of power to -the new phase of expansionist policy, developed by Strauss in Entwurf ftir Europa under the slogan of the so-called internal state reform. The aim is to bring about 
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the complete undermining of the West German Basic Law, the 

bourgeois-democratic principles of which have been progres 

sively abolished since the foundation of the West German sepa- 

ratist state, and to ensure a rigorous adaptation of the state 

apparatus to the requirements of an expansionist policy in home 

and foreign affairs. 

In Entwurf fiir Europa Strauss is clearly steering towards the 

manipulation of the Basic Law with a view to achieving an 

“operationally efficient government”, for the new phase in the 

expansionist policy to follow the post-war period. He wrote: 

“The Basic Low was drafted in 1948-49. Since then-sym- 

bolically expressed-one may almost say that α new age has 

set in. Compared with previous historical periods there has 

been an encrmous acceleration of development, thanks to 

scientific discoveries, the technical revolution and its industrial 

manifestations. We should therefore consider whether our 

present Constitution still complies with these new require- 

ments.” (pp. 158-159) 
In the Bundestag session of 21 September 1966 Strauss be- 

came even more explicit. After he had spoken at length about 

the need for monopoly capitalism to take into account the in- 

fluence of democratic forces in the interior and the critical 

attitude on the part of large sections of public opinion abroad 

in regard to remilitarization and the construction of the Bundes- 

wehr, he stated: _ 

“Amendments to the Constitution and the conscription low 

of these years (were) a precautionary concept. But now, 

10 years later...we can calmly begin to examine the ele- 

ments of our conscription laws and military statutes, which 

will not incur the slightest political risk after 10 years of 

experience.” _ 

Strauss authorized his personal secretary and intimate Marcel 

Hepp to call things by their name with brutal frankness: ; 

"The Basic Law is a second Versailles.” (Siiddeutsche Zeitung, 

17 March 1967) 
it will suffice to recall thet Hitler had made the demand for 

revision of the Versailles peace treaty concluded in 1919 the 

focal point of his propaganda in the preparation for war, in 

order to recognize the whole scope of the significance of this 

attack on the Constitution. . 

Strauss wants to carry out state and social leadership accor- 

ding to a “management that is better adapted to modern 

industrial leadership”. (Siiddeutsche Zeitung, 22—23 July 1966). 

The monopoly principles of structure and management of ‘the 

profit economy are thus to be anplied to the state and the entire 
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political organization of society, In this way Strauss is strikingly 
following in Hitler's footsteps; speaking at the Industrial Club in 
Disseldorf on 27 January 1932, Hitler declared: 

“it is absurd ... to build up economic Iife on the autharity 
of individual personality, yet politically to deny that authority 
of the personality and to replace it by the law of the greater: 
number, by democracy.” (M. Domarus, op. cit. p. 73) 
Strauss devised a whole system of measures envisaged to 

do away. with the fast vestiges of bourgeois democracy, faith- 
ful to the evil spirit of nazism, In Entwaurf fiir Europa Strauss de- 
manded, going beyond the emergency legislation, as the core of 
the “internal state reform”: 

=the alteration of the electoral system 
—a party political reform ae 
~a new budget system 
—a reform of the structure of the administration and 
—a so-called great financial reform. (cf. pp. 159-160) 

All these demands ore contained in the government program 
and are αἱ present being emphatically promoted by CDU/CSU 
and social democratic ministers. 

Strauss proclaimed: . 
The political parties “should be aware that they are only 
means to an end”. They “only have o right to exist if their 
scientific, technical, sociological, diplomatic ond strategic 
thought corresponds to the political realities of the present”. 
(pp. 160-161) 
This is the significance of the reactionary Parties Law passed 

on 28 June 1967, which accords the “right to exist” only to those 
political parties which unconditionally commit themselves to 
the imperialist phased program of expansion externally and 
“formation” internally, That taw is conceived as a barrier against 
the farmation and development of democratic parties and at the 
same time as cn instrument for guarding the “established” par- 
ties against all democratic influences and for tying them even 
more firmly to the state monopoly system—not least through the 
state financing of the political parties. 

Strauss proclaimed: 

“Since my entry into political life, | have on-principle been 
an adherent of the majority voting system.” (profil, Nr. 10/1967) 
That is the significance of the announcement contained in the 

Government Declaration of 13 December 1966, that “a new 
elaction law is to be established, which will alow clear majori- 
ties in future elections of the (West) German Bundestag after 
1969", The main motive of that planned “electoral reform" is 
the fear of the ruling circles that in the course of the further 
sharpening of internal contradictions a democratic force might 
arise which could embody a real alternative to the expansionist 
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policy of Bonn and which might use parliament asa forwm fo its 

struggle. The introduction of a “majority voting system iste ae 

the way of such forces tothe Bundestag. At the some i os 

CDU/CSU intends to secure an absolute majority by προ ΟΣ 

this manipulation of the electoral law, so as to become ested! 

ν -ed as the sole government party. 

$5 proclaimed: 

athe dyvomie forces of state development must not be ob 

structed -to the detriment of the whole cause by 4 ee ice 

to obsolete limitations. The Constitution and consti ἐν 

life should therefore be understood and further eve oped 

in o spirit af cooperative federalism.” {Bulletin τς 1988) 

und [nformationsamtes der Bundesregierung, Bonn fied 

Thot is the significance of the draft of a financial re om WY 

submitted by Strauss and adopted by the Cabinet ie on ly 

13 March 1968, to make possible the introduction of a ict 

centralized budget and finance regime. Under the cove ἐδ 

“cooperative federalism” that draft by Strouss i αἴσιος αἱ the 

destruction of the constitutional principles of e eras Srey 

communo! self-administration and ot coordinating Ἢ po oy 

of the West German provinces and.communities with the imp 

ialist policy of expansion. . ΜΝ 

" It is intended, among other things to toy down scale’ aie 

munity tasks in a § 91a to be added ko Me oe ederal 

Law, subject to “joint planning and financing” by record 

incial governments. In this way the goveramen cor . 

or tenaly declare focal’ points of its expansionist Progiom a 

“community tasks” and mobilize the provincial: aut ἮΝ ΦΩ͂Σ 

finances for their implementation; on the other howe " wot 

empower the government to deprive the provinces of the’ 

tutional sights at any moment. 

3, Strauss-the Enemy of the Trade Unions and All Democrats 

The moin blow to be dealt by the program of internal dictator: 

ship conceived by Strauss is director against the West oe
 ce 

i ards 
thing class and the trade unions. Strauss reg ; ce 

of nowertul, independent trade un
ions and their democrat oat 

ity in defence of the interests of the workers to be the great e
st 

internal obstacle to his far-reaching expansionist eine or. 

therefore wishes to chain the trade unions and estoblis , 

gency calm in the enterprises. 

Strauss Intends to Abolish Taritf Autonomy ΝΕ " 

In 1966 Strauss had already opposed 
“declaring the principle οἱ 

the freedom of tariff partners to be a vital ‘part of ὦ liber 

constitutional state”; he categorically demanded that 
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- Only recently he unleashed a new ferocious campaign in the 
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“the state should have the right to settle disturbances and 
symptoms of unbalanced conditions through temporary inter- 
vention”. (Miinchner Merkur, 28 July 1966) 

¥ 

" Strauss [5 α Declared Opponent of Co-determination 

West German employer's publication Der Volkswirt agdinst the 
legitimate demands of the trade unions for co-determination 
in economic life. Strauss protects the omnipotence of the mon- 
opolies and turns social reality in the Federal Republic upside 

--down by alleging that “the establishment of co-determination 
would leod to a stagnation of economic life”. Strauss considers 
the co-determinationof the working class and the trade untons 
to be an obstacle in the way of the implementation of his ag- 
gressive foreign policy objectives. He wrote: 
“We should not be deluded about the fact that.a constantly 
growing economy js the decisive foundation of our effective- 
ness in foreign policy, in view of our position in the warld, 
Thot is why the extension and construction of our economic 
life: must not be obstructed in any way.” (Der Volkswirt, 11 
April 1968) ΄ 
In the eyes of Strauss the co-datermination of the trade unions 

represents a foreign body in the monopoly economy. In his 
anti-trade union declaration in Der Volkswitt he once again 
stood up as the spokesman of those monopoly capitalist forces 
which in 1965 had already proclaimed that 

“The democratization of the economy is as futile as a democ- ᾿ 
ratization of schools,_ military barracks or prisons.” (Industrie- j 
kurier, 7 Octaber 1965) : 
Strauss turns things. upside down. It_is not co-determination 

which called. forth regression, stagnation ond social insecurity 

in West German economic life. The causes are rooted in cap- 
italist mismanagament, in the autocratic attitude of the em- 
ployers, in the misuse of power by the monopolies and above ail 
in the aggressive and expansionist policy of West German 
imperialism, ΝΕ 
The campaign of defamation against the trade unions and 

against their jegitimate demands for co-determination headed 
by Strauss, was assessed in 1966 by Ludwig, Rosenberg, the 
chairman of the West German trade unions os 

“evidence shawing how thin the varnish is that makes our 
᾿ democracy still appear respectable externally, and how close 

are the methods, which in 1933 led to the ruin of democracy." 
(Die Quelle, No. 1/1966) 
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Strauss instigates ‘Open Persecution of the Trade Unions 
Revealed as a bitter enemy of the non-proliferation treaty by 
the West German Matalworkers’ Industrial Union, Strauss raged: 
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“tn view of that strange concep
tion of te metalworter unio

n 

ini protec 
about the freedam of opinion, may Vo nee 

i i i j to the rule of functio 
ublic against ever being subjected 

n 

vies who hove the ‘democratic 
substance of the leadership 

of that union.” (Welt am Sonntag, 24 March 1968) unions: 

This campaign of slander does not stop at the trode jonsi 

it is also directed against all democratic activities of the 

German population, against t 

opposition in general. 

Strauss prepares the way and instigates bloodshed and terror 
. μ -. ra West 

retext of an emergency in the big cities of 

we ed in West Berlin. At the beginning of 1
968 he stoted: 

“The wild actions of radical tefeewing student group 

atmosphere at our universities. ᾿ ; 

Pele ad ol February 4968
 Strauss let out papers 

titcades against young West German workers and students we 

chad courageously stead up against the dirty US war i vito 

and. its support by Bonn, against emergency srs, ang ne 

gagging οἵ free expression of thought. He on ἡ μηΝὴ τὶ 

“unwashed and filthy mobs” who needed to be ὌΝ 

by the scruff of theirs necks”. (dpa, 28 February 1968) uly 

CSU General Secretary Streib! plainly announ j 

en hord fight lies ahead of us...and there. will be more 

hard fights in future in the enforcement of our οἷν vl ἢ 

against our political opponents, against ne reehaes 

(Speech ot the CSU Provincial Assembly 1967 letence by the 

At the climax of the blood-stained acts ὁ viel κα ee 

Bona government against anti-fascist demonsice ions trouss 

openly and brutally declared the extra-par iamen nf oes 

cratic opposition as outlaws exposed to the ἢ oes th 

whipped-up pelice and judicial terror. nae beha 

i April 1968 commentea: 

Bae over ee ice utterance
s may hove beet made bow 

the students riots, they hove ceases to
 be apr on " deme 

since the lates εἵ ; 

ray ato the forms of state or lite of our people and onl
y 

a Folie problem... The desired and So eS τ y nel 

the Bundestag to the acts of violence In recent day 
i To 

i i he relevant penal regulations. 

0 deo ΤΡ jk οι ̓
 ad prosecutors... The Bundestag 

hard \abour for all assist intimidated judges an 

should without delay impose penalties of 

calls of violence.” 

A week later, on 27 April 1968, th 

“Bavaria still has judges who wou 

there was no “ovenvelg 

8 same paper observed thot 

td show the opposition that 

ht of the Basic Law over the state orgont- 

he extra-parliamentary demo
cratic. 

{ 

zation”. In other words: the emergency terror organized by the 
state and not the basic rights proclaimed by the Constitution 
‘should be decisive. This is not different in spirit and vocabulary 
from the old notorious nazistyle. 

Strauss, his CSU and his paper Bayern Kurier have assumed 
the leadership of emergency laws in action versus democracy. 

inits issue of 27 April 1968 thot paper wrote: 
“Bavaria as a factor of order—that is a program”, 
It is the program of Strauss, who on 1 July 1967 issued thé 

slogan at the CSU Provincial Assembly: Oe 
“Continue in Bavaria, become stronger in Bonn, $0 that we 
are able to ensure order.” 

. Before 1933 Bavaria was the starting-point of the nazi-move-. 
ment. Today, “order” is again to be set up from Bavaria.,: 

4, The Financial Policy of Strauss in the Service of Expansion 

The role of Strauss as minister of finance in the present Bonn 

government rounds off the picture. The economic and financial ἡ 
policy conceived by Strauss and practised with the cooperation 
of social democratic Minister of Economie Affairs Schiller, is 
clearly directed towards a long-term program of strengthening 
‘the power cnd expansion of the most aggressive and reactionary 
groups of West German monopoly capitalism. It is just as clearly 
at the expense of the working class and of all other sections of 

, the working population. The financial policy of Strauss, expressed 
in figures, reflects his reactionary basic concept of home and 
foreign policy. The results and practical consequences of that 
financial policy speak for themselves: 

—the losses of income of the workers.due to short-time work, 
dismissals ond the curtailment of social benefits in 197 total 
11 thousand’ million marks. The real wages of all workers de- 

_ creased by some 2 per cent. 

—The medium-term program of new priorities in financial 
policy in the interest of the imperialist: policy of expansion and 
for widening the margin of West German financial policy os 
conceived by Strauss further intensifies the plundering of the 
population. The amendment of. 36 legal provisions is to force a. 
reduction in expenditures of 15.1 thousand million marks, Out. 
ofthat sum 11.3 thousand million marks are to-be eut in the 
field of social welfare. Other burdens, amounting at.the pres- 
ent to three thousand million marks will have to be shouldered 
by tha working people as a result of the planned increase in 
‘contributions to the pension insurance; 4.5 thousand million 
marks more will have to be paid by.the workers to Bonn's arma- 
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ment fund through the introduction of a new taxation system 

added value tax). 

—Special orders were placed with the monopolies to the value 

of 7.8 thousand million marks. Tox advantages, investment pre 

miums,' special depreciation, easing of credit conditions σης 

interest rates brought them another 3.5 thousand miltion ma 8. 

During the second half of 1967 employers’ profits increases by 

2.5 thousand million marks. 

~The aggressive and revanchist concept of the Bonn govern: 

ment left the largest item of expenditure — ormaments ~ ΗΝ 

‘ ion of armaments is to be gradually stepped touched, The extension : ally stepped 

up from. 18.7 to 22 thousand million marks a veer by vreaged 

i from 1968 to ise mament expenditure for the years pe visoge™ 

alli ctions in socia toto! 83.6 thousand million marks, redu tio ᾿ 

fare expenditure will total 40 thousand million marks during 

ἃ same pericd. 

" The concept of Strauss is like that of Hitler tight down to the 

formulations. Hitler declared in his notorious speeai ὦ 

alast on 24 October 1933: . 

aid have the courage to burden our people as fas as fue feel 

i i) have te bear the bu red nvinced that the people will “ 

We have taken up the struggle for the recovery of our ἢ 

ances.” _ 

Strause stated at the CSU Provincia! Assembly in 1967 ἐ hin 

"The inventory underteken shows a erious ond. admonish ι9 
᾿ et tg. gt all only 

icture of our financial situation. We s ; 

cope with that situation if all groups and sections of our peo: 

ple are ready to accept certain sacrifices and deprivations. 
- 

dded threateningly: . 

“lew now have to be shown, whether the government ond the 

atliamentary groups of the Grand Coalition are capable οἷ 

resisting those oppositional forces... which are trying 

‘ iri ts.” cket out the sphere of their interes , " 

Strouse hed clearly defined wham he meant by oppositions! 

forces” αἱ the end of 1966, when he said that economic ἣν 

financia! stabilization woule only be Do eased saving a 
7 . cy aye r . 

consumer expenditure, in 9105] ies, © ὃς eewate. 

i tionsamtes der Bundesreg letin des Presses und Informa 

| On Bonn, 44 December 1966) He means the workers and trode 

unions; the peasants and all other sections οἷ the worsing 

tion. 7 he burden of the intens: lation. They have to shoulder t Of 

expansionist course. Precisely that was the signee ad bly, 

slogan fssued by Strauss at the above-mentioned CS : 

ically neutral.” iture of the state could be economi 

sabia what secial democratic Minister of Economic Affairs 
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“Neither the ccquisition of revenue nor the structure of ex- 
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Schiller openly admitted when he stated in the Bundestag on 
27 February 1967: 

“All measures taken by the state are clearly in favour of the 
employers,” 

5. Strauss Makes Agreements with Open Neo-nazis 

The program of Strauss and the practice of the West German government based on that program form the foundatian on which neo-nazism is developing at an alarming rate in West 
Germany. The sevanchism, nationalism and chauvinism οὗ Strauss, his expansionist ond aggressive aspirations encourage the openly neo-nazi NPD, That new ΠΩ͂ΣΙ party—tolerated, shielded and promoted by Strauss ond other West German poli- ticians—has already managed to win 60 seats in seven. West German provincial parliaments. Strauss ond his CSU in parti- cular have long been favourably disposed towards the NPD and 
closely associated with it: 
σαὶ Kulmbach the CSU and NPD openly joined in an alliance in the municipal elections on 13 March 1966 against the SPD, —In the elections to the Bavarian Diet in the autumn of 1986 the CSU advised its electorate to vote either CSU or NPD, The CSU" candidates Brandner and Kiesling in a secret agreement offered the Bavarian Ministry of Justice to the NPD in case the NPD was needed to form a majority in the Diet. 
Strauss stated on the election results which allowed the NPD to make its entry inte the Baverion Provincial Diet: “I regard this as @ confirmation of the course of the CSU ond ἃ confirmation of my personal attitude.” (ist program of the West German Televisian, 20 November 1966) 
—The Bavarian Provincial Diet, in which the CSU has ὦ ma- jority, named Dr. Huber, NPD, as ὦ member of the Bavarian Constitutional Court in 1967. His deputy was Dr. Dettweiler, also of the NPD, ,ἢ 
—The leading NPD candidate in Bavaria, Captain Ross of the Bundeswehr was appointed to the Radio Council by the Bave- tian Provincial Diet, ; , ~At Roth near Nuremberg the CSU joined in a group headed by the Bundeswehr Captain Horner, NFD. mo ~CSU and NPD jointly applauded the award-of the "Konrad Adenauer Prize“ to the nationalist and chauvinist ideclogist Armin Mohler. Mohler described the six million Jews murdered by the foscists os “Jewish cartion” and preaches “reconciliation and love” for the fascist past, 
Strauss and the CSU have long favoured the chauvinist and neo-nazi.ideologists in the West German Federal Repubjic. 
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“Waffen-SS” so as te 

‘tremist neo-nazi press. CSU 

“ 

. 

~In 1967 α “Nationalfilm GmbH* wos founded 0 Munich. 

That compeny is to produce feature films about the scr 

“atluence the world of: thought of the 

eaple in a soldierly spirit.” ᾿ oe 

σοι ας maintains direct relations with the Fight wing ex 

Ν ᾿ member Emmerich Giel of the pro- 

e ip, i torious publication: 
incial party feadership, is the head of the notori 

) 

Deutsche "National: und Soldatenzeitung, which engager δὴ 

racial hatred, national hotred and warmongering one sila 

spreads the evil spirit of nazism in West Germany tn 

of the nozi paper Der. Stiirmer, 

κου Bundestag deputy Dr. 

with the NPD chief ideclogist 
Becher maintains direct contacts 

Professor Anrich. Both of. them 

belong to the executive of the "Vélkischer Witiko-Bune jes 

of the vilest revonchist organizations. Anrich is to ay Pe ng 

in West Germany the racist ideas of Alfred Rosenberg, 

ideologist of Hitler fascism. 
oe 

eres needs the open nazi ideology. Covered bY the 

i i mse: 
‘ol shrieks from the right, Strauss is hi ‘Pro 

hatfonolism with a view to justifying the expansionist ny 

aggressive policy of the monopolists and adapting the mentality 

of the population to that dangerous right wing course. " 

Strauss makes use of the NPD for his nationalist propaganes
. 

In “Entwurf fiir Europa” he drafted the outlines, stating: thout 

“The pclicy of a great country could not be shaped witho 

iti lf-contidence.” {p. 152) ; 7 

peli German people h
ave...© tight to claim recognition 

as ἃ normal nation.” (p. 156) 

“For us the post-war period o- ‘ 

once again obtained a just apprecio 

erman people.” {p. 152) ᾿ ΝΣ 

Ἢ the typical arrogant manner of imperialism, Strauss. wrote! 

“tt would be a loss to the free ward if the proven eneray ane 

efficiency of the Germans were to remain ineffective 

unused.” {ρ. 152) . 

The Sjmitority with ‘the nature of ‘the openly nazi 

i 
: 

" 
" ΓῚ - . 

mie resent the maintenance of the older generation. in Ne 

condition of a defendant, whereas youth is being mistec inte 

tuming away from German history, into adaptotien NPD 

present powers and renouncing the rights ofits people. (NFL 

rogram) 
ΝΕ ΝΕ 

ἔνα are called upon to fulfil a historic mission ... We are 

_could only end when we have 

tion by the world of the 

‘NPD is un- 

ill to Hi δ , = credible 
obliged to make the will to live of.the German 

people credib! 

we to history” did not 
to-the world and to prove to history-that Germany ΟἹ Neo 

into i in.” olf von Thadden, 
inactively tumble into its own ruin. (Ado ! 

leader, 7 the NPD Party Congress in Hanover in 1967) 
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The CSU and NPD are also cooperating in the violent sup- 
pression of democratic opposition. On several occasions NPD 
rowdies attacked democrats. NPD meetings, however, are pro- 
tected by the police. . 
CSU General Secretary Streibl in February 1968 called in the 

Bavarian Parliament for the formation of a kind of “Home 
Guard” as baton-troop against democratic opposition. The head 
of the NFD group in the parliament, Péhimann, immediately 
offered the CSU minister of the interior for. Bavaria the support 
of the neo-nazi NPD. τ 

‘It is not surprising that Strauss is highly respected οπιοησ, 
NPD adherents. According to an enquiry by the Allenbach 
Institute for Demoscopy, avery second person asked considered- 
Strauss to be’the “most capable German politician” (Der Spie- 
gel, 13 March 1967). The neo-nozis therefore consider Strauss 
to be their true “Fuhrer”. ᾿ 

SPD Ministers—Executors of Strauss 

At the end of 1966, when the situation arose in which -the 
constellation of forces of a “Grand Céalition” predicted by 
Strauss had become necessary with a view to “achieving a gov- 
ernment capable of-action”, social democratic leaders willingly 
followed the ‘call and joined Strauss in the formation of ἃ 
government. 

They consciously renounced the opportunity to form a govern- 
ment under social democratic leedership.and to introduce a 

“turning point in West German-policy, offered by the profound 
political crisis of monopoly capital and the COU/CSU and 

- based'on the power of the trade unions with-their 13 million 
members, 

They “consciously joined the alliance with West German 
monopoly capital, as suggested by Strauss and accepted his » 
program for the new government. 

That,factsin itself reveals the absurdity of the talk of séme 
social, democratic leaders who, soy that any criticism. of the 

«SPD ministers would be harmful and would only favour Srauss. 
Wehner had; moreover, been planning for a tong time to enter 

into amonopoly capitalist government,. and thus proved to be 
a suitable companion for Strauss. . 
The. SPD: ministers have become executors and voluntary 

helpers, giving the Kiesinger government an octive hand.in the 
implementation of the Strauss program; they. assist in the in- 
“GSrpofation of the Federal Republic in the US global strategy in 
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the intensified struggle for hegemony in Western Europe, in the 

drive for nuclear armament and the obstrueen δ te ee 

i i i the o 
‘aration treaty, in the continuation of " reve 

Pitiey ogainst the GDR and
 the other socialist countries in the 

"“ icy”, in the mobilization ὁ - 
arb of a “new δσξίαγω policy”, int 

nazis, in the drive to enforce emergency regulation’ and to 

introduce a whole series of measures te seg ine nee
 oe ἐν 

i izations of the working ὃ 
as the most importent organiza ng OP il 

‘i +1 Dortmund the SPD leaders ha 
their party congress In | ee he 

iticall: traugs was their enemy. locoy, 
hypocritically asserted thot 5 wes emmy. To ἐὲὲ 

i they are also fully 
vernment policy of Bonn, for whi 

sponsible, is nothing but the concept of Strauss in operation. 

At the CDU porty congress in May 1967 Strauss stote 

atisfaction: 
ΝΝ 

onthe Grand Coalition was possible becouse our polly δὰ 

a 
" 

J 
i $e 

nomic and foreign affairs has impose 

extent thot our sacial democratic partners have cbondone’ 

their own ideas and have been obliged to acknowleeg 

πεῖς lines of our policy.” 
᾿ 

The present head of the West German government, far Georg 

Kiesinger, stated at a CDU election meeting ip Ren i us ‘ hos 

iti i cause th 
"The Grand Coclition was only possib‘e he ἷ 

increasingly adapted its program of home and foreign policy 

to that of the CDU.” (Die Welt, 10 April 1967) Β eck 

CDU General Secretary and Minister of Families, juno } a 

rejected olf allegations about a fareign policy influenced by 

} PD os unsubstantiated: 
; 

heer eastern policy has nothing to do with the left or the 

right. Besides, it was already conceived by the little coos 

under the responsible authority of Fon Minister 
: 

᾿ 

der...” (CDU Pressedienst, 3 Augus Ν 

The conception of Strauss and the policy of the sO eee 

show the similarity in essence of the policy conducted dy 

and that of V/ehner and Brandt: 

35: 
᾿ 

Ἴων move in the direction of the unity of Europe and thus 

towards the strengthening and autonomy of Europe will result 

in the changing of the status quo-of course to the advan tag 

of the West.” (p. 102) 

Brandt: hich pre 

" t situation whi 

revel. A Europeon peace
 system shoul! not be conc

h 

ἊΝ snfirmati i t behin 
imple confirmation of the things e 

Second Wortd War in Europe.” (Bulletin des Presse In 

formationsamtes der Bundesregierung, Bonn, 4 July 

rauss: 
it is the “tosk of the German federal government to act on 

vails in Europe will not always 
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‘behalf of the whole German people and to abandon none of 
the German rights. These include: 
the sole representation right of the federal government for 
the whole of Germany; 

-maintenance of the firm ties between (West) Berlin and the 
“German Federal Republic; 

~protectian of German legal claims to its territories beyond 
the Oder and Neisse;” (pp. 81/32) 
Wehner: 

“One con not avoid... making clear what our government is 
not prepared to accept... Such items include: 

a) the recognition of West Berlin as an ‘independent political 
entity’ =. ᾿ 

Β) the recognition of the other part of Germany os a secand 
sovereign state of German nation, and 

“ὦ the recognition of the Oder-Neisse line as an ultimate 
frontier...“ {Parlamentarischer Politischer Pressedienst, 
Bonn, 20 September 1967) 

In the sphere of economic and social policy the SPD ministers 
also follow the course of Strouss. Kiesinger confirms this to the 
former nozi, Schiller, at present minister of economic affairs in 

Bann, in his speech ot the CDU Party Congress in Brunswick, 
where he stated: . 

“A number of new expressions were brought into-circulation, 

above all by our minister of economic affairs, Professor Schil-. 
ler: ‘global steering’, ‘concerted action, and, somewhat in the 
background, ‘social symmetry’. These new technical terms have 
stirred up considerable anxiety in some minds. They were 
wondering whether these expressions did not conceal some 
dangerous meaning. 1 may comfort those anxious souls: this 
is nothing other than the tested policy of the social market 
economy, adapted to the new phase which our economy has 
entered. It is adapted, not with a ‘view to abandoning its 
tested principles, but in order to remain faithful to them in 
a changed situation.” 
The employers’ journal Der Velkswirt of 24 February 1967 put 

it even more plainly: 

"The increase in the -profits of employers is the declared 
intention of the federal government. And the SPD has joined 
in. The social democrat Schiller is forcing that policy on in 
his capacity os federal minister of economic affairs...“ 
Finally, the social democratic leaders are clearly following 

the course of Strauss in urging the passing of the emergency 
legislation. At the SPD Party Congress in Nuremberg Brandt 
said: 

“There is no reasonable cause why this irksome subject should 
be deloyed any further.” 
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i have neither taken 
ial democratic leaders, therefore, 

‘ 

oven half the power”, nor
 did they bring about any turning paint 

t. 
i licy of the West German governmen ᾿ 

in he Folk by Wehner, Brandt and Schmidt about not ine 

power” for the social democrats in Bonn only serves ee 
cpu 

i tic party members and trade unlonists. 

sor hos lett ee doubt c
bout the fact that “nothing αἱ oe

 the 

essential core of the political program which the coy ΜΝ 

ursued for the past two decodes will be oban onesu ee 

rer at the Congress of the Middle Classes of the C i 

17 April 1967) 
. 

Kothe essential core of t
hat policy today ts the concept of Franz 

Josef Strauss. 

Vi. 
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Nho Is Behind Strauss? 

. . te 

The reactionary political concept taid down is the Ent 
ἰδ 

i 
ion of the u 

Europa is by no means an expressi¢ ὶ eros gues 

indivi treme right wing politician, 
thougth of an individual ex ing Pot ooze forces 

appears in that book as 4 represe 1 ς 

co West German monopoly
 capitalism which are mainly jraing 

expansion and reactionary policies. Strauss put into 
we τε leg 

shaped into o program that which is aspired to Y he leaeie 

groups of armament ond finance capital. These include, 

others: 

-Farben Trust 
. 

en ace for its guilt in fascist development, for the er
ing 

Hitler war of aggression, and for ihe production of p 

i i nitration camps. 

ose cuss wos brought on
to the political stage by the papratie 

Chemie works belonging to that trust, and by ἐς erged ine 

time, Professor Dr. Siegfried Balke, as their ran ot gee νὴ 

the task of ensuring withia the central gover 

plans wot ead Strauss personal
ly were given finonciel 

bsidies by the Wacker-C
hemie works in Munich irom on 

Ἂν ent. In return Strauss, although in those cays an 

oo oer οἱ the CSU, installed his political benefactor Ba oo 

Iie successor in the A
tomic Ministry; Bolke-then played Ὁ dec 

role in the development of West German atomic ° ate 

in th interest of 1G-Farb
en. Taday Balke, although no ee 

ad at the latest CSU Provinciot Assembly, is still a member o 

executive of the CSU Provincial Board. 
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The Federal Association of (West) German Employers’ Asso- 
ciations 
There is no doubt that it is one of the most powerful initiators 
of the book Entwurf fiir Europa. This parent organization of West 
German Employers’ Associations is presided over by Strauss's 
friend, Professor Balke. 

The Deutsche Bank 
The head of this bank-which supported Hitler in his day—is 
Hermann Abs, who advised Strauss in working out the basic 

strategic concept of West German imperialist policy. 

According te a report published by the weekly journal of the 
West German Trade Union Federation, the Deutsche Bank con-. 
trols a large number of important enterprises solely through the 
functions held by its executive members on various boards of 
directors. The trade union journal published the following table: 

Number of Employees Turnover Balance sum 
Enterprises Proceeds (in million 

or Yields marks) 

15 Chemical firms 215,597 16,627.99 12,904.55 
7 Textile firms 22,902 765.81 470.87 

24 Engineering firms 
(iron, steel and metals) 178,746 9,847.44 5,087.68 

19 Banks, insurance: 
companies 24,910 5,250.43 25,756,25 

5 Breweries, food producers 12,844 1,121.23 542.14 
15 Coal and steel enterprises 561,779 31,709.94 24 217.46 
4 Power supply firms 35,065 4,326.11 6,379.04 

4 Department stores, 
trade enterprises 106,894 6,394.63 2,073.57 

6 Electrical engineering 
firms 436,337 12,538.49 8,393.89 

2 Automobile works 176,064 12,836.59 5,838.19 
2 Rubber works {tyres etc.) * 35,536 1,471.05 996.71 
5 Cement works 
(building materials) 11,753 1,041.24 917.86 

(Welt der Arbeit, 26 April 1968). 

This financial trust was interested in having state finances in 
the charge of a man who would promote the implementation 
of the expansionist plans of monopoly capitalism. During the 
government crisis in Bonn Abs had recommended Strauss as the 
future minister of finance. Welt am Sonntag stated in o report on 
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16 October 1966 of an exclusive interview with that banking 

ποθ ας recalled that in 1957 he had proposed te Chancellor 

ἃ be named mini ce. 
Adenauer, that Strauss shoul vane 

i i t. Formerly the Ministry 
had the intelligence for that pos! 

> 

τ τος was the best staffed ministry. | would not say that this 

is so today... (under Erhard-editor) “Stravss was Ἡ 

inistertal position... ; ; 

“In any. case he (Abs—editor)
 would appoint Strauss to ὦ 

sible offies in Bonn.” 
᾿ 

Strauss has been in office since 1 December ἴδόδ, in istry 

satisfaction of his imperialist bodkers. He develope tne ey ond 

‘nance inte a centre of lea lers ip | jane 

Hila support of authoritative stote power. As eae 

all other spheres-including the Fecera’ 7 

ee nie Affairs-it has an insight and essentiol infin Νὰ 

the political and objective decisions taken throug ἮΝ ne enti 

government machinery, by means of its contre “ Ane Ned 

‘a which funds ore employed. The preamble | - ὅς varied, 

Stabilization Law (Deutscher Bundestag, Sth ae pee 

Printed Matter ν 890, Bonn, 2 September 1966, Ρ. 2) toe est 

“Financial policy should here be understood in μ6 ΒΟΟΣ 

sense of. the term. It comprises all measures wit ine ic 

effects. The regulation thus applies directly to nearly Οἱ 

res of political activity.” 

spheres in ὮΝ capacity as minister of finance, is concerns 

above all with providing the economic ond i. parti αν διὸ 

financial basis for the expansionist policy of We me 

imperialism. 

clared: ae ΝΕ “te 

weet at this moment, when the wind is’ blowing In our fac 

i 
or 

in foreign policy, that foundation .must ner he altac
e? 

weakened, as it constitutes the main factor of our.int a
 

prestige and is more decisive in regard to ovr Scent 

the sole representative of the German pore men
 ΑΝ 

declorations.” (Industriekurter, Dusseldorf, t, 

Dresdner Bank and the Commerzbank® ὃς ες 

whe taking threads to Strauss run, among other ining: over wy 

rmament industries in Bavaria, which experience 
ap io ater 

vapid development while Strauss was in office in
 Bona os er 

of war. The include the Junker’ Fugues we Ὁ t
of ae ess. 

ἣ ape the Messetetleeh,
 The latter drew large protits an ν 

the ormament production launched’ by. Strauss. He had plo 

the order for the development of the: Leopor 

works during his period in office os minister of war. the Krauss- 

" 42 
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Maffei AG increased its turnever thanks to the ‘production of ἱ 
that tank from 194 million marks in’ 1965 to 325. million marks 
in. 1966. The profits of that trust for 1966 were estimated at at 
least 45 per cent by the Securities Protection Association, 
(Handelsblatt, Disseldorf, No. 134, 14 and 15 July 1967) 

Strauss; therefore, is associated with the three largest West 
German banks. These banks hold the destinies of over 3,700,000 
‘employees in their hands: Their turnover proceeds and revenues 
total more than 200 thousand‘ million marks: annual balance 
sums also amount to more than 200 thousand million marks 
(Welt der Arbeit, 26 April 1968). These three banks once financed 
Hitler. Today they belong to the forces backing Strauss. Those 
promoting Strauss further include: 

a 

The Flick-AG , ᾿ 
Dr. Wolfgang Pohle, personally responsible representative of 

. the Flick-AG and central manager of that trust, was sent by the 
CSU to the West German Bundestag as one of the most fervent 
supporters of the Strauss policy. Pohle is vice-chairman of thé 
Budget Committee in the Bundestag. He is also treasurer of the 
CSU and in this way represents the personal link between the 
industcialists and-the CSU party treasury. 

_ The Siemens Trust 
The head-of the Siemens trust did‘ not by mere chance station: 
‘the central ‘headquarters of his electrical engineering and 
electronics industry in Munich, the headquarters of Strauss. In 
the past the Siemens trust had mede profits cut of armament 
orders supplied by Strauss. Siemens ist associated with monopoly 
firms such as the Farbwerke Hoechst belonging to IG-Forben, the 
-KlScknar trust, the Associated Industrial Enterprises, the Federal 
Association’ of Private Banks and the Central Association of 
German Chambers of Industry and Commerce, in the board of 
directors of the Bayrische Vereinsbank, with which Strauss and’ 
the CSU nigintain close connections. 

The Bayrische Vereinshank ; 
Executive board member is Hans Christoph Freihere von Tuchet 
‘who is at the same time a member with a seat and vote in the 
Economic Consultative Council of the-CSU, _ 

The Bayrische Vereinsbank (Bavarian Association Bank) gran- 
ted-a credit of two million marks to Franz Josef Strauss in the 
spring of 1967, for‘his publication. Bayern Kurier-and for the 
CSU, (WestfGlische Rundschau, 22 February 1967) 

Through the Consultative Council of that bank, interrelations . 
are maintained, beyond those already mentioned, with the 
Allianz Insurence ‘ond’ the Bélkow GmbH. Bélkow had already 

+ 
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nd*former concentration 

bsidized with state funds 
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llected experiences in armamen 

to with West German President a 

builder Ltibke. The Balkow 
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he West German atom πὶ 
trusts, forms the core οὗ t to kove works 

: { the turnover of the ὍΘ 
cortels. At least 90 per cent ὁ 

ow rhe 
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i ved from direct armament an 
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 αμο Company of Seattle holds approximately 25 per cen
t 

of the shares of that enterprise: another foreign business P 

ner is the-French Nord-aviation. 
- 

intershall-AG 
; 

Jot Rust member of the ex
ecutive board of the Wintershall AG 

i ὃ. 

wos state secretary in the ministry of war i" Bo
nn ne on th ν 

ἷ ministratio 
In the past Rust was nazi war ἃ 

ter of 

i " ting the developme 
" a Economic Staff". He is promo l ant 

the South German armament industry by means οἱ his oo ne 

in the mineral! oil ead notural gas sector one ¥ que Ys: 

wholehearted support of the CSU and of Franz Jose ἢ 

Diehl Group ; 

thie implement constructio
n trust in Nuremberg hos become 

ctive partner in the armament business. Closely ossociates 

with Strauss ond the CSU, this trust finances the neo-nazt ; fe 

The former general manager of the Diehi trust, Wen 
is or oY 

responsible for armaments in'the “Federal Associatic al 

German Industries”, and is one of the closest cca 
ces οἱ 

‘Strouse. Wenck is one of Hitler's most ποιο ίο
υς δ rout genet 

, who drove tens of thousands of so ἔ eles: 

Sah just before the end of the Second Wor? w
e big sme. 

The facts prove that Strauss acts on behol ° Lie Pig oe 
are 

ment and finoncial trusts, whos econo 
κ᾿ é ee etien a at 

interests ὁ | Io 

ΓΑΜΨΗΝ * strouss repre
sents the most aggressive monorey 

groups; he is an enemy οἱ the German people and o 

security. 

Vii. 
What Does the 

f the 

Franz Josef Strauss does not speak and act on behalf of the
 

West German population striving foro peacely and demote 

future. His expansionist program and the ote Ae Yor
am, 

, 
os m 

t West German government, bast τοῖν 

Rave been meeting with growing opposition among me F
 pe 

Igtion, especially in recent times. The heroic struggle 

West German Population Need? 
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people of Vietnam, which demonstrated to US imperialism the 
“limits of its power, has encouraged the democratic and socialist 
forces in. West Germany and in particular many young peaple to 
intensify their own struggle against the aggressive and reac- 
tionary political strategy of West German imperialism. 

In fact, it is in the vital interest of all citizens of the West 
German Federal Republic, now that the Vietnamese people 

- have taught an unequivocal: political lesson to rapacious US- 

7 

imperialism, to become aware of the changed situation and 

to draw the consequences. Vietnam is teaching the West German 
population . 

_ ~that freedom and national independence can only be won 
and asserted in struggle against American imperialism and 
against West German monopoly capitalism, which tied West 
Germany to the adventurist US global strategy. 

-The population of the Federal Republic will be able to im- 
"pose its’ peaceful and democratic interests with success only 
if the emergency laws are prevented and the dismissal of all 
active nazis from the state administration is enforced. 
~The cause of the people will triumph if democrats and 

patriots become aware of their strength, unite for the achieve- 
- ment of common aims and persistently win all sections of the 
population for joint action in pursuit of these aims. 

The population of the West German Federal Republic does 
not need any program of conquest and oppression such as that 
devised by Strauss. What it needs is the overcoming of Strauss, 
the defeat of the big-power politics and chcuvinism conceived 
by him, and the defeat of the circles that back him and his 
policy. Not expansionist policy, but a European peace system— 
not emergency laws, but democratic progress correspand to the 
interests of the people. That should be the aim of struggles in 
West Germany. 

It is essential in the interests of European security to remove 
tha barriers set up by the West German government and its policy 
οἱ expansion and revanchism. This calls for 

—a contractually agreed upon renunciation of violence, also 
_ between the two German states; the ‘renunciation of the pos- 

session, co-determination and contra! over atomic weapons and 
the immediate signing of the non-proliferation agreement by 
both German states; : 

“recognition of the GDR, abandonment of the revandhist sole 
fepresentation pretension by the Bonn government and estab- 
lishment of contractually agreed upon normal relations on a 

“basis of equality between the two German states: 
-recognition of all European frontiers, including the fron- 

tiers between the two German states and complete renunciation 
of the revanchist'attacks by Bonn against the status quo. 
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Memorandum — Callchan ) 

Contad κακακαανννανυς ; 

Gale — > 

‘Mrs Conrad aH K DATE: July 22, 1968 ye 

Holmes 
Gandy 

TERNAL SECURITY ~ C ᾿ . VD, Bape 
- 

On, 7/22/68, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio ‘station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies but 
no messages were transmitted, 

ACTION; 

For information, 

Mr, Conrad 
Mr, Sullivan (Attention: Mr, dis A, Sizoo, Mr, Ri Cl, Putnam) 
Mx, Downing ; 
Mr, Newpher 
Mars Paddock 
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~ <" UNITED STATES Qassner | ROUTE IN ENVELOPE | 

. Memorandum - 
DIRECTOR, FBI (1007428091) Ὁ pats: 7/22/68 - ἦς. TO 

γὰ sight : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) a 
ἣ -" in , ; ἐν . 

SUBJECTS 'S0L0 ." ; η 2295. 

ΠΝ: | yey 
Enclosed for the Bureau are the original and three 

copies and for the New York Office one copy of ἃ letterhead 
memorandum. entitled, "Srinewas Ganesh Sardesai, Communist 
Party of India." 

The information set forth in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum wag ΟΥ̓ ΤΥ furnished on July 1, 1968, by CG 5824-S*, 
who has furnished reliable information in the past, to SA WALTER 

ἃς BOYLE. 

7 The enclosed letterhead memorandum has: been classified 
TOCNEePENEIE since unauthorized disclosure of the information 
set forth therein could reasonably result in the identification 
of this source who is. furnishing information on the highest 
levels regarding the international communist movement, thus 
adversely affecting the national security... 

᾿ In order to fugther protect the identity of this 
source, the enclosed lefxérhead memorandum has beeh shown as 
being prepared at Wad@eneton, D.C. 

- FEC Co wa CAS 

Bureau (Enc. 4) (RM) 
i-New York (100-134637) (Enc. 1) (Info) (RM) 
1-Chicago | 

WAB: MDW | A aD RH GRE, 7069 ᾿ 

16 JUL 25 1968 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION | 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. C. 
File No. 

July 22, 1968 

a , 
SRINEWAS GANESH SARDESAI, COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF INDIA. 

During July, 1968, a source, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, advised as follows: 

During June, 1968, Srinewas Ganesh Sardesai, a 
member of the Central Secretariat and National Council of 
the Communist Party (CP) of India, was in Budapest, Hungary, 
where he attended a meeting making preparations for an 
International Conference of Communist and Workers’ Parties 
scheduled to be held November 25, 1968, in Moscow, USSR. 
On June 22, 1968, the day following the conclusion of this 
meeting, Sardesai traveled to Moscow, USSR, on a special 
plane with the returning delegation of the Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union (CPSU). Upon arrival in Moscow, 
Sardesai joined his wife and daughter who were staying in 
Moscow on vacation. Also in Moscow at about this time 
were the President of the CP of India, Shripad Amrit Dange, 
and his wife. It is known that both Dange and: Sardesai ἡ 
were to meet on June 27, 1968, with Boris N, Ponomarev, a 
Secretary of the Central Committee of the CPSU, to discuss 
the current, situation in the CP of India. 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the FBI. It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it ‘and | 
its contents are not to be distributed outside - 
your agency. : 

) 00~ 4 5.8.492.-- Tek 
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_* Ree ons QRersovrerer O ATX YT PE : UTE IN ENVELOP 
Memorandum ROUTE | 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE; 7/22/68 . δ 

. . ὃ 

SAC, CHICAGO (184-46. Sub B) 

and for the New york Office one copy of an tnformant' s 
statement entitled, "Channels of Communication Between. 
Communist Party of the Soviet. Union and Communist Party, 
USA," 

The information set forth in the enclosed infor-~ ῆ : 
mant"s statement was. orally furnished on July 18, 1968, 
by CG 5824-S*, who has furnished reliable information in 
the past, to SA WALTER A. BOYLE, 
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᾿(ὥβασοου (Enc, 2) (RM)- | oF ; 
New York (100~-134637) (Enc.. 1) (info). (RM) 

1~Chicago. 
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- the. CP, USA. press in the United States: 

CHANNELS, .OF commivIcattoN BETWEEN COMMUNIST BARTY 
OF THE’ SOVIET UNION: AND -COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 

Ἐπ 

During: ἃ, disciission in ‘Moscow; USSR, on June: 25, 
1968, Mikhail Polonik;. Soviet. official in charge ° ‘of communi~- 
cations between the Communist. Party of the Soviet. Union 
(CPSU) and the Commutist Party, USA (CP, .USA), advised that 
in addition to ‘the: clandestine apparatus used,. the Soviets 

. 8150 utilize open - ‘contacts. to. transmit some non-confidential 
‘messages Or requests’ to. the. CP; USA. Involved in. this 
channel of. ‘communication are the Boviet: pérsonnel. in the. Tass: 

- Néws Agency, New York | City, who. transmit. non~confidéential Ὁ 
messages to thé following. three. dndividuals. associated with 

= 

_ Janes Jackson , 5 
Chairman of the: International Affairs ~ 
Department. of the-‘CP, USA,. and former = 
Editor and publisher’ ‘of ‘The Worker" 

‘Carl Winter ..- > 
τς "+ “member of thé Sectetariat ὍΣ thé. ΟΡ... 
" USA, and Editor: of: “The Daily. World" 

Mike ‘Dav idow,, member. ‘of, the New yori: 
pistrict. Committee, CP, USA, and a 
staff ‘writer for "The Daty Wortd" 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) - DATE: 7/22/68. 

nye : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
- | C ‘\ ; q 

SUBJECT: CS sore ; τ: 0- 

ReCGlet dated June 10, 1968, captioned, "Communist 
Party, USA - International Relations" and CGlet. dated June 
7, 1968, captioned, "Solo" containing previous information 
relative to. information contained herein, 

™~ 
- hm 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are two copies 
and fot the New York Office one copy of an informant's 
statement captioned, "James Jackson." 

The information set forth in the enclosed informant's 

statement Was. orally furnished om June 30, 1968, by CG 5824-S*, 
who has furnished reliable information in the past, Lo SA. WALTER 
A, BOYLE, 
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Hanci, Démoeratic Republic of Vietnani oR) At the instruc~ 
tion of Gus Hall, ‘General Secretary , CP, USA, inquiry was made. 
in late June; 1968, of the Communist. Party of thé Soviet Union 
(cpsu) concerning: any further details which that Party: night 
have. concerning Jackson's: trip, since Hatt found. difficult. to. 
beliave: a number of matters Jackson. reported, such as the.. 
numerous: ‘mishaps. he éncountéred -in Thailand; Japan, and Carie~ 
bodia, on. 815: way to and. fron. Hanoi: 

Officials of the -CPSU. reported that they had 8. great 
deal of difficwlty with Jackson. because he refused to, take 
their advice,.on how to travel to- and from. Hanoi. fin view. of - 
the refusal of the.People’s Republic - ‘of China. (PRC) to grant 
ἃ transit visa, it-had beeh arranged. for Jackson. to travel. 
via New Delhi, ‘India; Pnompenh, ‘Cambodia;.and thence ‘to. Hanoi, 
DRV. They- nad warned Jackson not. to travel through Bangkok, 
Thailand, and Tokyo, Japan; ‘but Jackson: had done so anyway and - 
in both places he ran into ‘difficulties, according to. his own 
story. Beyond this, the CPSU officials. deny ἃ any knowledge of 
the details ‘of Jackson’ Ss SraDe 

“αι : - 
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he Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are two copies 
᾿ and for the New York Officé one_¢ -of an informant's δ 

statement entitled, "Travel {ye Prague, 70 
Czechoslovakia, June, 1968," . 

The information appearing in the enclosed infor-. 
‘ mant’s statement was onally furnished on July 1, 1968, by 
¢ CG 5824-S*, who has furnished reliable information in the 
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An international youth neeting of some kind was 
being held. in Prague, Cz: 

en, expected tha 
of the Communist Party ; USA (CP, USA), would repre~ 

sen é CP, USA at this meeting. ‘The Communist Party of 
Czechoslovakia, (CPCZ) was so informed and was expecting 

who Would arrive in Prague for this meeting without 
isa. However, on the day before his departure, 
discovered that his United States passport had 

expired and there was not enough. time for him. to rénew it: 
ond still mike the meeting in Czechoslovakia erefore 
the CP, USA national leadership designate 
whose passport was current -attend. this meeting. 
was fully briefed by for this. meeting. 

According ta officials of the. cpcz,[ Cid 
speech at this youth meeting was well received. In addition, 
ssn inh by the staff of the “World Marxist ὁ Ὁ 

eview,” theoretical journal of the international communist 
. hovement hoadquartered in Prague, to prepare an article. for 

that magazine concerning the: consequences for American politi- 
of the assassination of Senator Robert F. Kennedy. 
aid prepare a brief article on this subject and. was — 

Da ut ndisclosed sum_by the "World Marxist Review.’ When 
this article appeared Pe name did not appear as the: 
author. 
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ASOVIET VIEWS’ ON DISARHAMENT, 

The Leadership of the ‘Comminist Party, USA, has 
received ἃ report, on the wiews of the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union regarding disarmament. In, éssence, this 
report is as follows: 

The Soviets ‘are convinced that something has to 
be done about reaching some. agreement with the United States 
on disarmament, If at were not for the arms race and the 
resultant drain on its econony, the Soviet Union could 
accomplish ‘wonders, Since so much money must, be spent on 
arn 5 the Soviet Union is not making the progress it should 
in increasing capital investment , productivity and consumer 
goods for the Soviet people, 

a The economic situdtion in the Soviet Union is not 
2 πὲ 85 bad ag it once was, but there: has been no radical 

vA improvement. One of the problems is that the Soviet Union 
ao must. export items needed on the home warket. There is much 
* 8 discussion in economic circles in the Soviet Union on the 
i desirability of diverting resourced. away from armaments, It 
ΔῸΣ is realized that. such divéi¥sion cannot take place under the 
Zs, A present circumstances. Hovyever, there is no discussion about 

i υ Na! reducing Soviet aid to groups fighting wars of liberation,. 
such as the people of North Vietnam. No. matter what happens, 
such aid will continue. 

2 

It should be noted that the information reported 
above’ was furnished the Communist Party, USA, as the line -ς 

ὕ it is to follow-and project in this. country as. part of 
communist efforts to. influence United States policies in ; 
line. -with Soviet objectives. ‘Therefore, it may or may ποῦ, J 

ΜΝ represent actual, Soviet policy. | " “ 
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SOVIET VIEWS ON DISARMAMENT 

NOTE: 
See. memorandum C, D. Brennan to Mr. W. C. Sullivan, 

dated 7/2768, captioned "Solo, 15:0." prepared by RCP:pab, 

Classified "etzat/No Foreign Dissemination" ‘since 
unauthorized disclosure of this information could reveal the 
identity of the source (CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing yalue 
and such revelation could result in grave damage to the Nation. 

Data extracted from Chicago letter, dated 7/17/68, 
captioned "Solo, is-c,* 

XEROX COPIES BEING FURNISHED TO MRS... MILDRED STEGALL. AT THE 
WHITE HOUSE, THE SECRETARY OF STATE, THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE, 
DIRECTOR OF CENTRAY, INTELLIGENCE AGENCY, DIRECTOR OF NATIONAL 
INDICATIONS. CENTER, THE ATTORNEY GENERAL AND THE DEPUTY 
ATTORNEY GENERAL!: 

—SNCREI/NO FOREIGN DISSEMINATION 
= 2 = 
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: M emorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
TO Mot. ἡ, δ, wos oa 4, pate: July 22, 1968 — 
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᾿ 
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‘Solo is the code word used to refer to the liaison 
i. a 

Party, “USA, ~aind other conimunist ‘parties. of the ΟΣ. 

PURPOSE: 

ΕΣ ἀν ; This memorandum advises of information given the 
leadership of the Communist Party, USA, on the views of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union regarding: disarmament 
and recommends dissemination. to the White House, the Secretary 
of State, the. Secretary of Defense, Director of Central 

| intelligence Agency, Director of National Indications Center 
‘and the Attorney General, 

BACKGROUND : ΝΣ ἐν 

While on. Solo } Mission 27, CG 5824-S* conferred ‘with 
A. S. Belyakov, Chief Deputy, to the Head of the International 
Department, Central Committee, Communist: Party of the ἡ 
‘Soviet Union, in Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist. Repup lies. 
During this conference CG 9824-S* was advised AS. fol Lois 

Ε . 

“ The Soviets are convinced something: must be abate 
to reach an agreement with the United States on. ‘disarmament’, 
The drain imposed on the Soviet, economy by. the arms race 
prevents the economy from ‘advancing in a satisfactory manner. 
While not as bad as it once was, the economy of the 
Soviet Union has. not made a radical improvement, There Ἐ 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan ~ 
Rer Solo 
100-428091 | ᾿ 

talk in Soviet economic circles about diverting resources 
away from ‘armaments into other: areas. However , ‘such action. 
would: not. reduce Soviet aid. to groups. fighting wars of 
liberation, such as the péople of North Vietnan.. ΜΈΡΟΣ αν 

Attached is a summary of this' information for 
Mrs. Mildred Stégall at the White House, the Secretary: of 
State, the Secretary of Defense, Director of Central 
Intelligence Agency, Director of National Indications Center, 
the Attorney: General. and the Deputy Attorney General,. 

RECOMMENDATION : 

it is, recommended that the attached summary be 
‘approved and sent. 

tr "- 
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‘THE SPEECH, BY- COMADE 7 

} AMEXANDER DUBCER see EV δὺ ΒΚ 

Doar Comrades, 

He ware asked by the January plenary session of the 
Central Comaittee of the Communist Party of Crechoslovakia 

> to Work out an action procramme that would ensure the attains 
bent of objectives set by that session, Our draft programe 
should also prepare the ground for the elaboration of 8 long- 
ereberm progranne of the Party, ie wish to submit our.drart 
action progranme to you today together with other materiels, 

Lot we give you, by way of introduction, a short exe 
planation of the materials, on appraisal of their importance. . 
and ideas, md also subalt a brief report a3 to hoy th Cene 
tel Conmittec presidiun of the Communist Party regards the 
Geveloprant vhich our society and our Party have been going 
through since the January plenary session, 

Naturally. this evaluation of, the development can only 
᾿ δθ of 8 prelindnary character dn yiow of the dynatisa, scope, 

ond depth ofthe movement-after the Jantary plenary sessivn, 
You, wenbers of the Central Comtittes gathered here, will 
suroly make your own addition and improvements to it, 

However, one thing is obvious and indieputatle: tho 
novenent since the danuary seasion 19 undoubtedly soodalist 
and democratic, called to Life, by our Communist Party, and: 
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is also characterized by a unvonted activity of our citizens, 

It is clest that, from the point of view of our longe 
tern prospects,” ‘the period we have been going through since 
January is extremely important. Tt has not only been a very 
serious test of values, but even: a telling proof of the abi- 

Lity of our Party to imbue the social development wth ἃ nev 
spirit, The situation deserves and undoubtedly will call for 
ἃ profound analysis and explanation, Today, however, it res 
quires δ great*concentvation of efforts, sacrifice’ will ond 
singleness of purpose, patience end perseverance of the avante . 
garde party of tha socialist society, 

The process ox new tasks and methods of Δ της our 

miesion, encountering old attitudes ond habits, 2.1}. of cons 
tadietions in intself, surges through the whole Party. That 
ἐδ right. tle could not start on new roads otherwise, 

On the one hand we can witness new hopes of the really 

broad masses, an unexpected activity of social organizations 
and of the Party in the first place, an activity aduired even 
abroad, but was surptl sing even for us at hom, which greanly 

enhanced the attractivity of our country and of our policy, 

However, wary aro wondering and so surprised ag 10 express 
Tears whether the Party has not been recoiling under the pres- 
Sure, whether 1t 1s not’ being driven by the- development end 
whether it willbe able to oppose wrong actions, haraful de- 
mands thet always crop up during such a process, 

We must ὁδοῖς answers to al these questions, we wast 
go into their causes and jodee thom correctly, The Central 
Comittee presidium has roviowed the eituation, at least for 
operavconal purposes, several tints lately and published its 
attitude, 

We rast, howaver, try to grasp more safomdly the 
nearing of the development ‘of the past months. I think we are 
most Likely to come Hear to this if we understand the most 

ΠΣ τα τὰ Arte δ Ἐς 
wept beep iene hhh lillie a ee aE 

essential characteristic of the dispute which hag been ἔϑονο 
ing in the soclety and in the Party during tho last few, years, 

the essence of the dispute lay in the appraisal of 
: the social and economic situation as it develonad in Czecho- 

slovakia after’ tho political and economic defeat of the dour 
geoisie, and after laying the political and econonie founda 
tlong of: socialis 8, The putting into effect of-a new “phase 
of the socialist revolution at the stage of non-antaronistic 
relations necessitated, at the same tina, the devoloprent,, 
further shaping, and establishnent of". political syste to 
meet this ney situation, The provlem is one of intensitying 
the role of the Party ond generally its attitude to the pres 
sent tasks of social development. ie have to. apply to a ful- 
ler extent, the basie princinles of the theory of Marxism 
Leninisa, the principles of socialist construction in which 
we have already achieved outstanding successes, the principles 
of the Leading role of the Party. It seg and it io’ a matter 
of mincing Zorward, of unfolding these principles, we arg 
beginning a new stage of our proletarian sockalist revolu- 
tion, we have to sot Up stich a political structura, to 
adopt such political wethods of work that wilt correspond 
to the new conditions uiioh! wo have 80 far been logging bo~ . 
hind, te have to set purposefully τὸ elaborate and realize Ὁ 
Such ἃ role of tho Party in-society which wil establish» 
tnd it has done 80 already dn this short tine = the Party 

. 88. tha vanguard of society and its progrags, as a political: 
leading force of this sockoty, to rootora the confidence of" 
people in it, 

4 

We wore tight in atroasing tho political aspect of 
the present problons, Otherwise we could hardly srocecd 
Successfully in fulfilling -the policy of the 13th Congress, 
and this le oun nain:concern,. that we want to put into 

erie: et ea ee ἡσταὶ 
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practice, that we shell continue to elaborate, The Party ig 
thus taking an ever more narked ond convinelag otend in tho 
sorefront of the novenent dnd is not only defending the 

᾿ Stage achieved. This, I think, is a guéficdent retort to 
those who feared lest the new attitude should weaken the po= 
lity of the 13th Congress. We are bound to say publicly and 
chearly that the Central Committee of the Communist Party of 
Czechoslovakia stands and Wild continue to stand for the cone 

¥ centrated fulfilnent of this Party policy, It was just this conviction and resolve that urgently called for an intengss 
fication of socialist denocration, for an explanation of 
the new conditions and tasks of our socialist society, It 
is with regard to the binding conclusions of the 13th Cong. 
Pegs and experience from theiy being put into effect that 
we have to formulate even such tasks that have already been 
overcone and thus add new touches’ to emphasize the basic 
line in the period between congresses and prepare a now for~ “mulation answering the experience and the new conditions, 

Tt should be said = and you wil} certainly have a vivid metory of the origin of the events at the last three plenary segsiong ~ that the Coutvall Comittee of the Party could not channel the actual course, Vigour, and complexity Of the ovents of the past three nonthe into ἃ definite pate tera either at the January plenary nesting, or before the district Party conferences, You, newders of the Centrat Con- mittee, know very well what it. was like when We were part ing in January, that’ the Party leadership which opened the ὅσον to this process and put itsels ἂν its head did not and could not have any tine achediile for the development of the eventa, 

The peculiarity of this process ig actually that it Was nostly, especially in the Speed of its flow, called forth by a creative and, at the 9010 time, spontaneous acti- vity of the broag masses led by communists, which thus acted in the sense and in Agcondance with the conclusions-of the 
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plenary meating of the Central Gonnittee without any insti- gation and ordering about fron above. This, ‘oo, bears out 
the correctness of the January decision, It was therefora 
necessary, even desirable, to know better the opinion of 
the Party rank and file and of the broad asses of inhabi- wants, which made itself heard 90 conspicuously at the snayal ἡ Meetings ond conferences in basic organizations, and espt= cally at district conferences, % ao anything before the 
Party conferences would have meant interfering with the 
process without having more profound’ knowledge of Party. , opinion. 

We are nore and nore confirsing that social movenent. cannot be sinply decreed, that reason cannot be inposed upon At from outside, but that-under our conditions this reason lies first of 41} in the knowledge, intercats,. and novenente of the broad magses, and that 11 18 the task of the Party to Giecover this reason, to give it final shape, to inprove it, to emphasize progressive thinking and deeda, to oppoae ine correct views, and to return the knowledge thud enriched τὺ the social novenent of the broad HAdses, to point it out to Shen, ond go radse’ then to a higher social level, This diztie ‘ cult: task must be borne by the vhole Party, 
There is therefore nothing more ang nothing leas at stake than a full, application of the fundanental Marxist 

concept of the role of the broad massed snd the role of the Party ond of polities, The Party can play its role δηῖν if it fully leans on the interesta and experience of the really broadest masses and on a selontific uiderstanding of their application, slo in our latest political novenent.it was and ig practicg that, helps fron below to put finishing tou " ches to the programme of ἃ naw political eysten. This nove- ment seized the oxtating political and social forne and, 
where theso forms proved to be capable of absorbing the ney contents, it nade use of thon, It, however, the exieting |, forme were insufficient, this democratic hovenont of tho 
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broad masses started to break then, 

Let ug not fedr this wave, but let us take it as a 

Lesoon, Let us adopt and apply, in every more important 805 

cial isgue, the principle of tackling weighty problems in 
time and with the assistance of people. Only they will help 

«US to get near to the truth and to truthful conclusions, 

only with then, and if it is their cause, can we achieve 

gomething, can we make changes and attain some goals, The 

Party con only carry out this essence of political activity 

well if it makes ἀν, that is conceives it and puts it into 

practice, as a whole, together with communists in the appro= 

priate flelds - in production, culture, government = if it 

sakes it jointly with the communists in the particular fields 

of work or walks of life, It may be more difficult, nore 

complicated, but it is the only correct political procedure, 

Such an attitude is welcomed by an overvhelning majo- 

rity of communists and the population at large. This is borne 

out by the results of public opinion polls, thousands of re~ 

solutions, letters, conclusions of annual meetings and. dist- 

rict conferences. What is*importent is not figures, but the 

tendency: confidence in the Party is groving, and 90 ig self 

confidence inside the Party. 

Activity ie evident in 81} social categories, among 

workers, the intelligentoia, agricultural workers, though’ 

still choracterized with a cettain irregularity and souetines 

spontaneity. It is our duty, the duty of the whole Party and 

of all conmunists, to imbue this activity with ἃ reably ereatle — 
ve character, A revival can be witnessed also in the inner 

lite of large social organizations - in the trade unions and 
anong the young peopla. 

Economie regults of the first two months of this year 

chow that. the hectic period of discussions, polemics, apprai- 

8815, and resolutions did not leave any. unfsvouradle signs 

on the working morale. On the contrary, we are being increa~ 
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singly convinced that the development of democracy is the 

only way of atrengthening a conscious discipline,’ We also 
" have full! confidence’ in-our working people to be able to un- 

derstand that the newly started tendency of” development con 
be affeciively supported by deade, by purposeful work in 
factories, in the field and workshops ag well as in selen= 
‘tifke thirking and in the arta, 

We can, therefore, eay quite unaabiguously that the 
decisions ond conclusions of the January plenary session 
proved to be correct, and 8180 absolutely necessary, because 
the state aa it oxiated 5 accumulation of many ripe and un- 
tackled problems = threatened an acute political erisis, The 
Vehonence of the whole sockety‘s response supplies ἃ proof, 
At the same tine, of courso, it io a comitnont for the whole 
Party and for us in the Centval Conmittes to apply all our 
efforts to a resolute realization of socialist denocracy, to 
analyze ‘this decisive positive development and to carry it 

on. On the other hand not to ignore the extremes which harn 
the movenent, and thus to be at the head of a further deve 

. Lopment of this socialist democracy, Everybody in this Re- 
puolic, all the more 80 ἃ Party member, must bo aware that 
we do not have in mind just eny sort of democracy, but socias 

| List democracy, That this cannot mean “a weakening of the leads 

τὐσηαατραγτὶ tem en mo 

ing role of the Party, but only a new ‘Adaptation in the spirit — 
of Leninisn, effective, purposeful, necting the new condi- 
tions. That there is no question of an impairing of the inf 
uence on and tasks towards the socialiri state, but o2 the 
beat expression of the principle of denocratisn and the nee 
ceasary centralisn, so that the denoeratic element of the 
devolopnent of our-aocioty, ‘inherent in the socialist otate, 

might find on ever botter expreasion, 

We see the essence of socialist denocracy in that it 
diroctly affects all social strata, in that it 4g denocracy 

not only in respect of inatitutdons, but that it governs 

aiso all other provinces of the social life of peoplo. 
A 
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freedom of speech is a very important precondition 
for expressing opinions and interests, These, however, wilt 
necessarily clash with each othor and with the social reali«. 
ty. Institutional safeguards of their objective appraisal 
and solution is a further necessity which must be thoroughly 
elaborated and put into legal form. Ald of this would have 
ho sense, of course, if the submitted and recognized problems 
were not tackled, if they were not grapohed with in the go 
cle phere at all, and in econony in particular, if the so~ 
cisl activity were not transforted into economic activity. 
The wealth of thoughts must be reflected in ἃ growth of cls 
tural ond material wealth. It wilt always be, again and again, 
the honest, purposeful and good work that pushes us forward, 
nothing else can be promised, 

. ‘We consider socialist democracy to be 9 aysten in which 
the working wan has his own standing ang value, his security, 
his right, and his future, It is based upon human participa. 
tion, coherence, and cooperation. We wish to mect people's 
Longing Zor a sockety in which they can feel to be hunan anong 
husins. This active, humane, integrating part of socialisa, 
8 society without antagonism, thet is what wo want to realize 
systematically and gradually, serving the people, it is ἃ very 
gratifying task to serve humanity, one which has been waged 
by Merxiat revolutionaries for-nore then a hundred years, Wo 
are carrying on their work and want to Link up imaginatively 
wath everything that is progressive and positive in the higtos 
ry of our nations, " 

Tf we want to make socialist denocracy a living thing - 
and let there be no doubt about that = we aust and we shal] 
be guided in our work, by the Living theory of Marsism-Leni- 
hign and shall actively defend its ideology against various 
attacks, Ye shall fight for its purgation, for its realizas 
tion in the full sense of the Vern, and thus we shall best 
enhance the attractiveness and convincingness of socialist 

10 

ideas in our clasg-eplit antagonistic world, 

The din, dearer of ideas of a further and full reali- 

zation of the socialiat revolution is the working class 

which was-and still remains the pillar of social progress, 

It is most, socially and politically, interested in an ali- 

_ Tound development of our society, it is part ond parcel of 

social, progress which can bring it and hence the whole a0 

claty ἃ further general liberation, The speed of changing 

the whole society depends on its revolutionary self-surpas- 

Sing. ᾿ 

It ia as true, now ag in the past, that the working 

class will have to find its way = again and again, in every 

new situation = to understending its role in gocloty, ond 

it do the duty of the Porty to be its friend dn this respect 

to help the working class better understand ite tasks at the 

"new stage of development. We have to keep in mind, of course, 

that just as the whole society, even the working class is 

differentiated by the varying attitude of its membera to tha 

spirit of political progress of gocial development, 

Tn view οὗ the Party being armed with selentific 

theory, in view of' the whole historical achievement of our 

Party and in view of the fact that the revitalization process 

and the opening of a new atage in our country was initiated 

by our Perty, we think we have the right to declare: the Cone 

munist Party of Czechoslovakia continues to be, and is now 

even more rightly, the decisive, organised, and progressive 

force of our society. The βολὴ method in the activities of 

the Party must be such a political practice in which tho 

Party will continuously geek public control and make full 

yso of the results of science ond erudition and of the in- 

* gpiring existence of the arts. This too will be a permanent 

well of fresh water upon which the Party may draw for a ¢con= 

stent progregaive development and ogaingt stagnation, 

ae 

The tasko facing us, the socialist, non~antagoniotic 
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character of our society, and tho Longing to satisfy, to the 
highest possible extent, 81} the needs of our society, pro 
poration of the sclentific and tectinical revolution, a2 
this makes it posaible, but also denands, 8 strengthening 
and development of the unity of our society. One: of the main 
tasks of the Party at present and in the future, all the no« 
*e so'ds that we understand this unity Glakectically, Xe have” 
‘WO respect the increasing dizforentiation, and achieve unity’ 
by neoting specific requirenents. ἴῃ addition, we have to 
overcome whatever is bad in the heritage of the past a3 rem 
garde relations azong individual classes and social catego= 
ros, between the nations, 

‘hen going over to a new chapter of the socialist row 
volution, Τ think we have to thenk all those who for tens of 
years took part if its preparation by carrying on ἃ yevolu- 
‘tonary fight for ἃ remoulding of sochety, It vas an Sumensg 
task, hord, full of searching, often accompanied by mi gunder= 

ἡ standing, selfdental, sacrifice, personal courdge. tot only 
we, dut history will surely appreciate thet period of the 
birth, preparation, and putting into practice of Socialist 
ideats in our country a9 a period literally bursting with | 
historical events, a period of an innenge activity of conm= 
plote-revolutionaries. 

? 

T also wish to thank ol2 of those who, in the past 
twenty years, honestly and boldly carried out their taska, 
who meke up an overvhelning iajority of our soclaty, and 
whon we have chiefly in mind dn our-strivings, Without the 
honest and weticulous work of miliions it wag not possible 
ἐδ the past, end τ will not be possible in the future, to 
bring the present intentions of the Party to fruition « to 
meet the longings and realize the ideas of our nations. 

Ta she interest of the future wo shall sty to get rid 
- Of everything that hus' become ‘obsolete or that has provede 
to be incorrect, The Central Committee gave ispulse to this, 
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""a bold and honest work because of ἢ 

hard fighters, Workers, peasants, 

how faced with many differentiated, over 

Ee pean ἢ I a Paka cents ὺ 
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δῇ ite January plensty nesting, by the selfecritieian then appliod, and it accelerated the process, ‘the idea ig ta: further develop snd strengthen everything positive that: hag beon accomplished, Tt is really unfounded if this procesg ‘49 used by individuals Tor ἃ sudoping redection and debase~ Rent of everything done before, Weveunnat reject’ and dedage 
‘aults ond of achieverents that have becong anachronistic. Ye shall. consider and γος λυ fy the wrongs and faults of the 

to disparage and Slander the pas t which is bound up with of Ticlals and merbers.of the Party » @Conomie-workers, anti. 
citizens of our Republic, ‘Our thanks are due to then ‘and. to their efforts for every. thing positive in our past, 

Now, together with these wnendl muons 
Standpoints ve must at least try to judge. three mouths the Party as a whole has carr 
tieal part of politicad manage 
widerstand the ideas and moods 
Various social categories, 

‘concludions and 
How in these past 
ied on, the prac. 

nent, how wo have Tanaged, to 
of the working people in the 

oh and realize then, where we see the problems of that period, 
“A really new situation hag emerged. Tnotend ὁ one apparontly homogenous social int erest in the country which Coineided with the ideas of séna leading coarades, we are 

lapping and mutually clashing interestd and attitudes express 
and long~tora partial interests of the most varied soot) 

"categories, . 

+ ἀν 18 ay opinion that the Contral Comittoe of the Conaunist Farty of Czechoslovokia con at thio very utage Commeaca the task of fulfilling the real nission of tho Party ag the heading force dn our society. It can start with an analysis of the people ‘s rea} interests, with ovas luating thei: coczon and their differing aspects, théir 
4 

hk 
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past, but that’docg not mean: - 

how we project them into Our pom * Liey, put the finishing touches to th 

ing various short~ °° 
τ 
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expressions of progressivencss and conservatisn, *o nake 

clear what of theae real interests are part of the interests 

ond requirenents of the whole society, to arrive at conelue ᾿ 

sions in the strategy and tactics of its advance with regard 

to individual social categories. In carrying through the lo- 

gical development of society as ἃ whole the Party may cons 

clously place itself at the service of the real needs and 

interest of the people, solicit their confidence in mate 

nialicing then, 

Naturally, in the short tine we have 80 far had at 
our disposal, these ideas can hardly ὃς more thon.an outline 

of ἃ onOgr ante People therefore ask for guarantees thet 

thie process will not stop, Although we are stilt only at 

the beginning of our revitalizing process, sone peroome} 
and institutional guarantees of its further development have 

" salpeady been created, 

What, in our opinion, is the nain problem now, at 
MHL mocent? T should say the main problem of the moment 

δ to trin our Tevitelization process, to make it gore con 
crete, to consolidate 1%. So for all the attention ig cene 

sted around personal changes, but a nore subotantaal atage 

ris already in the meking, A mere change of persong ἐδ no 
way to reach the fundamental goals, but at the sane “ane 
the fundamental change cannot be forced along hastily, in 

an inprovised Way and at the opeod characterizing the past 

Sew weeks which neither we nor the public can béar indef'i- 
nitely. 

\ A period is just beginning when ἃ system of -sate~ 

guards and stimuli of on organized progress is to be act 

UP; when ἃ nechantsa must be developed to achive our alas 

not in a haphazard and catastrophic way, dut calaly,. szooth- 
ly, and democratically, Our phonary session is sure to play 
& great role in this respect, ingofar that it will be the 
first step towards fulf{2ling the action progranae, Here in 

; . ; 1" 
“ 

5 ἈΕῚ σε τ De eal 
BT PRE RAE, τππι ωνοον 
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preparing the action prograune = we have, I think, fulfilled the objectives of the January meeting within a Short ond by» SY period. We thought then to de decisive at this stage, A Central Connittes plenary meeting without planning furt. het activities, for which an action prograane would provide preconditions, would only complicate and hamper the naterige lization of the conclusions of the last thrag heetings, 41} othe more 80 because the level of today’s knowledge, based upon distries conferences, provides scope for develo the spirit of the Conclusions of the past Reatings 
Sbles dissociation trop some ex 

ping 
and én 

pressions of demagogy, anars chy, and various extrenes which could only intetere with ‘the Process of democratization, Nobody and hothing tan halt the creative development of Our socialist society, 1 can, however, be slowed dovn and affected ὃ y impatience, subjec= ‘vist in reverse and other extremes alien to this socias List developnent, 

“τ 

Our political work, however, 
tomorrow or in the future, 
past fev a 

take. 

tization procegg brought up many Old, and alec some, new weak Spotg and shortequings, ividently this process of critied an has not yet touched all the old features we 
come but, what is more important, it doas no 
the essentials of our social life, 

" superficialities, ‘the eriticisn, it is true, reached end rede ches alcost al] spheres of our social life, but it often con- cantrates only on the consequences without taking into account 
the causes. And 80 various faults a 
ply steted ond more or less put 
persons. Ueanwhile it ig clear, 
On δῇ improvement of nethoda, 
historical and Analytical sury 
faults and shortcomings, 

Will not be easy either 
The criticizing fernent of the 

onths indicated the Woy Our political work has to 

have to overs 
t alwaya touch 

but very often only its 

nd shortcouings are ain: 
in connection with certain 
that we have to lay stress 

We are lacking a nore profound 
ey on the origins of theag 

I think, especially in connection 

ἃ 
" ἣΝ 
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Apart from undoubtedly positive features the denocras | 
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with the preparations for the loth’ Congress, that for a 

further positive course of denocratization of our social 

Life, it will be necossary-to get down to a really thorough Ὁ 

analysis-of the entire economic and political development 

to date in our socialist socicty, 

It is,: of ᾧ course, not only a matter of the past. The 

analytical nethod ust be concerned especially with the pre- 

sent. Today, ‘tomorrow, and in the future, the developaent ΤῊΝ 

be controversial, the ΔῈΝ wilt clash with the old, 10 18. 

essential to recognize in tine what ig what and where to go 

in Tor sreater,, nore’ general details, Such ἃ deeper sounding 

is japerative for al those who have a gay in social proces 

86, * 
Ἐ 

' the Party activity proper ond political work as such, poli- 

vet. Me 2 aie ag Et hae TINT ἐππρ a a te 

‘tiee) Influencing, must return, at all levels and in 811, sec 

tors, to ἃ more consistent organizational work anong the 

people, to ἃ more lively contact with the poople, to a δὲ» 

rect investigation of their real views. this applics +0 Pare 

ty officials, but it also applies to every Party member, 8 

this is the essence of his Party mecbership to get to know 

"the Party policy, to take a part in its shaping, to particle 

pute in-ite being put into effect, in explaining lt. . 

- This activity in tho Party has become very week. In 

appraising the upswing of Party Life these days we have to 

realize that ἃ return to such a concept of the duties of the 

"Party nember will be complicated and strenuous, ile axe rego 

lutely otiticizing the haughty and administrative methods in 

Party work which paralysed the activity of members. We must, 

at the sane tine realise that it has left deep marks, con- 

gequences in practice, habits and, with sone people, oven 

a tendency to deck alibla, to rely on instructions. This is 

true*also of members in 81} heres of social activities. 

Contact and understending with people whose social-politicsl 

16 . Q 
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Hand in hand with thie programing role of the Party, 

- 
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interests and problems are being tackled are indispensable, 

‘To order people about is not possible ond right no matter what. 

form may be used, adtinistrative or theoretical! postulates, — 

or means ained at affecting public opinion. This mst bé 
‘faced not only by menbers drawing the attention of various. 

Party bodies up to the Central Committee to the Wrong opi= 

“pions but by opposing them ideologically’ themselves, They’ 

are expected to defend the Party policy, to explain.it, to 
_ Win people over for its realization, | ‘ 

Y think that from our plenary meeting, we must address 

with full confidence and algo with/exacting requirenents,the — 

ranks of our membership who must get our full support, the 

basic organizations committees elected at annual neetings, 

tne diotrict Party committees elected at annual conferences, 

Hq must not chicane and seandalize, without reason, the work 

of thousands who , consciously, full of, loyalty to the Party, . 

courageously and mainiy honestly fulfilled the tasks of our 

socialist construction, We are asking the active Party men- 

berg, the overvhelning najority of our membera to which, the 

Central Committee looks for support = and we are convinced 

that ‘this request will -be,met - to show their self-sacrifica 

again as }0 wag always oo typical for them and to develop 

" agtivity among workers in factories, fields, building sites, - 

and ai) other working places, This is the direction our 805 

clalist policy for the poople must:-teke with mor. vigour 

than ever before, It ig their interests and worries that wa 

must pay attention to in the first place, i is they whom 

we must understand, in good or bad situationa. 1 think that 
every communist, every denocratically thinking person under- 

stands that he can realize his ideals only in unity with the 

life of our working people. Every type of sectarianism is 

‘harsfud,. 

Taportant in this reapect is the role af district 

committecs which, af ster tho district conferences and backed 

by the realistic content of our policy, will do ἃ βορὰ deal 

oo : i 



ox work anong the citizens, especially in securing the ful- 

ἘΣΏΘΗ of economic tasks which should get much rore,atven~ 

‘ton in pre-election political activities; no notter whethor 
the: elections take place in June or in the sutum. This in 
portant task would-be jeopardized if the conclusions of sone 
district conferences were to be questioned, If it is found 
thot sone replacenents of officials are necessary here or 
‘here, no new conference is required, especially if the call 
of some individuals is not in harmony, with the opinion of 
an overvhelning majority of Party nenbers, Democracy does 
not mean neverending conferences, The discussion. and con 
auhtations must be followed by 8. conclusion binding for al} 
menbor's, and then by tho deed. Conferences were and are the 

nighess Party organs in tho districts, end in the periods 

‘yotwaen the conferences it i's the Giatrict comittees elect= 
“od by the conforences, The principle of democratic centra- 
Lion, which aust be fully respected in the intra-party life, , 
without which the Party would lose its. capacity of action, 
requires the minority td submit to the conclusions, to the, 
decisions of the majority, and to apply its opinion’ by “ade | 

hering to.dntra-porty rules, 

dust @ Little note, There are ruours, 8 ooxt of 

doubting, as to whether the people ‘s nil itla should continue 
to exist, Of cours it should, The people’ 8 militia 10 firaly. 
incorporated in a uniform aysten of the country's defence, 
it has ite awn share’ of, duties which it will certainly camry: 
out, Doubts about its role are quite unfounded, 

X think, comrades, that generally speaking,in pushing: 

through democratic relations their scope and depth must be 

observed to a greater extent.This especially refers-to pers 

sonnel and cadre problens, tie must establish an atmosphere 

that would nox it possible for Party officiols: tobe criti 

Gized,to neke this a,natural feature,to provint eriticien 

breaking out only when things have gone to the extreme,and then 

using foree, Aw the sane time however, we must reach ἃ state when 
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the criticized persons can take a stand, when they can ex~ 
plain untruthful or incorrect reproaches, ἡ mass obsession 
in this respect or even ita inciting can only bring tragic 
conaequences, a8 We were able to see ‘for ourselves in the 
past, Wrongs cannot be undone by causing new wrongs, In ‘the 

. Struggle of the new with the old'we mast do all possible to 
rally the Party of the platform and around the goals gube 
mitted by the Party Central Committee. Hore, in this poki- 
tical scope, let diftorentfation and’ unification take their 
‘GOurse, ᾿ A 

4 

We do not want and cannot proceed ad that the recti« 
fication of shortcomings would be contrary to our basic 
principles of ethics, we do not want to have to rectify the 
rectifications, We declare this {dea binding on the conmus 
nists in all sectors and in all Party bodies,. Yo know our 
people well, ond even if sone individuals might succumb to 
thelr pagsions, organizers of an ieorrect course which 
would not comply with the ethics of our Party work would 
never find uiderstanding with our public. 

A further problem, Lesson, and requirement to be met = 
and this will be among the first-for us to strive for δὲ ἃ 
further stage of our socialist democracy, is really to des 
velop an ever richer content =, that is the knowledge that 
the criticism bore the stigna of one=sidedness practically 
right throughs For ἃ long tine it was a, nonologue ag ‘it hand 
ty found any opponents either fron the ranks of the conger= 
vative wing, or even from the progressive wing, It found 
its expression, amongvother things, also-in the fect that, 
even though there are both objective and subjective reasons 
for it, Uttle waa heard from the technical and economia 
intelligentsia, It le necessary to take into fuller necount 
the desirability of a larger share of tho public expression 

of: the attitude of workers and‘ peasants for the future 

course of this democratization process. ‘Tho reagons ore 
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of course various. ὁ role was played in this respect by ine 

formation available, its speed of supply and its level, im- 

mediate availability of public involvement and go on. 11 

resulted in a certain perturbation and fears with gone of 

the comrades in factories and agriculture because theiy 

interests vere left unheeded, Ye have to keep this in mind 

at all levelg of Party activities, in the economic life, 

in trade unions, in the youth movement, and to redreas the 

situation. Gur journalists, radio and television workers 

must realize this in order to inprove their very useful and 

beneficial work and, by giving more attention to the thoughts 

and opinions of workers and peasants, to improve to an oven 

greater oxtent our capacity of rallying for action, 

People working in this Meld and communists did much 

in accomplishing our gins through the mass media of infor. 

nation. They correctly used the conclusions of our vanuary 

nlenary meeting in preventing peaple getting informed by a 

waispering propaganda or from abroad. This ig enhanced by 

supplying information on ‘discussions going on in the Contral 

Committee presidium and the secretariat. They may feel ros 

warded by an ingense.interest shown in their work, However, 
this inierest binds them, at the same tite, $o a very high 

political or even a statesnanstike responsibility as every 
wrong of modjective news or transnission has ἃ nasa reper= 

cussion, calls for a standpoint, an explanation, If we want 

to Tefine, and we shal) do so, denocratisn with a clear 805 

clalist: tendency, then responsibility for its good functian- 

dag and for preventing anybody from neddling with 4t rests 
indeed on all conponent parts, all levels of manggement. 

Tt is neceasary to appreciate the self-evident’ truth 

that the spded in submitting problems may be easily increased, 

but their solution, their realization = unless we indulge 

in subjectiviem in reverse has ita own objective Linits ‘and 

requires ἃ good clessificstion of tasks. Unrealistic, ir- 

ritated denands with an addition of demagogy may bring dn- : 
᾿ ® i 
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mediate ponularity, but if they are not met they cannot 

eatablich the trust without vhich ve cannot understand each 
other, And we do need mutual trust if we are to factually 

agsoss ond bring together the multitude of interests, 

We would be short-sighted were we not +0 sea a further 

Feature of the post-vanuary developuent = a revive) of cet'- 
“tain ron=socialist.noods, even of some angry cries donand. 

ing revenge, lie drew attantion to these in the presidium 
» published statement of February 21, Our standnoint is, that 

the Party will not be caught unprepared, not even dy poss 

sible attempts at.a legalization of those moods under the 

disguise of denocracy or rehobilitation, and tat it will 

refute any attempts at a weakening and atomization of pro- 

greasive socialist tendencies, I an reiterating that the 

Genocracy we have in mind is and must be, even in future, 

of a definitely socialist character, and that no antissocia~ 

list tendencies will have a chance to toke advantage of this. 

The decisive feature is that the general charsctor of the 

revitalizing process in our society is by far not deterni~ 

ned by certain extreme tendencies and excesges which try to 

express these moods, But wherever they say crop up, we rust 

oppose “then on basic ideological grounds 80 48 not to: be 70" 

terded on our way. The main and decisive factor of our ἀδ- 

veloprent is the unfolding of socialist denocracy, the road 

to which was opened by the Cctober, December, and January 

plenary meetings of the Central Committee of the Communist 

Party of Czechoslovakia, 

This must remain the basis of our policy even in the 

future, Cn this basis, and that hag been’ confirmed by the 

past three months, an immense energy of our Party and of our: 

nations was put into motion. This is the basis on which the 

efforts of workers, agricultural workers, and intelligentsia 

are condolidating, We have, therefore, to go on looking ahead, 

to develop all that is new and all the positive features of 

our, socialist construction, 
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Conrades, 

allow ne to say'a few words about our ww yi as nenbers 
of the Central Committee and the Presidiun, I think. that ve 
Rust regularly and gelf-eritically ponder over it, eapecialiy 

| An such 8. fermenting politica period as this, in order to 
| inprove our work dn practice too, in the way we resolved at 
| the January Plenary Session, in order to strengthen leading 

Party work and rid it of ourdated, unsvecessful and incorrect 
nethods, 

4 state has originated in the Party following the Jam 
nuary Flenery Session of the CC of the Caechoslovak Connunist 
Party in which discussion about the problem dealt with by the 
Central Committee has continued for quite ἃ long time. Ag you 

i 

ἱ 
| 

| 

: 
| 

811 know well, thig was on extremely serious discussion on 
: the position of the Party in the socdety, The conploxity of 
| the discussion, the contradiction of the Process of unisteat= 

lon marked the conclusions of the Central Connittees January 
| Plenary Session with inconplete and diverse, and particularly 
| honwanalytical inforuation » including that provided by mem 

bers of the Central Coumittes about the reasons, waich led | to the decisions at the danuary Plenary session. this contri= 
buted considerably to the fact that many Party orgeatgations 

| did not grasp well enough or sufficiently eppraisa the rae 
dutions and especially the inportance of the content of the 

| Plenary Session’s debate. A different Situation arose where 
correct understanding and verbal report of the conclusions 
anc cantont of the Plenary Soasion’s debate, helped it to 

1 i 
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; be grasped fully, This led to an unbalanced state, which 
) . really made the situation difficult for functionaries, We 

, ‘eke this for a fact’ resulting from the atate of our Panty 
before the January Plenary Seagion ond it is dnpossible to 

» arriverat any conclusion but that in future we should pay 
greater respect to the importence of a more unified approach 

" to the baste questions by members of the Central Comittee « 
before the Party public. This is not a natter of wifornity, 
That would harm the cause, The point at issue ie that the 
Party = if it is to be a Party of action of revolutionary 
practice « nust adhere to the principles of denocratic 
contralion so that in its activity, in action it can proceed 
88 united as possible, 

' 

’ 

We assumed that we should first manage to present to 
the Party the draft Action Progromme, which aight function 

» 88 δὴ outstanding unifying factor, a factor of wity on the 
basic problens of progress and developaent of our socialist 
society, However, the succession of events was Dore rapid. 
This was progoted by increasingly comprehensive inforuation 
about the essence of the conclusions to the active Party 

"Group and the course of the latest Plenary Sessiono iuparted 
fron a different angle, I should say, "the Sejno cage" dig« 
turbing the public, as well ag other circumstances, 

x 

We were aware that the decioion of the January Plo. 
hary Session would influence tho growth of the political ac- 
tivity of citizens, that it would bring about a new politic 
al atuosphere, gpeed up the raising of demands = ineluding 
Social demands = which are frequently justified and which 
will have tobe solved gradualiy and systematically, though 
hot all at once, The government wild have to seck ways of 

ἡ Solving then setting a course and give reasons for it $0 
that the solution is realistic, Under the pressure of tine 
we were faced with other new problems, for the solution of 
which the Central Conaittee had not been sufficiently pres 
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even greater activity of communists, and their zest and will 
to Solve Serious social problens, 

pared ‘in advance, This relates to certain problems of. the 

work of the Czechoslovak Union of Youth, the tasks and po= 

sition of the National front and the political parties, the 

activities of cultural and art unions and mony other problema. 

4, 

In this respect, we shall.have to rely nore effecti-’ 
hed on, while channel Ling the work of the Party appara- 

t δι which we cannot do without, The apparatus itself, its 
μαῖα, porticulariy through the active Party group, ust 
help nore efficieritiy tovrds better, really analytical work 
of Party bodies, The work of the apparatus must be incr'ea 
Singly orientated, improved and nade nore efficient, in this 
cirection, It must have the position which is resily its 
due = no more, no 1688, Zs ἐξ iupossidle not to see its in~ 
portant position inthe system of our Party work. Therefore 

" At ig also out of place to negate indlocrininately the work 
of the Party apparatus, Its overwhelming ΔΒ ΟΣ ie made up 
of brave and honest conaunists whose ‘ain ὁ 28 to serve devoted 
ly the Perty and our people. 

hany questions ang problens have decunulated for solue 

tion over the past period. The January Plenary Session brought 

then to the surface, It is possible to say, today, even more 

then in Sonuary that the Central Comnittes has assuned. its, 

task, but that, it was already high timc. ‘ ’ 

AG the beginning, the Presidium of the Central Cone 

nittee of the Caechosiovak C.P. woe meoting once a Tortnignt, 

We believed that, contrary to the past, it should not dead 

with details, but with really fundamental political problens 

of*the society. But they are many today. Therefore we had to 

mect auch nore frequently lately. However, it is difficuit 
in this, respect to make up what was neglected in the period 

after the 13th Congress, In this period of Just over tuo 

rontha it vas beyond our strength to adopt an attitude with 

Out proper analysis towards. the large, quantity of problens 

posed by this developnent. 

There were proposals during the first conferences that 
“we should call a. Plenary Session of the Central Committee of 
the CP of Czechoslovakia, The. Presidium of the Οὐ of the Coos 

ἢ munist Party of Czechoslovakia adhered ἰὸ the set course ἃ in 
preparations for the first Plenary Session-after Jonuary, 
This was mainly because it was too much to work out & course 
for the future work of the Central, Comtitteo, vhich would 
proceed from the principles of the Action Programme in this 
short tine. The Presidium thought it decisive for the future 
course of work to concentrate on the content of 2arty work 
in the naxt period ond carry out personticl chenges only on: 
this basis, and not vice verea, Without knowing the conelu- 
sions of the reoponse to the January Plenary Segaion and tho 
intensity of Party activity, which became evident at thi 

_ Gistriet conferences, the CC’ Plenary Session vould be yadda 
to advance. The district Party conferences attested to tho 
Party's maturity and to ‘the ability of communists to make 
ἃ correct estination-of the situation. 

" 
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Τὸ proved to be correct ‘hat the Presidiun of the 

Central -Conii ttee took ἃ gtand on many duportant principal =| 

problens, Zor instance, at the Congress of agricultural co, 

operatives, at the February sesoion of the Presidium of the 

Central Committee of the Czechoslovak C.P, at the enterprise 
conference at Kladno, where the present position and tasks 

of the working class were discussed, and at the district 

conference in Brno. 

But we must eldo ponder over how to achtevo that the 

attitudes being published fron the session of the CC Pres 

sidiun of the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia should γοῦν 

Lect the situation nore profoundly, more emphatically point 

‘ous the reasons of the given phenomena to the entire Party, 

serve nore a9 instrection for activity and thus stinulate 
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Organisation shoul 
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Although we do net want to, 
Biving dSzoctives for particular 9 
Dositive replies to Certain quegt4 
the Prepared Action Progranne, 
the problea of youth organisstion, ἴῃ she Coming: period the youth organisation should Tespect: the differentiation of the interests of young People, hile Preserving the unity of the Czechoslovak Union of Youth dn what Unites all the different BtOUPS of young Deople, so that the strength and isportanea’ « of youth are not Split in this fundasental issue, y believe that young People wkll not only state their denands, but also what they want to do. what is coazon to, and what uni- 

θ evident on the basis of these 
that the unity’ of δ᾽ differentiated youth 
ἃ be as Psuralis the nity of other ine Preaut sccial ovganisations, Ia this we aust act denoze tho fact that the struggle for the wity of youth organisations has boen fought for decades 80 that youth a6 ἃ νος eos apply their’ polities) influence nom efficiently, this ἐς also why the youth Rovenont should not give Up its unity, 

T apoke here about certain problens 10 achie hore coherent fuictloning of the 
also like to, say that by no neang 
tun to sone sort of a 

and aust nob, 981} into 
tocesses, we could give 
obs only in the Sparit of 

1 have in nind-for exszpte 

ving a 
Party in Socloty, Y should 
Con We, nox do wa want 10, Yen 

ushoritative relatlonshtp towards soe Chety, towards individual socdai groups. We should denon- strate this also by subjecting the decisdong ‘ang conclusions of the Central Congittes fron the past Period to 8 really Profound aualyels that wove bo as objective os possible, te should amu and Practically outpace thase which proved to be erroneous, I vant to infora the Central Committees in this Connection that we have also thought of including ἃ politi. cal assessnent of the Party attitudes tovards the ash Con= fess of the Union of Ceechoghovak Writers of last Septexber On the agenda of this session, As a result of the pressure of tine and the insufficient ideological analysis of various 
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aspects of this Congress wo have arrived δὲ the conclusion ὁ 
that 16 18. correct. to concentrate first on solving the bas 

- sie political problems of this tino and tackling others 
without haste afterwards, 

"AG the same tine wé think it inevitable in‘the dntos 
~« rests of nomaliaing roletions between the Party Central 

Goumittee and the writers’ organisation to cancel damodiae 
“Gely the validity of those conclucions of the Central Con- 
ultiee which administratively interfered fron a position 
of power in the ideological conflict which needed to be 
settled by ideological means. Therefore we recommend that ἢ 
the September 1967 deciston of the Central Connitter on 
the trensfer of Litordrnt noviny dnto the sphere of the μἱ- 
nistry of Culture and Information be resednded and that the 
proposal of the Central Control snd Auditing Comission of 
the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia revoko the resolution 
on tho expulsion of conredes Kiind, Lichm and Vacul{k frog 
the Party, on the pundshnent by reprimand with caution of 
conrade Xohout and on the introduction of Party discipling- 
Ty Geasures against courade Kilen Kundera, 

᾿ς Dear coutades, 

Allow ue now to pass to,a brief explanation of the 
naterials subaltted to you. In them we stress the political 
aspect of work, sbove 81) tho deepening of the content and 
mevhods of Party work, 

τ nust purposefully create preconditions already to- 
Cay.to be ohead-of schedule in our future work, This neang 

' to work out with tho help of Solidly based sedentifse ena- 
lyses the key problens of the new policy which 15 now being 
formed and which wild continue being formed with the advance 
af preparations Zor the lath Perty Congress, and to accumu 
late prerequisites for the formation of a prospective pro~ 
Brame, In this respect, wa must activate and coordinate the 
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work in oll spheres of scientific research, not give way to 
tashness, and reject’ the ineducerity of cheap slogans and | 
pronises. On the other hand though, we must not be afraid 
to set ourselves the boldest ains the feasibility of vateh 
can be sclentifically anticipated, 

The Saportance of the choice and leadership of Cn 
cunists, who work in State and non-State institutions and 
organisations, and especially’ the inportance of Party bran | 
ches in which they are grouped aust be stressed in ‘connect- | 
fon with the new concept of the. relationship of the Party 

vo these onganisations, Communists in hou-Paxty ozganisat- 
Lons must be able τό work out their policy: independently 

“and create scope for ite’ iuplenentation by winning the cone 
fidence and support of non-connunists through the corzect 
statenent of thelr Anterests, The growing inportance of the 

᾿ mission of communists should becore and will be more clearly 

evident’ also in the fact. that new members will be joining 
the Party nostly from the ranks of these who have bos ‘pro 
ved their worth end have grow into respected public offi- 
clals, " 

tt wil} be necessary $0 build up an objective Party 

systen based on. the system. of denocratic relations between 

all the coxponents of the Party structure on an- entirely 
new foundation, Cored stent struggle, against undesirable and, 
Udenocratie tendencies, lively and permanent confrontation 

of practical neasuzes with the Party’s Action Progranze and 

mith the democratic process of polley-neking, of protection 

of rights and interests of comumista, WAX2 be. the πλέῃ pur- 

pose of this sysven. ; | 
7 

Tt will be necessary now to concentrate the’ best for- 

668 of the Party’ for practical action and et the same tine 

for working’ out the general Line of the next Party Congress, 
which would fully correspond to the new stage of the develop 
aent of our society. In vew of ‘the situation.and denands of = 
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of the implementation of the: Action Progrange and preparation * 

nany district conferences we believe that ἐδ ἐς necessary 
nov $0 take a ἀδο 510}: onthe convocatdon of the 14th Con- 
gress, Out to analyse: the possibility of speeding up and 
intensifying its preparation mhile starting Yo work out a 
Jong-teta progranne of the CP δὲ Czechoslovakia, . 

The Yeasons stimulating the speeding. up of preparas 
Sioa for the Congress wilt corbainly be intelligible to 
our comrades. For if wa really want to take the lead in the 
Current, and especially future, sockal changes xe canto do 
80 predosinantly through propaganda nor by personnel changes 
only, We cai lead and inspire mainly by a realistic and | 
clear policy, Its basis for the next’ period 18. the Action 
Programme. However, ve should not’ forges that development 
43 very dynamic, That is good today sill be no longer’ site 
ficient tonorron. Our nations rightly expect that, at the 
Tuture Party Congress, we shall be able to state a clear, ᾿ 
progrannabie standpoint, dn its" entirety, This means incu. 
sive of the probleus.of the growth of the standard of Liv. 
dng, basic objectives of the fitth ‘five-year plan, prognoses 
of long-tera econonic developuont, ete. Otheraiso, the pros, Ὁ 
Ceedings of the Congress, will bring nothing and gould only 
resulé in wasting the initiative and achivity to which wa. 
have stimulated the Party and tasses, 

The Party Congress presupposed the completion of the 
Action. Progranne, its extension into, the guidoline of the 

' 1th Congress, though in wilty with the econoate programe, ὁ 
Otherwise, the workers will not understand ug, The Congress 
will certainly take up everything that was viable and really 
progzessive dn our past poldey and in the history of the 

' Party, that atood the test of historical proof of values, 
And this guideline will also clearly disengage fron evelty= 
thing thet was unrealistic ond wrong, | 

There wil] cerbainiy be an opportunity in the process 
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for the next Congress - i.c, on the basis of on active and 

 nattorsofefact, attitude, in everyday work τ fox the Party: , 

public to decide responsibly, who showkd be given the mandate ὁ 

of nenber of the Central Comaittee of the CP of Czechoslo-, 

vakia at the Congress, 

In order to succesd fully in what we shall energeti- 

cally strive for wo must create the necessary preconditions 

in ential Conmitteo bodies and -in the central apparatus of » 

the Party already at this Plenary Session. [0 reorganise the 

Presidiva and the Secretariat of the Central Committee is 

the first task, we mist logically proceed in this fron the 

results of the past Plenary Sessions. She: new Presidiun and 

the new Secrebartat must then prepare proposals for a com- 

‘plete adaptation of the structure of the central apparatus. 

Suggestions = although they cannot be regarded as ccaplete « 

have been subnitted to you. Ne are subaitting then to you 

for’ study asd for coament ag working material, which has not. 

yet been-approved by the Presidiu of the Central Conmittec 

of the CP of Czvchoslovakia. [9 shall take a decision on, 
then after they are completed and debated by the presidium 
of the Central Counittee ox the CPG, probably at our next 

Plenary Session, - ὁ 
" 

4, 
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| fir-round, retionehization of the state administration 

in accordance ith the spitit of the proceedings and conclu 

sions of the Deceaber and January plenary sessions of the 

Central Comuittes 4s part of the policy of strengthening our 

goctalist syaten. Ye have taken the first step in this di- 

rection by the election of the new president, Wo are fully 

confident that the electidn of comrade Ludvik Svoboda will 

contribute to the unification-of progressive forces, τὸ the 

' 
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~ consolidation of political conditions in the state, -and 
᾿ that ald our efforts will benefit fron it, 

A very important task 1s to intensity the work of 
the governuent, The goverdment gust. work, from the deginaing, 
at a level in keeping with its constitutional funotdon and 

, the requirenents of the new era, Tt must be not only a tear 
of ministers, but also a collective vody actually. governing — 
‘cho republic and ensiring the needs of the society, exprege | 
Sed in'the policy of the Coammist Party and the National 
Front. In dts work it sust fully respect ‘the will of the 
suprene body οἱ State power ‘tho. National Assembly, coopera 
to with it in an active way, ond systonatieally sccount ‘to 

᾿ς At for ite work. Graduahly, the government aust get rid of 
excessive, for the governnent disproportionate, operative. 
hanagenent of the economy and culture by directives, and be, 
above all, a body of conceptual and perspective ranageaont 
and effective state adninistration; sufficdently fim and 

‘exact to ensure that desirable order and deaocratic dtsei- 
pline prevail) in Our country, 

in forming a new governnent, ἦς will be laut to count 
with the most urgent changes in the structure of the minis« 
vrles, as proposod by the presidiun of the Communist Party, 
Central Committees and the government. In the forescable fu» 
hurd the nex goverment should, propose other necessary strin- 
Vural changes and adopt fundasental measures aimed at inproye 
ing its work, ΝΞ 

 Kalnly, however, we cust proceed from the necessity 
᾿ of substantially changing the composition of the governzent, 
in keeping with the new conditions of dts work and function, 
The public oxpects that those People will be appointed to | 
government posts sho will represent guarantees that the sphes 
Tes assigned to then will be adninistered woll, ie ast. rege 
pect and apply the dewocratic principle that findareatal 
changes and tuming points in politics are connected with 
‘he changes of political personalities askod δύ comy out 
the changes, ΠΝ το 
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One of the first tasks of our Central Counittee, the 
governtent. and the Natfonal Asseadly will be to accelerate 

the consolidation of the situation in the security forces 

and in the arny, 

Many critical words have deen directed lately against 

«ha Winigtry of Interior, and cecurity bodies. ‘the public 

“as disqulatened by a lange number of facts which shad cone 

out in connection with the work of sare security agencies 6, 

én the 19503, and by certain recent events, The measures, 

including the cadve measures, which are being vaken av pre= 

sent ma gurport everything that is sound at the Interlor 

Ministry, Party conferences and meetings of the ninistry 

personnel contin that the sound Torces within the security 

services represent the overuheiaing majority. hese forces 

guarantee that the confidente of the public in security ser- 

vices, will be restored. 

I an gure you will agree with me that. the social 

need for security services is beyond any doubt. Only recent 

ly, Pragué vag perturbed by the report thay anovher young 

nenber of the Public Security had lost hig Life in a struggle 

ATH ἃ orininel,, We nuss show full, sincere uncersvanding 

for the aiseicult, responsible work of the security service, 

and xe must extend a helping kend to the comrades’ in the 

service, 

She Party cegends reliable protection os She secure - 

Lite of the cowttry’s peoples as an important political wash 

the defence of the republic 4s the concera of all the people, 
all Party, state, sockal and ecodonse bodies and organizat- 

ious. The resolutions and letters addressed to the Central 

“Contec confisa that the couunists in the arsed fortes, | 

and other servicemen, fully and weoulvocally suport the re- . 

quits of the October, Secenber and: Januaty plenary sessions 

οὐ the Centred. Connkttes, they support tho progressive trends 

in the Party and in-the society, especially the Process of 

desderatieation and rectifteation of enroze 4a the nothods 
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"und work of the Party and, state bodies, The cotmunists in 
the ary, security forges and unite of the People’s Mitt, 

. have our full Confidence, and wid de given full support of 
the Central Conaittee for thelt-highly responsible, denand= 

“ing service and work, ' —_ 

The communists in the aray realize that the revite. 
»Htstion process tn our greety ea Forty apples, othe 
‘full extent, to the aray. Also we see in. that, and in the 
necessary cadre changes i the aray comand, thé guarantee 
that. not evena shadow of doubt will ever [21] on the abso. 
lute loyal ty of ‘the amy to the people and bo the progressi~ 
ve developzent of our docdaty, ‘ 

48 gust continua buflding our aray, and inproving dt | 
on sochalist principles, on the basis of full centralisn 
and indivisible euthority of coumand, ἃς a defence bulwark | 
against the external oneay, against the imperialist agrage, 
sors, The army aust be built as a δέρῃ link {n the alliance 

« of the Warsaw Treaty aries, of 
‘The building and operations ὁΐ the Czechoslovak araed 

‘torces, arty ‘anid “scourtty; must proceed under the denocratic 
Control of responsible state bodies, Ié will be right to 
Create appropriate guarantees in this respect, at the sane 
tine, το, ἃ auch greater degree, the problens concerning the 
arny and security must becone the subject of interest and 

᾿ deuocratic supervision of the whole public, 

AS regards the παν 0081 Assembly, we aust fully ensu- 
τὸ the application of the constitutional rights of this sue 
prone state institution, already in its present forn and une 

. der the conditions of the valid! constitutdon and other laus, 
with possible necessary partial amendaonts, It 15 necessary 
to recommend inevitable cadre changes in the presidium οὗ 

“the National Assembly, Finally, 1ῦ will be necessary to draw 
Up new principles for the activities of the cémnunists in 
the National Asseably. In this connection, ‘tho hocessity to 

a ys 
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‘set up without deley. an anced forces and security conaittee 
of the National Assenbly is urgent, 

The conmunists in the National Assenbly should cone 

 forvard with the initiative for the inception, without delay, 
of qualified work on the preparations of a new constitutdon 

whch WAL) give legal expression’ to the social transitions 

in our soclety,, ἃ and waich will becoze a firm legal base, of 

the detocratie structure of our'life, as a perganent prin ‘ 

ciple of advancing, nodern socialist eoelety. The principles 

of the draft constitution shold becoze. the aubdject of broad, 

Genocravie discussion of the public and of experts, . 

Pundatental changes aust 8150 be corned out'tn the 

constitutional expression and protection of the principle 

of equal rights of the Czechs and Slovaks, Experience fron 

development hitherto, and ‘ospecdally following the consti- 

, tution of 1960, prove convincingly how various aberrations 

have affected this sphere of shate lave, suprenely impoztant 

for she unity of the two nitions, practically samulling the 

elonentary rights of Slovakia, of the Slovak national bodies, 

Tae existing organization of the Slovak national organs ἀξ 

the tangot of justified eriticisa, It is our task to develop 
the relations between the Czech and Slovak nations on sound 

foundations, to strengthen the common Czechoslovak statehood. 

It ig, therefore, necessary, uo, prepare ἃ new consti- 

-Gutlonal: law in the foreseeable future, even before the elecs 

tions to the National Assembly and to the Slovak National 

Council, This constiturdonal refora, which should be ἃ cone 

tinuation οὗ the positive concepts and proposals which have 

been born in the periods of the anti-fascist resistence and 

of the oeginnings of the national snd dezocratile revolutions, 

will fundamentally change the status and authority of Slovak 

national bodies, The amendment, should de based on the wishes 

and neéds of our nations and nat tlonalities, should fully on 

suze theiz national developaent, and thus contribute to the 
* 
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strengthening of Czechoslovak statehood. The developzent of 

our statehood should be dineoted towards enhancing the equal 
ity of ou fraternal nations, In this conection, and Doge 

pecting the will and experience of both nations, dt is ne- 

cessary to enalyze constitutiond) developacnt so far, snd 

its future direction, On the basis.of this shalysis, and of 
‘a thorough study of political, cultural and especially eco~ 

nondc relations, a fedecative systen should be drafted as: 
, one of the Leninist forms. of solving nationality questions 

in the constitutional sphere; The "action programe" of the 

Party sets this ask, The task will require, however, furt- 

her, very car ful work, . 

The constitutional law should state quite clearly, 

that the Slovak National Couned] is to be constituted as a 

legislative body, and that the divislon of legislative autho. . 

rity between the National Assembly and the Slovak National 6. 

Council should-be consistent with the principles of the Ko- 
, Sice Governnent Frogranue, The legislative and executive 

powers, vested today in the Slovak National Cowned] and its 

presidium, should be separated, In consequence of these chan- 

ges, the status and structure of tho beards of commisofdners 

and other executive bodies of the Slovak National ‘Counei Ὁ 
will change, The constitutional Jaw should also exphicdtly 
state that in constitutlonal astters in the relations of the 

Czechs and Slovaks, the representation of the Slovak nation 

cannot be najorized, 

With regard to the national comuntees, xe tecommend 

postponenent of the elections to these representative bodies, 

in accord with the nwterous proposals of the public and of 

experts, The presidium of the Communist Party Central Comnit- 

‘tee ond the presidium of tho Netional Assembly havo adopted 

' conclusions, in this catter, on which comrade Sddovaly will 

report. The plenum will have to adopt its position on the 

date of the olectdons during the current session, 

The existing-and the new national committees should, 
' , ’ 
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in our opinion, centre without delay thelr ποίη attentdon 
on care for the daily needs of the population, 

In the pist few months, we have-already practically 

starbed on che road towards solving a ΠΟ ΟΡ of cuestions 

of socialist denocracy. Rreedom of speech and crdticisn, 

freedor of poess = these ave’ ao longer denands, but reali 
thes, Ye have bogun solving definitely all problens οὐ the 

rehabilitation of all unjustly persceuted peopte ~ coumunists 

and non~consunists. Thore ds also full-blooded developnont 

of initiative in our social organizations, especially in tYa- 

de wilons, The National Assembly and the Slovak National, 

Council are beginning to understand their now role,* Changes 
in certain important’ state, party and social functions also 

belong tothe realities of the past-weeks, ᾿ 

However, these are ‘2. only fist steps, What will be 

necessary now? Above all, we must give.a legal forz to ail 

positive features of the current revitalization process, we 

bust pass laws which.will guarantee that the froedons of 

speech and criticisn, freedom of: the press and freedon of 

assonbly-will bo, in connection with socdalicm and the invio- 

lability of our statehood. and socialist achievements, perma 

nantly protected by laws, by the fundanental parts of our 

political systen, by the fundamental rules of our public life, 

No denocracy ~ and thus not even our 800. 8118: demo- 

cracy ~ cen live for long only on the fact that opinions can 

ve freely expressed, that criticden 18 pomitted. That sn 

itself {5 only decisive if free and sowid oritictsn removes 

old obstacles from the road of socdal progress. in order to 

Live and.to made denooratically in our ‘society even then, 

when the obstacles have deen eliminated overyyhere and for 

good, we must have a well-thought out and wold functioning 

systen of Institutions, bodies and organizations, which will 

woxk dn a new and effective wey, where new poldey will be 

pursued, end these dodies will be permanently under dexocra- 

ΓΝ a 

needs of the 118 οὐ our society, a 

tie supervision of citizens, Therefore, 4c are faced with 
the very urgent task of consolidating political conditions, 
doveleping the shole esting syctes of politfead congener 
in our soclety so as to make it ‘into a systea fully coubinds g 
soclalism and denocracy, a system capable of factually and 
in a qualified way solving al} problens arising from the 

aysten in which the rem ’ 
lations shins of respons stb ty and contro} wid be deternined, 
in which δ wild be clearly stated who ig responsible for 
what ard ¢o chon, in whieh independent authority and inde. 
pendent responsibility of everyone for his tasks will be 
cxactly fixed, 

This tl) require systematic work on the part of go» 
vernnent ‘bodies and clected state bodies, social organizat= 
dons and of the Party {n the next few months, 

ALL these problems will be dealt with in an atmosphe= 
re of genuine socialist democracy, This means the beginning 

“ of a8 situation ~ which wil now be of a permanent character 
~ ‘shen we, the communists, will have to defend and argue in 
public, our ylows and! 8 standpoints dn discussion with ‘all the 
others, The communists will stand in, the vanguard of the dew 
velopment, and will have the status of leadersh{p to the exe 
tent to which they will be able to win and keep it by idéo- 
logical end political neans, under denocratic conditions, 
authority is not given once and for all = neither to the: ins . 
dividual, nor to a.party organization, nor to ἃ party, Autho- 
rity must be unceasingly renewed, on the basis of the resulta 
of york, The Party and its members riust, be at: the-head of the 
progressive development must Lead and suecy the other nadses 

of the working peopke into the vortex of the tasks, 

The rolationghip of the comauniete and non=contuaists, 
the.relationship of the Party and the rest of thé society Ja 
thus becoming the key queation of today. Quite naturally; 
this 49 being discussed both within and outadde the Party, 
In doing so; wo aust proceed from the reality.of conteapo« 
Tory processed. The process of revitalization hao put into 
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notion the whole mechanism of social life, The purpose and 

ain of the democratization process is clear: to create an 

iaproved type of socdalist democracy, in keeping with Cze- 

choskovak conditions, It is in the interest of tho Party and 

“to the benefit of the whole society that she process should 
bg conpleted dn a relatively quiet way, without ony safor 

osciliations, Any other transition aight seriously endanger 

the alas we are following, night thvart the histortcal Ope 

portunity which ds offered to us today for our socdalist de- 

velopzent, 
4 

The present process, taking placo on a socialist ba= 

sis, aust give a truly denocratic scope to the intesest of 

all social groups, must guaranted the Permanence of our ine 

ternational thes. These vital demands cannot be net without 
the leading role of the Cofaunist Party, No other orgasized 

" force exists dn our sockoty which could guarantee the sociae 
list character of the current social process and its oven 
democratic development, 

In solving the problens of relations of the Party τὸ 

state and social institutions, we proceed from this roalig» 
tie position, Tha past situation in this sphere, especiatiy 

,ι88 regards the National Front, was not entdrely satisfactory, 

‘Tt has been nogatively affecting the authority and activity 
of these bodies, as well as the authority of tho Party, We 
wedcone and appreciate that tho soctal organizations are be 

, Ginning to assort theaselves as independent, autononous parts 
of the political systen, Ye espacially welcone and wish to 
devolop the revitalization process in the trade unions, be= 
cause it enhaaces their atatus in the National Front, 

the whole Nathonal Front, the political parties which 
form it; and the social organizations, partiedpate in the 
foraulation of state policy, Tae political parties of the 
National Pront are partners, their political activities pro- 
ceed from the common political programme of the National 
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Front, proceed fully from the socialist character of social 

relations in our republic, The Communist Party regards the 

National Front as a political platforn whieh does not divide 
the political parties into governuent and opposition parties 
An the sense that opposition would be formed against the 
line of state policy as the policy of the whole National 

, Front, and that a political fight for Power in the state 
would be waged, 

The formation of political forces striving to deny 

this concept of the National Front, to exclude the Rational 

Front frou political poner, wae on the vhole overcone 8}-. 
ready in 1945 after the tragic experience of both our na- 

tions with the prevar political dovelopmeat of (sR, 

in. the National Front ond in the whole political 

system, we shall apply the Harxist-Leainist concept as. a 
concept of leading dolicy so that we shall use all means of 
political work ~ ἀῃ 411 parts of our system and directly 

, ἅποὴρ the masses of the workers and all working people = 
to win for 10 such support Which will ensure its leading 
position oy deuocratie political means, 

ALL this contributes, and will contribute oven nore, 
to the realization that the responsibility for the develop- 
nent of our society and our state will be a connon one, ful~ 
ly and really shared by all, communists and non-connunists 
alike, 

For many communists, who have becone used to the old 
hethods, it will not be easy, The Party as ἃ whole ds, howe 
ever, bound to succeed, fa are firnly convinced of it, be 
cause there are any creative forces within the Party, and 
vo fear the now process would be to underestinate deeply - 
“these creative forces, 

Our political system will certainly not revert to 

the state in which its foundation would be only the rela- 
“ions of the political parties, qn the systen of socialist 
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dexooracy, we are concemed with nore than a copy of the 

parlianentarisn typical for formal denocraciés, Tho aim is 

So increase the real independence of social and group-inte- 

Test organizations, to nako the representative bodies of the 

state ~ up to the National Assembly ~ into bodies where po= 

litical decisions of the state are actually made, During the 

poocess of further development of our political systen, it 

wil be desirable to give consideration especially to the 

question of how even the whoke scale of interests of the | 

people in ceztain spheres of ‘the social division of labour - 

in the econoay, in the industries and agriculture, in social, 

services, education, s¢lence and culture = wilh directly ase 

sert itself in the systen of socialist democracy to a more 

narked degree, Soclalist denocracy aust differ fron formal 
democracy, inter alia, algp insofar that ἀξ will be the wor- 

King people who will have the decisive word dn the manage- 

“tent of the soclety, 

Naturally today, we cannot yet define the future ro. 

dol of ἃ functioning socidiist democracy, The democratic 

forces and phenomena are at the beginning, and not at the 

end, ie aust follow their aovenont, end strengthen and ola- 

borate it further, The first steps we are taking today are 
sufficient only for what is most urgent inthe given situa. 

thon, and would be insuffiekent, even one-sided, for further 

perspectives. In comection with the preparations of the 

lath Party Congrogs, we should consider how to dovelop the 

whole political syste so that we could use all knowledge 

and intornatlonal experience to make of 10 a nuch nove inter~ 

sive union of Genocracy with socdalion under specific Cz9~ 

choslovak conditions, 

BES ΝΕ 
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dnothe? inportant task of the future period is the 
consolidation and development of our national gconony. in 
the current diseussions, it is increasingly denanded that 

. the present stoge of our national economy be quite frankly 
and critically evaluated, that it be stated clearly ond with 
AULL responsibility what-our situation really is and that it 
be said quite clearly ané responsibly how and by which me« 
thods Ye want to congolidate our‘economys I think that an 

. analysis of the present state of our national économy should 
be given by the new Governzent when it submits ite prograg. 
This analysis should precede the report on the ways and te» 
thods by which we want to and must enoure a balanced, smooth 
and effective development of our -econoay, 

We want to consistently introduce the new systen of 
economic nonagenent, Ye must stop talking only about inprov- 
ing the systen of nonegenent ond say cLearly that it is ‘to 
be ἃ profound’ economic reform designed to create ἃ new syoten 
for the functioning of the socialist economy. ie know that 
it wilh be a systen based on a synthesis of the plan and the 
market, a synthesis which must be first of all elaborated, 
In this synthesis, the criterion of economic activities will, 
be not only formal indicators of a directively-conceived 
plon, but econonic instruments ensuring the sims of the whole 
sockety, objective criteria of the market and of soclal-po- ' 
litical priorities, resulting from objective economic inter« 
relations and which are fully binding on every state which 
wants to make its economy permanently prosperous. It shoul] 
de a aystem which with fully appreciate highequaléty and ef 
fective work and which will esgure that people are remune- 

rated not only according to the physical and zontal erlorgy 

they expended dus, ahove ald, aecording τό the real reauita 
"by which they contributed to the satisfaction of 811 the 
needs of the society. A systen which wilt get free the crea 
tive initiative of the working people, will enable the grovth 

Of capable people and will create a wide scope for natural 

a a 
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_, Sehection in neking appointaents to leading positions, " 

The pain condition for ‘tho consistent and rapid ins 
yl cnentation of the new system of” management is today the 

tor SP aa Taal Na ἢ 

_dastitutional adjustnens of. relationships dn the economic 
Sphere and the creation of ἃ new orgoni sati onal, structure 
In the whole sphere of production, In this connection, I 
want to exphasize = and this also answers many questions and 
comments irom district conferences - that we are putting 
through, and shell continue to put through, aurther Measp- 
reg ‘destgned to -denoeratize econonic Ronagencnt. As. Pegarda 
enterprises, We expect! then to gain such ἃ neagure of inde= 
pendence as wi 11. ‘enable the to fully develop business. acti- 
vity. Within enterprises, denocratic nandging bodies will’ 
Operate to which dircctors and ot her Leading economic exe- 
cutives will be accountable. In Addition ta this,” the trade 
organisation-will algo assert ἀξ} in putting through the 
interasta of employees and in exercising control over ma 
hagencat. 

5 3 

Profound changes in athe syetem of managewent will 
be supplezented by extensive changes.in the structure of Pros 
cnction wideh, δὲ poosent, io-not in keeping With Ceechoalo:- . 
vak conditions and, moreover, -has departed from the objective 
tendendies of the progreasive development of the productive ᾿ 
forees which ore beconing increasingly predontiont in all ine . 
dustrially advanced commtries, It wilt be ἃ diffiendt trang- 
formation which wilt affect many portial interests, But xo 
‘have no! other choles. At the somo tine, we must take care.‘ 
that those who are not responsible for the present unsatige 
Sectory production structure ‘should not de the worse for the 
changes. 

4 

‘The government vill have to subait to the National 
Aasenbly.a get of Lnnediate measures by whieh these innortant 
Yasxs Will be consistently ensured. It will be necessary to 
carry out changes in the structure of investments, i. e to al- 
locate neang especial: 7 to agriculture and to the consumer 
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and food industry, 9 well ag to the nonproductive sphere, 

partieulorly to housing construction and the whole field of 

services. Since our resources are limited, each neagure. 

which will make their use more effective can help to reduce 

the econonic imbalance and achiove a’ faster: growth of the 7 
national income. The moot important reserves of greater ef- 
feetivendss are, in our, view, the viving activity of the 

people and the-application of that which hag always been ty 

pical of Czechostovak workers and technicions and which has. 

been rendered: inactive by the old systen of mandgement, i.e. 

on independent approach to tasks, the application of know- 

how; abilities and skill, ao well 29 οὗ initiative, result- 

ing from the restored feeling that the people's work is 

their own creative pergonal contribution to the succeasful 

effort of the, wlohe society. This will δ stimulated not’ 

only by tho application of the principles of the new systen 

of management but algo by’ the current process of reviteli- 
gation in our public and political life. * 

These meagures are closely interrelated with the 

program concerning the standard of Living, Prosperity can 

be achieved’ only on the bosid of ἃ modern and highly effi~ 
_ Ghent economy which is able to assert dts qualitics ii tough 

aa hkl hehehe εν cra geo aos ie 

competition on the world market, All other roads towarda 

prosperity are provisional, tenporary and 11 οὐ rick, 6” 

At present, we can solve only the most urgent 80. 

cial probleas, those we focuated in the document adopted 

at. the plenary necting in December. ‘In this conection, I ᾿ 

wont to enphasize that we must scck posaibilities of: naking 

_ cuts aiso in'the field of central nonageaent ond public exe 
ponditures these cuts will bo used for improving the social 

conditions of the population. However, the achievenent of ἃ ν 
nore substantial inprovenent will depend to ἃ decioive ex- 

tent on how we. shall be able to run our economy in’ future. 

The changed systed of management should contribute not only , 

towards rationalizing the state and economic apparatus but 
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also towards woking’ ἐξ cheaper and at the same tine towards | 
elininating mony abiornalitics: end bureaueratic anomalies, 

Tn addition to these measures which we shail imple- 
men’ in the next few months, we must intensify the clabora- 
thon of the Long-range conception off the development of the 
Coechoslovak nations economy which si21 not only comprise. 
changes in the structure of production and in its more con 
sistent integration in the world division ὁ labour, but’ 
A280 in vhich we shall. proceed fron: the new structure of 
"the needs of our population, 

- 

κι 

. ‘Today, attontion concentrates mainty on the aaterial 
and social needs of the people. However, ive want to, and 
must, achieve even nore, Socialism, and copecially socialign 
based on broad denocratic principles, dust ¢reete a new hu. 
anisa of the modern era, one which other systems are unable 
to give to mankind in spite of Ol) their technical progress, 
it must create better conditions for the. developaent of man 

, than have-been so far created by any other socketys This 
means thet when we strive for noraalizing the econoay, we ἀρ 
not regard this task as an end in Steelf but ag an instrument 
designed to, promote the 021 developnent of man, of human 
“personality. Tt must therefore aim at creating, for every ine 
dividuol pergon, conditions in which everyone wilt be able 
vo assert hinself in-al scheres of work ond Life, An dnmonge 
rote will, in this sense, de played by science and art, Ye 
therefore strive not only fora fast development of the indi- 
vidual bratichés of science, which ore interrelated with the 
growts of ‘he productive forces, snd with the solentific and 

manietic selentific branches and oll svheres of art which 
Wi help ‘pootile to find ἃ new way of Life corresponding with 
the era of the scientific and technical ‘revolution and with 

"the socialist principles of: our society, ἡ 

ta solving present-day econonic difficulties, i.e. 

4, . "8 
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technical revolution, byt algo for the development of the hue - 
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the -econonie inbalance, we must take into account the face 
tor on which we-could not count before the January phenun of 
the Centra} Committee, the, factor which could. not ὃς counted . Upon by economists but which’ must be today seen ὃ 

| Ley the activity which is. setting in motion the 
and energy, Beononic effectiveness and econonic a 

yee 

fioulties "ean, in no case, be solved’ at the expense of the: living stan _ dard of the poopie, Rescurcea and, reserves fcr solving thig 
vitally inportant task must be found in production. 

the present tasks, it is therefore necessary to take 
to account the.norel factor enonging with new revitalising 
and ronescent power after the January plonun.'Pedpde must be 
infused with. faith in themselves, with faith in knowledge, 
8.11} and intellect, This faith in the working peoplo- is tos day a moral fore but wilt tomorrow certainly bea material 
force on which we shall be able to count fully in our drive for the further Covelopnent of our national econony, for furs 
sher growth ia the Hving standard, . 

The period since the January neeting of the. Central Committee of the Cp CZ-has been characterized up to “his day. 
by lively foreign political activitios of our Party in spite of the fact that the storay internal political developments 
have apparently relegated international policy to second pla- Ces However, it has-again been confirmed that 

/Renting and shal? inplenent a2 the 
internal tasks 

we are daple- 
complicated and exacting 

- ah this relatively’ short Poriod of time, several mul- tilateral meetings have taken place which are important for 
atrengthening the cooperation of the socialist countries ond for further efforts to achieve unity of the internal Commu. 
nist novenent. In terns of time, first place onong then ig held by the Budapest consultatiie neeting of Communist and workers parties. I ἀν not intend. to give δ: πους detailed eva. luation of its results but, in this connection, we sant*to 

" emphasize two aspecta of: thig meeting, It ἐδ inportent 
4 

' . "4 ¥ 
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in ἃ certain conerate international situation, 
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‘that the, delegations which participated in the Budapest 

meeting, under complicated conditions reached unity ona, 

_qwaber of points which are of decisive inportance for con 

vening and preparing ἃ world conference of the Communist 

parties. This 18 on encouraging guccess. Secondly: the Bus 

dapest heeting wae a step forward in seeking new forms of 

unity νμλλο preserving tho independence οὗ the fraternal 

parties and their mutual international, collaboration. 

' The delegation of the Communist Party of Cxechoslo- 

vokia widoubtedly made a positive contribution to the: talks, 

ΤῈ tried to assert’a sober and realistic view of the contra- 
dictory problens of the present. world as well. ag of ‘conpli- 

cated questions of the cooperation of the, Communist pars 

ties. Our delegation strongly supported deaands for 4 sub- 
stantial extension of tice with all. the anti=inperialiat 

forces. Τὰ adopted a clear attitude to past incorrect eva- 

uations of the League of Conn muni ots of ‘Yugoslavia and it 

raised its voice in oupport of sens ible efforts. to develop 

relations with those fraternal parties which hole disferent 

views on.g number of questiongs 

he recent. meting of the Political Consultative 

Committee of the Warsav Treaty in Sofia and the meeting of 

ες the nighest representatives of cer tain gocialiat states in 

ee eee ee eS) <p ge * - κα 

Dresden were-also important, the first. meant auch for poli- 

tical cooperation, ‘the second, 1 believe, Wid become an in- 

subse for.a nore thorough and open diseusaion.on the peeblans 

of economic: cooperation, both within the granework of the ὁ 

(ουμολ] οὐ sutual 5 Bconomic ‘Assistones and ona bilateral ba- 

ais. 

‘Tt de natural that. we have texen advantage of all 

these meetings to supply, information on developnents dn our 

country and to explain correctly the positive sense of the 

process of democratization, As you know, 1 myso? net ear- 

Mer Conrade Brezhnev; Comrade Xéddr and Conrade Conulka, 
Such meetings will take place in future with ropresentoti« 
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ves of other fraternal. parties also, Comrades Koucky and 
Sriogel beld!tatks in this. sense with delegations of sony 
fraternal, parties in Budapest 3 yell as on other occasions, - 
A broad exchange of views took also place during the visit ὁ. 
of the delegations of fraternal parties and states at the 
tine ‘of the celebrations of tho 20.th anniversary of the. 
February ‘events, ‘ + 

Cur: Last, discussion to date took place at the γ" 
cent meeting in Dresden. Tt must, be stated that the Penton 
sentatives of the sockelist countries and the central. con 
mittees of ‘theiz ‘parties at thissmeating showed mderstond- 
ing for the present. views of the Central . Connittes of the. 
Communi st Party of Czechoslovakia on developnents in our'Re= 
public and on: questions ‘Of mutual cooperation, The discyge 
sion and the exchange of opinions must be understood in -tho 
senge that the principle of non-interference $n thé inters 

“nal affairs of other parties will continue to be valid. 

i 

{an sure that I express the identical view of the 
entire Central Committee if 1 once more enphasice that in 
the δα way as the socialist charactor of our future. road 
is inviolablo, 80 are equally inviolable the badic values 
of’ the Czechoslovak foreign political orientation: firn ol- 
lience and all-round cooperation with the Soviet Union and 
the socialist states, based on the princivles of" equality, 
mutual -denefit, nonvinterference ond international sdlida. 
rity, this base orientation of our poliey-4g in harmony 
with the most vital needs of the | security of. our nations 
and with the developnent of our national economy, Yo one 
wil ever succeed in casting eny doudt-on the unserying: . | 
_ GzechoslovaksSoviet friendship, This: friendship 3 13 not only ἢ ᾿ 
ἃ matter of historical experience of the. ‘people of our coun 
try but, above all, the outcome of a realistic appraisal of 
the present situation of the Republie {n the ourrounding. 
World. If our country is now, ot the present tine, not exe 
posed to any acute threat Ἰὼ outside, which sonetines 
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gives tise to not exactly profound conclusions as regards 

the existence or non-existence of danger, it must be sean 

that thig is precisely the consequence of our alliance with 

_ the Soviet Union, the consequence of the safeguard we have 

in the Soviet Union. 

The idea that in Sodey's antagonistically divided 

worid we could stand somewhere in the background appearing 

and behaving noutrdlisticably and speculating that if things 

sshowhd go badly Zor our nations we should invite others 40 

bleed for us, is snpossible not only.from the political but 

also from the ethical point of view. 

Proletarion internationalicn, its practical appli- 

eotion in relations to other socialist countries a3 well as 

towards the whole international Communist roveuent, respect 

for‘our essential conmon interests, our asaistance to every- 

thing representing social progress in the world, constitutes 

today, and also for the future, the basis of the foreign po- 
licy of our socialist country. 

This is also the aspect in which we view our inten- 

tion to activate: generally the foreign political activity 

of our state, Ve must. require this activity to have an elabo= 

rated conception and to assert with greater initiative our 

standvoints on important international problen, our active 

contribution to the common, scientifically substantiated, 

international political activity of the socialist shateas 

Thig will, in particular, mean pursuance of ἃ more effective 

European, and primarily Central Zuropean, policy contributs 

ing to the consolidation of peaceful relations in Europe and 

to the expansion of cooperation among countries with ditfe- 

rent social aystens, 

Gur. ingerest concentrates especially on a peaceful 

solution of the German problem waich is of cardinal impor 

tance for European security and in waleh an important role 

is played by the oxistence and the policy of the German Dee. 

48 " ἃ 

nocratic Republic. Pooltive efforts for the creation of a, 
peacetul atmosphere and good relationg anong the nations of 
Surope and in the workd in general represent the chief ling’ 
of our international policy, 

4 

AS the some tine, however, the activities of world 
* imperlalisn and particularly the ‘activization of revenge~ 

seoking forces in the German Federal Republic forces ug to 
continue strengthening and maintaining our armed foreea, 
our Czechoslovak People’s Aray on 8 high level. The American 
aggression against the Vietnamese people is too strong a. 
warning for us to be able to undorestitate it. This is ale 
why- and certainly in harmony with the evaluation by nen 
bers of the Porty Contral Committee = ve are Zor taking the 
necessary measures for extending the mechanism of the Warsaw 
Treaty so that it corresponda’ to prosent-doy conditions, 
Concretely, thio means to improve the activities of the joint 
command, which was recently discuosed at the Sofia ond Dres- 
den meotings. As was shown at the Dresden conference, espo= 
elally in Comrade Koaygin’s speach on the economic sphere, 
we have sti2] many untapped reserves in thi respect, The 
Stave Planning Commission has boon therefore charged with 
preparing an initiative proposal for intensifying cooperate 
lon with the Soviet Union where we are bound by the paw ma= 
terial basio, but also with othor socialist states, especis}- 
ly with our neighbours « with Poland, Rungary and the German 
Democratic Republic, | 

The action program could outdine only very briefly 
certain foreign political take, it wild depend on initdati- 
ve efforts especkally of the Linistry of Foreign Afftirg and | 
naturally also of the whole Governuent the National Assenbly, 
the Central Committee and ito Presidium smaller to no extent 
that these principles are coneretized as goon and 88 well ag 
possible in order that Ceachostovak foreign policy-may engus 
ve all the indispensable external conditions fos the suecesg- 
ful internal socdalist development of our country, 
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Conrades, 
. " 1 

The action program which has beon submitted has a 
" double purposes, iret of all, to create unity in action for 
“the inplenentation of the main tasks of our development, to 
Give sufficient inpetus for the ‘development of the socialist 
initiative of the people, to show the road by whieh it dg | 
possible to eliminate the obstacles which have until now 
been standing in the way of further develophent corresponds 
ing to present»day conditions, obstacles consisting first 
of all in excessive. centralisn, in aduinistrativeedipective 
methods rooted in the field of political managenont, 

The second and deeper sense of the progran lies in 
the fact that it opens up scope for basic structural changes 
in our sockety and for the creation of a new dyrianic of 80- 
clalion which would be in harzony with the changed social, 
economic and cultural conditions as well 89 with specific 
national conditions, the inplenentation of this program can, 
ane must, open up the-road towards the solution of other no« 
re complicated and more inortant questions concerning the 
organisation and the dynanic development of our socialist 
society in directions which could now be only indicated, 
Greater activity of socialist development can be created 
only by setting into motion now powerful forces of social 
life, and = relying on creative Morrist thinking - carrying 
out bold, but at the same tine weld-considered, experiments, 
a8 the course of this process, it is necessary to deepen and 
perfect the new general line ‘of the Party, Ὁ ’ ry 

This is why the prograa has been drafted a9 a ὟΝ 
denental political view of the present stage and its needs, 
It cannot be understood ag a directive enumeration of con= 
crete tasks but as ἃ political platfors which must be crea 
*Avoly developed, It is an open document hich wild be ture * 
thon perfected in the course of ita inplenentation, The prd= 
gram does not want to, and cannot in advance, determing the 

50 oe 

fron the present point of view, 

i 

88 to be adopted by individual organisations 
and institutions but it Opens up sufficiently wide scone to enable then to deternine and coneretign these tasks thenselves 
in the spirit of the basic lines, Any other approach would 

‘de at variance with the spirit of the progran, ΤΡ people 
are to Indentity thensolves with the ding of the program, "they must participate in their formulation, 

detailed cous 

{ should like to say a few words about work with the 
ἢν action progran, especially about its roe in the current ge~ 

nerel Process of dewocratization. We must be aware of the 
character of this process, ita rate and ita rapid accelerge 
tion, Things which, 8 fortnight 460, appeared as something 
basically ditferent from the general view are today becoming 
generally accepted and may already tonorrow be outeof=date, 
In connection with the action program We may also hear that 
people already know its content. Tt i9 on actual fact ‘that 
certain ideas of thio program have already been published, 
sone of then have even been discugsed, However, 
acceptance or hoheacceptance of 
can be achieved in ἃ short tine. 
mentation, elaboration and concretization = is Something ἀλ 
ferent, This activity de nore difficult, grequently algo 11 1. 
tle effective, ordinary and routine word, it requires perse- verance but i8 indispensable if the program 18 to serve: any 
purpose, 

knowledge, 
its ideas are one thing.this 
But the main thing - inple. 

The current of denocratization, the social mechenion 
which degon to Operate, will indibitably Cevelop-even furta 
her. Only if the Party submits in ite program demands which, 

are sufficiently bold, if it 
regards the program as tho bagie and a starting-point, shal} 
we be able to be constantly at the head of tha eroat ΔΥῸ pro™ 
cess and onforee its socialist character, Wo tiuat endeavour 
to master the social interests operating in society,’ rt ig 
therefore ‘desirable to orientate ourselves to progreasivg 

a | ΕΝ ες aL » 

ἢ 
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Gemands = even if perhaps they appear to us at this moment 
to be too radical = in order that wo may be able. to keep up 

_ with this process, in order that the Party may stand at its 
head, 90 that there might not be a great difference between 
the potential interests of the people and the program of the 

Party, oF ' " 

ag Pegards organisational procedure, we recommend 

that Immediately after its adoption by the Central Comittee 
‘the progrom be submitted to the National Front and that,” 

after it has been discussed’and amended, it be submitted - 

this time already as the progran of the Rational Front = to. 

Parlionent. This will be in harmony with denocratic princi 
ples and with the demands requiring the assertion of the 

leading role of the Party, 

“ Simulteneously with this, it will be correct to gub- 
mit the progran to gatherings of working people at γᾶν 

rious places, particulary in enterprises, so that they may 

feniherize thenselves with it, Immediately after the ple» 

nut of the Central Committee, it will be useful to organise 

‘also meetings ond gatherings in the decisive cities and αὐ 

larger places of work too. This method should be one ΟΥ̓ the 
pain sources of information inmnediately after the meeting 

of the Central Committee. de now have an excellent and extia- 

ordinary opportunity to approach our people and to show then 

how purposefully and energetically our Party intends to pave 

the way to progress and socialisn, 

In conclusion, I want onty to onphasize that the ‘ 

action program is to becone on inportant political platforn 

on which to unity the revitalizing efforts of the Party, and 

81} the people in the interests of the, successful development 

of our .socislist society. 

On the basis of the action progras, attention must be 

already focussed ahead. It is necessary to poso on to practi- 

cal deeds at every place of work, to pass over from words to 

deeds, to-act and organize work 80 as to make everyone feel 
what he is needed, that he is counted with, | | 
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Se 5 
On July 3, 1968, LJ zurnisned ; 

ROBERT A. VILLEMURE a communication postmarked Praha, 
Czechoslovakia, with aa illegible date, which was for~ 
warded to a mail drop in the name of JOHN SHOULDERS, in 
care of Modern Book Store, Chicago, Illinois 60626, USA, 
This maid drop is fiaintained for CG 5824-S, 

This communication contained an Information 
Buwllétin of the Central Committee of the Conimunist Party 
of Gzechosiovakia (CPCZ) which contained the speech 
delivered by Comrade ALEXANDER DUBCEK at the Plenary 

: Session of the Central Committee of the CPCZ on April 1, 
8. 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are two Xerox ( Pd 
copies and for the New York Office one Xerox copy of . 
this Information Bulletin. This Information Bulletin Ma 
will be turned ovex to CG 5824-S* for eventual transmittal 
to GUS. Hauer Genera Secretary of the Communist Party , 
USA; . 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 
ἢ ᾷ 

ΤΟ * Mr, Conrad se, DATE: July 24, 1968 fn 

Η | Tele. oor man. 
FROM : Ch Ἐς, in Holnes ——— 

me yr SUBJEGT: SOLO (. ἢ 
vA RNAL SECURITY ~ C 

On 7/24/68, transmissions were heard by the Bureauts 
radio station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies but 
no'messages were transmitted, 

ACTION: 

For information, 

Mr, Conrad ᾿ 
ir, Sullivan (Attention: Mr, of AY Sizoo, Mr, Εἰ, Ch, Putnam) 
Mr, Downing , . 
Mr, Newpher 
Mr, Paddock 
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As the Bureau is aware, the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union (CPSU) requested the opinion of the Com- 
munist Party; USA (CP, USA) οὐ the. subject of whether or 
not the CPSU should extend an invitation to visit the 
USSR to Sénator EUGENE MC CARTHY who had publicly indi- 
cated a desire to visit the Soviet Union, The opinion of 
GUS. HALL, General Secretary of the CP, USA, at that time 
was that if MC ‘CARTHY should ask for an invitation, then 
the CPSU should extend the invitation. However, HALL indi- 
cated that in his opinion MC CARTHY would be stupid to make 
such a request.. if 

Pfrely 

ROP: 4 

On July 19, 1968, CG 5824+S* advised that on July 
18, 1968, GUS HALL had requested CG 5824-S* to. send a message ᾿ 
to the GPSU to the following effect., HALL desires that the 
Russiatis éxtend an invitation to the United States to engage 
in an exchange of delegations from. the Foreign Relations 
Committees of the respective Governments. The USSR would 
invite members. of the Senate Foreign Relations: Committéé. to f 
visit the USSR and speak pefore various official audiences 
in the USSR.. The Russians would, in turn, expect, that members.» 
of the Foreign Relations Committee of their Government would f 
be invited to come to the United States to speak before various 
official and unofficial bodies in the United States, HALL 
indicated that in this. manner it might ‘be possible to induce 
people like Senator J, WILLIAM FULBRIGHT and Senator WAYNE 
MORSE to: visit the USSR. Furthermore, since Senator EUGENE 
MC CARTHY is a member of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, 
he might also undertake such a trip without incurring any stigma 
which might bé the case were he to be thé only Senator making 
Such a trip, HALL was under no, iLlusions that- the Russians 
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would accede to. this request just because he asked them to. 

Furthermore, on the same date, (ἃ 5824-S« advised 
that on the preceding day HALL had béeri engaged in digcus+. 
sions with PAUL ALBERT; the individual whom HALL uses for 
contacts with the presidential campaign group of Senator 
EUGENE MC CARTHY, HALL instructed CG 5824-S* to send a 
message to the CPSU to. the following effect, HALL. would 
Like PAUL ALBERT and: his family to take a trip to the USSR 
immediately following the Democratic Party: Convention for 
a period of a few weeks.. The CPSU should be infortied: that 
ALBERT is a ‘Party persdén who is not known as such, who is 
not known to anyone but HALL and one or two other leaders 
of the Party, who works inside the Democratic Party and 
who has the widest contacts among Democrats. While in the_ 
USSR, ALBERT can. be talked to by leading officials of the 
cpsu ‘because ALBERT has more knowledge than anyone: else 
concerning: the électoral situation .in the United. Statés, 
ALBERT would profit by leaYning Something about the USSR, 
and, before leaving the USSR, ALBERT could be afforded a 
physical examination, 

tn the discussion on this subject, HALL and ALBERT 
agreed that it would not be wise for ALBERT to. go directly 
from the United States to thé USSR. Therefore, on his appli- 
cation for a passport, ALBERT will list three or four other 
countries as. his. expected: destination, In ‘addition, it was 
not deemed advisable for the CP, USA to furnish ALBERT’ Ξ 
name to the Washington Embassy. of the USSR in the uSual manner 
for a visa, Therefore, the CPSU should be requested. by 
CG 5824-S* to have visas available for ALBERT and his family 
at the USSR Embassy in London, England, as well as in Washington; 

and the CP, USA would later make the decision as to where these 
yisas would be picked. up. 

In addition, since ALBERT is, not known as ἃ Party 
person. and the CP, USA wishes to keep it that way, the CPSU 
should be informed that the ΟΡ, USA considers it inadvisable 
that ALBERT be lodged in the Party hotel in Moscow. In view 
of the circumstances, it would be better that ALBERT be 
lodged in an apartment or dacha, 

CG 5824-S* was instructed to furnish the names of 
this party to the CPSU. as follows: 
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In view of the signal received in New York City 
for a personal contact between NY 694-S* and his Soviet 
contact in New: York City on the evening of July 23, 1968, 
the above information was furnished: ἕο. ‘the New York. “Office 
on July 23, 1968, to be στα τάν furnished to ‘the Soviet con- 
tact that evening, 

In addition to the above, CG 5824-S* stated. that 
in his discussions with HALL in Chicago, HALL had given 
indication that he had heard a Feaction from the Russians. 
concerning the list of delegates -to the USSR from the CP, USA 
‘which ‘was recently furnished to the CPSU through the Sold - 
apparatus. HALL stated that the Russians were objecting to 
the use of the S016 chartiels for this purpose, CG 5824~S* © 
stated that HALL ‘had been so informed by the CPSU last Fall 
when HALL was in the USSR, Nevertheless, he had recently. 
instructed that these names be furnished. by. this channel, 
Therefore, HALL's raising of this, subject, in. this manner 
again signified. to CG 5824-S* that HALL has received some 
more recent complaint from the CPSU. concerning this latest 
listing of delegates, Although it would seem inappropriate 

' for the CPSU to make mention of this clandestine charinel to 
any othéx member of the ΟΡ, USA in contact with the Soviets, 
it is possible that a vailea reference was relayed to GUS 
HALL through some other Party emissary such as JAMES JACKSON; 
CARL WINTER, or MIKE DAVIDOW, Therefore, CG 5824-S* requested 
that during his personal meeting with his Soviet contact, ΝΣ 
NY 694~S* raise the question of whether. or not the CPSU had 
made such a:- complaint through some ‘other channel, This infor= . 
mation was also relayed to. the New York Office on: July 23 ,. 
1968, 
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᾿ On 7/23/68, pursuant to previously made arrangements, 
τὰ ἐν ͵“ NY 694-S# met his Soviet contact VLADIMIR A. CHUCHUKIN in 
ἘνΝᾺ the area of the Avenue J Subway station, Brooklyn BMT subway 

~ we line. GHUCHUKIN stated that in accordance with instructions 
ὅς from the COCPSU, he was to furnish an oral report to 
Vins NY 694-S# on the Czechoslovakian situation, NY 69h-S# 
23 ἂς was to furnish this information to GUS HALL (CPUSA General 

3 ντ:ὶλῷ Secretary) as quickly as possible, 

ra 3 ‘(See NY teletype dated 7/2/68). 
4} - - 

. gS In accordance with the above instructions, NY 69)4-S* Φ 8 
met with GUS HALL on 7/2/68, and gave him the information 

is that CHUCHUKIN had furnished. HALL,upon learning of the 
Soviets! request that he:,endorse the letter the CCCPSU sent 

᾿ς to the ΟΟΟΡΟΖ (printed in the July 18th issue of Pravda), 
WY -e became extremely angry and expressed himself in the following 
a way? Sie . 

ar (1) "Who wants their reports - are we a bunch 
υ . of puppets?" 

3 (2) “Neither they (the Soviets) nor the Czechs 
bother to give us any details about what is 

x going on," 

\\ (3) "They want us to endorse the letters it is 
a | a poor letter; it is a difficult letter for 

us to endorse." 
7-- Go > -Bureau (RM) e5LbM 

ΡΥ (UINche Sub BY (RUSIBEO gc We 1- Ὁ - Ἵ Coop ,, i, | 
LNY 138-92 (INV) (CI REC 16,289... 225. FEF /- Ζ 7) G | 
L-NY 105-5710 (CHUCHUKIN) (31) : 
1-NY 100-134.637 (41) 16 JUL 26 1968 
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£69 -S% expressed the ‘opinion that, although 
HATLts initial peaction to the Soviets! request. fas an angry: 
one, after a cooling off period, he would find some way to 
endorse the Soviets! letter. 

(1) At this. meeting NY 69h.-S% orally advised 
. CHUCHUKIN thet GUS HALL thought it'would be a good idea — 

that nowW, or. in the near future, the CGCPSU propose δ Looe 
exchange delegation of three members: of the U.S. Senate. a 

| . Foreign, Relations Committee and three persons of équel rank 
; οὐδ »y from the Soviet Union. These individuals would be invited 

ᾧ: to one anothers" country to discuss international problems, 
HATI- suggested that the individuals to be irivited to the 
Soviet Union should be Senators EUGENE MC CARTHY, MORSE and 

. RULLBRIGHT. 

(δῇ NY b6hese £ 
"he wished that PAUL ALBERT, 
wm! visit the Soviet. Union Tor 8. lew weeks, 

oH . state ig trip was planned for the end of August 
% - Or early September and that visas should be available in 

“a, , both Washington and Tondon for the ALBERTS, HALL said ‘that 
AY. at ALBERT could brief the- Soviéts on thé political situation in 
A the U.S. ALBERT would not go directly to the Soviét Union; 

“however, when he arrived there he. was not to stay at the Party . | 
hotel, the reason. being that only HALE. ard one‘ or two CP persons: ~ 

᾿ς ‘know ALBERT to te a ‘GP member, and that HALL, wants to keep 4b  -: 
that Waye 

+ 
* 

‘ “ 

a (The éhiicago Office is furnishing information 
- τ concerning message one and two by separate menorandum) ὁ. - 

(LY 
(2) 

ἘΝ εἶ 
wes ee 
τὴ δ᾿ 

- δ τς ᾿ (3) NY 694-S% advised | CHUCHUKIN of: ‘the following 
words to be added to the open code: - 

Stem. : - PAUL ALBERT 
Pairs of shoes - one thousand dollars 
(This is the. new code word for money.s taking 
the place of "colour prints" oe - 

CHUCHUKIN and HX 69ij-SH alan discussed the following, 
“apparatus Problems: 

ΕΣ 

“one 

x 
x wy 



next, ἄξορ Ls. Ricky. 

NY HO0+134637 oe ᾿ | a ΕΝ 

5 (a): The televsion signal. éxperiment (wax). will 
not coritinus until after. September. iS, and it will be on 
Chained . {ginstead of Channel ¢7. The time will remain the 
simo ~ 9:11 P.M, - 9:21 P.M., at two minute intervals. 

(NY Letter dated 7/15/68,. page 1). 
ra 

The new magnets to be used to tYenanit the 2 
microfila have not arrived as yet. 

ay letter dated 7/18/68, 1 pagé 2). 

(3) ‘The Soviets requested: that the cPtsa furnish 
them: tle same type. of information on the magazine. "Liberation" . 

π- 

as was fiirnished tq: them on "Ramparts" ‘éte.. 

ay letter dated 17/19/68: page bye 

ἷ Ὁ The Soviets requested hat the. CPUSA furnish 
information on all pro-Peking organizations in the US, including 
the names of their leadérs; financial i operations, and the 
extent of their activities. 

(5). The next persénal nest. ig: dimistrong and the 

4 
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1 = Liaison 
1 - Mr, Ἐς C. Putnan 

, ἮΝ BY LIAISON 

\ {Rater july. 25, 1968 
{ 

} Tos Director 
. Bureau of Intelligence and Resoarch 

Departmont of State 

Proms John Ldgar Hoover, Director. 

Subject: Ἀσασππτον PARTY, USA 
τι ae eer by Sp τὰν ττι 

ΠΛΎΤΟΝΑΡ RELATIONS 

Tho Communist. Party, USA, “(cpusa) furnished the 
Communist Party of the Sovict: Union (CPSU) its. observations 
on ‘the problems of youth. The CPUSA noted that the problens 
with youth are not confined to the capitalist countries, and 
that socialist countries wore also oxperiencing difficuities 
controlling youth, It was suggested that. an international 
conference on youth bo organized to study the ideological 
problous of youth and the influcnce of petty bourgeois 
ideology. It vas proposed that this conference be made a 
part of the International Conference of Communist and Yorkers 
Parties to bo hold in Uoscov, Union of ele Socialist 
Republics, in November, 1968. ἫΝ | δὰ γοφ,. 7272 

While the cPsu δετοδὰ Ahan wis a Cod ΕἸ nice 
should recoive further study, the*CPsu did not believe that ; 
the youth conference should be mide a part of tho meeting in 
ποσοῦ in November, 1968, it was. proposed that a spocial 
international meeting on the probions of youth: bo hold. pac = 

a eubsoquent to the November, 1968, meeting dn Hoscow. ας 
ὮΝ 2 1968 

C oe” fhe CPUSA requested the CPSU to advise it ὁ ὴ ! 
progress being made toward the ostablighmoht of an 3 ον» σονται =" 
national communist press burda, notin ig, phat this idea. had 
been previously submitted by Gus Hall, General Secretary of 

‘ the CPUSA. Tho CPSU adyiege pate nUneT ous tnquirics had been 

TO]SON, ererenarunenn Ree ἐν ee b panel Sek κα FOREIGN DISSEUZNATICN me pp 
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Ἔρθεαδνο, FOREIGN DISSEMINATION” 

Director : 
Bureau of Intolligonee and Renetirch 
Dopaxtnont of State. 

ΕΝ + , 
Ν 4 h, 

éonductdd on 1 thie proposal. Very Τὸν communist parties favor 
the idéa, While the CPSU supports the proposal for an‘ inter- 
national communist press huroau, none of the majox communist 
parties approve of it... Tha CPSYnotad that the prdpdsed presa 
hiireau would cost a miniuun of tyo to thread million dollars to. 
establish and operate for one year, and this money is not now 
Avdiinble, Another problem which would’ be. most. difficult, 
would be the matter of Tocating the headquarters for. the. press 
bureat.. All parties agree: that tha headquarters should not. be 
located in τὶ communist country. ‘The Communist Partics ‘of. 
France and Great Britdin woitld not approve having the headduarters 
for ‘the press; bureau in thoixr countries, Whilo the Cbst did 
approve, of having thé headquarters located in Austria, it ig 
doubtful that the Austrian Government ‘vould pormit it. While 
‘tho. idea of an interhatiohal communist, préedd bureau ‘has. not 
_béan rojécted, thore: ara Sroblams associated with it that. maka 
“ites ‘dmplomeitation inpractical at this ‘tine. . 

4 = Director BY ‘LIAISON i 
Contrat Intelligence Agency . Ms ΟΣ 

᾿ Attohtion: Deputy pisoota, Plans 

rot /No. Foréign Dissemination" since: 
is information could reveal the ἡ 

identity of the source (CG 5824-S*) who: is of continuing 
value and stich Fevelation could result in grave damage to the. 
Nation. mony 

‘Data’ extracted from Chicago letter, ‘dated 17/68, 
captioned "Solas. IS—C 
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H Od-Le-cois »s Mr, C. ἢ. DeLoach 
. Mr, We. ὕ, Sullivan 
Liaison 
Mr. C. D. Brennan 
Ur. R. C. Putnam 

RECS Yeo Ya 2222- 222} July 23, 1968 
BY LIAISON - 

‘at fet Pot Jat Fe |e ee oe oe | 

\ . | Posincinrsr PARTY, rss 
“a RELATIONS WITHTHE’ SOVIETS 

ey 

"The Leadership of the Comunist. Party, USA, has 
received the following from the Conmunist Party of the 
Soviet. Union: 

The Communist Party, USA; has: consistently 
supported the position of the Communist Party of the. 
Soviet Union at. international meetings and in its publications, | 
The Communist Party of the Soviet Union especially appreciates 
the. sipport- given by the Conmunist Party, USA, at the meeting 

Ὡς held in Budapest » Hungary, in June, 1968, to prepares for an 
ὩΣ International Conference of Communist sind Workers Parties. to 
<= be held in Noscov, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, in 

| oe November, 1968, The support given the position of the 
- © Soviet Union on the question of the dictatorship of the 

| Ὁ ὦ proletariat, the major point of difference at the Budapest 
? meeting, was most welcome, However, it is the opinion of the 

& ἕξ Communist Party of the Soviet Union that the ‘Communist Party, 
τῶ USA, should begin to.act more independontiy in these matters 

because it does not lock right for both Parties to. present δ 
united front on all. questions. 

4 

Leonid I, Brezhnev,, Genoral Secretary, Communist 
w Party of the Soviet Union, has requested Gus Hall, General 

Ὁ Secretary, Communist Party, USA, to write frank letters to hin 
: pe” about conditions as. Hall sees them. In this regard Brezhnev 

has: thei ipression Ὁ hat Hall can be a very “ornery guy" who 
speaks his mind, ‘but. that wher ‘he and Hall conferred in Hoscow 
in tho. Fall. of 1967, he got ‘the idea HaZi was holding back. 
it was,noted that when Haiti ‘spoke to workers. at various. plants 
in the: Soviet Union, he co mpared Sovis t efforts in industry , “fs 

ron. URFavorably with efforts of the workers'th the United States. 
| PeLouch =.=. Brezhnev appreciates honest. criticisn. of this type and seeks 
Bite en > stich, in the letters to be directed to. him by Hall, 

εἶ 
- ‘CaHahon —_ 
Conrad | 
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Sea. memorandum C’,. D.- Brennan to Ur. W. C.. 
dated: 7/22/68, captioned "Solo, Is-c,* 

Classified " 

Sullivan, 
prepared by RCP:pab. 

t/No Foreign Dissemination". 
of ‘this information could réyeal. 

the: identity of the source. (cG 5824-~S*) ‘who is of continuing 
value and ‘such revelation eould result in ospecialiy ‘grave damage: 
to ‘the Nation, 

Data extracted from Chicago jetter dated. WATS 
~ captioned "Solo, s-c." 

XEROK. ‘COPIES. BEING. FURNISHED. ‘TO MRS, MILDRED. STEGALL. AT THE 
WHITE HOUSE, THE ‘SECRETARY “OF: STATE ,. THE. DIRECTOR, OF CENTRAL | 
INTELLIGENCE AGENCY; THE’ ATTORNEY. C GENERAL AND. THE DEPUTY 
ATTORNEY. ‘GENERAL, 

ΠΟ FOREIGN DISSEMINATION 
Δ- -_ . 9 - εὖ 
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M ( morandum Colla 
ἦμος Felt . 

τὸ Ὁ Me. W. C. “ΔΩ pare: duly 22, a= 

FROM : C; D. Brennan’ 

Fa - 

PURPOSE: 

This memorandum advises of information furnished the 
‘Communist Party, USA, by the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
to the effect that the Party should adopt a more independent 
attitude, The memorandum recommends dissemination of a summary 
of this information to the White House, the Secretary of State, 
Director of Central intelligence Agency and the Attorney General, 

BACKGROUND : 

While on Solo Mission 27, CG 5824-S* conferred with 
A. 5. Belyakov, Chief Deputy to the Head of the International,,, 
Department, Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union, 
in Moscow, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. During this 
conference, CG 5824-S* was advised. as follows: 

; The Soviets ‘appreciate the support the Communist 
Party has given them at international meetings and in ‘tts 
publications.< However, the Soviets believe the Communist ῬΑ ty , 
USA, should adopt a more independent. attitude because “atfdoes 
not look right for both Parties to present such a united front 
‘on ail questions. 

Leonid I, Brezhnev, General Secretary, Communist 
‘Party of the Soviet Union, has requested Gus Hall, General 
‘Secretary, Communist Party, USA, to write him, frank letters 
about conditions‘ as he sees them,, Brezhnev noted that ‘when 
he and Hall conferred in ‘Moscow. in the Fall τ 1967, he got 

Enclosure 27, - 2--3.9. δ ρα ΝΠ btee Κξύφηι, 10760 1002428091 
6 JUL 296 RCDipab οὐκί “ 

᾿ς 6) ; Se treat sac ν᾽ 

Lic Mx. C. D. DeLoach 
1 -4Nr. Wa C. Sullivan 
1 = Liaison "" . CON INUED::~ OVER 

1 + Mr, -C. D, Brennan 
1-Mr. R. Ὁ, Putnam 



Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan — 
- Re: Solo 
100-428091 

a Tt 

the impression Hall was holding back, and that when Hall spoke 
to workers at Soviet industrial plants, he compared their 
efforts unfavorably. with workers in the United States. 

Attached is a summary of this information for 
Mrs, Mildred Stegall at the White House, the Secretary of 
state, the Director of Central Intelligence Agency, the 
Attorney General and the Deputy’ Attorney General. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

It is recommended that the attached summary be 
approved and sent, 

Avg 
fe γὴν 
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‘SAC, New York (100-134637) 7/29/68 

| Director, FBI (100-428091)- 2m Me, ‘Farr \, « ᾿Σ 12 = Hy, Mastrovich 
Δ ( 

ἐ Ἐ ΓΟ μν, R. Ce Putnan 

~-* md ; Ν 
| 

Reutlet 7/25/68 and CGlet 7/24/68, Relets. contain 
information relating to possible travel by: Paul Albert ana 
family to. the Soviet Union, 

Since it appears: Albert, will, now reside in 
New ‘York City and New York will assume origin in his case, 
New York must insure. this matter is closely followed. If 
Albert does travel ‘abroad, stich travel must be. handled in. 
accordance with current ‘instructions relating to foreign 
travel by security: subjects, The letterhead memoraidun 
reporting his travel. should set forth his communist ᾿ co + 

o 8 ™ affiliations. as completely as: possible without. jeopardizing 
a s ne security of the Solo Operation, If information developed 
= «> =| through the: Solo Operation is utilized in carefully para~ 

13 ὁ Qiphrased form, the letterhead. memorandum should be classified 
ΞΞΦ. |at least "Secret/NdcToreign Dissemination.” 

------ =: Chicago (134-46) 

| “2 Bop αν fr 

ΚΟΤΕ: 
Albert is. allegedly the clandestiné cottact for tho 

CPUSA with members of Congress. Intensive investigation has 
failed to substantinte this claim which has bdan. made -by 
Alpert and Gus Hall, ‘although Albert does have contacts among 
iiborais on the Hill. At the present tine, thore is no information 
indicating that Albert will travel, birt Hall has suggested to the 
Sovicts that Albert be invited to brief them on the political | 
situition in the U.S. Since Albert's CP membership is known only 
to. about three Party Ronbors it must bo handled with itnost 

Telson τ - diseretion. 
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CODE 

Ny - ἭΝ 1, - ‘Mr. Ὁ, D. DeLoach 

ee TELETYPE: URGENT: I= Mr. W. C,. Sullivan | 
2” 1 ὦ Mr. C. D. Brennan 

L- Mr,..R.-C, Pirtnhan 
" ac, 2h, 259-- fp vogi/—- 4OGO 

1 2 ᾿ κ᾽ - 

ΤΟ THE WHITE HOUSE. SITUATION ROOM. 

ATTENTION: MRS’, MILDRED STEGALL 

SECRETARY OF STATE 

DIRECTOR, CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY. 

DIRECTOR, DEFENSE INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

ἢ 
FROM. DIRECTOR. FBI. 

_ ae COMMUNIST "PARTY, . USA, INTERNA TLONAL aL 

. “ON JULY TWENTY-FOUR. LAST THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF CEHE sovrEr 

aS UNION: ADVISED THE COMMUNIST: PARTY, USA, AS FOLLOWS: Be 

" Sad ‘THE SITUATION IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA 18. DETERIORATING, ‘tiie 
: COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION SENT A LETTER TO THE CENTRAL 

COMMITTED OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA, SETTING FORTH 

THE SERIOUSNESS OF THE SITUATION IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA, THIS LETTER 

WAS ‘UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED BY. THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF THE 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION AND BY REPRESENTATIVES OF 

PY? FIVE SOCIALIST COUNTRIES WHO. ATTENDED THE WARSAW. PACT’ MEETING 

% IN POLAND LAST WEEK. WALDECK + ROCHET, GENERAL + SECRETARY, | 

ΟΝ 

my 

; Tolson 

{ Bases Ἐς ‘MEETING OF ALL COMMUNIST PARTIE 
Bishop ——- ν tamer ΒΝ 
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TELETYPE TO THE WHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM 
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

THE SITUATION: IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA. - THIS PROPOSAL WAS DISGUSSED 
AT A PLENARY SESSION OF “THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE OF THE COMMUNIST 

PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION WHERE ΤῈ WAS DECIDED THAT SUCH A - 
MEETING WOULD BE USELESS BECAUSE. OF THE DIFFERENCES ‘OF OPINION 
REGARDING THE SITUATION IN ( CZECHOSLOVAKIA 1 HELD BY THE VARIOUS 
PARTIES, 

THE COUNTRIES WRicit APPROVES THE LETTER SENT TO THE 
ΟΟΜΜΌΝΙΒΊ, PARTY OF CZECHOSLOVARIA DID. 80 WITH THE ‘REALIZATION 
OF THE HISTORIC RESPONSIBILITY INVOLVED IN PREVENTING ‘THE LOSS 
OF THE REVOLUTIONARY ACHIEVEMENTS ATTAINED. IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
AND ‘TARE.THTS MEANS ‘Yo CALL, τὸ THE ATTENTION OF THE INTERNATIONAL - 
COMMUNIST HOVEMENT 1-78 RESPONSIBILITIES iF SUCH REVOLUTIONARY 

ACHIEVEMENTS SHOULD BE LOST, 

THE COMMUNES: PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION REQUESTED ‘THE ~ 

COMMUNIST PARTY ; USA, AS A ‘FRATERNAL, MEMBER .OF ‘THE. SOCIALIST 

WORLD TO ENDORSE ‘THE LETTER ΞῈΝ TO CZECHOSLOVAKIA, WHICH LETTER 
WAS PRINTED IN "PRAVDA" ON JULY EIGHTEEN LAST. THIS ENDORSEMENT 
CAN BE SET FORTH. IN ANY MANNER WAGE is SUITABLE FOR THE COMMUNIST 
PARTY, USA, AND ITS LEADERSHIP: 

GP-1 
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ot th this anfornation could reveal the Reece a 

, inforiia tion: was being: furnished: tle White Housé, Secretary of _ 
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TELETYPE, τό THE Waite HOUSE SITUATION: ROOM ΕΣ 
COMMUNTST, PARTY, USA, INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS = | So, 

| - Giassi fia — sizce:: vntuthop ia disclosuire "eh ast 

grave. damage ‘to: the Nation, : 

Data extracted fron New. York teletype ̓ “dated 1/2/62, 
captioned "Solo, Is. = ‘Communist . tte 

a 
" 

' See. iéeniovaiidun αι, D. Brennan £0 i, W.-C. , Sullivan, ΝΕ 
dated Syas/ens ‘captioned "Solo, Internal Sectirity =-Communist,;"= 9 ΘῈῸ ! 
prepared. -by RCP:paby. which ‘advised that a sutimary 6£ this 

State, Director. of Céntral Intelligence Agéney. arid Director; 
Defense: Intelligence Agency, ‘The Attorney General will be 
fprnished τὶ Gopy of ‘this | teletype PY separate cover, 
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S ASTERISK MET HIS. SOVIET CONTACT, VLADIMIR A» CHUCHUKIN 

‘VIA’ TELETYPE 
JUL 24 1968 

ΜΝ ENCIPHERED 
309 PM URGENT 7-24-68 JLW y 

oy i 

ἅ 

Ἃ Callahan... 

Mr, Conrad... 

Mr. Trotter. 
Tele. Room 

Miss Holmes—— 
Miss Gandy. 

ATT. DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION 

curse VIA WASHIGTON 

FROM NEW YORK 1@8-154637 3P οϑ 

ON JULY TWENTYTHREE, NINETEEN SIXTYEIGHT, PURSUANT 

TO PREVIOUSLY MADE ARRANGEMENTS, NEW YORK SIX NINE FOUR - 

IN THE AREA OF THE AVENUE J SUBWAY STATION, BROGKLYN 

BMT SUBWAY LINE. CHUCHUKIN ADVISED THE INFORMANT THAT 

IN ACCORDANCE WITH INSTRUCTIONS FROM THE CC CPSU, HE 

WAS FURNISHING THE LATTER WITH INFORMATION TO BE IMMEDIATELY 

TRANSMITTED TO GUS HALL (CP, USA GENERAL SECRETARY). 

THIS INFORMATION CONCERNS THE CZECHOSLOVAKIAN SITUATION 

WHICH IS DETERIORATING. μῷ, aac 2 oe. ψαδοφ,- 79 ζὃ 
HALL WAS Τὸ BE INFORMED THAT AT A PLENARY SESSION 

OF THE CC CPSU’ A’ LETTER WAS WRITTEN TO THE 00 CPCZ amet neces ere 
fe . 

SETTING FORTH THE SERIOUSNESS OF ΤῊΣ SITUATION IN 6 JUL 81 1968 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA. THIS LETTER WAS UNANIMOUSLY APPROVED"BY THE » 

ewp ence ove TELETYPED TO: . 4ιὴ 27 
Cc ὅ- 



ΒΕ HELD BY ALL EUROPEAN COMMUNIST PARTIES TO DISCUSS THE 

PLENARY SESSION: OF THE CC CPSU AND IT WAS DECIDED THAT IT WOULD 

THE’ CC CPSU DISCUSSED THEIR. DECISION WITH COMRADE ROCHET AND 

APPROVED THE LETTER SENT TO THE CC CPCZ DID SO WITH THE 

REALIZATION OF ‘THE HISTORIC RESPONSIBILITY OF PREVENTING 

ὃ 

PAGE TWO 

CC CPSU. IT WAS ALSO DISCUSSED BY THE REPRESENTATIVES OF 

THE FIVE SOCIALIST COUNTRIES WHO ATTENDED THE WARSAW 

PACT MEETING IN POLAND, LAST WEEK, AND, ENDORSED UNANIMOUSLY 

BY THEM, THIS LETTER WAS THEN SENT TO THE CC CPCZ. 

(THE OFFICIAL TEXT OF THE LETTER WAS. PRINTED IN FULL 

IN THE “PRAVDA™ ISSUE OF JULY’ EIGHTEEN, NINETEEN SIXTYEIGHT). 

AT THE. SAME TIME, COMRADE WALDECK ROCHET, GENERAL 

SECRETARY OF THE. CP OF FRANCE, REQUESTED THAT A MEETING 

CZECHOSLOVAKIAN SITUATION. THIS REQUEST WAS. TAKEN. UP’ AT THE 

NOT’ BE A GOOD IDEA TO HOLD A MEETING OF THIS KIND AT THE PRESENT TIME. 

IT WAS DECIDED THAT’TO HOLD SUCH A MEETING NOW WOULD 

BE’ USELESS BECAUSE ‘OF THE.DIFFERENCES OF OPINION BY’ THE 

VARIOUS. EUROPEAN COMMUNIST PARTIES. 

THE FIVE SOCIALIST COUNTRIES OF THE WARSAW PACT WHICH 

THE LOSS OF THE REVOLUTIONARY ACHIEVMENTS IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

AND IN CALLING TO THE ATTENTION OF THE INTERNATIONAL - 

COMMUNIST MOVEMENT ITS RESPONSIBILITIES IF SUCH. REVOLUTIONARY 

ACHIEVEMENTS SHOULD BE LOST. 

END PAGE TWO 
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PAGE THREE 

THE CC CPSU RESPECTFULLY SUGGESTS THAT THE CP, USA 

AS A FRATERNAL MEMBER OF THE SOCIALIST WORLD, ENDORSE THE 

LETTER WHICH WAS PRINTED IN "PRAVDA” ON JULY EIGHTEEN, 

NINETEEN SIXTYEIGHT. THIS ENDORSEMENT CAN BE SET FORTH 

IN ANY MANNER WHICH IS SUITABLE FOR THE CP, USA AND ITS 

LEADERSHIP. 

ON JULY TWENTYFOUR, NINETEEN SIXTYEIGHT, NEW YORK 

SIX NINE FOUR ~ S ASTERIS WAS ΤῸ FURNISH THE ABOVE INFORMATION 

TO GUS HALL. THE CZECHOSLOVAKIAN SITUATION WAS WHAT 

PROMPTED THIS MEETING. 

OTHER INFORMATION EXCHANGED BY CHUCHUKIN AND NEW YORK 

SIX NINE FOUR - S ASTERISK WILL BE FURNISHED THE BUREAU BY 

A SEPARATE COMMUNISTION. 

END 

LRC R RELAY 

FBI WASH DC 
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4 UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

MemorandumROUTE IN EN VELOPE —— 
« , . Gcle _ rs “Ὁ. Mr. W. C. Sullivan μψν' pare: July 25, 1968 a 

| pipes ΙΝ ᾿ . . Tele, Roum cmon - 
FROM; Cc. Ὁ. Brennan Usha Heleee τσ 

SUBJECT rend 
Ζ INTERNAL SECURITY -- COMMUNIST 
} 

" 

7 Solo is the code ‘word used to refer to the liaison 
operation performed by our “informants between the Communist 
Party, USA, and other communist parties of the world, — 

PURPOSE: 

This memorandum advises of information furnished’ 
the Communist Party, USA, (CPUSA)- regarding the situation 
in Czechoslovakia by the Soviets and recommends dissemination 
to the White House, the Secretary of State, Director of 
Central Intelligence Agency and Director of Defense Intelligence. 
Agency by teletype. 

BACKGROUND : 

Late in the evening of July 23, 1968, pursuant to 
previous arrangements, NY 694-S* met his Soviet contact 
Viadimir A, Chuchukin, a Soviet intelligence agent assigned 
to thé, Soviet Mission to the United Nations. 

ἢ ‘3Chuchukin, under direct orders of the Central 
τς Committee, of tHe -Communist Party of the Soviet Union, furnished 

: NY. 694-S* with information on the situation in Czechoslovakia 
° which | wasi'to “be immediately furnished Gus Hall, General 

_ Secretary CPUSA. 

4.8 Seithe. Soviets described the situation as deteriorating ο τὶ 
> and referred to a letter sent ‘to, Czechéslovakia which was ΝΣ 
᾿ subsequently printed in the July 18, 1968, issue of "Pravda," - 

᾿ -official Soviet newspaper ὦ The Soviets requested the oe ἘΠ 

: Enclosure ᾿ agc 2] f/f eam : | 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
Re: Solo 
100-428091 

as a fraternal member of the socialist world, to endorse this 
letter in any manner suitable to the CPUSA and its leaders. 
NY 694-5* furnished this information to Gus Hall on the afternoon 
of July’ 24, 1968, 

Attached is a tébtype containing a summary of the 
"information furnished the CPUSA for transmittal to the 
White House, the Secretary of State, Director of Central 
Intelligence Agency and Director of "Defense Intelligence 
Agency. A copy will be sent to the Attorney General. 
Teletype used in view of the rapidly changing situation in 
Czechoslovakia, 

RECOMMENDATION : 

It is recommended that the attached teletype be 

4 ye ὲ 
Vial 
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ReBulet dated June 20, 1968, enclosing, a copy 
' of a letter from the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) — 
commenting upon the FB] summary regarding the April 24~28 , 
1968, Budapest Preparatory Meeting, 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau aré the original 
and three copies and for thé New York Office one copy of a — 
letterhead memorandum entitled, “Preparatory Committee of 
the International Conferetice of Communist and Workers! 
Parties, Budapest, Hungary , April 24-28, 1968." | 

The informatidn set forth in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum. was orally furnished on, July 22, 1968, ‘by 
CG 5824-S* ‘to SAS ROBERT A, VILLEMURE and WALTER Aw BOYLE. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum. is classified ᾿ 
" since. unauthorized disclosure of the information ᾿ 

_ get forth therein could reasonably resnit in the identifi- If 
‘cation of this source who is furnishing information on the de 
highest levels concerning the international communist movement, 
thus adversely affecting the national security. -- του 

In. or denrto further protect the identity of this 
source, the enc ‘eeu lettérhead memorandum has been shown as 
δον oY Ἰνὴ ἌΝ igton, D.C, 

~ 90} TAR 
Oba tet Ene, 4)" (RM) 
i-New York (100134637) (Ene. 1) (Inf6) (RM) 
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SECLASS ΤΕ ICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

PRE AUTOMATIC DETLASSTYTCATION GUIDE oe ; Sor oo” oer cee 

DATE @4-18-2012 - ᾿ ͵ - 

»~ 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. C. 
File No, 

July 26, 1968 

Sreai/xo FOREIGN 
DISSEMINATION 

PREPARATORY COMMITTEE OF THE INTERNATIONAL 
CONFERENCE OF COMMUNIST AND WORKERS ' PARTIES, 
BUDAPEST HUNGARY APRIL "24-28 ; 1968 

- 

Reference is. made to Central. Intelligence Agency 
(CIA) letter τὸ the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) 
dated June 17, 1968, captioned as above. 

Referenced letter pointed out. that while the pre- 
‘pared speeches at the April meeting in. ‘Budapest, Hungary ; 
give clues to the positions of several, Party. delegates, it 
would be helpful if further information could be obtained 

! regarding the actual behind-thé-scenes maneuver ings and 
whether there were any attempted Soviet applications of 
pressure at the Budapest meeting. Consequences. of -the 
clash between the Italian and Polish delegates are“of parti- 
cular interest, ean “ 

‘During July, 1968, a. source, who- ‘hag ‘firnished 
reliable information in the past, advised’ “that, it ὯΔΈ been 
learned that: the activities ‘and ‘conduct *of ‘the delegation 
from the Communist Party of the Soviet ‘Union. (CPSU); in 
attendance at the April Budapest meeting: were inost. circum 
Spect, The principal figures in. the-Soviet delegation were 
almost bending over backward τὸ avoid any iipression of 
exerting influence or pressure! upon “any: -of sthe - ‘other’ com- 

* munist delegations. present. This: attitude -by ‘the: Soviet 
1 ge 

This document ‘contains neither -scohtiondations 

nor conclusions of the FBI, It is the property 
of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it. and 
its. contents are not to be distributed outside — 
your-agency ,. 

SHREEL/NO FOREIGN 

excluded fr 
“ downgrading . 
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PREPARATORY COMMITTEE OF THE INTERNATIONAL ‘Seppaffn0 FOREIGN 
CONFERENCE OF COMMUNIST AND WORKERS' PARTIES, DISSEMINATION 
BUDAPEST, HUNGARY, ARPIL 24-28, 1968 

principal delegates was carried to the extreme of almost hon- 
fraternization with other communist delegations and those 
delegates who expressed an interest and made an effort to 
hold private discussions with these leading delegates found 
it a most difficult task. Nonetheless, leading Hungarian 
delegates confidentially advised that the Hungarian Socialist 
Workers! Party (HSWP) had received substantial assistance 
from the CPSU in all phases of the preparations of the April 
Budapest meeting. 

In the interim since the April Budapest meeting, 
another gathering of Communist and Workers' Parties has taken 
place in Budapest for the purpose of preparing a draft main 
document for the coming Moscow conference in November, i968, 
This gathering from June 12 to 21, 1968, encompassed the 
meeting of the so-called "Committee of Eight" and the meeting 
of the Working Group. During the course of the deliberations 
of these two bodies, the influence and pressures of the dele- 
gation from the CPSU came more to the fore. A leading dele- 
gate from the HSWP advised that although the principal document 
considered as a working outline at the above meetings was known 
as the Hungarian draft, it was, in fact, prepared jointly by 
the HSWP and the CPSU. As a matter of fact, a special delega- 
tion from the HSWP had gone to Moscow, USSR, for a period of 
weeks prior to the June meeting to work out this draft and 
other preparations for the meeting in collaboration with the 
CPSU. 

As to the consequences of the clash between the 
Italian and Polish delegates, their respective positions must 
be understood. The Italian Party opposed the convening of 
an International Conference of Communist and Workers' Parties 
or at least wished it to be postponed. On the other hand, 
the Polish United Workers' Party (PUWP) wanted such an Inter- 
nationai Conference to be convened as soon as possible, 
Underlying ; the Polish position, to some extent at least, was 
the Polish idea that if the International Conference should 
result in the establishment of some international communist 
coordinating body, Wladyslaw Gomulka, First Secretary of the 
Central Committee of the PUWP, could be inserted as the head 

-2- _ Seen FOREIGN 
SSEMINATION | 
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PREPARATORY COMMITTEE OF THE INTERNATIONAL SEBEENO FOREIGN 
CONFERENCE OF COMMUNIST AND. WORKERS' PARTIES, SSEMINATION. 
BUDAPEST, HUNGARY, APRIL 24-28, 1968 

of such a body and thus solve some of the factional problems 
of the Polish Party which were. in evidence at that time. 
This desire on the part of leading members of the PUWP may 
or may not continue up to this time, in view of the subsequent 
events in Poland and Czechoslovakia. 

Additionally, other disputes and disagreements in 
policy lay beneath the surface of the clash between the 
Italian and Polish delegates at the April Budapest meeting. 
The Italian Party disagreed strongly with the Polish drive “ 
against intellectuals and students, the drive against Polish 
Jews, and their expulsion of some Party members, The Polish 
disagreement with the Italian CP showed itself concretely 
in the censure and-later expulsion of correspondents .of the 
Italian CP newspaper "L'Unita" because of their quotation 
of certain parts of a Gomulka speech in which he characterized 
Polish Jews.as a fifth column in Poland. A second embarrassing 
dispatch by the "L'Unita" correspomien ts was made in the midst. 
of the Polish drive against the more liberal elements in. their’ 
Party with overtones of anti-Semitism, in which the Italians 
remarked that they could not conceive that the small minority 
of Jews could constitute the chief danger to Polish socialist 
Society. These quotations from Gomulka did. not appear in 
the official version of Gomulka's speech but the "L'Unita" 
correspondents were present and printed what, they heard. Now; 
the above is how the argument appears on the surface but in 
reality the dispute concerns the entire process of democrati~ 
zation of socialist society and the decentralization of the 
world communist movement, The dogmatic line of the PUWP in 
the international as well as national arena is strongly: opposed 
by the Italian CP. This fundamental ideological disagreement 
between these two Parties is. not resolved and will continue 
to manifest itself in subsequent meetings of Communist and, 
Workers' Parties right up until the day of the International 
Conference in Moscow, USSR, in November, 1968. » 

The CPSU has some very definite feelings on the 
subject of the eventuality of some kitid of organizational 
structure being established for the-.further guidance and 
coordination of the international communist: movement. Over 

- 3.- ΞΕ ΟΕ ΝΟ FOREIGN 
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a considerable period of time Gus Hall, General Secretary. of 
the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA), has enunciated the thesis 
that the unity of the world communist movement requires not 
only periodic conferences but also. some coordinating committees. 
The CPSU accepts Hall's thesis wholeheartedly but in order not to 
ageravate relations with more liberal CPs both in the East 
European socialist bloc and in the Western world ‘and in order 
not to jeopardize chahces for the International Conference in 
Moscow, ‘has’ not deemed it advisable to take such a position 
either publicly or in such international forums as the current 
round ΘῈ conferences in Budapest. The CPSU. is also in the 
forefront of those supporting another project espoused by Gus 
Hall which is the proposal for an international communist press 
agency. As a matter offact, the CPSU, after: receiving this: 
suggestion from Hall, has been actively sponsoring its establish- 
ment with other CPs throughout the world, The chief obstacles 
to its establishment, however, are support by other CPs and 
a location in a non-communist country willing to accept it. 
It would be wrong to underestimate the importance of the establish- 
ment of such an international communist press agency because, as 
presently envisioned, this agency would be quite similar to the 
old International Press Corréspondence which wielded considerable 
influence in the. international communist movement during its 
existence, 

The Russian leaning toward international coordination 
or control of the international communist movement is evidenced 
in the. debates which took place at the June Budapest meetings. 
Thése debates over thé content of the draft outline of the main 
document for the Moscow conference centered upon the inclusion 
in such.a document.of general theses or laws that would apply 
generally to all CPs and to the development of socialism anywhere 
in the world, The CPSU delegation vigorously supported the 
inclusion of such general theses in the draft document, while 
the Italians, the French, the Czechs, and others argued: just 
as vigorously against it because this was interpreted as outside 
interference in the internal affairs of another CP or state. As 
a consequence of these debates, the Soviet Party has begun. to 
back off from their initial insistence upon demands for such 
general theses, Therefore, at the June Budapest meeting the 
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prospects for an International Conference in Moscow in November, 
1968, looked reasonably good. even if on a compromised. basis,. 
However, in view of recent events. in Czechoslovakia and the: 
sympathetic response to: Czechoslovakia from a number of other , 
socialist countries and CPs, there may 06. a dimming of the 
prospects for a broad and successful conference as visualized 
by the CPSU, 

Concerning multilateral and bilateral meetings: of the 
CPSU. with other CPs, such as the May. 30-31, 1968, conference 
in Moscow commemorating the 150th Anniver. sary: of Kari Marx, 
it. is quite evident that the aim or primary emphasis’ of such 
meetings is on internationalism. Such meetings; iticluding 8 
‘Karl. Marx Sesquicentennial Sponsored by the Socialist Unity 
Party or ‘Germany (SUPG), concentrate upon ‘the discussion of 
some. theoretical subjects invoking the "sacred writ" .of Karl 
Marx. But these: Subjects are not ‘approached .as: concretely 
as they are. at the Budapest ‘Preparatory Meetings, All of these 
meetings are: being used by the CPSU and: its allies as a. vehicle 
to: strengthen the coming Moscow conference; to win friends, . 
and. to increase their influence, 

Sto _ Sat NO FOREIGN . 
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Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 2ΞΞΞΞ 
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TO : Mr. .Conra < DATE: July 29, 1968 —<“ 

FROM : CC, F, Do 

SUBJERT SoLo | ) C σῇ... 
\ INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

. Ζ On 7/29/68, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
} station at Midland at which time a message, NR 64 GR 87, was intercepted, 

The plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York:-Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information, 

1 - Mr. Conrad 

2 - Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. R. C. Putnam) 
1 - Mr. Downing 

f 

1- Mr. Newpher . 
1 - Mr. Paddock ¢, th ,) Og= Sf 3-F OF fo 7053 
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96869 

57995 

46641 

78729 

20134 

84537 

48349 

(23877 

57315 

45608 

49179 

72989 

02338 

05392 

005041 

39007 

45851 

12207 

35818 

61273 

71309 

75494 

91545 

05955 

53703 

40858 

USSR 

GUS HALL 

78008 60450 

91180 85935 

36059 84659 

72209 31187 

92127 68536 

48633 08496 

88828 63490 

02665 87332 

41718 54225 

WALKIE TALKIE 

PAUL ALBERT 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ROUTE DeENVILOPE 

Memorandum 
_ TO + | DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 7/29/68 

\v FROM δ [{8Ασ, NEW YORK (100~-134637) 

somos ρος Rage. 
if 

‘On 7/29/68, there was received from the Soviets; 
by way of radio, a ciphered-partially coded message, the plain 
text of which is as follows: — 

"Po GUS HALL 

"Regarding information about PAUL ALBERT's trip with 
family: We understand he is going to visit the USSR as 8 
tourist and that he has round trip tickets. If date of | 
arrival is know in advance, USSR public organizations will 
assist in making him acquainted with the different aspects 
of life in the USSR. Also, they will set up Ἔ medical 
examination for him, 

"Please confirm this by walky-talky." 

(See NY letter dated 7/25/68, page 2.) 

(NY 69h-S% will notify GUS HALL concerning this 
message. ) 

φίς ed B (RM -- 2 σ᾽ 
Chicago (adh -k6-Sub B) (RM) ΕΟ: had 27 b= 7084 
1-NY 134-91 (INV): (CI) are 94 —saee 
1-NY 100-13h637 (42) S AUG 1 1964 

JPL ea πονῶν 

(6). EX-105} —— 

BOT μπῇ ~ «. ᾿ 
S 2

7 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 



| Tavel 

7 © ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

SAC, New York (100-134637"Sub C) 8/2/68: 

gee 18 
Director, EBY (100-428091) WS 1 - Mr. W. H, Floyd 

l= Mr, H. Δ, Grubert. 

| SOLO 
Yn (REPLACEMENT AND NEUIRALIZATYON PROGRAL): 

‘ 

Reurlet 7/29/68. 

Authority is granted to intervici 
for the purpose of devoloping hin. for possible 

utilization in the Solo apparatus. 

Your contact wit should bo made in 
accordance with Section 87D, Manual of Instructions. 
Care should be taken to preciude the possibility of 
enbarrassmont to the Bureau, 

Advise the Bureau of the results. and submit 
recomendations for further action in this matter. 
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ει τα OTE: 
tig Between 1953 and 1966,[_____ vas interviewed wine 

imes under the Topiev program. Each time he spoke. to inter- , 
iewing Agents he was polite and affable, was not antagonistic; 
ave opinions on such matters as Smith Act prosecutions, but f 

refused to furnish pertinent information regarding himself or 
any associates, 

ρ hen he reportedly ‘became disiliusioned with Russian 
ntervention in Poland and Hun here is no known CP 

activity τοραχάλῖ. ᾿ςιοὃὦὃ-ἅσΕ.ο-ὦ Τώρα honorably it barged. 
from the U.S. Coast, Guard 
He continued working ‘in thel = —s———Cifaand is currently’, . 

which manufactures, 
etc .. udging from his 

Polson ~ present employmen sidence address ![ὋἘὦὃὸὃρὔ3.»Ὦ»οΕ,ο,.,.͵.͵.͵ ὃ Ν 
pot κττττσ ἀξ can be assumed has gained considerable affluence since : . 
fot 1956. The beginnings of this affluence are contemporaneous with | 

his apparent break from the CP, Ne 
n the premise that he, as a 

abe ᾿ ntacted iy or soviet representa ives 
. This interview constitutes part of a 

rave program des ndividuals to be. developed as wef 
Tete; BES utilized 

ο e 

/snsthe Solo. apparatus. ἢ Ur 
Holme τ" : : 
dy, -; ype unit] Ὁ" 

‘OS Aue ΤΆ 968 (Ὁ 

COMM-FBE 
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Hi MAUWED % AUGI 1968 ; 
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4 UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

το: IRECTOR, FBI (100-4.28092) DATE 7/29/68 

FROM W'S, NEW YORK (100-134637-Sub ¢) 

suByect: { sor ( ie 
REPLACEMENT AND NEUTRALIZATION PROGRAM) ° 
ISG 

ee 7 been selected for interview 
under the eplacement and Neutralization Program, 

s 

Subversive Activities 

q 

raining 
O00 class and in 

° te \ \ The saue_tear hy pecan 
νὰ XS Ἃ 

ain a | ve a0 
δι δὰ (ΕΜ) REC , -New York (1) 

S AUG 2 iggy | ἜΝ 
, ν᾿ " . περ NOT commen, 

- 



NY 100-134637+Sub ¢ 7 ἊΝ "" 

section Ieve ‘on at. of a 
membér of the 

Ε 

There hg been πὸ Imown. CP activity on the part of 
the subject sinc a "" ΝΣ 

Miscellaneous 

‘or interest 18 the fact that when 
for: employment 

In the course of ἃ Loplev intervie 
interviewing agent touched οὐ his use. of ‘the 

ee oe he got the 
ary use becausé, he was unable A 

Previous. Interviews. 

| Between 1953 and 1966, ies interviewed rider 
‘the. Topley Program nine times, Ab no time was he antagonistic. 
Rach, time he spoke to the agents, Bave opinions on such patterns 

- 2-6 



πριν πὰ 

: NY 100-134637~Sub 0 

ocotinendation 

one can assume. that he™ has gained considérable affluence since 

. #ssured that the Bureau has ho current interest in ‘his past.’ 

as. the Smith Act prosecutions, and the sociaiist Labor Party, ag 
but each time he refuséd to. furnish pertinent information on 
himself or his associates, In his last interview. on 4./8/66,. 
while friendly, he refused to be drawn. irto discussing his ~~ CP past, 

‘From the subject's residence address ana 1 employment, 

1956. It appears too that the beginnings of 

| Th the: ‘past he ‘has. beén. polite. and affable in his . | 
contacts with, Bureau agents, albeit adamant ‘in his refusal Ν ἱ 
to discuss his-past. ‘ . 

᾿ς Δ view above, Bureau authority 1s requested 
1: tas ge that he; as a 

At the outset of the interview, 
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Memorandum : 
TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-1.28091) DATE. 7/30/68 

1 

FROM ἃ ΝΗ NEW YORK (100-134637-Sub 6) a 

soc | cb 
REPLACEMENT AND NEUTRALIZATION PROGRAM) 

Uf IS-C 
f 

j Γ 7" authorizing the interview of 

In view of the recent pen he Professional 
and Cultural Section of the CPUSA b the matter 
of interviewing members of this section was discussed with 
him. Informant stated that interviews at this time may reflect .... 
unfavorably on him,:-since as far as he knows, he is the,only ΤῸ 
recent new member of this sectim. 

s been present at two recent section 
meetings wit 

In view of the above, no interview of[ __]pe 
co , if information is developed that an interview 
Oo conducted without jeopardizing the informant, 
Bureau authority will again be requested, 

τῷ: Fo Lp 
SSBureau (RM) 
1-New York (1) 
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ΤΥ DERIVED FR LASSIFICATYON AUTHORT 

Carrion COTE AU TOMATEG DECLASSIF 

ἡ ΤῈ Oa-Lo9-2012 Γ 
τ ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

1 — Liaison 
1 - Mr. R. Cc. Putnam 

BY LIAISON 

Dates July 31, 1958 

Tos Director: : 
A ͵ Bureau of intelligence and Research 
νά Department of State k 
7 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director | ὌΝ 

Subject : \ COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, gl ρ 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, | 

[ere mas ear τις cee ee Party, US was to trave gue, Czechoslovakia, 
in early duns, 1968, to participate in a seminar on current. 
youth movements to be held June 12-13, 1958. On tho day 
before his departure i¢ wis discovered that he had allowed his 
United States Passport to expire, and there was not enough 
time for him to have it renewed and still attend tho meoting. 

The leadership of the CPUSA desiguatodl ___] 7c 
Laer” youthZui menbexr of the cere Aptaona Committea, 

9 "atcend the meeting in place of 

Officiais of the Communist Party of yakia 
have advised tho CPUSA that the speech made bf eat 
this meeting was well received. The CPUSA was also advised 
that the staff of the "World Marxist Review," the theoretical 
journal of the international communist movone ad~ 
quaxters in Prague, Cacchoslovakia, had a 
ite 20 article fox that publication. ¢ 

wor TY 

. 1 life in the United States. It was roported 
tha 111 prepare a brief article on this subject 
for which ke is to be paid, but his names " will not appear as 
the author of the article. . 

ZL = Director _ BY LIAISON 
Central Intelligence Agency a 

— - Attention: 

= 100-428091 

——— RCP:pab υἱέ" 
(6) 7 

Sondy ἘΞ Ἧς ΒΤ 5% ana TELETYPE unit 1 

Ind 

ie 

fitar Sa FOG ἐπ: 247 

Ἂ 6 AUG 2 1968 | 

Cem ee 
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Diréctor "" a ” . ες 

᾿ Bureau of. Intelligence and Research - " ᾿ 
Department of State: 4 

ae 

t/No. Foréign Dissemitiation"® danée 
| ysrife of this. information could reveal tha. 

identity of the source (CG 5824-S*) :who. is. ‘of continuing | 
va lus: and. ‘such revelation could result in grave, “damage to the 
Nation. ΄ 4 ͵ 
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ον Data extracted fron Chicago letter dated ‘g/19/68;, 
. Captioned "Solo, IS-C," and National Security Agency Intercept _ 
received: from CIA, 7/25/88 « 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

-- 

FROM : C. Fe ἃ 

SUBJECT: © soto 

Va RNAL SECURITY ~ C 

] 

come  RQUPE IN ENVEL@E Tolson 
DeL.occh - 
Moht . 
Bishop «κατ τακισπαν 

Casper 
Cal chiar: μεκυντικα, 

Contad meal 

8} 

: i) ed 

* Gale ——_——, 

Mr. ΝΞ, DATE: July 31, 1968 fp 

Tele. Room wo 
Hole S ene em 

Gandy ee 

On 7/31/68, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies 
but*no messages were transmitted, 

ACTION: 

! For information, 

- Mr, Conrad 

Mr. Downing 
- Mr, Newpher 
PER ΜΗ 

Ι 

joss rersti Poe ~., 
- 

a S AUG 2 Iggy 
By ᾿ . 

δ ΠΝ 

- Mr, Sullivan (Attention; Mr. J, A, Sizoo, Mr. R, Οἷς Putnam) 

f ~ Mr, Paddock ws gate “tec rarer 708 

vO 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memoran um ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
Mr. Conrad 

ACTION: 

ee fh μὲ 

DATE: August 1, 1968 

010. 
NITERNAL SECURITY - C 

For information, 

~ Mr, ‘Conrad 

~ Mr, Sullivan. (Attention: 
~ Mr, Downing 
- Mr, Newpher 
-~ Mr, Paddock | 

HS: opp 

Conrad 
Felt 
Gale 

Rosen _———— 
Sullivan 
Tove) «ταν... 
TOMS pe 
Tele. Room - 
Holmes eee 

Gandy ee 

On 8/1/68, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at scheduled tim n es and frequencies 
but no messages were transmitted, , 

Mr, J.A. Sizoo, Mr, R,C, Putnam) 

vo ταῦ σός FES 9,2: 7062 

6 AUG 2 1868 

| | ᾿ Sf 
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ROUTE. IN ENVELOPE 

SAC, Chicago (134-46 Sub B) 8/2/68 

Diréctor, FBI (100~428091) " 
1 - Mr, R. C.. Putnam 

Rourlet 6/28/68 which set forth possible. cover 
names for CG 6824~S%* and σα 6653=S , 

Bufiles contain no identifiable references to the 
names set forth in ‘relet. 

Records of the Passport Office, U. 8. Department 
of State, were sdarched and ‘ho record could be located for 
the names set forth in relict. 

RCP:pab po 
4) 

NOTE 5. ᾿ 
In order to provide additional security we are 

preparing a new legend for CG 5824~S* and CG 6653-8. γ᾽ 

er 224-- #2 F O9/- 7070 

6 AUG 2 1968. 
— ony RE 

Tavel a βῆ 
Trotter = = 
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OS-A06 7 ike sie TELETYPE unit εἰ, 
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j ogch — SO UNITED. STATES GOVERNMENT_ . 

᾿ Memorandum BOUTE IN EN =. 
BG] S rere 

‘To : Mr. W. Ὁ, ϑυλλάνοι peg DATE: August 1, 1968 
- Toner 

: C.D. Brennan 
Tele. Ron . 
Holmes 
‘Gandy 

FROM 

ἃ SUBJERR: ᾿ = 
\/ NTER L SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST | i, Dm ὯΝ 

Solo is the code word used to refer to the: liaison 
operation perforried by our informants between the Communist a 

- Party, USA, ahd other communist parties of the world, r 

tee. PURPOSE: ᾿ 

' This memorandum advises of information furnished the 
Communist Party, USA, (CPUSA) régarding the ‘situation in 

" - Czechoslovakia by the Soviets ahd recommends dissemination to 
the White House, the Secretary of State, Director of Central 
Intelligence Agency and Director of Defense Intelligence 
Agency by: teletype, 

BACKGROUND : 

On 7/30/68, pursuant to previous arrangements, | 
NY 694-S* met his Soviet contact Vladimir A. Chuchukin, a 
Soviet intelligence agent assigned to the Soviet Mission to YY 
the United Nations ~ “ἜΣ 

3 

Chuchukin stated Moscow had furnished him, in 
docuientary” form, information which Chuchukin was to give 
orally to NY 694-S* for immediate transmittal to Gus Hall, 
General. Secretary, CPUSA. 

ἐν ‘The message reflects Soviet concern of the serious 
| political situation in Czechoslovakia; “that the: ‘Czechoslovakian 
Governmént=3s doing nothing to prevent the tendency of “going 
to the right." They are critical of the “Laxity, of security.’ 
along Czechoslovakian. borders which they feel: is Nesponsible 
for couriers from capitalist countries linking right-wing 
counterrevolutionary forces with similar organizations abroad, 

‘Enelosurés S20 ee. ἐσ 15 ex 0. REC- 58 Y oer G2POF/ =. (09) 
HAG? pab (5) ΡῈ Ὁ CONTINUED υ- ‘OVER 

ΠΕΡΤ cine , ἰῷ, ,Dy DeLoach αι AUG 5 1968 Vay, 
1 = Mr. W. . sullivan f 

1 ~ Mr. Ὁ, Ὁ, Brennan 
1 - Mr. RB. A. Grubert. -. " ᾿ 

98 AUG T3 1968 
ἦ 
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Memorandum to Mr. Ἢ, C. Sullivan 
Re: Solo 

The Soviets are concerned that the working class 
in Czechoslovakia is being attacked with the aim of 
disorganizing them and blames outside influences, including 
the United States and West Germany for that situation. 

| The Soviets declare that they are ready to help } 
| czechostovatkia and the Communist Party of Czechoslovakia in 
every way possible to repulse reaction. 

The main item in the Soviet message was to stress 
the unity of all communist parties in the world and their 
determination to struggle for socialism in Czechoslovakia, 
The Soviets feel that. by acting united they can score success 
in the solution of the complicated tasks facing Czechoslovakia. 

NY 694-S* gave this information to Gus Hall on 
7/31/68, Hall stated he would like to support the Soviet 
position but other CPUSA functionaries are against the 
endorsement until further information is made available. 
Hall hoped, that with the new information, he might convince 
the other CPUSA functionaries to support the Soviet position, 

ere 

Attached is a teletype containing a summary of the 
information furnished the CPUSA for transmittal to the White 
House, the Secretary of State, Director of Central Intelligence 
Agency and Director of Defense Intelligence Agency. A copy will 
be sent to the Attorney General. Teletype used':in view of 
the rapidly changing situation in Czechoslovakia. 

RECOMNENDATION: 

It is recommended that the attached teletype be 
approved and sent. 

Ok MS 
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July 29, 1968. 
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. COMMUNIST PARTY, USA) 
i ERNAT TIONAL RELATIONS 

. be and such: revelation could result in grave damage to the Nation. 

a 

Gus. Hall, General Secretary, Communist Party; USA, 
tng advised the Communist Party of the Sdviet ‘Union as 
follows: . 

It would he Ἢ good idea if how, or in the near 
future, the Central Committeé of the Communist Party of 
the Soviet. Union proposes al exchange. of delégations, with 
the United States. ‘The United States Delegation should bé 
madé up of members of the Foreign Relations Committee of 
the United States Sonate, The Soviet Delegation should 
consist of individuals of equal rank. 

Hall suggested. that the individuals from the 
ΕΣ United Statdés to be invited. to the Soviet Union should be: 

United States Senators Eugene: McCarthy of: Minnésota, 
Wayne ‘Morse: .of Oregon and J..W. Fulbright of Arkansas, 
Becalise of the sensitive nature of the— source which 
furnished. hie Poreign Died this’ communication is classified: 

et/No Foreign. Dissemination.” 

Ae BOP: spa ee 

“vom | : \ sao 
. Classified ἤν. τ /No Foreign Dissémination” since. 

“μα μου χοᾶ disclosure of this information could reveal the 
identity of the source (NY 694~S*) πὸ is of continuing value - 

Callchan. ene 
Contad - 

Felt Fey 
‘Gale ———== ' 
Rosen pene . 
Sulliven'. eran 
avel 

‘$r6n ‘Automatic 

ον W Trotter 
Tele. Room » 
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ε and ‘Chicago. detter dated 7/24/68, captioned "Solo, IS-C," 

AGENCY, ‘THE, ATTORNEY GENERAL “AND, 7HE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL. 

NOTE coNTINGE ὩΣ ΝΕ ΝΠ ΞΕ 

| dated 7/26788, captioned. "sole, Tnternal Security: ~ Communist," 
| prepared by RCPipab. ; . 

" XEROX, COPIES BEING FURNISHED TO HRS, MELDRED gimeati, AT THE - - 

COMMONIST PARTY, USA : ΝΕ “ΙΕ 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS ᾿ . 

- moot ne υ ᾿ . 
a * 4" - 

7 Data éxttacted from ‘Néw York letter dated 7/25/68  ὀ.᾿ 

both of which contain. additional inform-tion to be handled © 
under other. éaptions. They are not attached. ΝΣ ' | 

Sea memorandum: Cy D. ‘Brennan -to tie. ἈΝ ΓΝ suiiiyan,. 

WHITE HOUSE; SECRETARY, OF" STATE, DIRECTOR: OF CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE 

I 
1 
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FROM : C,. D. Brennan ὦ ἡ 

[2] 
SUBJECT, SOLO 

TERNAL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 

~ Mr, 

μι et et 

Gale 

paTE: July 26, 1968 " Ξ- 

yottet 

DeLoach 

Sullivan 

Cc. ἢ, 
“ Mr. W. C. 

~ Liaison 

Mr, 
Nr. 

C.D. 
R. Ὁ, 

Mohr 

Felt 

Tele. Room 
Holmes 
Gandy 

Brennan 
‘Putnam ῦ D, Exh 

Solo is the code word uséd to refer to the liaison 
operation performed by our informants between the Communist 
Party, USA, and other communist parties of the world, 

PURPOSE ; 

This memorandum advises of a proposal made by 
Gus Hall, General Secretary, Communist Party, USA, to the 
Soviets that the Soviets exchange delegations with the 
United States involving high-ranking officials, it 
recommends. dissemination of this information ὑπ White House,. ~ 
Secretary of ; State, Director of Central Intelligence. Agency 
‘and the Attorney General. 

BACKGROUND : 

viadinaz Chuchukin, 
On duly 23, 1968, NY 694-S* net his Soviet contact . 

During this contact NY 694-s 

-- 

S€, pursuant 
to“ilistructions of Gus Hall, furnished Chuchukin , for 

_ transmittal ‘to the Soviets, a proposal that the Soviets 
should invite three members of the Foreign Relations Committee 

] of the United States Senate to the Soviet Union and send three 
. Soviets of equal rank as a delegation to the United States. 
Hall suggested that the Soviets invite Senators Eugene McCarthy 
(D=Minn)., Wayne Morse (D-Oreg) and J. W. Fulbright (D-Ark). 

dissemination-to the White House ,. 
of Central. Intelligence Agency ;. 

Attached is a summary of this information for 

Deputy Attorney General. 

RECOMMENDATION : 

approved and sent. 
Enclosur 
RCP:pab 
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Memorandum 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) “DATE: =7/31/68 

ta? 

w 
¥ 

TO 

rom (UO SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

lpr fags 

πέρνω, Os burun Κς ὃν 6, 

Re, NY teletype, 7/31/68, regarding - the Soviet N 
message transmitted to GUS HALL through NY ‘694-S regarding 
the Soviet-Czechoslovakian. controversy. (port 

on 7/30/68, pursuant to previously made arrangements, 
NY 694. S met his Soviet contact, VLADIMIR CHUCHUKIN, and told 
him that he had received from Moscow, on Saturday, 7/27/68, 
a.document concerning the Soviet position with regard to 
Czechoslovakia. He stated that his orders were to furnish 
NY 694-s orahly the content of this message. He further 
stated that he was supposed to have delivered the message to 
the informant as soon as possible after receipt, but, owing to 

_ his being new ‘in the current. apparatus, he was unfamiliar with 
the signal operations and had not furnished the proper signal 
indicating that he had wanted an immediate contact with 
NY 694-S. CHUCHUKIN mentioned the fact that it was the Soviet 
intention that the contents of the aforesaid document be in‘the 
hands of GUS yi before the Soviet-Czech meeting scheduled to 
begin on 7/29/68 

The following is the report | of NY 694-8 reflecting 
the information furnished to him by ΠΟΙ ΗΒ μα for transmittal 
“Yee FOU 

Ce. eC ~L 

q2_> Bureau (RM) 
- ΠΤ Cp Sub B) 

and 

Τυγιίευς eins “ue 

7/31/6 Ὁ 

ΓΝ 

Ἶ - RY 105-45 ἜΣ ΤΥ ἀκα ας υκτν) (95 ΛΝ 
1 - New York ( aN ὃ Στ σα 7272 

ACB: gam 

(Ὁ) 
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NY 100-134637- ti; " 

ΝΥ 69h- 3. advised that he transmitted this informa- 
tion to GUS HALL on 7/31/68; and that, upon ixreadihg; the 
Anformant's réport, GUS HALL stated that, much ashe would like 
to publicly endorse the Soviet position in the current, 
controversy., He ‘présently is in no position to do so because 
of opposition. from Party functionaries who are arguing against 
such endorsément-until further information regarding the 
Soviet position. is available to them. HALL statéd that with 
the newly furnished iniformation from the Soviets, he hoped 
perhaps to convince thé other CGP,USA functionaries. that the 
CP, USA should eridorse the Soviet position. 

᾿ Periedl lines appearing on the attached Xerox report 
were placed there inadvertently. by. the . NYO ‘and have no - 
significance. ἡ . . 

-π 
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About _this.situation_in &Z, it now is even more, serious, 
than beforé, The CO“CPSU is, and has been, watching developments 
in Czechoslovakia there, especially since the January plenary 
session of the CC CPCZ held last January. During all this, the 
CC CPSU received much information from friends in CZ on this , 
serious situation. Based upon this information, it is the opinion 
of the CC .CPSU that the main tendency of the political life in CZ 
has taken shape, witiech is-Hiost dangerous and serious (going to the 
Right)s~"Since Jarluary, the presént leadérship of δ᾽ ΟΦ CP has 
intended to overcome and correct the mistakes of the past, particularly | 
in the field of economy, and national questions; but, ‘during the 
past seven months, no positive steps in that direction were taken 
in the aforementioned fields. Until now, there has been no specific 
program on the national economy in-CZ, and while they speak of 
disorganization of production in some fields, at the same time, 
losses in wages are taking place in the working class. They criticized 
the past under the slogan of"ABSOLUTE FREEDOM", and began to criticize 
the officials who made past mistakes, criticizing everything, 
essentially the Socialist achievements of 20 years, Under this pretense 
of criticism, the working class_of CZ.wasactually, being attacked with 
thé alii” of™disorgaviizing them. It was reported from most réliable 
source tost.'the CG CPSU that this.criticism.was..made by récommendation 
ofgroups "in West Germany “and the USA. These critics (Right wihg 
and the counter revolutionists) "were not effectively vesisted by 
the-CC CRCZ, therefore, weakening, as an act of force tin society, the 
working class and the CP. According to the information received by 
the CC CPSU, only 20%, or less, of CP CZ wembers attend party meetings, 
worsening the situation, It is clear that the counter revolutionaries 
forces are finalizing. the process of regrouping. At this moment, 
"Clubs" are very active, according to reliable sources. At the head 
of such clubs are former Nazis, Trotskites, and former Bourgeous 
generals of the military. One suchcase involves PALECEK and convicted 
CIA Agents: from Ramborisek and Chekh. The Social Democratic Party 
recreated and organized such clubs in many cities, and villages in the 
country. The CC CPSU see such social democratic clubs being organized 
and being headed by former Right wing and social democrats, contrary 
to the statements made by the social democrats today in ΟΖ that these, 
people do not. head such clubs. However, these clubs play an important 
undermining role in many factories and in the rural areas and among 
the working class. The Social Democrats today are openly supporting 

. the document "2,000 words", These Socid Democrats are headed by 
former members of Benes Party. In an interview with "Spiegel Magazine" 
the West German reactionary publication, KUCHERA present Minister of 
Justice in CZ, made the statement stressing that the practical aim 
is for them to come to power, but as of now, it is too early to 
speak of concrete details. The Right wing counter revolutionary 
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, deadership ἔῃ ΟΣ is in contact with different foreign organizations, 
and arse” ‘directly in toch with DE GAULLE through new Premiere DE MURVILLE 

| The ‘People's Catholic Party is maintaining contact with corresponding 
parties, such as theirs, in Austria, and with such people as GRUBER 
and WEICHALM, officials of the Catholic Party in Austria, and even with 
the leadership of the Socialist International. One of the members of. 

' the Social Democratic Party, MICHKA visited Austria, and enlisted 
support of the Austrian Socialists, especially in finance and the 
printing of pamphlets and leaflets. At the meeting: of the Club 231, 
in the town of Semil in CZ, it was declared, openly, that they dre 
in contact with Radio Pree *Burope «. On July "18, 1968, la group of 
Right wing organizations anpealed to: vepbain people in the USA and 
asked for aSsistance in case the situation should become complicated. 
More serfous than that is that the frontiers of ΟΣ are wide open and 
that the border ae are not alert and vigilant. ‘So much so, that 

ee ll 

Tone 

status, newspaper “men, “and “Wilitary. men. ΤᾺ ‘wany “Cases, “the'sé™” people 
were playing the Yole'6r “couriers. or messengers between _ the ight wing 
counter-revolutionary forces, ἢ and. -simtlar~opganizations abroad. “In” 
fact, the Soviet Government sent a special note to Prague ;~pointing 
out the danger of. this. Also, amongst the visitors who come in large 

᾿ numbers ὕο ΟΖ are military officers from the USA, 

Nowadays, the Right wing forces are trying to slander the 
CP of CZ, and the loyal ὁ mrades in the country. Persecution of the 
loyal members assumes an open and unruly character, This campaign by 
these people is also to discredit Slovakia. There is a campaign to- 
discredit the present membership of the National Assembly of Slovakia 
and the Slovakian leadership; also to demoralize the army, and the 
state security forces, and unduly influence the members of the militia. 
In Slovkia today, slogans are printed on walls, etc. that "A Good 
Communist Is A Dead Communist", There is a slogan, also, that there 
are enough trees to hang all Communists in Slovakia, "We have enough 
Poplar trees to hang all Communists", Another slogan in Slovka, which 
is shouted, printed and written is "DemocracyWithout the Russians and 
the Communist Party”. 

A 

CZ writer VAZULIK, one of the authors of "2,000. words", published 
an article in Liternati Listi.. In this article he wrote an appeal 
to 8 certain Tomichek, a leader of a olub Mladdech, that the Communist 
Party is a criminal organization and it must be thrown out of public 
Life; but this impudence by VAZULIK was not resisted and refuted by the 
CP of CZ, The reactionaries and counter-reactionaries, when using the 

slogan of Liberation, do so under the pretext of promoving the CP of Cz 
“as an active force, from political life. These. Right wing forces say 

7 
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\'that is is necessary to conduct a new election campaign fob a a new 

ἐς national assembly, hoping that, in this election, the OP of CZ 
‘ will be defeated. In other words, they are attempting a ¢oup dt etat. 
rFor this purpose all counter-revolutionary and Right wing forces are 
~mited and also are trying to disorganize the working class of CZ, 
and are ready, if need be, for ‘a confrontation with those in support 

"of Socialism, In this there is, an alliance with the former officers 
ἰ of Benes Army. At ia weet ing of the Glub of Active Non-Party Peopae, 

. IVAN SWETAKA stated "There is. a possibility of a civil war - in this 
yp connection there is an anxiety’ in the CC CPCZ and-especially among 

‘those members of the central ‘rommittee who are friendly to the 
Soviet-Union. We say to the Gommunist Party of the US openly, and 
frankly, that the leadership of ithe CP CZ at the last CZ CP plenum 
under estimated the danger of Socialism of ‘Right wing counter-revolutionary, 
.fonees, The letter of 5 nations concluded with an evaluation that the 
‘situation in CZ was sent to the CZ leadership with honest intent and 
pointed out that the main danger is the danger from the Right. To 

“have evaluated this situation incorrectly is a step backwards, and to 
Ignore the advice given by fraternal Communist Parties to the CP of 

' CZ that they concentrate their fire against the anti socialist forces, 
,is also serious. The letter of the five nations was motivated by 
_the dinpire to strengthen the position of Socialism, but, unfortunately, 
‘the Presidium of the CC CPCZ looked upon this letter as interference 
in the internal affais of CZ, and permitted the press of CZ to represent 
this 4s pressure on GZ from the USSR. Someone among the leadership 

_of the CZ party is “sliding down the road of heating up the Nationalist 
_tendencies". ἢ official statement made publicly in CZ repeated 
‘statemerts of friendship toward the Soviet Union, but in practice 
‘anti-Soviet leaflets are being distributed, and the flag of the USSR 
“is defiled in many cases, and ansattack has been made against the 
‘Warsaw Treaty and the Council of Economic Cooperation. General PRCHPIK 
"43 making public, classified information related to military secrets 
of the Warsaw Pact, and, in our judgment, this situation is VERY SERIOUS. 
“The Presidium of the cC CPSU is going’ to the meeting of the CZ with 
USSR to discuss this situation, We declare that we are ready to help 
CZ and the SP of CZ in everyway ‘and make everything possible to repulse 
reaction. 

THE MAIN THING TO STRESS. NOW IS THE UNITY “OF ALL COMMUNIST 
'PARTIRS, | : 

os 
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Further developments will depend, to a certain degree, on 
μον ο Communist Parties! determination to struggle for socialism 

ες oan ἢ Acting united, we can score success in the solution of 
. complicated tasks facing the ΟΖ Party and the country of CZ. 
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BEING ATTACKED.AND DISORGANIZED WHICH THE SOVIETS ATTRIBUTE TO 

- THE SOVIETS ARE ‘CRITICAL oF ‘SECURITY OF CZECHOSLOVAKIAN BORDERS: 

‘Ey 
ΩΝ 

‘TO THE WHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM 

ΕΝ . August 1; 1968 
GODE Ε . 

ATTENTION: URS . MILDRED ‘STEGALL: 

SECRETARY OF: STATE 

DIRECTOR, CENTRAL, INTELLIGENCE: AGENCY 

DIRECTOR, DEFENSE, INTELLIGENCE AGENCY 

‘FROM DIRECTOR, 

" COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, 

THE. Comins PARTY oF “TEE. SOVIET 

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS’; 

"ON. JULY PAIRTY LAST’, 

uNTaN ADVISED: ‘THE COMMUNIST PARTY, uss, ‘AS FOLLOWS : 

‘THE: POLITICAL SITUATION. IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA 15 GOING TOWARD 

THE RIGHT AND THE LEADERSHIP OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA 1§ DOING NOTHING 

0 PREVENT THE ὙΕΝΌΒΝΟΥ, ΤῊΣ CZECHOSLOVAKIAN WORKING CLASS 15 

OUTSIDE’ INFLUENCES, INCLUDING THE UNITED STATES. AND- WEST GERMANY. 

AND BELIEVE ANY VISITORS FROM ‘CAPITALIST. COUNTRIES ACT AS. 

COURIERS BETWEEN RIGHT-WING ‘COUNTERREVOLUTIONARIES AND SIMILAR 

THE MAIN’ POINT OF ‘THE SOVIET MESSAGE WAS ORGANIZATIONS ABROAD. 

iter one ΤῸ STRESS THE UNITY OF ALL, COMMUNIST -PARTIES Ν᾿ THE: WORLD AND 
© DeLodeh teeny 
ΝΠ ΟΝ 
os ‘THEIR DETERMINATION, "TO. Sratic’ Casper 

Caltchan ~. * 
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Felt 
' Gale — 
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TELETYPE TO THE WHITE HOUSE SITUATION ROOM 
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 

THE SOVIETS FEEL THAT BY ACTING, UNITED THEY -CAN SCORE SUCCESS IN . 

. THR SOLUFION OF ‘THE COMPLICATED: TASKS. FACING C2ECHOSLOVARIA . 
~ HE SOVERTS DECLARE THATTHEY ARE READY ΤῸ HEED ΝΝ | 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA AND THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA IN 

EVERY. WAY POSSTHLE TO REPULSE REACTION . : 
“THE SOVIRT MESSAGE WAS DELIVERED "To, GUS HALL, GENERAL, 

SECRETARY, COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, ON JULY THIRTY“ONE LAS WHO. 
" BTATED HE WOULD LIKE Τὸ /RUBRICHYT ENDORSE THE SOVIET POSTriON 

+ IN THE CURRENT CONTROVERSY BUY OTiiR COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, 
FUNCTIONARIES: ARE AGAINST ‘THE ENDORSEMENT UNTIL FURTHER INFORMATION 

18 AVAILABLE? Hint StkreD THAT WITH ‘THe wENLY DEVELOPED 
INFORMATION FROM THE SOVIETS, HE HOPED 10 CONVINCE OTHER 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA, FUNCTIONARIES TO ENDORSE THE SOVIET 

fosirioy: Ὁ ) : 
GP « 

NOTE: | | | 

thls ane EEEECS PRM since snauthortzed disclose of ἐς 
' Who. is of cgntinuing yalue and such révelation could result in 
graye damage to the Nationa τς 

Data extracted from New York teletype, dated 72 81/68 ,. - 

captioned "Solo, Is-C," and New York letter, 7/31/68, same caption. 

| - _. ὅθ8 memorandum C, D. Brennan to Mr. W. Ο, Sullivan, 
| dated 8/1/68, captioned "Solo, Internal Security-Communist,” 
: prepared by HAG;pab, which, advised’ that a sumt&ry 6f this information 

was being furnished. the Waité House, Sec ΘΕΌΝ of State, Director of ᾿ 
Central Intelligence Agency and Directoy lot Defense Intelligence 
Agency, The Attorney General will be firnisheg a copy of this 
‘teletype by separate cover. “ee a ΝΑ . 

‘e ἑ Ἢ 
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__ 740, DIRECTOR 100-428091 AND CHICAGO. .134-46=SUB: B (CODE) Tele. Root 
: ᾿ 7 Miss Gandy... 
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ἐς ATTENTION DOMESTIC INTELLIGENCE DIVISION 

ἊΣ 
ἡ FROM NEW YORK 1005 134637 
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ν 
‘\ RENYTELS, SEVEN THIRTEEN SIXTYEIGHT AND 

SEVEN TWENTY-FOUR SIXTYEIGHT, WITH ‘RESPECT TO: THE CURRENT 

_ SOVIET= CZECHOSLOVAKIAN CONTROVERSY. 
ON SEVEN-THIRTY. SIXTYEIGHT,. PURSUANT ‘TO: PREVIOUSLY 

MADE ARRANGEMTN, ‘NEW YORK SIX NINE FOUR-S ASTERISK MET : 

HIS SOVIET CONTACT, VLADIMIR. CHUCHUKIN, WHO STATED THAT MOSCOW’ HAD 

FURNISHED HIM, IN DOCUMENTARY. FORM, INFORMATION WHICH 

SN CHUCHUKIN WAS TO GIVE ORALLY TO NEW YORK:GIfQNINE FOURS ASTERISK FOR 

IMMEDIATE TRANSMITTAL ΤῸ GUS HALL. CHUCHUKIN, READING fe rho — 72 7099 

NOTES, FURNISHED’ THE INFORMANT WITH. DETAILED STATEMENT . ga ug 8 νὼ 

REGARDING SOVIET ALLEGATIONS ‘REGARDING THE SERIOUS SITUATION. ον, 

ALLEGEDLY EXISTING IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA, THIS DETAILED REPORT 

WILE BE FURNSIEHD ΤῸ THE BUREAU IN A: SUBSEQUENT CONNUNICAT IO Nos 
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PAGE “TWO 

THE SOVIET ‘DOCUMENT; “AS QUOTED BY: CHUCHUKIN, 

INCLUDED:‘REFERENCES:"T0. ‘THE FOLLOWING? 

ΤῊΣ POLITICAL SITUATION: IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA: IS GOING 

“TOWARD. THE RIGHT"; AND THE CZECHOSLOCAKIAN LEADERSHIP 1S’ 

DOING NOTHING:*TO: PREVENT.THIS: TENDENCY... UNDER THE ‘PRETENSE 

‘QF \CRITICISN, THEWORKING CLASS. OF ‘CZECHOSLOVAKIA. 1S ‘BEING 

" SUTACKED. WITH THE: AIM OF DISORGANIZING THEN. THIS:-DIS- | 

ORGANIZATION.IS -ATTRIBUTABLE. TO OUTSIDE INFLUENCES,“ INCLUDING’ 

‘WEST GERMANY. AND: THE-USA. “IN AN INTERVIEW. WITH “SPIEGEL 

MAGAZINE", A. WEST: GERMAN: 'REACTIONARY PUBLICATION, KUCHERAy: 

PRESENT MINISTER OF JUSTICE IYCZECHOSLOVAKIA,. WADE A. STATES 

MENT “STRESSING.<THAT: THE..AIM. 15 FOR HIS.GROUP ‘TO COME TO 

POWER AND: THAT. AT PRESENT 17 15. TOOEARLY TO. SPEAK. OF" CONCRETE 

DETAILS (WITH RESPECT TO ‘ACHIEVING THIS PURPOSE. THE ‘RIGHT 

WING COUNTER-REVOLUTIONARY LEADERSHIP IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA. IS 

IN TOUCH. WITH FOREING ORGANIZATIONS. AND WITH FRENCH PRESIDENT 

‘DE GAULLE AND: THE FRENCH PREMIER’ DE MURVILLE. ‘THE PEOPLE'S 

CATHOLIC ‘PARTY’ IS: MAINTAINING ‘CONTACT. WITH: CORRESPONDING 

PARTIES IN OTHER..COUNTRIES, SUCH AS AUSTRIA. ONE OFTHE 

END :PAGE TWO 



pact: ‘THREE’ 

MEMBERS'OF “THE ‘SOCIAL DEMOCRATIC. PARTY, NICHKA,. VISITED 

AUSTRIA. AND ENLISTED: SUPPORT ‘OF “THE AUSTRIAN SOCIALISTS 

* + 

pot 
τ 

| 
Pa : 

PARTICULARLY: WITH RESPECT 10. PRINTING PAMPHLETS. AND: LEAFLETS 

CRITICAL. ΟΡ THE’ SOVIETS». 

A ‘MOST: ‘SERIOUS. ‘SITUATION EXISTS: BY “REASON OF THE 

FACT: THAT’ THE FRONTIERS” OF: CZECHOSLOVAKIA. ARE: WIDEOPEN. AND: 

‘THAT. BORDER’ GUARDS::ARE NOT -ALERT AND VIGILANT. DURING THE 

FIRST: SIX -MONTHS“OF NINETEEN: SIXTYEIGHT,, ‘THREE: HUNDRED, AND 

SEVENTY ‘THOUSAND CITIZENS. FROM ‘CAPITALIST “COUNTRIES, SUCH. AS 

WEST GERMANY: ‘AND AUSTRIA, VISITED CZECHOSLOVAKIA, -AMONG” THE. 

VISITORS ‘WERE’ MANYDIPLOMATS WITHOUT ‘OFFICIAL 'STATUS,. NEWSPAPER 

MEN. AND: ‘MELITARY: ‘MEN. IN MANY CASESTHESE :PEOPLE. PLAY THE 

ROLE! OF COURIERS’ OR ‘MESSENGERS ‘BETWEEN: THE RIGHT WING: COUNTER= 

REVOLUTIONARY’ FORCES “AND: SINILARVORGANIZATIONS:.ABROAD, AMONG 

VISITORS: WHO"COME: 15: LARGE:NUMBERS: TO: CZECHOSLOVAKIA: ARE. 

MILITARY! OFFICERS: FROM. THE’ USAs: IN SLOVAKIA: TODAY: SLOGANS: 

ARE “PRINTED.:ON? WALLS SUCH <AS,. "AGOOD ‘COMMUNIST: IS ‘ADEAD 

COMMUNISTS”, ‘AND! "THERE! ARE ‘ENOUGH TREES: TO. HANNG: ALL COMMUNISTS 

IN-SLOVAKIAS® | THE RIGHT WING FORCES INSIST’ THAT IT “IS' NECESSARY 

END PAGE“ THREE’ 
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10 GONDUGt a μεν ξυέθλτον CAMPAIGN FOR: ἃ NEW NATLONAL ASSENBLY 

HOPING: THAT, .IN SUCH: ANCELECTION,, THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA WILL. BE. DEFEATED, IN OTHER WORDS, THEY~ARE 

ATTEMPTING A COUP D°ETATS — 

‘SHE AST ITEM IN THE SOVIET MESSAGE: WAS AS FOLLOWS: 

“THE “MAIN THING: TO: ‘STRESS: NOW. IS: THE UNITY OF abl. 

COMMUNIST-PARTIES.. FUTHER: DEVELOPMENTS:-WILL. DEPEND, ΤῸ A 

CERTAIN. DEGREE,’ OW UNITY. OF COMMUNIST PARTIES" DETERMINATION 

TO STRUGGLE FOR SOCIALISM IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA, ACTING UNITED, 

‘WE ‘CAN SCORE’SUCCESS IN THE ‘SOLUTION OF. THE COMPLICATED. TASKS 

FACING THE: ‘CZECHOSLOVAKIAN: PARTY AND CZECHOSLOVAKIA,” 

THE .NYO“DIRECTS THE BUREAU'S, ATTENTION ΤΟ THE 

IAFORESAID’ LAST “PARAGRAPH. ‘IN THE OPINION-OF THE NYO,, THIS 

PARAGRAPH''IS“AMBIGUOUS, AND: ATTEMPTS TO RESOLVE THE AMBIGUITY 

BY “ον σαν AT LENGTH 

REGARDING! ΤῸ WERE. TO.‘NO. AVATLe. HE STATED: THAT HE ‘WAS: REPORTING 

THE LANGUAGE: OF THESSOVIETS AND: COULD NOT. EXPRESS AN OPINION WITH 

RESPECT“ ΤΟ WHAT SPECIFICALLY: THE ‘PARAGRAPH. WAS: INTENDED TO 

‘MEAN; THE NYO: CONSIDERS THE AMBIGUITY TO LIE IN THE FACT 

END PAGE: ‘FOUR: 
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PAGE FIVE. 

THAT POSSIBLY THE INTERPRETATION IS THAT WHATEVER THE SOVIETS 

DO WITH RESPECT ΤῸ CZECHOSLOVAKIA WILL DEPEND, TO A, GREAT 

EXTENT, UPON LTS BEING SUPPORTED BY THE COMMUNIST ‘PARTIES: 

‘OF THE'WORLDs LACKING ‘SUCH SUPPORT, ‘CONCEIVALBLY WHT SOVIETS 

MAY NOT WISH’ TO IMPOSE THEIR WILL MILITARILY UPON THE 

CZECHS. | . 

NEW YORK SIX NINE FOUR-S ASTERISK ADVISED THAT” HE 

TRANSHITIED: THIS INFORMATION. ΤῸ GUS HALL ON: SEVEN THIRTY-ONE 

SIXTYEIGHT, “AND THAT, UPON READING THE INFORMANT’ 5. REPORT, 

GUS HALL STATED THAT,“ MUCH AS HE WOULD LIKE TO: PUBLICLY 

ENDORSE ‘THE SOVIET POSITION IN THE CURRENT CONTROVERSY, HE 

PRESENTLY IS IN NO: POSITION ΤΟ DO SO BECAUSE’ OF OPPOSITION — 

FROM PARTY FUNCTIONARIES WHO ARE ARGUING AGAINST SUCH | 

ENDORSEMENT ‘UNTIL FURTHER: INFORMATION™ nedhp tha THE SOVIET 

POSITION 15 AVAILABLE’TO THEM. HALL STATED THAT WITH THE 

NEWLY FURNISHED INFORMATION FROM THE SOVIETS, HE HOPED 

PERHAPS’ TO ‘CONVINCE THE OTHER CPUSA FUNCTIONARIES THAT THE 

CPUSA. SHOULD ENDORSE THE ‘SOVIET POSITION. 

END: 

‘Whe eo eHWL R RELAY 

FBI WASH DC 
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On 8/6/68, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies 
but no messages were transmitted. 

ACTION: 

For information, Yo 

i —- Mr, Conrad 
2 - Mr, Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J, A, Sizoo, Mr. R. C’, Putnam) 
1 - Mr, Downing - 
1. - Mr, Newpher . 
1 ~ Mr, Paddock 

4: 

: REC 46 /ao — 259 F7-— 76: a 
HS: trsthy ᾿ J oO — 2259 7 

(7) . , 
ΒΩ ΑΒ 8 68 

Ee ee 
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Transmit the following in 

AIRTEL | 
| (Priority) . | 

πα ee se re ee es ee ee me eee ee eee ee ee ΟΝ παι “.ῃΝ 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
0 

SUBJECT, SOLO | 
is -c ; 

‘ affecting the national security. 

Ὁ ROUTE LOENVELOPE 
| 
| 

i 
Date: 8/1/68 | 

| 

(Type in plaintext or code} Ι 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies, and for the New York Office one copy, of Arey 
a letterhead memorandum (LHM) entitled "MEETINGS OF eer w 
SUBCOMMITTEES OF PREPARATORY COMMITTEE OF THE INTERNATIONAL ΤΥ | 
CONFERENCE OF COMMUNIST AND WORKERS' PARTIES, BUDAPEST, 
HUNGARY, JUNE 12-21, 1968." 

. Ἡμώ 
id 

Information in the enclosed LHM was furnished b Ν Lys or, 
CG 5824-S*, who. has furnished reliable information in the past, 
to SA WALTER A, BOYLE during the period 6/29 ~ 7/14/68. 

The enclosed LHM has been classified " ' 
in order to protect the identify of this highly placed source 
who is furnishing information on the highest level concerning 
the international communist movement, the unauthorized disclosure 
of which could jeopardize his security, thus adversely 

The enclosed LHM has been shown as having been 
prepared at Washington, D.C., in order to further protect the 
identity of this source. 

On 7/11/68\CG 5824-8* advised that GUS HALL had 
requested CG i Tb Sage’ again represent the Communist 

E RE, ? 
Ott kee? (δ / 00 A 2.89 they ble 

- Bureau (Encls. 4) (RM) 
1 - New York (100-134637) (Encl. 1) (info) (RM) pp aug 8 1988 
2 - Chicago LY y 

" 

+ 
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Party; USA at the meeting of the Working, Group in Budapest, | 

Hungary.,, beginning on 7/17/68, CG 5824-S* stated that he was. 

‘physically unable to once “again undertake .such a mission and; 

therefore, HALL designated WILLIAM WEINSTONE to make this, trip 
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OPTIONAL FORM ΝΟ. 10 OW=1OT HOE . ΝΞ ᾿ ἢ 
og) ΜΑΥ ΝΟΣ ΚΟΙΤΊΟΝ ᾿ ὦ ' " 

Le GSA GEN. REG. ΝΟΣ ΣῈ 

7 UNITED STATES Ὁ SRNMENT' ROUTE : ~ SURT Ap 

~ M emorandum ΓΝ 'HLORE ahs 
TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100~42809:1), DATE: 8/5/68 

ue 

“i : SAC, ‘CHICAGO (134-46 Sub F) 

- a πς ; 

SUBJECT: ao . 
= —Ts=C” 

aA 
a ReCGlet dated July 5, 1968. 

Set forth below is an accounting of Solio and Reserve 
Funds transactions ‘during July, 1968: - - . 

Balancé on hand, 7/1/68. 

_ Solo Funds 

$114,694. 19, | 

Reserve Funds | _ 
| ; 7,702.61 " , 

Total $122,396.80. ΝΣ 

Additions ΝΞ | ἊΣ 

Solo Funds oo _ | PO 

Received from CP of the Soviet | 
Union. as. reimbursement. for fares. 
of GB, USA May Day delégation to 
USSR; added to Fund 7/11/68 a οι δ 3,447.00 

4100 so τος $ 3,747.00 
pve ΕΝ ες ; ν᾿ Σ ΣΝ 4/ 7 A ourenu ARM) “δ 41 τ-3θἜ τ one: - 

πον York (RM): εν - , 7 et τ Sty ac ) 
1 - 100-128861 (c USA’ - Res e Funds mie 

(i ~ 100-234637 (SOLO) em AuG 9 1808 
_1-Chicago _ . “ππ ee 

WAB: MDW: Ὁ ᾿ . ΝΕ σ΄ 

Buy U,S. Savings Bonds Regularly on. ie ‘Payroll Savings Plan 

98 Aue 13 1968 
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CG 134-46 Sub F 

Reserve. Funds. 

Received fron "World Marxist Rev iew" 
to réimburse CP, USA for postage for 
period July to December, 1968, six 
months at $375 per month, added to 
fund 7/11/68 | 

Received from Hungarian Socialist 
Workers! Party as reimbursenient of 
fares of WILLIAM WEINSTONE and 
CG 5824-S* for travel .to Budapest,. 
Hungary, added to fund 7/11/68 

Total 

Disbursements > 

Solo Funds 

On 7/15/68 to LOU DISKIN for. pur= 
chase of books to send to cP of 
Soviet Union. 

On 7/15/68 reimbursement to CG. 5824-S* 
for amount paid to HELEN WINTER in NYC 
for subscriptions to "The Daily World" 
for foreign CPs 

On 7/19/68 to GUS HALL for personal 
_ expenses. 

On ‘7/19/68 to JACK. KLING: 
$500 for expenses of KLING's 
eléction campaign; $500 for 
work of FRANCES GABOW 

On 7/20/68 reimbursement to CG 5824~S* 
for expenses of GUS HALL while in 
Chicago; 7/16-20/68 

On 7/20/68 to LOU DISKIN for purchase 
of books to send to CP of Soviet Union 

Total 

=-2- 

$2 +250. 00 

“§10,00_ 

$3 ,.160,.00. 

$2 50 5» 00. 

947 00 

1,000.00 

1,000.00 

- 688,63 

100,00 

43, 785,63 

εν «4 



CG 134-46 Sub F 

Reserve Funds 

Balance on hand, 8/1/68 

Solo Funds - 

Reserve Funds 

᾿ Potal- 

= 

Location of Funds + Chicago Office Territory 

Solo Funds 

Maintained by Chicago Office in safety 
deposit box #C-1362, LaSalle National 
Bank, Chicago; {llinois, With access 
limited to. SAC and. ASAC 

Maintained by CG. 5824=S* in safe in 
his office at Arisco Associates; In¢,,; 
25. East Washington Street, Chicago, 
ILlinois 

Maintdined in Arisco AsSociates, Inc, , 
checking account at Michigan Avenue 
National Bank hicago Illinois, with 
access by ha CG 5824-S* ~ 

Maintained in Arisco Associates, ἴῃς, 
‘checking account at First National. 
Bank of Lincolnwood, Ling 
Illinois, with access: by 
and CG 582 4--S* - 

Total 

- 8 - 

None > 

$114,655. 56 

10,862.61 

$125,518.17 

ἃ 85,166.55 

19, 489,01 

5, 000.00 

5,000.00 

$114,655.56 - 
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CG 134-46 Sub F 

Reserve Eunds. 

Marintained by Chicago Office in safety 
deposit box #C-1362, LaSalle National 
Bank, Chicago, Illinois, with access by 
SAC and ASAC $ 6,150.00 

Maintained by CG 5824-S* in safe in. 
his office at Arisco Associates, INCe, | 
25 East Washington Street, Chicago, 
Illinois © 4,712.61 

Total - . $ 10,862.61 

Total funds on hand | so 4125, 518,17 
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MAY 1982 EOTTION 
GSA FMR (41 CFR) 101-115 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 8/5/68 

08 ENVELOPE 

SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637 Sub A) 

SUBJECT: oy OLO te 

Remylet, 7/5/68. 

The records of the NYO reflects the Foltows ng information 
regarding SOLO Funds during the period 7/1/68 - 7/31/6 

7/1/68 On hand as of 6/30/68 $1,770, 944.32. 

Credits | 

None during July, 1968 

Total * 1,770, 944.32 

Debits 
7/1/68 To CG 5824-S* for 3,000.00 

GUS HALL for-general 
Party expenses 

7/3/68 To CG 5824-S* for 30,000.00 
GUS HALL, ($25,000.00 for 
the "Daily World", and 
$5,000.00 for the CP USA 
Convention) 

7/31/68 To NY 694-S*%, for GUS HALL 2,000.00 
incidental CP expenses 

Total $ 35,000.00 J 

fee Φοφέδε X10 rec ag pee μὰ φα92:. 77 
22) Bureau (100-428091 ) (RM) 

- Chicago (134-46 Sub F) (AM RM op Aue 9 1968 
1- New York (100-128861 Sub B)(CP USA Reserve Fund) 41 
1- New York 134-91) ual — — 
1- New York (100-134637 Sub A) 41 

13 3 19682, U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
ae ΟΣ 



NY 100-134637 Sub A 

Balance 

Total on hand as of $1,735, 944.32 
7/31/68 β 

Location of Solo Funds 
New York Territory 

Safe Deposit Box,Chemical 10,000.00 
Bank,New York Trust Company, 
67 Broad Street, New York City 

JACK BROOKS, Regular Checking 
Account, Chemical Bank,New York 
Trust Company, 20 Pine Street, 
New York City 

Account No. 1 (Q01-228919 13,259.28 
Account No. 2 001-232 #2 Ba 2207-26 
Account No. 3 (001-237942 5077.78 

Six blank checks (two-each drawn 
on the above accounts),signed "JACK 
BROOKS", are maintained in the safe 
of the SAC of Division, IV, NY. 

NY 694-S* personal checking account, i. 000.00 
Chemical-Bank, New York Trust Company, 
67 Broad Street, New York City 

Maintained by NYC - FBI 

Safe Deposit Boxes, Manufacturers 1,628 ,500.00 
Hanover Trust Company, 69th Street 
and Third Avenue, New York City. 

Total $1,735,944 .32 
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Memorandum : LOPE 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 8/5/68 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub 8): 

. Mk 
, ReCGlet dated July 2, 1968, regarding efforts 

7 to locate suitable replacements and/or assistants for 
ΝΞ Solo informants. 

CG 5824-S* recently. advised that’ he had a dis~ 
cussion with LOU DISKIN, District Staff and State Board 

mmunist. Party (CP) of Illinois, concerning 
| At that tinie he mentioned to DISKIN that JACK 

ate Secretary, CP of Illinois, had suggested 
that he. contact DISKIN for information concerning a Party 
member and owner of a record shop on the near North Side 
of Chicago who might. possibly be utilized by CG 5824-S* 
to attend to sone minor details, - CG 5824-S* advised DISKIN 
that KLING stated his association with this individual 
was not sufficient to make a recommendation on his. ayail- 
ability and that DISKIN should be contacted because of his. 
association with this, person, | ᾿ + | 

. DISKIN replied that CG 5824-S* should go back ( ΤΠ 
further than his association with this individual because J 
all he could say was that he had been a, member of the CP vie " 

in Chicago for Five | or six years and prior to that Was. 
active in thé Fair uba Committee in Chicago 

DISKIN stated that was originally fro 
niormation He stated he could furnish no. additiona. 

had learned that this individual had recently 

Ed 

- CG 5824. 85: advised that in view of the non~committal | 
attitude of DISKIN, it. will, be. necessary to re-generate new 
methods of approach to obtain success. in this venture, Source 
stated that notwithst 's attitude, it would still 
be possible to utiliz or minor details on an 
infrequent basis, However, would be to the advantage of 
j- 7 | . amy 
(23Buréau (RM) REC 49 five wt Yg O28 h 26 97 

1-New York (100-134637) (Info) (RM) _ 
5 1-Chicago . | 

Ἂ ̓  tay MN | mene wm 
fear (A. 22 AUG 9 1968 | 
ie Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly-on the Payroll Savings Pi Pla | 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

o gain the confidence of the leadership of the 
egard, investment of CP funds in the business 
ould be a direction to follow. It is the desire 

, General Secretary of the CP, USA, to have 
CG 5824~S* locate business ventures in the Chicago area in 
which investment of CP funds could be made on a profitable 
‘basis. 

h view of the instructions by JACK KLING tolL___| 
an indiviz ized by the CP, USA in financial 

o contact and. KLING's admission to 
of this fact, con hould be given to 

iL ne informant contac at some future date 
if this contact is hot made soon 

CG 58244S* then advised that -he ΝΙΝ 
should be reinterviewed, He said ently on 
his own but HALL is interested in havin 
New York to set up some card shops in Ν an 

- handle some problems with International Publishers, CG 5824-5* 
advised thal Ppsears reluctant of HALL's desires at 
this time + 

b7D 

ti e impresSion of CG 5824-S* that if an -inter-. 
view 7 ἧς successful, there would be no difficulty " 
whateve ing him into the Solo operation, CG 5824-S* 
could offer no new. a proach to accomplish this suc- 
cessful interview αἰ σαι" felt that somehow he could - 
be successfully reached, 

. . Chicago agents are currently in the process of setting 
up a reinterview. of comme will be submitted to the 
Bureau under separate tion. - ᾿ 

ae recently advised that he has been unable 
to get in contact with JACK KLING. However, he has learned 
that KLING is conducting a political campaign as he is seeking 
‘election to the State of Illinois Legislature. He advised he 
is sending a contributim to KLING for this campzign. PSI also 
advised he will be out of town for a couple of weeks. and will 
contact KLING concerning his. ¢aAmpaign immediately upon his 
return, 

Chicago Will continue to vigorously pursue all avenues 
of approach in efforts to locate suitable replacements and/or 
assistants for the Solo informants and the Bureau will be kept 
advised, 
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organ of: the Party of the Popular Entente-of Haiti. This 
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DATE: August 8, 1968 
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Trotter ................... 
Tele, σοῦ πων 

Holmes TT 

Gandy 

ge 

On 8/8/68, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies 
but no messages were transmitted. 

ACTION : 

For information, 

~ π 

1 3 Mr 5 ‘Conrad 
2 ὦ My; ‘Sullivan (Attention: 
1 - . Mir, Downing . 
1 Mr; -Newpher 
1 ταὐτῷ Paddock 

ele " 

wah 7 

~ 

Mr, J, A, Sizoo, Mr, Re C. Putnam) 

asians 

| niet / 00. ¥2-809 la 770) 
+ AUG 12 1968 

So 
16 1968 
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co ' ROUTE IN EN VELOPE 

SAC, Chicago (134=46 Sub. B) 8/12/68 

Director, FBI (190-428091) WY bye 
gx 110 REC: 5 . 

| SOLO 
yi i -C 

᾿ πουνΙοὺ 8/7/68. 

it is desired that you forward to the Bireau two 
copics of the pamphlet mentioned in relet entitled "Fron 
Ribbentrop Official to Federal Chancellor In Re: Kiesinger 
A Documentation." 

1 - Mr. T. δι MeNift 

TIMspab ἐς 
a” ᾿ 

“ 

NOTE: 
The above pamphlet was received by CG 5824-s* for 

transmittal to Gus Hall, Copies are being réquested for 
review at the Bureau and for possible dissemination to CIA. 

ee 

i} 

MAILED: 5 

Talson = = a #) 
DelLoach ᾿ AUGS 1968 
Mo ΤΝΝΝΝΝΕΝΟΝ 

Bishop no COMN-FBI 
COS Pet setter ΝΣ 
Cobb G2 ~ nee 
Contad ~ 
Felt 
Gale. 

Rosen ——————— 
ϑεῖθναπ να. 

᾿ Javel - . " PVA 
Trotter ‘ Ε ᾿ ta 
Tele, Room. ᾿ \ 
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SUBJECT: 

‘ 
JON 
we te 

τις ἈΤ 

νουιὸ $O10107-02 

GSA GEN, REG. NO, 27 

“δόμα Dower oer, IW ENVELOP 
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: -8/7/68 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46.Sub B) _ . CP 

Cesor0 Ὁ | APT ee 
eS =o αν" 

[ S 

On August 5, 1968, the Chicago Office received an 
air mail. communication in a Chicago mail drop box maintained 
in the name of Ny HANSEL, Box 7363, Chicago, Iilinois 60680; 
for CG 5824-S*, This communication was postmarked Dresden 
801, July 23, 1968, and bore: the return, address Verlag Zeit 
Im Bild DDR-801 Dresden~Fritz-Heckert-Platz 10, 

The communication contained two copies of a 63-page 
pamphlet entitled, "From Ribbentrop Official to Federal 
Chancelior In Re: Kiesinger A Documentation,” printed in. the 
Geran. Democratic Republic by the National ‘Council of the 
National Front of Democratic Germany. 

A copy of this pamphlet was furnished to CG. 5824-5+ a) 
for transmittal to GUS HALL, General Secretary, CP, USA, while ι}» / 
CG. 5824-S* 15 in New York City. . 

If the Bureau desires to obtain copies of this 
pamphlet, Chicago is in-pogsession of oné of the: originals 
trom, which copies -can be reproduced, 

a : 

jpn τ." PY :) 
- x — @-Bur eau, (RM) | « 319 i-Chicago 

RAV: MDW REC: Yau ve Σέ fi) 
(3) , πιο eee ΎΡΎ 

1 AUG 12 1988 
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Ἀν νπΠῸ Ων OPTIONAL FORM NO, τὸ S01G=10F=02 
MAY 1382 EDITION 

GSA GEN, REG. NO, oF 

" UNITED STATES ernment RO UTE iD} Ϊ 

Memorandum oP wv OPE 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 8/8/68. 

Attn, Assistant. Director WILLIAM C, SULLIVAN 

FROM! AC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B). 

MV SUBJECT: { 
; I 

SOLO 7), Δ || 
ἘΞ “IS-¢ Ava fe! ταν | 

As the Bureau is aware, CG 5824-S* recently com- 
pleted the 27th Solo Mission which commenced on June 8, 

. 1968, and ended with his return to the United States on 
June 29, 1968. During this mission, he was a covert 
participant at a very small and selective subcommitteée 
meeting held in Budapest, Hungary, for the purpose of 
preparing. for the International Conference of Communist 
and Workers’ Parties to be held in Moscow, USSR, on 
November 25, 1968. 

ip 

. ὦ 
Based upon the results obtained aS well as the 

extraordinary risks involved, it is, recommended an award 
2 of $1,000 be made to CG. 5824-5S*, 

Fg 

The extraordinary risks involved aré based upon 
his travel behind the Iron Curtain, specifically to Budapést, 
Hungary; Prague, Czechoslovakia; and, Moscow, USSR, which 
always requires utmost courage and dedication. Source had 
the additional burden of being in a state of health 1655. 
than. good, 

The outstanding results of this mission consisted Wy 
of the accumulation and dissemination of information from f 

the. small subcommittee meeting held in Budapest which probably ἢ 
would have beén unavailable if not provided by this source. 

Corde ἃς In addition, the source met with BORIS N, PONOMAREV, 
a Secretary of the Central Committee, CP of the Soviet Union; 
A. S, BELYAKOV, Chief Deputy to the Head of the International 
Department, Central Committee, CP of the Soviet Union; OLDRICH 
KADERKA, alternate member and Deputy Head of the International ; 
Department, Central Committee, CP of Czechoslovakia; and, VACLAV 
FRYBERT, representative of the International Department, Central 
Committee, CP: of Czechoslovakia; dealing with the CPs in 
capa tag st comtnies. ‘REC; 3G pCO ne, rhe ni Cli od 7,03 

_ 4 ' 4 4 Pg pps (S Atatany ἐκ ΠΗ͂. , thee 
Thome Boat 

B ab 400 ureau “ 

-Chicago th ̓ ΣΥΝ αἴ AUG 15. 1968: Se MVS: MDW WE Sas aE ΔΆ (3) ; nee, . ἢ 

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Régularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 

201968 
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4 CG 134-46 Sub B. 

; If the Bureau approves. this recommended incentive 
: award of $1,000, it will be presented τὸ CG 5824-S* _by the 
" SAC. 

Ἶ 

ΠΕΣ - : 
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OFTIGHAL FORM μῷ, 19 Y 5910-108 

OSA GEN, REG, NO, 27 - 
- MAY BS) ἘΟΊΤΙΟΗ 

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

My. W. C. Sullivan | 

. C.D. premiilt 

% 

Vs 
SUBJECT: SOLO 

“INTERNAL SECURITY -- COMMUNIST 

My memorandum of 7/10/68 sét forth, in detail, an 
accounting of funds received by the Communist Party, USA 

‘from the Soviet Union and Red China for June, 1968. (CPUSA) , 

7 ΝΥ LOE ROUTE ΠΣ 2 

Ceallehen 
Conrad. 

1~ Mr. C. ἢ. DeLoach 
1 - Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
1. - Mr. C. D. Brennan 
DATE: August 9, 1968 

1 im Mr, R. Cc. Putnam 

Felt 

Tele. Room - 
Holmes 
Gandy 

᾿ wiiven w. 

avel , 
totes 

Gale ae - ἢ 
Rosen πὴ: 

The following is an accounting of these. funds for July, 1968, 

TOTAL FUNDS RECEIVED AND DISBURSED 9/58 to 6/30/68 

Total received from the Soviet UniOn.ccsececes e+ $6,266, 538,09 
Total received from Red China (all on 2/10/60).. 

- fotal received 9/58 
Total disbursed 9/58 to 6/30/68....cececcesevess 

ee eee eee ee heen es oes 

50,000.00 
“O16. 

: 430,899.58 
F1;885, 638.51 Total as of 6/30/68. caccrecccccvccdens 15 ? 

RECEIPTS 

Réceived ffm Soviets for fares of 
, Communist Party, USA, May Day 

Delegation to Soviet Union on 7/11/68.....eeesec% 
$1,889,385. 51 

.--- 

fon. 

‘Total AVALLADLO. coc dececrccsceseredons nL, 

DISBURSEMENTS DURING, JULY, 1968 

All disbursements made on specific 
instructions of Gus Hall, General 
Secretary, CPUSA. 

7/1/68 ~ To Gus Hall for Party CXPENSESssceeceerS 

7/3/68 - To Gus Hall $25,000 for new paper 
-the "Daily World" and $5,000 for 
Party's Special Convention.ccccssssoeseS 3 

7/15/68 - Books sent to Soviet Union....seseceeed 

100--428091 

RCP: bb\\~ 
(5) ᾿ 

3,747.00 

3,000.00 

0,000.00 

150.00 

a AUG: ‘15 1968 

CONTINUED ~ OVER 

AUS 20 1968 

on 

Sz 

X-100, τοῦ oe- χαροφίς WO 

4» 

, 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100~-428091 

7/15/68 = Subscriptions to "Daily World" 
for foreign communist partieses.esvsees8 947 .00 

7/19/68 -- For Gus Hall's personal expenses 
in Chicago, ΝΕ ΕΣ 1,685.63 

7/19/68 — For election campaign of Jack 
Kling (Party functionary in 
Illinois) $500 and for employee 
of Party bookstore in Chicago 
SHO. cocccccvcavcerevevccesesesveceesed 1,000,00 

7/31/68 - To Gus Hall for Party expenSeSeesere+ed 2,000.00 
Total disbursed July, 1968...ccsceseaed 38,780.00 

Balance of Fund 7/31/68.ccccccccrsescesdt, S00, 599,88 

In CHICALO ce ccssccnccccscecsceneseceseesp 114;655,56 

1,735,944,32 in New Yor ecnccncececcecsceseesensere 2 2 

Ll, 5 3 e 

ACTION: 

None, This memorandum is submitted for your 
information, An up-to-date accounting of Party funds received 
from the Sovets will be brought to your attention each month. 
Details of the accounting of these funds are not to be 

vi Cae 



᾿ : | 9) “τῶν Gy D; botoich ᾿ 
. Ὁ. τ 

ιν δ ν΄ Ἔν: ἿΝ aNVELOP four. NL Ps Callanan a 
Attention: Ὡς Ἐς Row 

| 

- | 

SAC, Chicago (13446 Sub, B) | 8/14/68 4 

Director, ¥BY (100-428091) Lemurs Ws ce Sulliyan ! 
ΚΝ ν" so ° i= Mr. Ὅς D. Brennan Ἵ 
“soto τ “- Ur. ie Ji Rozamus 

4 | 
Réurlet 8/8/68, recommending that CG 824.8% he . 

- given a cash. award of $4, 000 Zor successful completion of aa 
Solo Mission a. ̓ . . _ * 

You are authorized ‘to prosont CG 58:24. δα with a 
“ eish award of $700 in ‘Yacognition of his’ outstanding 
accomplishments during Solo. Mission 27, At the time you 
make this presentation, you are to. orally express my appre~ 
ciation tor the informant's services’. 

a 

mE Lh | ne 
ταν 
μὰ oe 

“νὴ 
- : 

- 

NOTE: - " wk ———. ἢ - “3% 

. | 5688. tientorandum. ας. D. Brennan to Mr. We. CL! ‘Bullivan, Us 
. dated 8/13/68, sane: caption, prepared by TdMilvh. καὶ ae 

κι ες oe Ξε * 

αὶ Η τ ᾿ Ὁ me 

᾿ . "100. , ook 

| 13 UY oom ra or YO fun WOS 

— bo 
ΕΠ ΝΝΝΟΝ ΝΕ " ᾿ A . AUG 1s 4666 

* BeLoach -- ὦ. : ἮΝ ᾿ " | 7 

|. MAILED‘24 - 
' Conale = τς - AUG 15 1968. I 

COMM-FBI 
Poe | ear 

: SULVON wire, 
Tavel. 
Trotter 

* Pele, Room een 
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SECLASSTPICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED PROM: 

BI-AUTOMATEC DE RC LASS FECATION GUIDE " 
ee cuba 

- . Totson__._._ 
« DeLoach... 
, Mohr... 
. Bishop... 

ἄπ , j 
aa, πω a ὃ 

| OTT: ° 2 ALGPM “dL: 

co Byi2968 

_ -TO-DIRECTOR- «100=428091) 

‘FROM LEGAT ‘OTTAWA (19528549) IP" 

Miss Holmes. 
Miss Gandy. 

3 Se ΚΑΤ, 

{ ΟρΡῚ 5Ἀ..... “INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS,..1S; DASH C3. ‘ 
hr 

4 

-Ol-AUGHST: τυέθνε anstants[ ______]tFoRvatiowisReceIvED~ - 
FROM:DELI CATESOURCE:.INDICATING: NELSON. CLARKE. SATIONAL ORGANIZER” 

πον OF THE COMMUNEST.-PARTY:.OF ‘CANADA’, Του ΤΑ νεῖ; NEWYORK: CITY:TO™ 

‘CONFER “WITH: JA MES“ JACKSON »- CPUSAs OFFICIAL ON“ THE PROPOSED 

HENTSPHERIC: ‘CONFERENCE: ΤΟΙ END“ THE’ ‘VIETNA Mo WAR SCHEDULED“ FOR: 

MONTREAL: OCTOBER: TWELVE:DASH. FOURTEEN (NEXT. | | 

“SCHEDULED. ‘TRAVEL: BY“ CANADIANSPACIF-IC:RAILWAY: VIA“BUFFALO — 

‘LEAVING:TORO NTO" EIGHT: FIFTY: PM,. “AUGUST TWELVE “INSTANTS. ‘AND » 

ARRIVING NEWYORK: .CLINCTEN-cAM». ‘auegst! THIRTEEN: NEXT. 

| ABOVE ‘TNFO:-CLASSIFIED«S T7AND: HOT: TO: BE: FURTHER: 

Dissent vee “δῷ - #2. ὅσο. 7 dl 
eg (2: 

ΜΗ 
πα cr ences 

: 908 ΠΗ͂Σ ι" A we yey PURE 

FBI WASH De: . 
ες «αἰ παι -»-- A 



oom. 

᾿ ΞΘ τὴ eats. October’ ‘12-14, 1988. This’ information was 

 fekoha— By: toistape3 8/19/64 Legat, Ottawa, advised that. Nelson οὐ Ὁ} Rt 

δὲ ἘΠ 2 d Ἰδξδ- Ὁ TELETYPE UNIT 

τ στιν 

we 

4a 

. 

8/13/68 

1 - Mr. T,J,. McNiff 

SENT BY CODED ΤΕΙΕΊΥΡΕ 
J- νὰ 

" 

TO: SAC, NEW YORK Re. “i _— 

FROM: DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) — 7/7: \ he 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA " | 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS . 
INTERNAL SECURITY -- COMMUNIST: a . 

RE BUREAU TELEPHONE CALL TO NEW. YORK NIGHT SECURITY 

SUPERVISOR AUGUST TWELVE LAST, | ___proroszp TRIP. 

OF NELSON CLARKE TO NEW YORK CITY HAS BEEN CANCELLED, IN 

RETURN UNKNOWN HIGH~RANKING OFFICIAL OF COMMUNIST PARTY, “USA, 

WAS SCHEDULED TO ARRIVE IN TORONTO EIGHT THIRTY A.M; THIS. 

DATE, RCMP ADVISES ABOVE INFORMATION CLASSIFIED "SECRET" AND: 

NOT TO BE FURTHER DISSEMINATED. ᾿ ς 

NEW YORK, ADVISE BUREAU OF - IDENTITY’ OF THIS OREICIAL AND 

SUAIRTEL, IF APPLICABLE, PERTINENT INFORMATION IN Font SUTTABLE 

FOR DISSEMINATION. ΝΝ a 

| VIA TELETYPE 

| ἤ τὸν "3 1968 
te Ν 
ENCIPHERED ἢ 

TIM:ist + ie υ 
NOTE: 

7Clarke,. Natio al,;,Orga izer of ‘the Communist. Party of .Cariada’ 
ὩΣ iwas scheduzedsito’ travel fe o ‘New York'City 8/13/68 to WSntér | _ aut 

—with James Jackson Cus official, on the proposed Henis- ΛΕ 
ὍΠοσ ἧς Con reficesto a the War. an Vietnam scheduled for ~~ ' 

— telephonically: furn 
‘August 12, 1968, -Telgt: 

ἃ New York night supervisor 8:20 p.m.,_ gf 
utilized. in view of time element,’ 

WO Up Mor 
Helnes 



- rit oO VIA TELETYPE. 

AUT > 1968 CAS | 
ENCIPHERED 

OT vi ! T OL ¥3-31AH JHC 
. . Trotter... 

URGENT Br 15-88 Τεῖο, Boom 
soyiSaECTOR (1899-42889 1) Miss Gandy 

FROM LEGAT., OTTAWA (195-5549). 3 “IP 

CSene) 
CPUSA’ + INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, IS - C. CN 

REMYTEL EIGHT TWELVE LAST. 3 

[__—ouarne's TRIP TO NEW YORK CITY CANCELED Ὶ 

AND INFO RECEIVED THROUGH SAME DELICATE SOURCE INDICATES 

HIGH RANKING OFFICIAL OF CPUSA TO ARRIVE IN TORONTO EIGHT THIRTY AN 

THIS DATE. BUREAU TO BE KEPT ADVISED OF DEVELOPMENTS «. 

CORRECTION PL S~CHANGEENE—TO-READ—INE—EHIREYONE> 

END 

HWL. 

FBI WASH DC “Ὁ 

[oc Fox (700) Ὁ οὶ χά 45. 7277. “7202 

6 AUG 15 1968 

Γ΄ παι 

f : OS qr oP i 3 τς ΝΥ ” 

“SED py 
SME EE οτος 

BRD OC: MR. BRENNAN 
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“+ ROUTE IN ENVELGRE 

SAC, Chicago (134-46 sub B) _ 8/15/68 
ex πὸ PEC-34 w : ; AC? ~ Director, FBI (100~428091)-7/YY 3 7 Mr. Rozamus 

SOLO 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ C 

Reurlet 8/13/68, 

Authority granted to reimburse CG 58246S¢ up 
to $93 to cover expenses of travel to Montreal, Canada, 
August 12-13, 1968, 

1. = Mr, M.F, Row (6221 IB)—awteadionweh α 
RCP: jms ~ 

(6) oe? 

NOTE: 

_ CG 5824-S* is part of Solo Apparatus, liaison 
between CP,USA and other communist parties, He was 
instructed by Gus Hall, General Secretary, CP,USA to handle 
a problem with CP of Canada in relation to funding of the 
Hemispheric. Conference to End War in Vietnam to be held in 
Canada in October, 1968, Expenses include $68 for train 
fare and $25 for necessary expenses in Montreal, intelligence. 
informant should gather during trip is well worth the cost, 

oO 
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1a aa 
Ξ = ret 
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“* OPTIONAL PORM NO. 10, ᾿ ἢ , , . Ε Ν δῇ, - ᾿ - sy ss a Ν 

-? UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT . svar , 

, ἌΣ ἀ 
τὸ ~: _ DIRECTOR, FBI‘ (100-.428091) pate: + 8/13/68 

rromn ἢ ΞΟ Wc, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SUBJECT: 

‘On August 12, 1968, CG” 5824-S* advised that dur ing bG 
his. recent trip to New York City. ‘during the period-August 6—  .υ)ς 

- τ 40; 1968, ‘he had. discussed with GUS HALL a previous indica- . 
tion _— "᾿ Detroit tha, intended to talk 
to HALL in ork City on August 7, 1968, concerning. his 
"n " which CG 5824~S*. ‘interpreted as. possibly referring 
to contacts | ef Communist Party of Canada (CPC), 
As a matter of fact id not show up 1 City. 
and HALL stated that if CG 5824-S* learned oo τα ΐοεοβί τα 
or if some problem. arose in regard to Canada, then ‘5824-5* 
should handle it on his own. without ‘the necessity. of ‘consult ing 
HALL, ᾿ . 

On August 12, 1968, CG 5824-S* received a teleptione 
call from. NORMAN, FREED, ἃ funetionary of the CPC,in which FREED 
stated that there was an emergency Situation and that the CPC 
had-to see CG 5824-S* immediately. ‘CG. 5824-S* stated that he 
believes that this. may have something to do with. the Hemispher ic 
Conference to End: thé Wax in Vietnam to take place in Montreal,, 
‘Quebec, Canada, during: October, 1968, Furthermore, the CPC 
probably wants. more money from the Communist Party; USA (CP, USA)” 
CG 5824-S* stated that this is a subject which he cannot dis- 
cuss with HALL on the telephoné and time appears ‘to be of the 
essence in FREED's "cry for help.” Therefore, CG 58244S* 
arranged to leave for Montreal by train on the evening of 
August 12, 1968, He will arrive in Montreal on thé morning 
of August 13, 1968, and will take care of his business with 
the ‘CPC .and return by train.on ‘the evening of August 13, 1968". - 
arriving in. Chiéago on. the morning. of August 14, 1968. - CG 5824-- S*. - 
took with him a limited amount of funds which. he can give to the 
CPC but stated he will need authorization from GUS HALL for any 
larger’ expenditure. As it is, he will have: to justify this 4 

leePo¥-P ΟῸ- BX 110 770 Β ἘΝ 7 OO x =A. δσ eee 9.9 οοτ Cnty ΕΠ (O° ξεζες 
Techicage Ot ᾿ ἵ aus 161 1068 

rap: oy Ὁ Let Ce oe 
(4) felt. G eee rar 

i 

Ayre: 

Buy U.S, Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan . 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

expenditure to HALL upon HALL's possible arrival in Chicago 
on August 15, 1968, as an emergency in which there was no. way 
to contact HALL beforehand,. A subsequent telephonic contact 
with the wife of NORMAN FREED on August 12, 1968, confirmed 
that the CPC is requesting funds, It was also Learned that 
NORMAN FREED will be in the hospital and, therefore, CG 5824-S* 
Will make covert contact with WILLIAM KASHTAN, General Secre- 
tary of the crc, 

In view of CG 5824-S*'s emergency trip to Montreal, 
the Buréau is réquested to authorize reimbursement to CG 5824-5* 
up to the following amount for expenses of this travel: 

Round-trip fare, Canadian National -- . 
Grand Trunk Railroad, between Chicago - 
“and MONtEALs cg ccasenaccavey desaness gs ee$68.00 

Expenses while in Montreals..s..se.0+504 25.00 

Total $93.00: 



oN | TEM ΤΆΤ TH 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT Deloach ———— 
- Bishop τας - 

Memorandum — 
inte = 

Fit ner 
: εἰς ee 

TO «+ 3: Mr 4: Gonvaa SOLE DATE: August 14, 1968 5 πον σή 

| , | 6 im FROM Ἤ Fe Downing Holmes me 
Gandy μραακατνννττοντο, 

| SUBJECT: Ο SOLO 
Ne , 

INTERNAL SECURITY ~ C , 
VA 0 pera, 
5 

On 8/14/68, the New York Office furnished the text 
of two messages which the informant desired to send and 76-- 
quested that they ‘be enciphered. The cipher text was furnished 
to New York on the same day, 

The plain text and cipher text are attached, 

ACTION: 

For information, 

Enclosure 

2. —EieLosthe 

Δ ~ Mr, Conrad . ᾿ 

2 Mr, Sullivan (Attention: Mr, δ; Ak Sizoo, Mr. R, C. Putnam) 
1 ~~ Hr » Downing . . 

1 = Mr, Newpher 
1... Mr, Paddock 

εχ RC 4A ee f2809/—T0T 

πὰ + AUG 16 1968 
7) 

~ 

98 AUS 2019 
| 
oD 8 



89980 52303 

01243 65063 

78220 12472 

$1524 23790 

"19086 80728 

43327 28799 

fa er a .. .......,....--.-. ....  ........»ὕ..-.----...........ὄ .....,.. .,, ......,,, 

03446 47643 15821 84425 96108 01295 5399 

43062°58148 27819 97970 08984 26672 7243 

99153 49639 52203 401356 85654 22092 9594 

43364 47636 04414 67049 29277 22856 0366 

93216 16752 46857 '70533 72396 46647 72913 

48532 51203 
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CONVENTION» GONGRESS 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA | _ 

DELEGATE. | 

‘COMMUMIST PARTY USSR . 

HENRY WINSTON . 

GUS HALL 

SECRETARY GENERAL 

COMRADE 
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ὟΝ GEN, “410. om 

-ν ΒΟΗΤΕΙΝ ENVELORS 
UNITED STA’ TES GOVERNMENT 

Memorandum 

TO ; Μῦν conrad JOG 

FROM Z#C, Ἐν Downing 

SUYBJE SOL 
\ ἵω»" ὙΤΕΠΙΑ L SECURITY ~ C 

DATE: August 13, 98S 

5 

᾿ Tolson ee 

DeLogeh 
et ο κυιμκναεννντανττ-α 

Bishop eee 
Casper ._———— 
Callahan 
Contd sere, 
Felt κα 

Gale - 
Rosen = 
Sulliven KO. 

On 8/13/68, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies 
but no messages were transmitted, 

ACTION: 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT DeLoath ———— 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
Contad 
Felt 
Gale, —. 

TO + ‘My. W. C. Sullivan . bate: August 13, Ly a ἢ 
Τανε] «τ... 

, . . G Trotter pe 
ry ; ry , Tele. Root amen, 
FROM - C.D. Brenna Hchned were 

. . Ὰ 200 Y ere, 

: snp aon0 ) ἊΝ | 
\ h “INTERNAL: SECURITY - COMMUNIST λὼ 

γ᾿ ΕΝ ΕΣ ̓ : . . ᾿ 

) —_ ες ἢ Solo: is the code word used to refer to the liaison 7 
‘ “operation performed by our informants between the ΤῈ 

Party, USA, ~and other Communist Parties of the world. 

PURPOSE; |! 

᾿ ᾿ ‘This memorandum recommends a $700 award to CG 5824-S* 
| for having. subjected himself to extracdinary risks on ἃ mission 

behind the Iron Curtain to obtain vital intelligence data not 
otherwises ‘available to our Government. 

--« 

BACKGROUND : ε | Jt 

‘During the period June 8, 1968, to June 29, 1968 f / 
CG 5824-s* trayeled abroad on Solo Mission 27. He participated, 
covertly, .in the work of a very small select subcommittee on 
preparations for the International Conference of Communist and 
Workers PartiéS to be held in Moscow, USSR, starting November 25, 
1968. Chairman of this subcommittee. was Boris Ponomarev; a 
Secretary of the Central Committee CP of the Soviet Union, 
Ranking officials of 11 Communist Parties met in Budapest, 
Hungary, June 12-17, 1968, and the working group of 40. Communist 
Parties met in the same city June 18-21, 1968, CG 5824.S* . 
participated in both. meetings, In addition; he conferred with 
ranking Soviet officials who furnished him with the "line" of 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union with regard to the 
‘situation. in, Czechoslovakia, peace talks. regarding the War $1 
in Vietnam and: the attitude of the. Soviets with regard to the 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

political situation in the United States, This information 
has been disseminated to the top officials of our Government 
and was not available from any other Government sources. in 
addition, this source furnished documents prepared at the above 
meetings which information has also been disseminated to the 
Department of State and the Central Intelligence Agency. 

After the above meetings, CG 5824-S* was sent to 
Moscow to confer with the Soviet in charge ofthe Solo 
operation. Together they discussed the working of the Solo 
apparatus and worked out possible plans to further protect this 
operation. CG 5824-S* was given the names of two individuals 
in the United States whom Soviet intelligence officials were 
considering for development with the request that the Communist 
Party, USA, conduct an investigation of them. These individuals 
are how subjects of investigation by this Bureau. 

OBSERVATIONS : 

The outstanding accomplishments of this source cer- 
tainly deserve recognition. His risks are many and hazardous 
and the results are of incalculable value. To our knowledge, 
information furnished by this source is unobtainable from any 
other source employed by the intelligence agencies of this 
Government, It is recognized that CG 5824-S* will be called 
upon to undertake additional Solo missions later this year in 
connection with the previously mentioned International Conferences 
of Communist Parties and it is imperative that this valuable 
source be made to realize that we are cognizant and receptive to 
his unique accomplishments in this regard, The SAC, Chicago, 
has recommended that CG 5824-S* receive a $1,000 award for his. 
accomplishments on Solo Mission 27, We believe and recommend 
that a $700 award in this instance would best serve the interest. 
of economy and at the same time sufficiently impress CG 5824~5* 
With the importance of his work and assure his continued cooperation, — 

Attached is a letter to SAC, Chicago, instructing him 
to personally present CG 5824-S* with an award of $700 and to 
orally express the Director's appreciation for the source's 
accomplishments. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

It is recommended that the attached letter be approved 
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but no. messages were transmitted, 

ese: RQUIDIN ENVELOBE 

DATE: August 15, 1968,“ 
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On 8/15/68, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies 
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FD-36 (Rev. §-22-64), 
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Daté: ‘8/15/68 
ες 

LOPE 4 
¥ 

(Type in plaintext or code} 

AIRTEL 
soe ΕΝ ' " (Priority) ᾿ Ι 

i — - + 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

NEW YORK (100-134637) dt | | 

SUBJECT: soto ) ἫΝ fe, 

= 1 
on 8/15/68, there was transmitted to the Soviets | 

from the CP,USA, by way of a NYC drop several cipheréd partially 
coded messages, ‘thé plain text of which are as follows: 

(1) cc cesu iz 

Would you please transmit for me the following. 
message to Comrade Henry Winston. He will be 
our. representative to the Czechoslovakian Congress. 
in Septembér. It is possible we may send another 
delegate there to join Comrade Winston. 

Gus Hail 
General Secretary 
CP,USA NC 

lee Go fa cot’ 

6suréau (100-428091) (RM) EX1GE 
1-Chicago (3374 SUB B) (RM) 
1-New York (134-91). (INV 1) 

HUKIN) (344) 
) 

1-New York (105-45740) (CHUC 
1-New York (100-134637) (11) Jog ζ: γ 5 ,.1} {3} 

Tifa REC. 27, 
T | 

τὸ Δ. 20 1968 

“arene “enamine senate 

YB | Ζ 
ὴ ᾿ | 

Approved; — WW Sent MOP er 
Special Agent in Charge 
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NY 100-134637 

(2) 00 CPSU 

In regard to travel of Paul Albért and: family to 
| USSR an tourists, as we both Agreed, please, remember 
he is one of our most important comrades, Please. 
notify your comrades in Washington that Arnold Johnson 
4s being sent by me personally to pték up the visas 
for Paul Albert and his family. Arnold Johrison will 
give your comrades in. Washington, Paul Albert's: 
arrival, time in USSR ‘to make sure. that all wi. eae 
well. 

Gus Hall 
General Secretary 

, ᾿ . cP, USA NC 

(See NY letter dated 7/29/68.) | 

(3) | oe cours 
ἊΝ - ‘As previously agreéd to for reasons. of security, 

the Roosevelt Avenue signal (76th St. & Roosevelt. 
Avenue) is checked every morning except on Radio. 
days, Saturdays ,. Sundeys and holidays. 

(5). ext personal meet, is Eliott (Avenia J Subway Station = 
Oo BMT 

Next ᾿ἀλόχο. transceiver is 7 Location, (διοῦ 8 St. 8 
Madison Avenue) 

(5) Drop Karia next. If uhayeilable use Drop Tara. 
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SAC, New York (100~134637=Sub-c) _ 8/20/68 

ma Director, FBI -(100~428091) a ee = Bye. W.H. ‘Floyd 
7 REC 27° ne | Et ΞῊΣ Mr . . HLA. Grupert 

| t Ls SOLO 

J AREDEACEMENT AND ‘NEUTRALIZATION PROGRAM) 

Reurlet 8/14/68. | 4 
Authority is grantéd to intorvienl ape He ; 

under secure conditions for the purpose of developing 
for possible utilization. in the SOLO. apparatus, 

Your contact ΒΝ be made in. accordance: 
with Section 87D, Manual of Instructions; Care should ‘he 
taken ‘to preclude ‘tha possibility of enbarrassment to. 
the Bureau, 

Advise the. Bureaii. O£ the results and submit 
recommendations for further action in this. matter .. 

Δα: ΒΘ : ΕΞ ἢ 

ΤῸ 
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Ω κι πο 
ia & = 
Ξ τὶ 2) is a white male, born 
= © 8] who reSTgés In NewYork and “is TEnlaval As an neem 
te for the : 

He was 'a member of Communist 
μ η SK15 my Wad σιν Ss ἜΤ σὺ" . 

Oo —“‘(‘COSCSCSCiR ΠΕ ΠΕῚΣ ναττοὺξ 
᾿ PG ἘΞ in eo aS president 

when the influence’. In 
1953 he Detame active in a || in 1955 

In 1957 attended a New York State cP egislative. Coniterence. 

τὸ ΝΣ uar. a CP Industrial 
Delon a ΠΙΣΣΥΞ Mieetine.and, later ee or τε πε ταὶ 
| ΠΟ Τ ΠΟΘ ἦβ no svidence Ὁ Activity on the part of 

= 7 ince that time as interviewed under the Topley 
Callohcn = DP OETAM On| | Sixvtoccasit e last being on 1/17/66. While 
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SAC, New. York ; 
RE: SOLO ᾿ 

" 400=428091 | 

- 
se 

ἜΝ can be engazed in general coriversation; Ἠό has. been adament 
in his' Yefusal to. disc matters. New York requests 
atithor ity. to: intervie nder the SOLO. program and. 

ΕἸ 

“τ 8] using..an -ὃ ‘approach with little or no. reference " 
, Pp affiliations. This intérview constitutes part of iD 

and utilized in the. SOLO ‘apparatus ἐξ the. type individual 
the Party would be ‘seeking as a replacement in -the 
operation. Thére is a‘dual purpose for intervieriad Ἢ ¢ 
(1) To ascertain. if’ ‘he ‘would be cooperative and (2).shou e 

a program. τὸ. locate. individuals. as. informants 

not be cooperative, the contact by the FBI would. tend to 
neutralize hin in coritection with Party utilization of him in 
the SOLO: ‘appara tus ~ 



sO ue ROUTE 18 ENVELOPE 
MM emorandum ΝΕ 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-.28091) DATE: 8/14,/68 

SAC, NEW YORK (100-1346374Sub Ο) Pe 
D a 

Coona) a (REPLACEMENT AND NEUTRALIZATION PROGRAM) 
IS-C 

s been selected for interview under 
the SOLO Replacement and Neutralization Program, 

Background 

Γ ἘΠῚ ΓῚ ΓῚ ἘΞ τ = 

ee Fx: ze pert of his life had been 
He was one of the founders συ ὁ 

ς΄ πο τ π᾿ held 
| ti“ wti‘(‘COCNNOt#CNCOCC(NCCCCéiWen ie was ousted 9 

Subversive Activities 

a in 19 attended a 

| ὧν 
te oC 

Bureau (RM) . 2 6----ᾧ 
ζϑϑιν York (41) REC; 27 | rece we Σ9 7S WY 

JAH? eac 1S AUG 20 1968 
(3) ‘ ! 

=f 
Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on the Payroll Savings Plan 
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NY LOOnABHO37 Sub Ὁ. ΝΞ : 

The same year he was. éiected to 
& posi he held until about - in January: 

and Later 
ere is no 

evidence of ‘CP activity on the part of that. tiries 

Recommendation ὃ. ον Ν ΝΕ bID 

Ὁ πς 15 interviewed under: the. Toplev Program one ὶ 
gix occasions,thé last on 1/17/66, snd while.he can ‘be engaged 
‘in gonoral conversation, ths has been adamant in his refusal : 
to talk about CP matters, 

7 Bureau authority to ΕΝ Πα the SOLO 
program igs Hereby réquested. It is. anticipated that_an_ oblique 
approach will ‘be used with Tittle or no referencé t 

- GP affiliations. . . ΝΞ . ᾿ 
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